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FOREWORD

Brigadier Sir Oliver Wheeler, M.c., assumed the office of
Surveyor General of India in April 1941. Prior t o that he had
held the appointment of Director, Frontier Circle, Survey of
India.
At that time the Military Survey Service did not exist and all
military liaison with the Armed Forces on survey and mapping
matters, all survey preparations and training for war and the
raising of military survey unit>s were the responsibilit~y of the
Frontier Circle. Brigadier Wheeler was, therefore, jntinmtely
connected from the first with the problems raised by the impact of
war on the Survey of India ; and it fell to him to provide their
solutions. He continued in office during the whole war and iintil
about 16 months aft.er V - J day.
The imminence of the return of peace presented a new set of
problems as it was evident that, for some years a t least, the postwar rAle of the Survey of India would be very different from its
pre-war r81e. This resulted from t,he urgent demands of post-war
India for surveys for cievelopment projects to increase the resources
of the country in both food and power ; and the fact that the Survey
of India was the only organization capable of undertaking these
surveys.
To meet these new problems, fresh organizations and methods
had to be evolved and as the end of hostilities drew near increasing
attention had to be paid to them.
As a result of the war it had been i~npossibleto continue the
issue of the roiltine rcports of the x~tivit~ics
of the Survey of India.
after 1041. Th e dcplct,ed staff remaining with t h e Departtnent was
milch t,no hiisy, and in any case mlich of the cssent,ial infonlint,ion
coiiltl not t,hcn have becn pnhlished for seciirity reasons.
Aftcr f he war, witjh the retirement of most, of the senior officers
who hat1 rcmnined with tthc Depnrtmenb during its whole period,
it became cvident that the story of the Survey of India during
these interesting and exciting times woi~ld never be told unleas
someone volnnteered to do it in ret,irement. Brigadier Wheeler
with his nnrivallcd knowledge of all that had happened was the
obvious perRon for the task and generoilsly volunteered t o undertake
it. The p r e ~ e n tvoliin~ehas been written diiring his retirement in
Canada. A certain amoimt of editing and the collection of some
inf~rn~nt~ioil
for t,hc nl,pendix ant1 t,ables ha8 been undertaken
in Indin. Dcmnncls on the limited piiblicntion resources of the
Srlrvey of Tnclia hnvc dclnyed pi~blicat~ion.For this the author
is not to blame.

Ten months after Brigadier Wheeler's retirement, the Department of which he had been the head was divided between India and
PiikistBn. This has resulted in much inforination which might
have been of interest for this book, not being available.
History never repeats itself exactly, and the problems and
conditions which confronted the Survey of India a t the beginning
and end of the Second World War are unllkely to recur in the same
form. The experience gained in these times is nevertheless likely
to be of considerable lasting value to those concerned with survey
matters ; and it is hoped that the inherent interest of the record
will appeal to a wider circle of readers.

G . F. HEANEY,

MUSSOORIE,U.P.
October 1.950.

Brigadier,
Surveyor General of India.

PREFACE
As its title implies, this book covers not only the actual war
period 1939-45 but a,lso the following year during which demobilization was in progress concurrently with the initiation of a number
of very large reconstruction and rehabilitation projects and the
execution of many sinaller projects urgently needed in connection
with short term " grow-more-foodJ' plans.
The first full scale post-war field season was that of 1946-47 ;
even then, many officers and other ranks of the Survey of India
were still in the army and the Department was publishing large
quantities of ex-India maps denlanded by the army.
It is not possible or perhaps desirable t o describe the work of
the Survey of India esclusively from the military point of view ;
not only would coherence be lost but certain c i d activities had t.o
go on during the currency of the war and in fact some of these
activities served inilitary ends, such as the Ha,zlra Settlement
Survey ; on the other hand, certain military work such as research
in astro-fix methods led to improvement of methods for post-war
civil surveys.
I h a r e , therefore, described the whole work of the Department
during and inimediately after the war and have tried t o show the
inter-connection between civil and inilitary work ; in brief, the war
effort of the Survey of India.
I n the earlier part of the war, military survey units were formed
by the Survey of India almost wholly from its own personnel ; the
fortunes of these units are followed overseas to some small extent.
Later, units and survey headquarters in India and SEAC become
very mixed-some Indian some British personnel ; some Survey of
India some non-Survey of India personnel-and were not formed
by the Department as such, though much of this personnel was
trained by it.
I n reading this book it has to be remembered that except for
the Artillery Survey Section, R.A. bhe Survey of India was the sole
military survey organization in India when the war broke out and
had for many years followed a semi-military tradition, undertaking to train and supply certain military survey units, fully
equipped with technical instruments and equipment, when required
to do so. Its senior officers were nearly all soldiers and i t had on
its strength a considerable number of surveyors who were soldiers
or ex-soldiers,
In the first part of the book, Chapters I to X I 1 inclusive, I
have put down a brief chronological record of the position in which
the Survey of India found itself when the war began, its development into a strong base and supporting organization for the military

survey services created during the war and its ultimate transition,
not yet complete in 1946, into a strong post-war reconstruction
organization. There is no index to this part but in the succeeding
part,, "Annotated Index and Glossary", each subject likely to be
of interest to any reader whether layman or surveyor has been
briefly dealt with as such ; this is arranged in alphabetical order
and i t is hoped is sufficiently con~prehensive,cross referenced as it
is, to give reasonably full and coherent information on each individual subject connected with the war and early reconstruction.
The tables and appendix give some further details on certain
subjects and some statistics.
Because some readers may not be familiar with Survey of India
procedure and nomenclature, the alphabetical section is also designed
to serve the purpose of a glossary.
This method necessarily causes some repetition.
Technical methods have not been described in any detail but
references to various Departmental publications have been made,
which will make it possible for those interested to obtain more
information if they desire it.
A review of scientific work carried out between 1939 and 1947
is contained in the Technical Report of the Survey of India,
Part 111-Geodetic Work, published 1948.

E. 0. WHEELER.

INTRODUCTORY
I . Early history of the Survey of India.-To
appreciate fully
the somewhat complex role played by the Survey of India in the
1939-45 war i t is necessary t o have some knowledge of its history,
its aims and its organization. Affectionately known t o its members
as "The Department" and frequently so-ca.lled in this book, the
Survey of India is a department under the control of, but not of, the
Government of India. For a number of years preceding the late
war and during most of its currency the Survey of India functioned
under the control of the Department ( "Ministry" ) of Education,
Health and Lands of the Government of India coming, however,
under the control of the Department of Agriculture after the government reorganization in 1945, when Education, Health and Lands
divided into three separate departments ; i t has never, a t least
during the present century, worked under the control of the Defence
or War Departments of the Government of India, notwithstanding
that a fair proportion of its personnel was or had been soldiers.
This personnel was seconded, or lent, t o the civil survey department
and was administered under Civil Service rules.
2. A Surveyor General of Benga,l, a, military officer, was appointed by Clive in 1767, a Surveyor General of Bombay being appointed
in 1796 and of Madras in 1810. I n a.11 three Presidencies surveys
had been carried out both in conjunction with military operations
and under purely civil arrangements, the latter mainly for revenue
purposes ; in 1815 a Surveyor General of India was appointed with
headquarters a t Calcutta t o control and co-ordinate the work of the
three Presidencies. Revenue work, however, remained the responsibility of the Presidencies in Bombay and Madras ; only in Bengal
we0 revenue work carried out under the orders of the Surveyor
General of India, eventually extending north and west t o the outlying are= of the Pulljab and Sind.
I n 1800, an independent Trigonometrical Survey was formed
under the control of the Madras Government, transferred in 1818 t o
the oontrol of the Supreme Government, under the name "Great
Trigonometrical Survey of India" and in 1523 to the control of the
Surveyor General of India. The three branches, trigonometrical,
topographical and revenue, were amalgamated in 1878 under the
title " Survey of India ".
I n 1833 the Trigonometricnl Survey moved to Dehra DBn,
where it still remains under the name Geodetic Branch, but i t was
not till 1940 that the headquarters of the Surveyor General moved
from Calcutta to Delhi though the Surveyor General himself moved
there in 1939.
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3. Between 1823 and 1905 a network of first quality triangulation and levelling was established over India, and much of Burma ;
it was during this period that Mt. Everest, named after the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, was discovered to be
the highest mountain in the world and during this period too that so
much h e work was done by Indian explorers in Tibet and other
areas adjacent to India, described in the Records of the Survey of
India, Volume VIII. Exploration surveys were usually undertaken
by the G.T.S. ( now Geodetic Branch ) and it was for this reason that
what material existed for the mapping of countries adjoining India
was housed a t Dehra Diin when it became necessary to use it during
the 1939-45 war. Military and other personnel of the Department
also accompanied many military expeditions and missions both to
clssist the troops on the ground and also to take advantage of their
presence to extend exploration.
Topographical and revenue surveys progressed well during thie
period and many maps, both topographical and geographical, were
published ; almost entirely, however, in black only with hachures or
form lines instead of contours. These surveys were based on the
high quality triangulation and levelling of the Great Trigonometrical
Survey. Early in this period a high proportion of the personnel was
military and much of it imported from Britain ; gradually, the
proportion of civilian officers and men recruited and trained in India
was increased though military strength remained considerable up
to 1905 and even later.
It is interesting that the first postage stamps issued in India,
in 1854, were printed by the Survey of India publication offices in
Calcutta ; while in 1942 certain "fake" documents were printed in
the Map Publication Office in Calcutta, for anti-Japanese espionage
purposes.
4. 1905-1914.-In
the early part of the present century, there
were complaints from the military authorities that Survey of India
maps were not "modern", that topographical ( military ) surveys
were progressing too slowly and that revenue surveys, much in
demand as India developed westwards, were given too much prominence in the Department's programmes.
These complaints resulted, in 1905, in the convening of a
oommittee composed of high civil, military and departmental
officers as well as advisers from the Ordnance Survey of Britain to
formulate a policy and programme that would meet military needs
while still meeting civil needs--except for revenue surveys which,
from that time, became the responsibility of the provinces. The
policy and programme, to cover India in 26 years with modern
coloured and contoured maps, was approved by the Government of
India and the Secretary of State for India, and put into effect at
once, military surveys being commenced on the West and
North-west Frontiers. " Modern " printing machinery wcls installed in the Calcutta offices and colour printing technique introduced.
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Topographical surveys progressed rapidly during the next few
years and many maps, contoured and in colours, were published on
a new ( the present ) lay-out as devised by the committee of 1905-06.
The various map series established a t this time, practically speaking
those with which we entered the war 1939-46, are discussed in
Chapter I11 following.
5. The War, 1914-1918.-On
the outbreak of war in 1914, a
large proportion of the Department's military officers, some 60 all
told, was reverted to military duty for regimental ( non-survey )
employment ; some civilian officers who were members of the Reserves of Officerswere also called up for military (non-survey ) duty.
This left the Survey of India very short-handed in officers and
the internal survey programmes were much slowed down ; a number
of surveyors and others, too, went to military duty. The necessity
for comprehensive survey and mapping work in any major war and
during the reconstruction period after it had not been recognized,
with its consequence-the dissipation of highly trained and experienced personnel, particularly officers.
When the war developed to large proportions in Mesopotamia,
a virtually unmapped country, the need for survey personnel became
intense. With some difficulty, for a number of officers had been
killed or had become key personnel in non-survey employment, a
strong survey service was formed from Survey of India personnel t o
function in Mesopotamia and also in west and east Persia. It was,
of course, necessary to have HindustLni speaking officers ; apart from
that, the Ordnance Survey of Britain and their Dominion and
Colonial counterparts had their hands full with their own problems
in Europe and Africa.
The survey material gathered in Mesopotamia and in west and
east Persia proved of very great value in the 1939-45 war during the
occupation of ' Ir8q and Iriin.
The Survey of India's part in the 1914-18 war is described
in Volume XX of the Records of the Survey of India-The War

Record.
6 . 1918-1925.-Between
1919 and 1922 recruitment of both
military and civilian officers was heavy, to fill the gaps caused by the
war and to make up for short recruitment during that period. This
necessitated heavy training programmes concurrently with attempts
to catch up on the much delayed topographical programme and the
pre-war officers of the Department had a heavy task supervising the
work of semi-trained officers in charge of camps and parties.
The authorized strength of the Department remained practically as before the 1914-1 8 war but it was not found easy to fill au
military vacancies, mainly due to a revision of pay that occurred
in 1920, making employment in the Survey of India much less
advantageous financially than i t had hitherto been.
7. At the same time it was reoognized that even in s m d ware
atrong survey and map publication potential ~ t the
h fighting foroee
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would be necessary in the future and that the system used in Mesopotamia, virtually civil units whose members held "relative military
rank", was not easily workable where large military forces were
employed. The development of aircraft during the war and the use
of air photographs for mapping in all the war theatres had also shown
the necessity for research and training in air survey methods ;
experimental work in this branch of surveying was oarried out in
1921 and a large survey (the Irrawaddy Delta) undertakenin 1922-23.
8. The Frontier Circle.-This Circle of the Survey of India was
created in 1925 with its headquarters and drawing office a t Simla in
close touch with Army Headquarters and its major field units, "A"
and "E" Companies and No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party located respectively a t Murree, Quetta and Peshgwar (later Risiilpur) in touch
with Northern and Western Commands and the R.A.F. These
units carried out the topographical work of the Circle, which was
responsible for most of north-west India, besides organizing and
training for war ; No. 18 Party concentrated on air survey research
and training and the mapping of Tribal Areas hitherto unmapped or
badly mapped due to inaccessibility on the ground.
"E" Company was also utilized a t the outset for the standard
departmental training of officers and other ranks because of the all
year round terrain about Quetta ; this however, was found in the end
to be too expensive, due to the distance of Quetta from the main
part of India and the fact that in much of the area of Baluchistsn
tribal escorts were necessary for surveyors in the field. Large
numbers of Indian Army personnel were, however, trained in "E "
Company, coming from the Indian Military Survey course a t
Roorkee, and these men formed the backbone of our experienced
soldier-surveyor cadre in tlle 1939-45 war.
The Director, Frontier Circle was ex oficio map and survey
adviser to the Commander-in-Chief in the latter's capaoity as head
of the military forces in India ; the Surveyor General was his offlcitll
adviser in the U.-in-C.'s capacity as head of the Defence Department
of the Governmeilt of India ; similarly, the officers in charge of "A"
end "E' ' Companies and No. 18 Party were local advisers respectively
to Northern and Western Commands and the R.A.F.
9. Numerous training exercises were carried out between 1926
and 1930 in co-operation with the military commands on the Frontier
and in particular with the Artillery Survey Section, R.A., Kakul.
These varied from full scale exercises with troops, to TEWTS and
staff exercises, and a considerable proportion of the Department waa
trained in the elements of air survey in No. 18 Party ; the moat
receptive were retained for longer perioh in 18 Party, for productive
work.
War establishments a d war equipment tables were worked
out and t e r m of service for Survey of India personnel in war
adumbrated along with those for the Railways and other major
services that would be, in effect, mobilized in war. These reached
W i t y tn 1934dnly to be oompletely eorepped immedistely the
rar broke out in 1839, when we s t a t e d afresh from aoratoh.
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Mobilization schemes too were prepared, never-except as a
general guide as to what was required to be done-to
be used.
These schemes of course were based on the assumption that the
Survey of India would supply units for a war on the North-west
Frontier of India ; they were not designed for full scale world war.
During this period, other parties were formed under the administrative control of the Frontier Circle, mainly to carry out
special surveys for rapidly expanding irrigation projects in the
Punjab and Sind.
10. 1~30-1938.-When
the world depression struck India in
the early thirties, retrenchment becanle the order of the day. The
Department was cut nearly in half, indeed barely escaped dissolution ; military exercises-" spending " works-were frowned upon
and the Survey of India, as other central departments, sought for
"paid-for" works, such as irrigation surveys, settlement surveys
and the like required by the provinces. The topographical programme, already much slowed down by the 1914-18 war and its
aftermath, became still more in arrears ; it was clear that there was
no chance whatever of completing the "modern" survey of India
in anything like the 25 years originally specified ( para 4 ) and still
less, with the curtailed personnel and funds, of keeping up-to-date
such maps as we had.
This led to much research in the methods that might be used to
keep maps up-to-date-the surveyor's bugbear-and to oonsideration of what map series might be dispensed with and what colours
on the maps ; a t this time, maps were printed in up to seven or eight
colours, involving, with the machinery a t our disposal, up to ten
different printings for each map. The research, however, stood us in
good stead during the 1939-45 war, as did the fact that shortage of
funds compelled us to concentrate on improving our compiled maps,
tlonc in the office, instead of making new maps in the field where
transport and other field expenses were alwa,ys heavy.
During this period the army treated maps as very precious
things, not to be expended ; nlap stores were full of out-of-date and
part-worn maps tnally of t l ~ o ~011u linen backed paper ( very bulky
and expensive ) or 011 "Jap" paper, a, paper that does not tear
owily but possesses no other nlorit. Orders for maps were few and
snlall and it was seldo~nthat nlore than 500 copies were printed of
ally nlap on first prlblicatioll or re-publication ; press orders up to
10,000 were the routine during the war that followed.
11. By the end of 1938 howover, rurnours of war stirred up
mobilization plans again and hence training. A very comprehensive
exercise, full scale, was carried out in co-operation with the Artillery
Survey Section, organized by the Brigadier, R.A., in Northern
Command. The Survey of India put a practically complete Field
Survey Conlpany in the field, less shortages in equipment due to the
previous financial stringenoy. The exercise was of the greatest
value and resulted in recasting of War Establishments and War
Equipment Tables to meet modern conditions as envisaged primarily
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on the North-west Frontier of India but also with wider scope and
the North-eaat Frontier in mind. Two officers of the Survey of
India were on the directing staff of this exercise, which lasted 5 days
apart from two or three weeks preliminary departmental exercises.
The theme of the exercise was the preparation of a one-inch
scale topographical map as well as a battle map on 1/26,000 scale by
air survey methods, controlled by rapid triangulation during the
course of which triangulated values ( trigs ) were given to the
htillery from day to day, to facilitate surveying in their gun
positions and targets in terms of the general topographical map and
ultimate battle map. Publication of the maps was carried out on
plant in RisBlpur that fairly simulated plant likely to be available
with forward survey troops in war. Portable plant ( fitted for mule
transport ) was also utilized.
12. 1939.-So
far as topographical survey work was concerned,
the field season 1938-39 was a slim one by comparison with the
preceding three years and the 30 years ending 1933 that inaugurated
the 1905 Committee's recommendations for a topographical programme. From 1938-39 until the end of the war, topographical
survey progressively reduced until it practically faded out, as is
mentioned in more detail later on. On the other hand, compilation
work in the drawing offices and in parties that did not take the field
increased ( para 10 ) and publication still remained a bottle-neck,
resulting in five modern auto-feed rotary offset printing machines
being ordered from England together with some ancillary equipment ;
and in the number of map series to be maintained being reduced and
the colours in which many maps were printed being drastically
reduced, together with plans for quicker revision of existing maps,
reflected in the revision out-turn of 1939-40, a total of about 8,800
square miles in India and Burma as compared with about 800 in
1938-39.
"Paid-for" work waa in good standing in 1939, a precision
survey of Lahore being in hand along with several irrigation and
similar surveys, with more precision city surveys in demand.
As before 1905, the pendulum had swung towards revenue work,
to conserve Central Government funds. I n 1939 this was offset by
the evident possibility of war, giving impetus to military training
and to setting our house in order in respect of mobilization stores,
map publication potential and the like.
13. As usual in the hot season, a number of officers were on leave
in U.K. during the spring and summer of 1939. These officers were
all recalled to India during September immediately after war broke
out. I had been Director, Geodetic Branch a t Yehra Diin from the
spring of 1938 and waa supposed to have taken over Director,
Frontier Circle a t Simla early in 1939 ; the unexpected emergency
leave of the Surveyor General ( Brigadier C. G. Lewis ) however
resulted in my having to officiate for a time aa Surveyor General, in
Calcutta, and it wes not till May 1939 that I joined the Frontier
Circle, though I wes fully familiar with Frontier Circle requirement
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after six years in command of "E" Survey Company a t Quetta and
more recently, as a member of the directing staff of the military
training exercise held late in 1938 ( para 11 ).
14. When the war started, the usual arrangements were in
train for organizing the field survey season for 1939-40. Some
further curtailments were made resulting in a very small topographical programme even by comparison with 1938-39.
Little geodetic field work was in progress, due t o financial
stringency, the major works being gravity measurements in Burma
and levelling of high precision in eastern India ; a project to connect
two north-south geodetic triangulation series by an east-west
geodetic traverse had been shelved in 1938-39 and was again shelved
in 1939-40. As it turned out however, methods not unlike those
proposed for this traverse were utilized during the war.
Computational work was heavy and the Geodetic Branch
therefore commenced the war with a reasonably strong staff of
trained computers, which was fortunate.
I 5. Another military exercise was held late in 1939 in co-operation with the Artillery Survey Section, preceded by the test mobilization of a Field Survey Company and about a month's unit training.
This training, which was attended by a large proportion of the
military officers of the Department either as participants or spectators, brought to light further faults in organization and methods
that we sought to put right immediately after the conclusion of the
combined exercise.
Arrangements were also in train a t this time to mount on
trailers two double-demy hand-feed rotary offset machines that had
been purchased earlier for military purposes ; the necessary tractortrailers were hard to come by. In all, there were four such rotary
machines in the Department two being in Calcutta, one in Dehra Diin
and one in Quetta ( under transfer to RisBlpur ). There were only
two other rotary machines in the Survey of India ( a t Calcutta ) the
remainder of our printing machinery being flat-bed. Flat-bed
machines require different printing plates from rotaries and this
caused some trouble in the earlier stages of the war aa modern rotary
machinery superseded the out-moded and worn out flat-beds.
16. As mentioned in the preface, there is no formal index to this
book. Instead, there is an "annotated index and glossary" which
may be consulted for further details on the various subjects mentioned in this first, chronological portion-and for continuity on
each particular subject throughout the whole period covered by the
book. This " indcx" is heavily cross referenced and in a few cases
where there is more detail in this first portion, is referenced back to
it.
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I 7. Methods of topographical survey.-Prom
its earliest days,
the plane-table had been the instrument most used by the Survey of
India for its topographical surveying and indeed for irrigation and
other similar surveys a t least in part ; the Department possessed
some of the world's finest plane-tablers. These men were officially
designated "surveyors ", a misleading term because, at least under
modern conditions, a "surveyor" is presumed t o know a good deal
about all branches of surveying, which our plane-tablers did not.
This frequently led to confusioll when the Department was askecl for
help by outside bodies, both civil and military. I n the Survey of
India, i t was thc oficers who knew about all branches ; the rank and
file were in a large meagure specialists in a single branch of surveying
such as plane-tabling, traversing, levelling and so on.
This system arose from the fact that much of our field staff was
recruited from sources similar to those used by the army ; the staff
had to be really tough and hard physically, accustomed to the outdoors and t o roughing it, with good eyesight and a good "eye for
country". Such men could be taught t o be very fine plane-tablers
and draftsmen but their lack o l general education prevented their
use aa "surveyors" in the wide senne of the worcl.
Because this staff did not commantl high wages, the cost of
plane-tabling was relatively low and consequently air survey
methods had not been generally used in Inclia, being more expensive than plane-tabling on all topographical map scales.
To-day however, the shoe may be on the other foot ; improvement
in aircraft and cameras has made sir survey much cheaper than it
was,while on the other hand increase in wages has greatly increased
the cost of ground surveys which require many more individuals
to be employed and of course the use of congiderable quantities
of transport, tents, etc.
Up t o 1939, then, air survey had been little used in the Survey
of India for topographical work, except in arem inaccessible on the
ground such aa Tribal A r e a , or as training for military survey
purposes. The air survey methods taught were, therefore, mainly
parallel in scope to plane-tabling methods, the same personnel in
general being utilized for both methods.
18. Topographical instruments.-Because
of the personnel
available for plane-tabling and the fact that travel using bl~llock-cart
camel, labourer, etc., transport makes for rough treatment, the instruments used were the most robust and simplwt it was possible to
deviee. Furthermore, such instruments could be manufactured in
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the Mathematical Instrument Office of the Survey of India, at
Calcutta. The plane-table was sturdy, heavy and 30" x 24" in area
becauee this area could accommodate a full standard topographical
map sheet while still leaving plenty of room round the margins for
plotting of distant trig. points and for entering village names,
inspection notes and the other information required by Departmental
procedure.
The sight-rule was of the open type, 30" long ;telescopic alidades
aa used in many western countries were not used a t all.
The clinometer, the "Indian Pattern Clinometer" invented and
developed in India by the M.I.O., was also the open sight type,
sturdy and readily adjustable in the field, with no lenses t o fog up or
grow fungus.
Despite these simple instruments, the standard of accuracy of
e good plane-tabler was extremely high, even on out-turns of 25 to 30
square miles per month on the one-inch scale with surveyed contours
a t 50 feet vertical interval. General accuracy was maintained by
the principle of working from the whole to the part and wherever
possible basing work on graphic resections from topographical
( tertiary ) triangulation the latter in t u r n based on the main high
precision triangulation of the Great Trigonometrical Survey. Where
country was too flat to triangulate, theodolite traverse was used to
control plane-tabling and air surveys.
Air survey instru~nentswere correspondingly simple ; the only
really complicated instrument in the possession of the Survey of
India before the war was a stereocomparator, used mainly in the
development of air survey from oblique photographs, necessary t o
make the best use of photos available on the North-west Frontier.
24" x 20" plane-tables of lighter construction, with 24" sightrules, were mainly used for military surveys.
19. Theodolites and levels.-As with detail survey instruments,
and for the same reasons, the theodolites and levels used by the
topographical staff were of the simplest and most robust type obtainable, except those used for military survey purposes and by officers,
5" and 6" vernier instruments, mostly of the transit type, were in
most general use.
For high precision work, and for use by officers and in military
survey work, micrometer and glass-arc instruments were in use.
The Department had a number of Wild, Tavistock and Zeiss
glass-arc small theodolite8 and the Geodetic Branch used two larger
Wild instruments for its high precision work.
Levels for tertiary work were simple Dumpy, " Y " and Cooke
types, except for a few "split-bubble " small Zeiss instruments ; larger
ones of this type being used for high precision levelling.
Personnel earmarked for military survey units were taught the
use of glass-arc theodolites and split-bubble levels.
20. Fair-drawing.-The
field plane-table section has rough
trestment and is naturally drawn in different styles and with
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different skills by the various plane-tablers. Reproductions of
plane-table sections were therefore assembled in mosaics on paper
suitable for re-drawing during the office ( "recess" ) season, these
fnir-drawings being sent to the publication office for the final stage of
turning them into a published map.
Though some personnel were recruited solely as draftsmen, the
great bulk of the fair-drawing was done by the field staff ( planettlblers ) ; the draftsmen were mainly used for compiled mapping,
that is, the compilation of a number of relatively large scale maps
into one small scale one.
Field parties were therefore accumulated in the recess season a t
their Circle headquarters in the various parts of India. As with
field instruments, the drawing instruments used mere the simplest
types possible, so far as possible those that could be manufactured in
India by the M.I.O.
It was the duty of officers and specially selected surveyors and
draftsmen in the field parties to examine the work of the men
employed on fair-drawing to ensure that their work was accurate and
that it conformed to the Departmental rules of standardization ; of the
local drawing office to check again before despatching fair shee~tsto
the publication office and finally of the main drawing offices a t the
publication offices to check yet again. This was a slow procedure
and one that had to be drastically modified during the war with
( as might be expected ) a falling off in accuracy and standardization.
21. Publication.-The
main map publication, storage and
issue offices were a t Calcutta, built up over the years since the
Department was formed in 1823. A much smaller office, dealing
with certain local and specially selected maps, was a t Dehra D i n as
part of the Geodetic Branch. Publication plant was in use in Quetta
and RisBlpur/Murree but only for special jobs ; no standard maps
were published a t either place prior to the war. These two units
however were trained particularly in producing something that
would do in emergency, quickly, rather than in met,iculous accuracy
and meticulous adherence to Departmental procedure and rules.
As already stated, all but six of the printing machines in use by
the Department in 1939 were flat-bed machines ; of the six hand-feed
rotaries, four were earmarked for military use in case of war, the
other two ( Calcutta ) not being readily tranoportable. Five
modern high speed automatic feed machines, not transportable,
were on order.
It waa seldom that the number of copies printed of any one map
exceeded 500 ; with such short "run#", very different to the 10,000
or so of the war, our somewhat antiquated flat-bed machines and
hend-feed rotaries were adequate. Our bottle-neck was in colour
separetion, that in, preparing the different plates required for multicolour printing. It wm thiu latter ftlct that led to the reduction in
number of map eeries and number of colours on individual maps,
cliacussed briefly in the following chapter.
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22. Administrative organization.-The
Class 1 and Class 11
Services were gazetted services, the former consisting mainly of
military officers recruited from the Corps of Royal Engineers and the
Indian h m y ; the latter recruited from civilians of university
graduate or corresponding educational standard. 5 vacancies were
reserved in the Class I Service for promotion from Class 11.
The Upper Subordinate Service, non-gazetted, was intermediary between the Class I1 and the Lower Subordinate Service, the
latter containing the great bulk of our field and drawing personnel
and together with its somewhat complicated counterpart, the
Division I11 Service, the bulk of our clerical staff and map reproduction personnel. Division I1 personnel corresponded, on the
clerical, drawing and map reproduction sides, to the Upper Subordinate Service.
There were other special posts for special duties, particularly in
the Map Publication Office and the Geodetic Branch.
To co-relate these various services with military ranks when
mobilized was a problem.
Finally, there was the Class I V Service-the completely uneduoated men who carried instruments, pitched the camp of a surveyor
and generally did the many errands necessary to the expeditious and
efficient prosecution of survey work. This h e body of men, the
"other ranks" of the war, also possessed no small technical skill as
chain-men, heliotropers and the like and as ink mixers, zinc plate
grainers and map sorters ; a good number were promoted to superior
service during the war, "uneducated" though they were.
23. Each field party, drawing and other office of the Department
contained its quota, usually a fluctuating quota, of each of these
services. The officer-ill-charge was, except in "detachments", a
Class I officer ; detachments were usually commanded by a Class I1
officer. Camps in the field, sections in recess were under the control
of Class I1 or Upper Subordinate or Division I1 officers, soinetimes
under a very senior and experienced Lower Subordinate or Division
I11 "officer" but the latter more usually carried out the actual work
or instructed the less experienced of their own service.
24. Geographical ( regional ) organization.-The
headquarters
office8 were located in Calcutta until lahe in 1940 when they moved
to Delhi. The main Map Publication Office however remained in
Calcutta until much later on and in fact a largo publication office,
including the Engraving Office, remained in Calcutta throughout
the war and after. Geodetic work was centralized under the control
of the Director, Geodetio Branch, at Dehra Diin. Under his
control too was the Cantonments Detachment charged with the
execution of the military cantonments survey programme approved
and paid for by the Defence Department in consultation with the
Engineer-in-Chief. Other offices under his oontrol were the Forest
p
office lulown as the Photo-Zinco
Map Office, a small l n ~ publication
Office ( P.Z.O. ) r t ~oppocled to the much largor Photo-Litho Office
( P.L.O. ) under the Director, Map Publication in Calcutta, and
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No. 2 Drawing Office specially skilled in dealing with exploration
surveys and the counterpart of the main drawing office of the
Department, No. 1 in Calcutta. The main Map Issue Office, the
M.R.I.O., was in Calcutta, a small map issue section functioning in
Dehra DBn. A small Officers' Training School functioned sporadically under the control of the Director, Geodetic Branch; to be
transferred during the war, much expanded, to Abbottiibgd under
the control of the Director, Frontier Circle.
25. The creation and general organization of the Frontier Circle
has been described in Chapter I . Its duties were primarily military
until the fhancial stringency of the early thirties and again became
predominantly, indeed almost entirely, military from late 1939.
A normal topographical Circle, of which there were four before
the retrenchment of 1931 ( Burma, Eastern, Southern and Central ),
consisted of the headquarters office of its director, a topographical
drawing office and three topographical parties-a
party being
roughly the counterpart in survey of a Field Company, Sappers and
Miners in engineering ; its officer-in-charge ranked with a major
unless actually holding higher military rank.
After 1931, only one orthodox topographical circle remained,
the Eastern Circle with headquarters a t Shillong and responsibilities
covering Assam, Bengal, eastern U.P. and Central India and the
northernmost part of Madras. Burma and South India were dealt
with by "Independent Parties", considerably stronger than a
normal party, under the direct control of the Surveyor General both
technically and administratively. These two parties had headquarters a t Maymyo and Bangalore respectively. Both practically
disappeared during the war, but for widely different reasons. After
the war, Burma re-established its survey organization on quite
different lines and entirely independent of India while South India
again was dealt with by a full Circle instead of a single party.
One topographical party ( No. 1 ) of the old Central Circle
functioned in the central part of India under the orders of the
Director, Geodetic Branch, while tho Frontier Circle dealt topographically with north-west India.
26. Military organization.-There
was no military survey
service as such in India before the war ; that is, there was no Geographical Section, General Staff as a t the War Office in London and no
survey units under military control, except for a small drawing
office manned by personnel on the India Unattached List of the
Indian Army ; even this unit, though its work was directed by the
General Staff, was administered by the Director, Frontier Circle who
wee also its technical adviser.
Army map policy was handled by the Director of Military
Operations or ( later ) the Deputy Director of Military Intelligence a t
General Headquarters, t~ advised by the Director, Frontier Cirole of
the Survey of India. Mobilization map stores in Commande,
Districts, etc., were controlled by the various Commands, etc., on
policy bid down by A.H.Q., reserve stocks being held in the Map
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Record and Issue Office of the Survey of India, a t Calcutta. All
military maps, except a few special items printed by the drawing
office referred to above, were printed by the Survey of India.
All other military survey work was dealt with by the Frontier
Circle ( paras 8 and 9 ) which also dealt direct with the R.A.F. for its
map needs. There were few dealings with the Royal Indian Navy,
who made their own charts where Admiralty Charts would not
euffice.
27. The peace time organization of the Frontier Circle has been
outlined. "A" and "E" Companies were intended to form the
nuclei of the first units to be formed when mobilization was required ;
they were originally so-called to permit expansion up to eight
companies, "A"-"H"
and the title "company" was given to
distinguish from the normal Departmental title of "party
When
a possible eight companies was envisaged, the Survey of India was
nearly twice as strong ( 1925 ) as it was in 1939, due to the 1931
retrenchment. I n the event, the equivalent of not much less than
ten companies was found in the 1939-45 war, though our commitment immediately preceding the war was only two headquarters
and two companies for service on the N.W. Frontier, plus the Survey
Depot.
The comparative strength of the Department in 1939, 1941,
1943 end 1945 is given in Table C at the end of this book ; "Topographical Assistants", of which there were 97 a t the end of the war,
were a new departure described under that heading in the Index
portion of the book. Perhaps the greatest single factor affecting
military organization was that whereas there were nearly 60 military
officers in 1925, there were only 30 in 1939 ; to train a civilian to be
a sound and efficient soldier takes a considerable time ; to train a
non-survey soldier to become an efficient surveyor, much longer, very
much longer.

".
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28. Map scales.-The topographical map series of the Survey of
India were on "inch scales ", that is one mile to an inch, two miles to
an inch and four miles to an inch. These are generally and conveniently referred to as One-inch, Half-inch and Quarter-inch maps
( or 1-inch, +-inch and &-inch).
Some atlm type small scale maps, such as the general map of
India on scale 1 inch = 160 miles, are generally called the 1/30 mile
map of India and so on.
The cantonments and bazar series are generally on 16-inch and
64-inch scales respectively and some town guide maps are on inch
emles.
29. The majority of geographical maps are on natural scales,
1/1,000,000and 1/2,000,000 and these are conveniently referred to as
1IM and 112 M. A new map introdnc~dduring the war was the
1/500,@00,sometimes referred to as the 2/M.
The majority of town guide maps are on the scale 1/25,000
which is 8130 the scale very frequently used for military tactical
maps; this scale is usually referred to in full, 1/25,000.

30. Map series and coverage.-Until shortly before the war
there were three topographical and three geographical maps series in
general use :The 1-inch, laid out in quarter-degree "squares", covering the
more densely populated parts of India and Burma and some areas
of military importance.
The +-inch, laid out in half-degree "squares", covering areas
also covered by the 1-inch and in addition, areas not worthy of the
expenditure necessary for 1-inch surveys. There were also some
+-inch maps of parts of IrBn that had been occupied during the
191P18 war.
The a-inch, laid out in degree "squares" and hence often called
Degree Sheets, covering the whole of India and Burma, AfghBnistBn,
IrBn and most of 'Irgq.
The l / M India and Adjacent Countries ( I & A C ), laid out in
four-degree "squares" covering the same areas as the $-inch series,
plus a congiderahle extension north and east to latitude 40 dcgrees
and longitude 104 degrees.
The l / M Intermtiom1 ( Carte Tnternationale dn Monde ), laid
out in six-by-four-degree "squares " still in process of completion and
intended eventually to supersede the older I & A C: series. The
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former series was designed internationally and, in India, had an
auxiliary air edition'mainly used by the R.A.F. on which relevant
aeronautical information was over-printed.
The IIBM Southern Asia, laid out in twelve-by-eight-degree
" squares " covering a n area almost as extensive as the 1/M.
31. Besides these standard series, there were various general,
provincial, etc. maps on small scales as well as town guide maps,
cantonment and similar maps, and on the N.W. Frontier a small
series on 1/25,000 scale bounded, however, by grid lines instead of by
lines of latitude and longitude like all the series mentioned in para 30.
32. Grid and Mesh.-Some system of reference for accurately
defining the position of a point on the map is necessary for military
purposes. During the 1014-18 war sets of arbitrary squares gave
way to grids which are orderly systems of squares, each system
emanating from a specific point on the ground, that can be applied
identically to maps of a single area, on whatever scale, or t o whole
series of maps. If field survey work is carried out in terms of the
grid projection, survey co-ordinates are identical with map co ordinates and for this reason all military survey work in India was
carried out in terms of the Lambert conical orthomorphic projection,
that used for the gridding of Indian maps. That Indian topographical maps were published on a polyconic projection is immaterial.
Civil surveys, however, had normally been carried out in geographical
terms ( latitutle a.nd longitude ) and consequently the co-ordinates of
survcyed points had to bc converted into Lanlbert grid terms for
military purposes, a heavy comput~tionaljob ; this applied also to
many other arcas wit11 which we were involved during tho war in
order to produce "Grid Data Panlphlets " such as had been prepared
before the war of considerable areas of India itself.
33. Grids are not applicable with accuracy to large areas
though thcy call be applied very accurately t o long strips. For
this reason, Indian lnaps were originally covered with a reference
system of lines of latitude and longitude, accurate anywhere, known
as the "Minute Mesh ". Though this was superseded by the Lambert
Grid long before the war, some meshed maps will have found their
waryto nlnp users in some areas ( and some that were neither gridded
nor meshed ) becauso thesc wero on the storc shelves arid in the early
atages of the war anything that could be found of war areas had t o be
utilized.
Not all maps were gridded ( or meshed ) but only those of
selected areas of military importance, because civil authorities in
genoral preferred " clean " maps ; much gridding had, therefore,
to be done during the war.
34. The system of letters and numbers used to identify grid
lines on the maps of India and ncighbouring areas for which India was
responsible was lilre that known as the British Modified System,
which, however, gave way to the "Canadian System" on many maps
during the war, becauao of greater convenience( a t the expense of some
lack of clarity of map detail ) in reading a folded map ( See Plate I V ).
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Letters and numbers could be printed in any colour as indeed
could the grid lines ; the lines themselves, however, were normally
printed in black on Indian maps, being an inherent part of the black
detail drawing and hence precisely accurate in relation to black
detail including " trigs " but not so in relation to other colours except
in maps of perfect "registration ", a perfection not easily attained.

35. Colours on maps.-Normal Indian topographical practice
had been ( roughly ) brown for relief, red for man-made features
except railways and canals, blue for perennial streams, canals and
water-Wed areas, green for afforestation, yellow for cultivation and
black for all else, including the bounding lines of some of the features
mentioned.
Geographical map practice varied from the foregoing somewhat,
the International series following the rules agreed upon internationally ; and military maps on 1/25,000 scale were usually in black and
brown only.
All the above colours plus the inclusion of various ribands to
draw attention to boundaries ( a different colour for each Province )
resulted in a large number of printings being required for each map,
and much delay in colour separation work. Hill shading was also
sometimes employed, resulting in yet another printing. On geographical maps, layers were used to indicate relief in one edition, another
edition being published ( for political use ) without layers.
36. Apart from slowness in publishing the results of new
surveys, all these printings and their attendant colour separation
problems had made the revision of existing maps a very serious
problem ; in fast growing areas, even a revised map was out-of-date
before i t was in the hands of the public.
It was therefore decided, shortly before the war, to dispense with
two map series ( para 30 ), the 1/M I & A C being superseded by the
International series and the 4-inch series being discontinued except
where it replaced the 1-inch as a tactical or civil administration map.
It was also decided, a t least as an interim measure, to publish
most of the topographical maps in black and brown only ( or in some
coaatal, etc., areas in black, brown and blue ) pending catching up on
revised maps ; meantime investigating the possibility of re-designing
the maps to dispense with red altogether for man-made featuree
( para 35 ). In most cases, this policy was easily put into effect
because there existed for almost a11 topographical maps a "combined
original" or negative which incorporated all detail except brown.
On the other hand, maps were designed for multiple colours and the
black and brown result was, therefore, not nearly so legible as it
would be if maps were epecially designed for it, as in Britain and
elsewhere.

37. By 1939, the new policy waa taking effect and map production had epeeded up consliderably ; concentration on compiled
mapping ( para 10 ) also speeded up i-inch map iesuee.
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The army did not like the black and brown policy very much but
nevertheless preferred up-to-date maps and more of them, a t least
for the moment. Being organized for this new policy, many more
maps were produced during the earliest stages of the war than would
have been possible on the old multi-colour system.
38. Map issues.-Map storage and issue i n the Department was
so organized as t o deal expeditiously with a multitude of small
demands for many different map sheets, the majority of issues
being by post or over the counter ; we were not orgenized for large
bulk issues either in respect of storage or packing and despatching
facilities, which had to be developed after the war started.
The great majority of maps were stored in and issued from the
Map Record and Issue Office in Calcutta, Dehra Diin's small issue
section dealing mainly with local demands and of course the various
parties held a few copies of maps covering their areas.
The army took over their maps a t their various depots and were
responsible for their own storage and issues.
Though the magnitude of the storage and issue problem in war
had been recognized, no practical tests had been carried out, mainly
due t o lack of funds.
Paper storage too became a big problem ; a rotary offset machine
working a t moderate speed ( 4,000 per hour ) will eat up a ton of
paper in a few hours. Only 7,500 copies of an average map, quite a
normal run in the war, will weigh about & ton.
39. Except for maps used by the Department itself and a few
complimentary copies issued to local officials, etc., all maps were
issued on payment. The military services however, received a
50% discount on maps purchased from stoclr but for special orders
paid the actual cost of drawing and publication plus 5%, postage
extra.
This procedure was necessary to facilitate departmental
budgetting and to keep map demands under control. To have made
free issues to governlnent officials would have put the Survey of
India in the position of dictating how many maps any particular
depctrtment might have, which would have dopended entirely on
the Survey of India budget allotment a t the time.

THE WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION IN OUTLINE
40. 1939-194z.-The
situation on the outbreak of war has been
outlined in the preceding three chapters ; the present chapter,
which describes very briefly the salient happenings of the war and
earliest reconstruction periods, is intended t o assist the reader in
following the succeeding more detailed chapters.
From 1939 to 1942 movemeirt was mainly westwards ; in 1943
the position had stabilized and eastward movement began, the
demand for Inore ancl more maps and persolme1 and for more and
more reconstruction projects following i11 its train.
41. At its outset, the impact of the war was not seriously felt in
India. So far as the Survey of India was concerned, curtailment of
civil programme, more comprehensive and intensive military
training, improvement of war establishnlents and equipment tables
and inobilization schemes amid a general check-up on our map
situation coupled with expediting tlie five new rotary offset machines
on order were the immediate results. The Matheinatical Instrument
Office expeclited supply of ruobilization instruments required by the
Department and began to manufacture certain instruments required
by the army ; it was transferred to the Department of Supply in 1941.
42. A confere~rcein Cairo ( Mid-east ) early in 1940 and another
in Delhi between Malaya, India arld Mid-east early in 1941 crystallized policy and commitments and resulted in arrangenients whereby
any one of the three survey services could assist or take over the map
publication of the others in the event of destruction by enemy action.
Survey of India comnlitments for military survey units were greatly
increased and our first units were formed in 1940, to proceed t o 'IrBq
early in 1941 by which time others were under formation for 'IrLq
and followed .in early autnmn. Four officers of the Survey of
Malaya were trained in Indian military survey methods in 1941.
Maps supplied during this early stage were predonlinantly of
'Iriiq, I r i n and north-west India. The major publication task was
bringing these maps up.to-date as far as information went, and
gridding many of them.
43. The Burma Survey Party, reinforced by personnel from
India, did a considerable amount of revision work on lines of communication both by ground and air methods ; a civil assistant
directorate was created in 1941 and special war establishments and
equipment tables put in hand, a military assistant directorate and
a field survey company ( No. 6 ) being formed early in 1042 from
personnel in Burma.
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When Burma was evacuated, the military and civil units
marched together t o India via the Chindwin to R l m p u r ( Assam ) ;
the civil unit was disbanded but for a small nucleus headquarters t o
settle accounts and watch the interests of individuals in respect of
compensation, etc., and the military units joined Eastern Army for
reforming and re-equipping. A number of Burmese members of t h e
party remained in Burma along with some Indian members who had
made their homes there.
About million maps were pourer1 into Burma from the publication offices in Calcutta by land, sea and a6r ; lack of distribution
facilities prevented the majority from reaching the troops till a Map
Supply Section was sent from India ( to be captured by the Japanese
later ) and a local cirilia,n section formed thcre by the A. D.
Survey.
Burma survey records were nearly all lost but for the original
fair drawings, from which most of the maps used in the re-invasion
of Burma were subsequently prepared.
44. 1~~2-1943.-The great increase in commitments from 1942
onwards, when the Survey of India became the Base Organization for
the South East Asia theatre, made necessary the creatio~lof a
Geographical Section, General Staff headed by a Director of Survey,
I ~ l d i awho was responsible to the C.G.S. for military survey and map
policy ; this officer was also a Director, Survey of India in charge of
the newly formed Military Circle which included the Survey Stores
Ofice of the Survey of India and the Department's organization for
supplying and administering personnel required by the army.
From then on, thc Snrvey of India as such had no direct responsibility
to the army, its responsibility being through the Director of Survey
( Iridia ) on one sido and the Government of India on the other.
Thc-?Frontier Circle, previously directly responsible for all military
activity, thcn bccainc-?mainly a training organization while a t the
same time being responsible for maps required by Norther11 Command ( North-West Army ) only.
45. The fivo rotary offset printing machines tha,t had been
ordered beforo the war grcatly increaseti nlap publicatioll power, still
further increased bc€'oro the e11d of 1943 by additional machines and
ancillary equipment obtaincd through military channels ; map
o~it~plit
was incrcasetl more than 25 times between 1939 and 1943
( from 1million in 1939 to 20 million in 1943 ) which necessitated the
creation of a special ntt,n.ched cadre of officers and other ranks of the
Corps of Royal Engineers, there hcing litt,le trained lithographic and
map publication manpower in Tndin oatside the Survey of India.
This personnel wa,s distribnted hotwecn the Ca.lcntta offices, the
greatly expandod publication office of the Geodetic Branch and a new
"map factory" degigned to ac~ommodat~e
eight t o ten modern
printing machines that was established at Hiithibarkale, Dehra Diin,
about three miles from the Geodetic Branch offices.
Officera from this cadre were also emploved in charge of the
rapidly expanding Stores Office ; though this office dealt with all
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survey stores, the vast majority were stores pertaining to map
publication.
46. During this period ( up to the middle of 1943 ) the strength
of the Survey of India ( excluding Class IV servants and attached
cadres ) rose from 1400 all ranks to 2260 all ranks, of whom 620 were
in military survey employ in the Geographical Section, General Staff,
the Central Map Depot ( Delhi ), five Survey Directorates of different
types, seven field and air survey companies, four map supply
sections and two survey park sections.
Military units sent to ' IrBq earlier had by this time nearly all
returned to India for regrouping and refitting before moving eastwards and the Surrey of India had itself regrouped considerably,
the Eastern Circle having been transferred en bloc from Shillong to
Dehra Diin, joined by most of the South India Party, to concentrate
map drawing power ; and the headquarters of the Department now
functioning in Delhi instead of Calcutta, with Map Publication
headquarters just about to move from Calcutta to Dehra Diin into
the new HBthibarkala factory there.
47. Geodetic and similar scientific work was light a t the outset
of the war and steadily decreased till about 1943 when there was a
great up-surge due to preparations for forward movement east and
concurrent heavy computations in connection with ' IrBq triangulation ; on the other hand, the drawing, map publication and large
scale field work of the Geodetic Branch vastly increased in the
earlier stages, as dicl its administration. In 1943, the Branch was
split by the formation of a War Survey Research Institute t o deal
wholly with scientific work, leaving the Geodetic Branch itself to
deal with the remainder of the work, increasingly map publication
and special surveys ( Cantonments Party ) of airfields, military
camps, arsenals, depots, etc.
Other field survey work in the Department, except that connected with military training, practically ceased, the only major
field survey works by 1942-43 being those carried out by No. 12
Party of the Eastern Circle in the Ledo Base area in Assam and by a
special Perso-Baloch party, in co-operation with No. 3 Indian Field
Survey Company, in south-east P e r ~ i a( IrBn ) and Baluchistiin,
which involved triangulation and revision of road communications
into India.
of military units had been com48. 1943-1946.-Regrouping
pleted by early 1944 and with the appointment of a Direotor of
Survey in the South-Ewt Asia Command the control of a large
proportion of these units was passod to him, demands on the Survey
of India for maps, personnel and stores, however, being filtered aa
regards priority by the Director of Survey ( India ). The problem of
the Department wee thereafter quantity versus time.
49. As it became apparent that the Allies had achieved aupremacy over the Japanese, so other problems for the Survey of Indie
appeared-pcmt-war reconstruction and the peace employment of
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the two million or so men in the Indian army began t o engage
considerable attention and the numerous schemes to these ends made
it difficult to concentrate on purely war problems. Coupled with
this was the demand for surveys in connection with "Grow More
Food" projects, necessitated by the loss of Burma rice and the huge
influx of troops into India, who had to be fed.
Early in 1944 it was found necessary to set up a Projects Office
that a t the outset registered and examined reconstruction and
grow-more-food demands, then began to execute them and finally
while executing the smaller demands examined and organized the
larger ones, passing the actual execution of the latter on to the
appropriate circle or party of the Dep,zrtment ; by 1945 many small
surveys were in progress, mainly by air methods, and many larger
ones in the organizational or even training ( in special methods )
stages. So many men still being in military employ even in late
1946 and 1946, it was necessary to devise every expedient that we
could to save time and manpower.
Work in the War Research Institute was very heavy in 1944-45
in connection with tides, computations, grid data, trig dossiers,
magnetic charts and research in astronomical observation methods,
switching in 1945-46 to development of the "AID" survey
framework for India ( para 161 ) and research in methods t o expedite
and cheapen reconstruction projects, the name of the Institute
being altered to "Survey Research Institute" on the cessation of
hostilities.
50. Map publication and stores organizations had of course also
greatly expanded, even by comparison with 1943. The question
arose what to do with surplus plant, personnel and stores, when the
war ended. To scrap publication plant or even t o put i t on a "care
and maintenance" basis must result in the dissipation of large
numbers of personnel trained during the war a t great expense ; on
the other hand, to keep the plant and personnel against any future
emergency implied finding useful work for i t in the meantime.
A number of proposals were put forward but no decision had been
reached by 1946. Surplus stores were beginning to be disposed of
by this time, though much still remained to be done to clear the huge
quantity accumulated for the eastward advance.
51. From 1943 onwards the post-war organization of the
Survey of India, and the creation of a permanent military survey
service, received ap increasing amount of attention ; plans decided in
principle in 1945 were beginning to be effected in 1946. Though
many officers and other ranks were still in military service in 1946,
many had also been demobilized and were beginning to fit into the
reorganized Department.
The war ended with 721 officers and other ranks of the Survey
of India in the army ; and with the total strength of the Department
( including those in military employ but exclusive of Class I V
servants both in civil and military employ ) reached the total of
2,967, a little over double the pre-war strength.
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The post-war sanotioned strength of the Department ( 1946 )
was seven circles and twenty-four parties as against four circles and
twelve parties in 1939.
52. Chapter XI1 contains a brief conlparison between 1938-39
and 1945-46 and some statistics and budget data. Details are
contained in the various tables s t the end of the book.

53. September, 1g39.-It had become increasingly clear that
war was coming but when, and exactly how it would affect India a t
the outset, was not so clear. So far as the Survey of India was
concerned, little active preparation for war had been undertaken
except for the military exercises already referred to, the curtailment
of field programmes, the revision of war establishments and war
equipment tables ( based on N.W. Frontier warfare ) and the
speeding up of the preparation of mobilization schemes and the
checking of our role as laid down in the "War Book, India". The
recall of officers on leave in U.K. ( para 13 ) anticipated the actual
start of the war by some days and these officers reached India in
the last part of September, being distributed as best calculated to
serve military needs that might develop. Officers on leave in India
were recalled as soon as war was declared.
54. The first steps required after 3rd September appeared to
be to ascertain what was immediately required of us ( apart from
warning orders to all volunteers for military service to stand by )
and to ~ n a l ~sure
e that the terms of service promulgated in 1934
( para 9 ) would hold good. A visit to "A" Branch, Army Headquarters on 4th September made it clear that they would not hold
good because they were based on "general mobilization" and
general mobilization ( whatover that term may mean ) waa not
then envisaged ; this was a shock-all our volunteer lists were based
on these terms ; a suggestion that the word "general" be deleted
from their heading was of no avail and we had to start afresh both
in the preparation of terms of service and in the re-calling for
volunteers on n.o terms of service. Naturally, volunteers were
hesitant ; one likes to know what one volunteers for. No one
could be ordered to military duty except our Class I officers of the
Royal Engineers and Indian Army ( about 30 all told ) and approximately the samo number of soldier surveyom who were on the
Indian Unattached List or the newly formed Reserve of Military
Snrveyom.
We were, however, fortunate in having no civilian officers on
any military reaerve as in 1914 ( para 5 ) and that it was recognized
by the Defence Department that survey would play a considerable
part in the new war and survey skill must not be dissipated ae was
done in 1914. Wo were also fortunate in that war ooourred while the
aovernmont of India and Army Headqu~rterswere still in summer
quarters in Simla, as wa8 the Surveyor General ; ae Director,
Frontier Circle responsible for military organization, my own office
wae located pormanently in Simla and my Frontier Circle unita
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had not yet taken the field and were themselves in immediate touch
with Northern Command a t Murree ( "A" Company and 18 Party )
and Western District, the successor of Western Command, a t
Kariichi ( "E" Company ). 18 ( Air Survey ) Party was also in
close touch with the main Frontier air station a t RisBlpur and I
was in close touch with Air Headquarters a t Simla. The Department as a whole, t'hough preparing for a limited field season, had
still not left summer headquarters. Things might have been much
worse and so far as the Department was concerned, Hitler made s
mistake.

55. Field Season, 1939-40.-The
Government of India and
Army Headquarters moved to New Delhi as usual in October and
this year for the first time the Surveyor General ( Lewis ) also
remained in Delhi, a part of his office coming up from Calcutta,
later followed by the whole office from there, and Calcutta wee
finally abandoned as the Headquarters of the Department;
the Map Publication Office, however, remained in Calcutta
( Slater ).
Of the Frontier Circle units, "A" and "E" Companies usually
established field headquartors somewhere in the area of their season's
work and IS Party moved down from Murree to RisBlpur about the
same time as Northern Command moved from Murree to RBwalpindi ; this procedure was again followed, "E" Company ( Thackwell ) remaining in KarBchi, however, which was convenient as its
work, revising i-inch sheets not far from there a t the request of
Western District, could best be done in close touch with the military,
Public Works, etc., authorities concerned. "A" Company ( Angwin )
was working on verification surveys in the Punjab and made its
headquarters a t Lahore where the Lahore Detachment also was. 18
Party ( Crone ) had to occupy hired buildings in RisBlpur as in the
paat, our own new offices not yet being completed ; this unit was
busy organizing t'he military training exercise, to be carried out
near RiGlpur under Crono's command.
The Director, Frontier Circle had been accustomed to spend
most of the winter on tour, returning t o Simla for accounte and
office work st mont'h ends ; t h i ~year, I established a full tour office
a t Lahore so as to be in reasonably convenient reach of Delhi,
Risiilpur ancl KarBchi a t all times, as well as Simla though I visited
that place only once during the field season. The Surveyor General
also held a big conference on map policy in Lahore, as being more
convenient than Delhi, where accommodation was already becoming
tight.
56. The only other units t o undertake a full field Reason were
No. 6 Party ( J. H. R. Wilson ) in southern India not far from
Bombay, to catch up on the much delayed 1905 programme there ;
the Burma Party ( Wright ) which continued e, normal topographical
programme ; and No. 20 Cantonments Detachment ( Anaari ),
engaged on a long torm programme for the Defence Department
end Engineer-in-C!!ef.
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Miscellaneous small surveys were undertaken, mainly for
military or political purposes, and No. 18 Party continued its air
programme on the N.W. Frontier ( Tribal Areas ). The rest of the
effort of the Department was concentretod on improving the existing &-inch maps and preparing to meet war demands upon us,
including the overhaul of maps of 'IrLq so far as we wore rcsponsible
for them and of western IrLn. ( Wc were responsible as far west
as 48" E. longitude ).
As many military officnrs as possible wero collected together
a t Risslpur for the military training carried out there in NovemberDecember.
57. This training follo~sredthe pattern hitherto of teaching
rapid triangulation methotis with a moving column, a tactical map
being preparod in advance of tho column's movement with corrected
editions as inore accurate trig. control hocaine available and finally
a "battle map" on 1/25,000 scale off which the Gunners could do
predicted shooting with accuracy ; all maps being preparod from
air photographs and controlled by the rapid triangulation carried
out during the exercise. This is the lnain problem t h a t would
have facod survey units in prc-1939 conditions in unsurveyed
country, which is what was cnvisagod for the elnploy~nentof units
formed from the Survc+yof Inclia. Rlist,a.liesmade in this exercise
and the need for t,raining jrot more personnel in this task led to a
niimbor of weolrs' into~lsivetraining in triangulation methods early
in 1940 and the forlnulation of moro or loss standard procedures for
nleeting certain sets of conditions lilrely to be found in countprysuch
a.9 beyond the North-wcst Front'ier of India. The procedures formulated arc dcscrihotl in thc Slirvoy 8crvico Poclrot Book ( India )
Part XI.
I n the event, this procedure was seldom used during tho war
but tho triangulntion training stood t'hc survey service in very good
stnatl, part,iciilnrly in ' Triicl and IrLn, in the early part of the war.
58. Cairo Conference, March 1940.--In tho latter part of March
I accompnnicd tho D.D.nT.T., Tndia ( Colonel, now General Sir
Ouvry, Roberts ) to Cairo t'o st.t,nnd n military intnlligence conference a t Mid-east heaclqnartc!rs nt wliioll War Ofice representat i v e ~were also prrsnnt, and t,o digcilss and co-ordinate map and
snrveg policy with the Dimctor of Srlrvey, Mid-east ( Colonel R. L.
Brown ). We wnrc r(?t]liired to wear civilian clothes travelling
from India and owing to baggage li~nitationskvcre permittecl to
wear them in Cairo except for t,hc most formal confi?rences ; when
ho happcncd to look in his Operation Room one day, tho Cornmnncler-in-Chiof in Mid-east was a little surprised t,o find two
civilians yoring ovcr his Innps.
Meny snrvey and mapping details wero discussed with Mid-east
r ~ the conference decided on the map series
Survey H e a d q u ~ r t - eand
to be establishecl in ' IrBq on acalo 1/250,000, 1/50,000 and 1/25,000
and, after some debate, that these maps should be bonnded by grid
and not spherical lines ; this was standard preotice for certain series
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in Britain and also in India ( para 31 ) and though the system has
disadvantages, it has the great advantage that the title of the map
(based on scale and the co-ordinates of its south-west corner )
places it in the grid straight away ; on the other hand, i t does not
place it so easily geographically.
It was also agreed, subject t o the approval of the Surveyor
General and the Government of India, that the Survey of India
would be responsible for providing up to seven headquarters, six
companies, three survey park sections and two map supply sections
for service anywhere required ; this was a considerable step-up on
our previous commitment of two headquarters and two companies
for service on the N.W. Frontier of India, and necessitated still
further recasting of our volunteer lists.
59. The grid decided for 'IrBq was, as used in India, the Lambert
conical orthomorphic with which our personnel were of course
thoroughly familiar. There were geodetic problems however, for
surveys made in 'IrBq during the 1914-1 8 war were based on the
Everest spheroid, itself based on FBo ( Shatt a1 Arab ) while subsequent surveys by the 'IrBq survey department were based on the
Clarke 1880 spheroid, itself based on NahrwBn, near Baghdfid.
This led to a meeting in BaghdBd botween representatives of
Mid-east and India with the Director of Survey of 'IrBq ( Mr. A. J.
Booth, previously of the Survey of India ) and to the despatch from
Tndia in June 1940 of s small computing detachment to carry out
reconciliation and adjustment ; this detachment remained in 'Irfiq
till early in 1941, after which considerable further adjustment was
done in the Geodetic Branch.
60. Summer, 1940.-The despatch of a computing detachment
to 'IrLq, a civilian detachment not mobilized, has been mentioned
in the preceding paragraph.
The despatch of Indian troops t o 'Iriiq and Irkn to safeguard
the oil refineries a t Abadiin meant demands for maps of that area
and much of tho map drawing and publication work during 1940
was in meeting these demands ; it has been mentioned earlier that
the Rrmy was normally charged drawing and publication costs,
plus 50/,, for special jobs and t h i ~system was applied now, with a
sirnplifiecl formlila for drawing charges-map publication chargee
had for long been systematised but higher costs in recent years
offset by moro modorn methods and machinery had made the
accuracy of our rates very doubtful and rovision was under conAideration. It was hard to find time to carry out this revision and
with the flat-rate eystem introduced the following year, i t was
postponed till after the war ( para 81 ).
Shortly before the war, responeibility for maps of 'Iriiq and
Iriin west of longitude 48" E. had been traneferred to the Wer
OfEce, London together with most of our records of this area much
of which wea eurveyed by Indian eurvey units during the 1914-18
w a r ; during 1940, the War Office eent us copies of our reoords
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sufficient t o permit publication of maps in India again while a t
the same time permitting publication in Britain a s well. Troops
could thus be supplied either in India or Britain, whichever they
emanated from, with more or less identical maps though the latter
point of ensuring real indenticality presented a problem that was to
receive more attention later on as more and more map publication
offices in various parts of the world entered the eastern map
publication field.
Drawing and to some extent publication of maps was farmed
among the offices of the Department to make the most use of all
resources ; distance however made control difficult, particularly
in respect of drawing.
61. The new large commitments accepted by India for the
formation of military survey units ( para 58 ) and the decision to
mobilize some units 'practically a t once, besides forming a military
Survey Depot ( RisLlpur ) and soon after i t a civil counterpart
euphemistically called a Survey Training Centre, began to make tho
Frontier Circle somewhat unwieldy for a single individual t o
control. Early in the year, therefore, a n Assistant Director ( Civil )
was allotted to the D.F.C. followed soon after by a n Assistant
Director ( Military ). I n effect, the Circle a t this time divided into
two wings, military and civil. Headquarters continued to be at
Simla, where also were the S.G., A.H.Q. and the Government of
India ( summer headquarters ).
At one time, there were several A.D.F.C's ( Military ) either
officially or ex oficio and this perhaps was good for i t led to a
numher of senior officers, later to take over various military survey
headquarters and the like, being in a position to wrangle about the
best way of meeting our problems. This resulted in smooth working in tho cnd.
62. Mobilization of our first units commenced in July and
August 1940, the first officer to revert temporarily to military
omploy for sowice ex-India being Colonel W. J. Norman, M.C., on
14th July. Colonel Norman, who had a great deal of experience of
military survey and was an oxpert air surveyor, died a t Dehra Diin
before actually taking his headquarters and units overseas ; this sad
loss was keenly felt by the Uopartmcnt and by the military survey
service.
The ~llobilizationof No. 1 Indian Field Survey H.Q. and No. 1
Indian Field Slirvoy Company was carried out a t Risiilpur, where
the new offices wero now practically complete. Mobilization stores,
proviously in the charge of "A" Company, were taken over by
No. 18 Party so a8 to leave "A" Company more free to perform its
allotted role of nucleus for No. 1 H.Q. and No. 1 Company and,
assisted by the newly formed Survey Depot, to implement their
mobilization. Proximity to Riiwalpindi arsenal assisted in the
quick supply of instruments and equipment to be obtained from
military sources, while articles of Survey of India supply comprising
the majority of instruments, technical books and stationery, eto.,
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were either already in store a t RiGlpur or were quickly obtainable
from the Mathematical Instrument Office or Geodetic Branch,
except for some articles in sllort supply like nautical almanacs,
and glass ale theodolites. Though rotary printing machines were
available ( para 16 ) we had great trouble in acquiring suitable
moto~.transport on which to mount thom. Bofore No. 1 Company
left India, however, a lllachine had bmn established on a trailer
for it.
63. Thc large expansion in commitments for military survey
units made it necessary for us to tap all possible sources for officers
and other ranks with previous survey or map publication experience
and, to free more junior oficeru for military duties, to extend the
service of more senior officer.$and re-employ a s many as werc willing
and suitable for jobs in the Uepartment itself, including a number
of newly created posts. This policy was of necessity followed
throughout the war and early reconstruction.
Also to conserve survey trained personnel, non-survey officers
and other ranks wero utilized in the field units in posts such as
Adjutant and Quartermaster, Quartertnaster Havildar ; these were
obtained through army sourcos and placod on the strength of the
Survey Bepot a t the olltsc,t, not bcing attachcd t o the Survey of
India a s were technical oficors under training. The Adjutant of
the Survey Depot waa also a, non-Survey ofhcer who eventually
took over co~nmandof tho Depot ( Major Gidman ).
During the sumnler of 1940 thero was a considerably higher
than usual intake of officers and surveyors for air survey training
in No. 18 Party, and s o ~ n erefreshor coumos.
64. A good deal of work was ~ l o mon the preparation of new
war estebliahrnents ant1 war uq~llprnonttables ( the counterpart of
the British ''(2 100S" ) as a resiilt of the rnilitary exercise of 1039
and alterations in the scope of rnilitary commitments in the light
of the C!airo conference and csperience in Mid-east up to the middle
of 1940. The equipment tables in partic~ilarwere a heavy task.
To rcclllce otEccb work as vnl~chas possible, a numbur of pre-war
reports and returns both administ.rative and technical wore suspended and the rogulitr annual General Report of tho Survoy of
India was rut appro.uinial,~:ly in half in 1ot)terpross matter and all
but 100')/, in charts and itl~~ulrations.The introduction of war
diaries was con~iderodbut dccitlcd against as introducing as rnllch
extra work as waa saved by tho cuts mentioned. Spocial "War
activities" b p o r t s were, however, initiatccl in 1941 and from 1942
the D. Svy. ( Inclia ) isjllod a report on tho working of the military
Survey Service.
At this time the question of putting a11 military officers of the
Department into uniform was raised by me and decided against
by khe Surveyor General ( Lewis ) ; the question arose again b t e r
on and was again decided against by me as Surveyor General for
reasone given in para 83.
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65. Burma.-There were no important changes in survey and
map policy in Burma till late in 1040. The O.C. Burma Survey
P a ~ y( Wright ) visited Malaya and Netherlands East Indies t o
familiarize himself with the map and survey situations in those
countries and also reconnoitred the line of approach from Siam t o
Moulmein in Burma.
Burma mapping records had beon transferred from the M.R.I.O.
in Calcutta to Burma, following the separation of that country
from India in 1937. Maps, however, continued to be published in
the Map Publication Office in Calcutta, records for the purpose
being sent from Burma as required and returned with the published
maps.
66. Afgh2nistHn.-A
special survey of coal bearing areas
north of KLbul was in progress during the summer of 1940, undertaken a t the request of the Afgh5n Government through the Geological Survey of India ; the detachment involved was small, and
this work was continued to completion in 1941, resulting in some
useful maps and triangulation.
A special set of our quarter-inch maps of AfghBnistBn ( about
90 sheets in all ) was also under preparation for the Government of
AfghsnistBn and delivery was now nearing completion.

W A R , 1940-1941
67. Field Season, 1940-41.-Except in Burma and south-west
India ( para 56 ) there was no routine field season, only some 2,400 sq.
miles being surveyed on the 1905 programme compared with 20,200
in 1938-39 and an average of 36,000 in the preceding three years.
3,200 sq. miles of revision was done however, mainly to meet
military requirements in north-west areas, and some special surveys
for war purposes were carried out.
I n Burma, nearly 5,000 sq. miles of new survey was undertaken, more than the average of the past five seasons and double
that of 1938-39 ; in addition nearly 6,000 sq. miles of verification
survey was done as well as some revision ; this work ranged over a
good part of central Burma and was aimed a t improving general
map cover.
68. Military survey training was carried out in the Burma
Survey Party ( B.S.P. ) during the early weeks of 1941 ; this was the
first military training undertaken by the Department except on the
N.W. Frontier of India. War establishments and war equipment
tables suited to the particular terrain of Burma were put in hand,
the main problem being to evolve a unit that could work equally
well with M.T., mule transport or labourers.
Two Burmeee officers of status corresponding to our Upper
Subordinate service had just completed a year's training in Dehra
Dtin and joined the B.S.P. for further training. The B.S.P. itself
contained a number of Burmese surveyors and draftsmen but the
bulk of its personnel came from India and all its offioers except for
one Upper Subordinate ; some Indians, however, had made their
homes in Burma.
Administrative problems were also receiving attention, particulerly how to organize decentralization in the event of communications with Burma being cut off. There being no map publication
power in Burma under the control of the Survey of India ( para 66 ),
thie point too had to be considered.
69. In India, war establishments and war equipment tablee
had reached "finality" and were promulgated early in 1941 ; these
were fundamentally deuigned on the basis of small semi-independent
&-units rather than, as usual in military practice, on unite. The
purpoee of this departure from standard procedure was to ret,ain
eome of the flexibility inherent in the Survey of India non-rigid
perty eyetam making for more economical use of strictly limited
numbera of skilled personnel.
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A Survey Service Pocket Book, designed on the lines of the
military Field Service Pocket Book, was also put in hand to replace
the old Field Service Manual of 1916 ; the various parts of this
book were written by various officers of the Department, publication dead-line being set for March 31st, 1941. The book contained
information of use to civilians unfamiliar with military methods in
regard to signals, orders, appreciations and the like and in addition
was an unofficial compendium of technical information and facts
hitherto scattered among a number of miscellaneous publications.
70. Late in 1940, the Eastern Circle moved en bloc to hired
officesin Dehra Diin, its offices in Shillong being loaned to the army
for a hospital ; the bulk of the South India Party joined this circle
leaving only a small detachment in Bangalore. The time and
space problem had been troublesome in controlling drawing power
for war purposes, best concentrated for efficiency, and the expansion
of the publication office in Geodetic Branch ( P.Z.O. ) in Dehra Diin
made it logical to increase drawing power there.
Nos. 4 and 12 Parties of the Eastern Circle were a t this time
combined, to save one senior officer ; " A " and " E " Companies of the
Frontier Circle were similarly combined and redesignated "A/EW
Party now that a military depot and several military units were in
existence.
The Surveyor General's Office was by now fully established in
Delhi and the Director, Frontier Circle had his main military office
there, though F.C. headquarters still officially remained a t Simla
under the charge of the A.D.F.C. ( Civil ).
These various reorganizations coupled with extra recruitment
and training and the paper work attached to the formation of
military units greatly increased administrative work and necessitated the creation of extra administrative posts like Additional
Assistant Surveyor General and an Assistant Director to look after
the work of the Frontier Circle proper, a t Murree and Ristilpur.
Kartichi and Quetta were abandoned as Frontier Circle stations.
Much increased drawing necessitated extra Chief Draftsmen'a
posts also, and eventually Assistant Director's posts in the Eastern
and Publication Circles.

71. No. I Field Survey Company and Headquarters were
ready to move overseas before the end of 1940 ; they were not
immediately required-rather, transport was not available to send
them overseas-and opportunity was therefore taken to carry out
some 1/60,000 and 1/26,000 tactical map work urgently asked for
by Western District on the approaches from AfghBnistBn, west of
Quetta. The units were employed there most of the winter and
were well " shaken down " by t h e time they proceeded to ' Ir8q early
in 1941.
By this time, Nos. 4 and 2 Companies and Headquartera were
under formation a t RiQlpur and Dehra D i n respectively, their
stores end equipment being provided from the appropriate military
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arsenals and R.I.A.S.C. depots and, in respect of indtmments and
stores of "Survey of India Supply ", from the Mathematical Instrument Office in Calcutta and (chemicals, inks and technical stationery)
the Map Publication Office and Geodetic Branch. Rotary printing
machines for these units were available, but no tractor-trailers with
which to haul them ( para 15 ).
72. The formation of Nos. 2 and 4 Field Survey Companies
( para 71 ) denuded us of a number of trained surveyors and heavy
army recruitment, overlapping our recruitment areas for surveyors,
made it clear that we could never provide the remaining units that
we had promised unless we relied on army sources for man-power ;
the principle was therefore adopted that for the period of the wer
there would be practically no recruitment of civilian surveyors,
recruitment being via the army instead of as in the past mainly
direct from civil sources with only a few soldiers taken in after
completing the military survey course a t Roorkee. Army Regulations, India, were suitably modified to permit the larger entry of
soldiers into the Department while a t the same time euspending the
Roorkee course and making the Survey of India responsible for all
survey training from the outset.
In order to get training in quantity going quiokly, a first batch
of 100 volunteers for the Survey Service was called for in Indie
Army Orders and concurrently a new Survey of India unit, No. 2
Party, was formed a t AbbottBbBd for the sole purpose of training
surveyors in field survey work, mainly plane-tabling and military
route traversing, etc. To ensure quick results also, the instructional
eteff of this party was mado very strong, far stronger than was
normal in peace-time training, really good Survey of India aurveyors
being allotted in the proportion of one instructor to four trainees,
with higher supervision in similar proportion.
Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining suitable accommodation in Abbottiibld, but the new party was ready to receive
its first batch of trainees in the first half of 1041.
Training of officers meanwhile was continued in the Training
School of the Geodetic Branch a t Dehra Diin.
73. Mathematical Instrument Office.-This
long established
office of the Department celebrated its 110th birthday during thia
period, to be transferred in May to the Department of Supply
( Munitions Branch ) temporarily for the duration of the war and
ae a permanent meaaure immediately after it. This transfer was
due to the much wider mope of activities developed during the war,
particularly in the realm of manufacture.
With the increasing shortage of sea transport from the end of
1940 and the preoccupation of British instrument manufacturers
with w o r b for the defence of Britain, the army in India had perforce
to sbandon its policy of importing from Britain and pressed us to
have the M.I.O. manufacture certain articlea like prismatic compsaaee, binoculers and special gun sights, etc., besides drawing and
aimiler inetmmenta. It was evident that this must be done end e
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number of conferences decided on the method ; this much wider
field of activity coupled with the preoccupation of the Survey of
India with survey and mapping matters led to the transfer away
from the Department referred t o above.
74. Delhi Conference, January 1941.-This conference was on
similar linos to that held in Cairo in 1940 and on the survey side was
attended by the Surveyor Goneral of Malaya ( Mr. Bridges ), a
roprcsentative of Mid-oast ( Lt.-Colonel Metford, R.E. ) and reprosontatives of the Survey of India. Survey and map policy was further
clarified and co-ordinatod as between Malaya, Mid-east and India
and resulted in further exchanges of map material between the throc
aroas ancl in thc early despatch to India of four officers of the
Malayan Survey for training in air survey and Indian military
survey methods. On the othcr hand, an officer of the Survey of
India ( Gem~nell) was sent to Singapore to advise Mr. Bridges on
a military survey s2t-np and to obtain information about maps
and map making methods that would assist us in India to provide
maximum collaboration and co-operation.
It was also decided that maps of Malaya would continue ( a s
thoso of India ) to be 011 a spherical layout and on inch scales excopt
for smaller scale gcographical maps which, as in India, were on the
1/M scale. Maps of Malaya wore a t this time gridded in two series,
north and south, on the Cassini projection ; though this grid is not
vory suitable for ~nilitarypurposes, it was decided to adhere to i t
for the presont, rather than attempt to mako wholesale changes
whilc therc was so much else to be donc. (Notherlands East
Indies maps wore on motric scalos howover, and carried a Lanlbert
grid ).

75. April-December, 1941.-In April 1921, I took over the
duties of Surveyor Gencral of India from Brigadier Sir Clinton
Lewis, o.B.E., who procccded on leave proparatory to rotiromcnt. I
was rolioved in tho Frontier Circln by Glennie who in turn was
relioved in tho Geodetic Branch by Slater and he in the Map Publication Office by Penney. This was to hold good till the end of tho
war oxcopt that Penney, who had to revert to U.K. on account of
ill health, was rclicved as 1I.M.P. in 1944 by Genlmell who had
previou~lybeen in chargo of the Photo-Litho Office and later Deputy
Director, Map Publication.
I movod to Simla in May along with tho Governmont of India
and Army Hnsdquartcrs, but my Assistant Surveyor General and
main offico rcmainod in IIelhi ; the D.F.C., who was also cx oficio
military Dircctor of Survoy ( India ) sinco Juno 1940, returned to
his main hoadqi~nrhrsin Sirnla for this entnmcr along with tho tour
oficc thnt had boon in Delhi during thc provious winter.
The A~sistantSurveyor General ( Bomford ) w a ~required for
military ecrvice soon afterwards and was succeeded by a civilian
officer mcontly mtirod ( Fr~shong) who agreed to rc-omploymest in
Delhi and romeined as A.S.G. till the end of the war,
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76. About 70 soldiers out of the hundred called for ( para 72 )
reported for training a t Abbottsbsd, a number of whom had previously been through the Roorkee course and the majority men of
some years service in tho army. The training principles adopted
were to keep one quarter of the batch in headquarters on drawing
training, the remainder being in camp in three groups along the road
between AbbottiibLd and MBnsehra where they first carried out
very large scale ( elementary ) plane-tabling, followed by smaller
scale like 1/25,000 and finally l-inch scale work. At the end of
the course, they were taught route traversing and other special
military sketching rccluirements. No time limit was set for the
course and men continued to plane-table till actually required for
new units or as reinforcements for old ; to avoid boredom, they were
utilized on productive work, revising out of dats maps in the area.
Some of this first batch remained as long as 18 months in the
party and became very good plane-tablers due to the continuous
practice in this one subject ; normally, it took a t least three years
to make a good plane-tabler because of interruptions during the
recess season, when they wcro ernploycd on fair-drawing. Drawing
atandards, however, fell off, as was to be expected owing to lack of
practice.
The party had some administrative difficulties and much
administrative work in dealing with 70 soldiers from nearly as many
military units all over India, besides its own Survey of India personnel, but the local military authorities were most helpful in
advising and assisting the officer-in-charge, a very experienced
re-employed officer ( Mudaliar ), on all military matters.
The terrain about AbbottLbLd was vory suitable for instructional plane-tabling and its climate permitted all the year outdoor
work.
77. Air survey training continued in No. 18 Party a t Murree,
17 soldiere joining the party for training oarly in tho summer in
addition to civilian surveyors and officers undor training there.
The four Malayan Survey officers also joined early in the summer
( para 74 ) and carried oub triangulation and military survey schemes
as well as air survey. These four officers returnod to Malaya in
December a day or so after the Japanese attack on Poarl Harbour.
Increasing numbers of military officers being attached to the
Department for training cailsed the OEcers' Training School a t
Dehra Diin to he raiaecl to party stat,ulj, a military ofic,w ( Biddlo )
being placed in charge of it latc in tho ycar. This unit was primarily
intended to give basic trnining to ofTicnrs in triangulation, traversing
and plane-tabling, which it did in thc ama about Dehra Diin -BhattaMussoorie, but by the end of the year was also undertaking more
epecialized training in military .survey tluties on similar lincs to those
previously adopkd on the N.W. Fronticr ( para 57 ).
The new offices in RisAlpur were utilized by No. 4 H.Q. end
Company while under formation there ancl also by the Survey
Depot and civil counterpart nnt.iI they were foiind officea in military
buildings close by.
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Some nlap publication plant and personnel remained in Risfilpur
during this summer, but the main ~ l a n tof the Frontier Circle
operated in the new offices in Murree under the title " 19 Party".
A rnilitary reproduction group under the control of the Director
of Survey ( India ) occupied the Risilpur buildings for a considerable time as well.
78. During the autumn of 1941 a Deputy Direcbor of Survey
( Colonel Heaney ) was sent to 'Iraq to organize for the enlarged
survey organization caused by Nos. 4 and 2 H.Q. ( Lt.-Colonels
Bomford and Osmaston, R.E. ) and Nos. 4 and 2 Companies ( Majors
C. A. K. Wilson and Sams, R.E. ) reinforcing troops already there
late in 1941 ; those units were raised a t Risiilpur and Dehra Diin
respectively.
The formation of these units had depleted our volunteer lists
considerably, and some trouble had been experienced in filling
vacancies because quite a number of volunteers, while perfectly
ready to join up "in their own time", were not willing t o join up
immediately they were required, and no compulsion could be exercised to make them do so. After some difficulty, a scheme for a
Survey Supplementary Reserve was put through which conlmitted
volunteers to joining military units when ordered t o do so, with
penalties under military law for failure to obey orders ; on the other
hand, in return for their com~nitment,volunteers on the reserve
were granted a percent.age incrnase of civil pay until called upthis was obviously fair but the system of remuneration for commitment had never been adopted in the past. From then on, we had
little difficulty.
79. By the middle of the year, four of the fivc high speed
automatic rotary offset printing inachines on order in 1939 had
been received and were boing installed in the P.Z.O. a t Dehra Dfin
( thrce doublc-demy ) and Y.L.O. in Calcutta ( qnad-demy ) the
other quad-demy also being ear-marlied for Calcutta and received
latcr in the year. Thcir crection required the scrapping of some
old flat-bed machines and ( in the Geodetic Branch ) the construction of a new printing room, to makt: space for thein ; and presented
somc technical difficulties for our personnel were not familiar with
modern high-speed machines. The Iinpcrial Tobacco Company
came to thc rescue with the loan of onc of their srectors from Monghyr
in BihLr s ~ ~ b s c q ~ i c nrcplaced,
t~ly
however, by highly skilled erectors
from Britain who wero on duty for the war with the Corps of Royal
Engineers.
To provide suitablo inachincs for the enhanced number of
Field Survey Conipanies w c had promised to build up, the War
Office had agreed to send us six hand-fsed rotary machinee ( Like
those we already had, para 15 ) suitably nlounted on M.T. Four of
these were in transit before Nos. 2 and 4 Companies were reedy to
proceed to 'Irhq but wo had to do some improvisation with locaUy
obtainod army lorries and our own inachines to ensure plant being
ready to accompany theso companics to 'IrBq.
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80. Our new printing machinery made a big difference in map
output, particularly a s maps were now mostly printed only in two
colours, black and brown ( para 36 ) ; the limited number of colours
coupled with longer runs ( larger demands for each individual map )
made automatic high-speed machinery far more effective than our
old low-speed plant, though the latter could compete well when
numerous colours and short runs were in vogue. There was already
a tendency, however, to revert to multi-colour maps and as map
demands became larger with consequent longer runs, our fastcr
machinery made i t possible to meet this tendency with efficiency.
A broader audit view of the intrinsic value of maps-not much
more than the paper on which they were printed-also enabled us to
abandon the policy, initiated early in the war, of bringing maps up
t o the stage they were ready t o publish but not in fact publishing
till each particular map was demanded. During 1941 we began to
build up stock-piles of maps, over I f million being printed in the
four months April-July alone. This, however, brought in its
train another set of problems, paper supply and storage, and inap
storage and issue ; paper supply from Britain was virtually cut off
and our storage and iysue facilities were not designed for handling
large bulk quantities of maps. The latter problem was dealt with
by building or hiring ( in Calcutta ) extra space while reorganizing
somewhat our previously detailed issue M.R.I.O., and Map Isaue
Section in Dehra Diin ; the former, by creating a small stores organization in Calcutta t o handle the paper situation while enlisting the
help of paper mills a t TitLgarh to produce a paper that could be
made from Indian materials and would he suitable for map
purposes.
The upshot was the fine map paper, made almost entirely
from bamboo and known as "Super-calondsred Ahmadiibiidi", on
which most of our maps were printed thereafter and also many
tons of maps produced in Mid-east and other war theatres ; and
the expansion of our stores organization to handle all types of survey
and map publication instruments, equipment and material with
headquarters a t Dehra Dfin. This organization replaced the
Mathematical Instrument Ofice ( para 73 ) in respect of local
purchase, atorage and issue but continued to rely on the M.I.O. for
manufacture, specializod local purchase and technical inspoction
of surveying and mathematical instruments.
81. The great majority of maps printod were of course on
special order for the army and consoquently wcre charged for at
publication cost plus 5% ( para 39 ) to which was added a charge
for drawing and tran~portat~ion.With the great increase occurring
in 1941, this system became unwieldy and wasted too much time
in accounting ; carriage and storage costs also were almost imp03
sible to keep track of and as often as not maps were fetched by a
military lorry or despatched by rail on military credit note.
It was therefore decided to "flat-rate" all maps sold to
the army, to include drawing, publication and carriage costs
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irrespective of size of maps, number of colours and number of copies
of each map. At the outset, a charge of annas eight per map was
fixed ; the next year and thereafter the charge was fixed a t annas
six per map, owing to greater volume. A careful check towards
the end of the war showed this charge to represent very closely
the actual cost of production.
By this system, budgetting was easy and accounting labour
negligible. When the military authorities made their estimates of
maps required for any year they knew exactly what those maps
would cost them and the Survey of India knew exactly what funds
it would have to apply to map making machinery, paper, inks, etc.
The Government of India required that the rate be reviewed
each financial year before budgetting was commenced.
Map series specially prepared for the armed forces were now
called "HIND" series to distinguish from regular Survey of India
series and between identical maps published by other organizations
( e.g., War Office, Mid-east ) each of which had its own distinctive
title.
82. Maps not ordinarily available to the general public for
security reasons were called in India "For Official Use Only"
( "F.O.U.O. " ) and a further category "F.O.U.0.-B" had been
added in 1940 covering a much wider area than the regular F.O.U.O.,
but with less rigid regulations for their issue. I n 1941, the term
"Not to be published" ( "N.T.B.P." ) was adopted in Britain and
conformed to by Burma but India decided to adhere to F.O.U.O.
as more expressive a t least in respect of maps, though accepting
N.T.B.P. for letterpress publications. Eventually, when a complete overhaul was made of the classification of documents to conform to American practice, the term " Restricted" was adopted for
all documenbs not generally available to the public that were not
of such security importance as to be classified Confidential, Secret
or Top Secret.
83. There was a t this time pressure from within and without
the Survey of India to put our military personnel into uniform.
Though I had myself made this suggestion in 1940 when I was
D.F.C. ( para 64 ) I was unable to accept it in 1941 after very
careful consideration and consultation with the Department of
E.H. & L. Tho Survcy of India being a civil department under
the civil E.H. & T,., with the vast majority of its personnel civilians
it could hardly be interpreted otherwise than as a slur on the war
effort of civilians if a few of 11s wore uniform while performing our
civil duties. This is not to ~uggostthat any pressure was brought
to bear by tho E.H. & L. Department; on tho contrary, the Hon.
Momher left it entirely to me. There was also the decisive factor
that, it could not po~siblgmake for good discipline and relations if,
as happened, a milit~ryMajor was officiating in the civil appointment of Director, Survey of India, which ranked with full Colonel,
and was consulted in his own office by e Lt.-Colonel ( war acting
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promotion ) who was actually a Captain in his own right and many
years junior in the army t o the Major officiating as Director.
Until the end of the war repeated attempts, all unsuccessful, were
made t o have temporary rank granted to military officers in civil
employ on the same lines as in the army, both t o meet the problem
just discussed and t o permit easier and quicker exchange of officers
between civil and military to cope with changing survey situations.
Military officers of the Department were, therefore, permitted
to wear uniform or civilian clothing, a t their own discretion. No
orders were issued one way or the other.
As regards security, far more care was taken before a person
in civilian clothes was admitted to General H.Q. than in the case of
a person in uniform ; on one occasion, travelling in a crowded train,
a military officer from Q.H.Q., in uniform, was more than surprised
when I insisted on seeing his G.H.Q. pass before permitting him to
travel in my reserved compartment. This was an elementary
security measure, for I had many official papers with me for action
during the journey, some of which were secret.
84. I n June 1941, the officer-in-charge of the Burma Survey
Party ( Major Wright ) was made Assistant Director, Survey of
India, in Burma the party being taken over by a senior and experienced civil officer ( Murphy ). A military officer ( Thackwell ) had
previou~lybeen sent to Burma to assist in military training and
during the course of the year staff was augmented by some trained
air survey personnel and by a small ( hand press ) map publication
section. Considerable rapid revision of maps on lines of approach
from the east was in progress, using air photographs previously taken
by Mesers. Indian Air Survey and Transport Company, Ltd., of Dum
Durn ( Calcutta ) and some specially taken in 1941 for the purpose.
I n December, I went to Burma to carry out the usual annual
Surveyor General's inspection of the Burma Survey Party, and
preliminary discussions with Army Headquarters a t Mingaladon
( Rangoon ) cleared the way for the quick passage of special war
establishments compiled in consultation with Wright and Thackwell
a t party headquarters a t Maymyo and handed in to A.H.Q. on my
return journey.
I also had discussions with the Department of Education, Health
and Lands under whofle orders the Burma Survey Party functioned,
and with the Defence Department and the Map Curator and Stationery Department in connection with map storagc: and distribution
and the possibility of utilizing their plant for topographical map
publication : they had little experience of publication in coloure,
however, and propomla to t r a n ~ f e rone of their flat-bed machines to
Maymyo, for operation by our own pereonnel, followed.
I returned to India the day the Japaneae attacked Pearl Harbour, Rangoon being completely blacked out the night before I left.
The four officera of the Malayan Survey were in Calcutta and left
ehortly after for Malaya. Burma map problems were diflcuafled in
Celcutta before returning to Delhi.

CHAPTER V I I
WAR, 1942
85. Burma.-In February, No. 6 Indian Field Survey Company
( Major Thackwell, R.E. ) was raised from the Burma Survey Party,
with some assistance in personnel from India, and No. 6 Headquarters ( Lt.-Colonel Wright, R.E. ) which like other survey head-

quarters as envisaged before and early in the war was an Assistant
Directorate. Wright continued also to function as the civil Assistant
Director, Burma, maintaining continuity and the link with the
Government of Burma and the Surveyor General.
Army Headquarters, Burma, desired that maps should be sent
to them instead of t o the Map Curator as in the past and altogether
nearly half a million maps were supplied, about 5 tons being sent by
air. Through laok of distribution facilities, few reached the fighting
troops until a Map Supply Section ( Lt. Jardine, R.E. ) was sent from
India and another formed in Maynlyo from local resources by
Lt.-Colonel Wright. Many thousands of maps had to be destroyed to
prevent capture by the Japanese.
No. 6 Company and the Burma Survey Party carried out some
hasty reproduction ( hand presses ) to meet immediate demands but,
speaking generally, operations moved too fast to permit much
survey or map work t o be done.
86. The survey offices in Maymyo were bombed during the
fighting but slit trenches and blast walls prevented more than
superficial damage. The bombing did, however, result in a considerable number of personnel absconding to their homes ; some returned
before the fna1 evacuation of Burrna but many did not.
When evacuation was ordered, the personnel of the Burma
Survey Party were given the option of returning to India with No. 6
Company and Headquarters or remaining in Burma ; a, number
elected to do the latter and were given an advance of pay and
instructions to report when Burma was reoccupied.
Survey records were hidden in a remote Forest Rest House
in the vicinity of Ryitky~naexcept for the fair drawings of all maps
which Lt.-Colonel Wright succeeded in evacuating to India by air.
The records were not found after the war, having presumably been
located by the Japanese or pilfered by local people.
87. Evacuatio~lwas carried out in three echelons under the
command of Lt.-Colonel Wright, Major Thackwell and Mr. Murphy
( the officer-in-charge, Burma Survey Party ) and was by rail part
way and thence on foot from the Chindwin over to Manipur in
Assam. There were some men and their family members killed and
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hurt in the railway wreck that occurred near Monywa but otherwise
the parties managed to get through safely, though somewhat
exhausted. They were helped on the way by relief organizations
that had been established on the various land evacuation routes by
the Governments of India and Assam and the Red Cross and on
arrival in India were dispersed to their homes on leave to recuperate
for a short time, while arrangements were under way to reform and
re-equip the military units under Eastern Army auspices a t RBnchi
and to set up a nucleus headquarters of the Burma Survey Party to
deal with accounts, compensation, etc. This H.Q. (Murphy) was
first established a t Calcutta and later moved to Dehra Diin when
Mr. Murphy assumed charge of No. 2 D.O. there; civilians of the
Burma Survey Party were distributed to other units of the Department on their return from leave.
The Map supply Section ( Jardhie ), however, had been forced
northwards to Myitkyina and no word of them was received after
6th May; this section remained prisoners of war until V J some
members working on the " Death Railway " in Siam.
88. Reorientation.-The entry of Japan and the U.S.A. into the
war caused much reorientation followed by reorganization and
expansion in India.
Early in 1942 a visit from Brigadier R. L. Brown, Director of
Survey, Mid-eaat during which further requirements for Mid-east
were discussed and his experience in charge of a large survey Base
Organization there drawn upon, led to arrangements being made for
heavy reinforcement of India with high speed printing machinery
and the creation for the first time in India of a military survey
service m such, with a view to making India a survey as woll as
operational base for eastward moves while a t the same time continuing ite role of supporting base for Mid-east.
By this time Mid-east troops were well established in 'Iriiq and
Ir61l and, to free India for more active effort to the east, Mid-east
54", a line
assumed responsibility for all maps as far east as longit~~de
pessing roughly through the east shore of the Caspian Sea and Yezd
in IrBn. Hitherto, we had been responsible to 48' which gave us
nearly the whole of IrBn ; the new responsibilities relieved us of about
half of it.
When the South-west Pacific Command was formed early in
1942, one of our officers ( Colonel Bomford ) who had gone to 'Iriiq
with No. 4 H.Q., was appointed Deputy Director of Survey for the
new Command. He remained but a short time in Java, however,
returning when Java was evacuated to take over the post of D.D.
Svy. Eastern Army a t RBnchi ; No. 6 Company and Headquarters
from Burma ( para 87 ) were reformed under his coi~troland raising
orders for a new company and H.Q. ( No. 3 ) issued.
Colonel Bomford brought with him very valuable oartographic
reoorde of N.E.I.
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89. Map output of course increased greatly in Burma and eastern India areas. The stock-piling principle now became firmly
established ( para 80 ) and, as more machinery became available so
we tended again to more and more colours on the maps. "Farming"
of map printing was resorted to in order to augment our own resources but was not highly successful at tl-xisstage because the private
lithographic trade was little developed-and we were in competition
with other government services whose demands were not so exacting
as ours for accuracy of registration, etc., and over which we had no
control-and the only 1)rovincialgovernment office well accustomed
to production of maps in colour ( Madras ) had much work of its own
to do. Later, this office published many maps on our behalf.
It was equally hard to obtain recruits for our expanding publication staff from the trade in India or from the provinces. Few men
had experience of colour map worlr, none were accustomed to
precise registration requirements ( except perhaps Madras ) and all
reproduction plants were busy ; in general, our pay rates were
considerably lower, skill for skill, than those of the trade. Had we
been able to guarantee continued government service and hence
pensions to men fiom the trade, the picture might have been
different ; but we could not do so.
We had therefore to augment our staff by bringing in Royal
Engineer personnel, from the British trade ( para 91 ).
90. Japanese air raids on Calcutta caused us no damage in
material or personnel, but did cause considerable damage in the
sense that much time that should have been devoted t o technical
work was spent on A.R.P. works, fire-watching and the like ; they
did, however, bring one good thing in their train--dispersed storage
of paper and maps in Calcutta by hiring storage space.
Neither the Joint Secretary ( Oulsnam ) of the Department of
Education, Health and Lands nor I could, however, see the merit of
continuing to work in difficult conditions, particularly as the great
expansion envisaged must in any case necessitate new construction ;
or of risking loss of everything if the Japanese did succeed in landing
in India. I t was therefore decided to build a new " Map Factory " a t
Dehra Dfin on a piece of property ( HBthibarkala Estate ) that had
been earmarked for the Survey of India for many years to enable i t
to transfer its whole main activities to Dehra DBn, never actually
done.
This factory was established with almost incredible speed, t o
house eight to ten high speed rotary offset printing machines with all
necessary ancillary equipment, drawing and administrative offices,
etc, and living accommodation for about 3,000 persons. Design was
started in March 1942 and by November, much of the building had
been done. By the middle of 1943 the factory was in operation with
three large high-speed machines, followed soon after by a number of
othere. Thia "Operation HBthibarkale" was made poeeible and
8uaoeeaful by the continued close co-operetion of the Education,
Health and Lands and Finance Departments of the Governmanti of
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India, the Central and United Provinces Provincial Public Works
Departments and the War Office who supplied most of the machinery
and plant and technical stores ; and by the strenuous efforts of our
original planners, Pe~lneyand Crone and, as soon as building was
started, Gemmell who tooklover the post of Deputy Director in
charge of this project.
91. It has been mentioned ( para 89 ) that we could obtain
Little reinforcement in personnel for map publication in India and
that our own personnel had Little knowledge of erecting or operating
modern high speed printing machinery ( para 79 ). Arrangements
were therefore made with the War Office to send us officers and other
ranks of the Royal Engineers, to accommodate whom special
attached cadres were formed ; these cadres were paid a t military
rates, drew military rations, etc., but were controlled by the Survey
of India and, since we were charging for maps supplied to the army,
their cost was defrayed by the Department. At the outset, these
officersand men were employed in Calcutta and the Geodetic Branch
publication offices a t Dehra Diin ( P.Z.O. ) but as the Hgthibarkala
factory took shape, more and more British personnel were transferred
there to operate it, and to instruct our own operators.
During the year, the officers' cadre was expanded to accommodate officers attached for training and >blsomilitarized Survey of India
officers who were required temporarily to nieet special survey or
training requirements, so as to avoid the very cumbersome procedure
of demobilizing them only to re-mobilize when the special necessity
had pmsed.
92. Map demands in eastern India areas increased greatly as the
Burxna retreat progressed and the fall of Singapore became imminent.
In March, when bases were being established in north-east Assam
and considerable numbers of troops were accumulating there, it
became evident that survey assistance was going to be required.
With the approval of the Government of India, I therefore made
ready for the field a party of the Eastern Circle, No. 12 ( Strong ),
and had just despatched it to Jorhiit in Assam to undertake whatever
work it might be called upon there to do when a most urgent request
for essistance came in, via the Government of India, from General
Wood who was at that time organizing in Assam under the direct
orders of tho Government ; it was with n o little satisftlction that
I was able to wire ia reply that a party was already on its way and
Mr. Strong would report for orders in the next day or so.
This party carried out a multitude of surveys of every sort in the
h m Valley end about Ledo and MIrgherita under very difficult
conditions.
A t this time too, e small Survey of India detachment
( Alexander ) waa on ita way to Kalewa on the Chindwin to carry out
same urgent work there, when it met one of the evacuation echelon#
from Burma. The detachment proceeded to Kalewa and ~ f t e cornr
pleting the work allotted to it, returned to Aaaam.
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93. Meanwhile, No. 20 ( Cantonments ) Detachment had
broken off its routine programme of cantonments surveys as economically as possible and, raised t o party status, was supplying
small detachments of skilled large scale and traverse, etc., surveyors
to Chief Engineers of military Commands t o carry out urgent surveys
for military installations under their control, though continuing t o be
administered and techilically controlled by the Director, Geodetic
Branch. Allotment of personnel was broadly directed by the
Engineer-in-Chief.
Detachments from this unit also assisted in Assam and Eastern
Bengal during this period, though much of their work was in the
west and south of India.
The Cantonments Party continued in this r61e for the remainder
of the war, carrying out some hundreds of surveys of different sorts
before its end on which i t utilized elderly surveyors, many of them
re-employed, who were physically not up t o more active military
survey work but on the other hand were experienced and trustworthy
men capable of worlung with little supervision.

94. Reorganization.-The
main Government of India and
General Headquarters offices remained in New Delhi during the
summer of 1942 and thereafter, only offices less directly concerned
with the prosecution of the war being housed in Simla, to make room
for the steady expansion in New Delhi overflowing t o Delhi. The
Surveyor General's office and that of the Director, Frontier Circle
were now established in hutments in ( old ) Delhi, behind the
Temporary Secretariat, built about 1911 to house the Government of
India while New Delhi was in process of building. These hutnlents
were hot in summer, cold in winter ; but they gave us elbow room,
so necessary in a survey office, and were not so far from the Main
Secretariat ( 6 nliles ) as t o cause scrious inconvenience, telephone
connections being good ( autonlatic system ) and even with petrol
rationing there was seldom difficulty in making a journey t o New
Delhi whcn necessary.
By the end of 1941 it had become obvious that, with the much
wider military colntnitments accepted by the Survey of India for
thc war ( para 58 ), it was quite wrong that the Frontier Circle
should continuo to bc rcsponsible for all military survey matters,
auitnble as that was when con~mit~ments
were in fact confined t o the
Frontier ( i.e., N.W. Front,icr of Tndia ). For a short time an
expcrilllcnt was trictl of splitting t h o Frontier Circle into two, a
Training Circle n i ~ d( still ) n " Prontier " Circle ;the former responsible for fill trndning, the latter for all othor military matters. This
was my own idea, a.nd was a bncl one, though it did serve to pave the
wny for the iilti~nnteant1 proper transition of militaay responsibility
( RO fnr ns the Slirvey of India was concerned ) from the N.W.
Frontier pure and simple to fi wicler military outlook on responsibilities. The necessity for fi piirely military orgnnization; however,
hrolight in i h tradn the necessity for rt "Military Circle" ; this we
could not escape, for whatever the military set-up might be it was
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essential t o have some organization headed b y a senior officer that
would relieve the Surveyor General of the large amount of administration caused by mobilizing and demobilizing personnel and looking
after pay, promotion, etc., of mobilized personnel ; in fact, a
"military" staff for the S.G. It was called a "Circle" only to
oonform t o the existing organization of the Department and t o give
ita head the normal status of Director.
The Director, Frontier Circle ( Glennie ) took charge of the new
Military Circle in Delhi, the Frontier Circle headquarters moving to
our newly built offices a t Mumee. Thereafter, the Frontier Circle
dealt as usual with all works in the north-west and in addition
kept Northern Command ( North-west Army ) supplied with maps
of its area besides organizing all training in No. 2 ( Surveyors'
Training ) Party and No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party.
At this time, too, a special work was undertaken for the N.W.F.P.
Government, the settlement survey of a part of HazBra District so
hilly as to require more complicated trigonometrical control than the
settlement survey staff itself could undertake. This work provided
excellent advanced training in triangulation and traverse and their
computations, and for this reason was executed on a special Lambert
projection ( instead of the usual Cassini for such work ) t o accustom
trainees t o working in grid terms ( para 32 ).

95. I n May, the War Office sent us Major M. 0. Collins, R.E.,
who had had considerable experience in the Geographical Section,
General Staff a t the War OfEce, to help us in forming a similar
organization in India ; no military post could be found for him a t
once, so he was brought into the Department in a special civil post
created a t 24 hours notice on the pay and with the departmental
seniority that followed his military seniority. as for other military
officers in civil employ.
When establishments for the G.S.G.S. were worked out and
approved, Collins reverted to normal military employ along with
others selected to fill the vacancies in this new, purely military,
establishment. The G.S.G.S. was headed by a military Director of
Survey ( India ) : after some debate, i t was decided he would also remain
the Director, Military Circle with a civil staff headed by an Assistant
Director, for which we were fortunate in having Colonel R. H.
Phillimore, c . I . E . , D.s.o., a retired director ( and officiating S.G. ) of
the Department who had volunteered for re-employment.
Colonel Glennie thus functioned in two capacities, being responeible to the Surveyor General for the administration of Survey of
India personnel in military employ and to the C.G.S. through the
D.M.O. for all other military matters. Power was also delegated to
him t o demand maps from the Director, Map Publication on behalf
of the Surveyor General and later on he took over control of the
civil Stores Office. He also administered the Survey Depot and
oivil counterpart (Survey Training Centre) and the attached oedrea

of offim end B.O.R.'o ( para 01 ).
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Thanks t o the Department of E.H. & L., we were able t o obtain
for the G.S.G.S. the Archaeological Museum in the upper floor of the
Imperial Records Building, New Delhi which was about a mile from
G.H.Q. and about 5 miles from the S.G.O. and Military Circle Office,
the two latter being side by side.
By the latter part of the year the G.S.G.S. was well established
in this excellent office, with plenty of elbow room, and our library of
exploration and other foreign maps had been transferred there from
Dehra Diin, to augment the library they were themselves building up.
Two good sized buildings were also put up under Survey of India
auspices close to the M.C. Office, t o serve as a military Central Map
Depot. From then on, most of the maps published a t Dehra Diin
were delivered in bulk to the C.M.D. by lorry whence they were
distributed under G.S.G.S. arrangements ; maps published a t
Calcutta were also stored in the C.M.D. unless required t o be sent
direct to the forward depots.
96. Before the war, the Survey of India had no motor transport
of its own except two very old lorries that had been used in surveying
portions of BaluchistBn reachable only by road. I n 1942 a station
wagon was acquired for the Frontier Circle which made inspection of
training units much easier and about the same time other lorries were
purchased and a number of miscellaneous vehicles taken on loan
from the army for the trailsport of machinery and maps and paper ;
by the end of the war, we had a considerable fleet of bought, begged
and borrowed vehicles-possibly even stolen ! We could never
have delivered the goods without them. The G.S.G.S. also had one
or two vehicles of its own besides access to the lililitary pool a t G.H.Q.
so that even when petrol rationing became severe and private
vehicles difficult to utilize, we were usually all right for transport.
I made i t a practice to make regular visits to Dehra Diin for 4 or
6 days in each month for technical and administrative discussions
and a routine conference. This saved much correspondence time
and kept the bulk of the Department always up-to-date on policy and
happenings in Delhi ; with some difficulty, I was permitted t o have
ellough petrol to use my car for these visits-four hours or less by
road, a dreadful night in the train, often hours late.
I also visited Murree and AbbottBbEd three or four times in
each year to see training a t first hand ; these visits had t o be made by
train as far as RBwalpindi using the new station wagon from Pindi
onwards.
There was always much work to be done in the train, mountains
of files greeting me a t Pindi and Lahore as a rule.

97. The Officers' Training Party, in which were several officers
of the Royal Engineers ( E.C. ) and Indian Army who had previous
survey experience, was functioning a t Chakrgta instead of Dehra DiinMussoorie this summer because of an o u t b r e d of ~aspectedcholera in
the area usually used for summer plane-tabling. I had not liked the
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terrain near Mussoorie particularly and though Chakrsta was better,
both were too "big" for mass instruction ; i t took too long to get
from one plane-table fixing t o another making close instruction
difficult and i t was hard t o find areas suitable for tactical exercises.
The monsoon was also heavy. I therefore decided to move this unit
t o AbbottiibBd in the Frontier Circle, where i t could work alongside
the Surveyors' Training Party and was handy to the HazBra Detachment for advanced theodolite work and to No. 18 Party for air
survey work ( para 94 ).
This unit, renamed No. 4 Party, had summer headquarters in
camp near MBnsehra and winter headquarters near Havelian for the
remainder of the war.
98. Demands for air photographs for which service aircraft
could not be spared had become heavy, not only for survey purposes
but also to test camouflage on installations, etc., and a t the same time
the Royal Air Force were establishing in New Delhi a library of all
available air photos from Calcutta eastwards.
Operating from Dum Dum, Bengal, was the Indian Air Survey
end Transport Company, Ltd. ( Mr. Kemp ) which possessed some
"Moth" airc~.aft,skilled survey photography pilots and a small
ground survey establishment as well as a photo-processing establishment t h a t was mobile ; this company had taken many thousands
of photographs of all parts of India and Burma some of which were
ita own property, some the property of the Survey of India and
eome belonging to various other clients, notably oil companies and
the Government of Bengal.
A proposal to charter the survey resources of the company and
acquire on loan for the R.A.F. library all photos east of Calcutta was
quickly agreed to by the Government of India, the R.A.F. and Army
Headquarters and from October 1942 this charter became operative,
giving us the use of two photographic aircraft ( Tiger Moths ) and
one reconnaissance aircraft ( Hornet Moth ) which proved invaluable
immediately on work in the Sundarbans and Eastern IrBn and later
on e multitude of post-war reconstruction and irrigation survey jobs.
Mesers. I.A.S.T. took, during the war and immediately after it,
e total of 64,962 photographs demanded by the Survey of India and,
through us, by the military services.
99. AfghlnistZn.-The
Afgh&n Detachment ( Chiragh Shah )
completed field work in 1941 and during 1942 map publication was
completed, maps being published in two editions, English and
Pereim.
100. 'Iriq-Irk.-Various
changes were made in the establishments and nomenclature of units that had been organized and
raised by the Survey of India for service in 'Irlq-hiin under the
control of Colonel Heaney ( D.D. Svy. ) operating under Mid-eaet
ordm but eeeentially the strength of these units remained the same,
namely three companiee plue Colonel Heaney'e own headquartera,
one Map Supply Section, one Survey Park Section and one Drawing
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Section. It has been mentioned ( para 88 ) that Survey of India
map responsibility was shifted eastwards Go of longitude to relieve it
of the western half of IrLn during 1942.
The units had carried out a large amount of survey and triangulation, besides drawing and publication and had become to some
extent intermingled with Mid-east ( British ) units, one Survey of
India officer commanding a British unit in Syria, another forming a
new survey company of Palestinians and another acting as survey
instructor to British trainees in 'IrBq-Ir5n.
By the end of the year, preparations were in train for reverting
Survey of India units to India for service in South-east Asia areas
and the taking over by Mid-east with British survey troops of all
operations west of longitude 54" E.
101. Late in 1942 the newly raised No. 3 Indian Field Survey
Company ( Major Biddle, R.E. ) was sent to the IrLn-BaluchistLn
border along with a specially formed party of the Survey of India,
the Perso-Baloch Party, ( Strong ) to carry out rapid correction
survey in respect of communications in that area and some triangulation to control air photography put in hand under our charter with
Messrs. I.A.S.T. ( para 98 ).

CHAPTER VIII
WAR, 1943: JANUARY-AUGUST
102. Introductory.-1942
saw much reorganization due to
reorientation of outlook eastwards ; the earlier part of 1943 saw few
major reorganizations but a number of minor ones to improve the
broad decisions of 1942, to implement the latter fully and to consolidate and expand into a strong and sound survey Base Organization
with a strong and sound military survey service ready to move
forward when the time came.
Map drawing and publication was very heavy during the latter
part of 1942 and the earlier period of 1943, both to provide the
maps necessary for the defence of India and Ceylon and to lay the
foundations for long term requirements in Burma, Siam, French
hdo-China, Malaya and the Netherlands East Indies. The volume
of scientific work now also began to increase sharply to provide the
necessary information about grids, triangulation data, tidal and
magnetic data in this large area of South-east Asia ; and very many
surveys were required in eastern India from N.E. Assam to Madras
and beyond in connection with roads, railways, airfields, depots,
camps and other military construction works.
This chapter, treated on somewhat different lines from those
preceding it, is therefore in the nature of an introduction to what
might be called the second half of the war as it affected India.
103. 'IrZq-1rHn.-By
August 1943, the majority of Survey of
India units and personnel had been withdrawn from Mid-east and
were reorganizing and refitting in India preparatory to forward
movement, or were employed in Eastern and Southern Armies on
works connected with the possible invasion of India by the Japanese
forces. One Map Reproduction Section was left in IrBn under
the control of Paiforce ( Mid-east ) as well as a few other Survey of
India pereonnel employed on special tasks.
During their time in 'IrBq-Irk, these units formed from the
Department during 1940 and 1941 carried out a very large amount
of field survey work under very diverse climatic conditions, temperatures ranging from zero to 127 degrees Fahrenheit, and in all types
of terrain. About 220,000 sq. miles of plane-table Aurvey on the
f-inch or 1/100,000 scales ( sometimes both ) wns completed together
with the necesRary triangulation and its computation. In addition
they mapped about 4,500 sq. miles from air photograplis, on the
1/60,000and 1/26,000 scales ; and published many thousands of nlnps.
No. 3 Indian Field Survey Company and the ( civil ) PersoBeloch Party ( pare 101 ) completed their work early in the year
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and returned to India. During the course of this work Major
Biddle tried to make a triangulation connection between India and
Iriin across the Liit Desert, but had to abandon the attempt because
of excessive haze and heat.
104. Ground surveys in India.-There was no routine topographical programme ; surveys for airfields, depots, etc. ( para 102 )
were undertaken in about 50 different places in India-sometimes
more than one piece of work a t the same "place", for instance an
airfield survey, a camp survey and a survey for an arsenal a t a single
"place" and some ground revision was also done in various parts.
Though the majority of this work was in eastern India from Assam to
Madras and beyond, surveys for prisoners of war camps in other
parts of India, for training areas, artillery practice ranges and the like
were many. Besides this work done by the civil units of the Survey
of India ( mainly No. 20 and 12 Parties ), many similar works were
carried out by Nos. 3 and 6 Compaaies and, later, by other companies
on their return from 'Irgq.
The Lahore Survey Detachment of the Frontier Circle ( para 12 )
had by this time completed its field work and been disbanded
( final drawing being in the hands of the Eastern Circle a t Dehra Diin,
used as a back-log of drawing during the lulls in military work ) ;
the Haz&ra Detachment, however ( para 94 ) had still in progress
the settlement survey control programme of that district of the
N.W.F.P. and was providing excellent advanced theodolite training
for officers.

105. Training in field work.-The
grouping of field survey
training about AbbottBbiid ( paras 97, 94 ) was proving very satisfactory and by the middle of 1943 a steady routine had been established both in the surveyors' party ( N o . 2 ) and officers' party
( No. 4 ). This routine had to be varied a little from time to time to
meet fluctuating demands from the D. Svy. for reinforcements but
speaking generally we aimed a t about 12 months training for
surveyors and about 3-6 months for officers, some of which might or
might not be air survoy training in No. 18 Party a t Murree. Naturrtlly, standards achieved were nothing like a,s high as pre-war but we
crainmed as much as we could into the courses and the D. Svy. was
usually able t o ensure that some further training was carried out
after personnel had joined their military units. I n particular, it was
necessary for the eastern theatre to give some further training in
jungle survey, the Abbottiibiid area not being densely woodedwhich \;.as one of the main reasons for accepting it for elementary
instruction.
Surveyors ( plane-tablers ) were taught the elements of the art on
large scale, followed by about 3 or more months on medium scales
and thereafter on small scales like l-inch for as long as they could be
retained. Military route sketching training was practically dropped
for by now we were training primarily to meet the needs of the
Survey Service proper, and time did not permit of everything.
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Military Officers were now coming mainly from Britain and had
usually had elementary training there in instrumental work but were
very weak on plane-tabling. This fitted in well enough, for our own
officers ( Class I1 and Topo. Assistant recruits ) had to be taught
plane-tabling from the beginning, followed by instrumental work ; the
two sets of officers, therefore, worked together on plane-tabling, the
British officers being given a short refresher on instrumental work
while our own officers were given more protracted training in that
branch, usually followed by advanced ( productive ) work in the
HazBra Detachment.
Recruitment of our own Class I1 officers, much expanded, was
now through the Public Services Commission, of our Topo. Assistants
( a temporary, non-gazetted service ) directly by the Surveyor
General ; the essential educational qualification for the latter was
intermediate with mathematics, but many of them had university
degrees. A stipulation in the recruitment of Topo. Assistants was
that they must, on recruitment, join the Survey Supplementary
Reserve ( para 78 ).
One Chinese o s c e r , Lt. Wong, was trained on the same lines as
our o m officers ; he had no English or Urdu and his instructor had
no Chinese ; somehow, they managed t o understand each other and
Wong turned out to be a good plane-tabler.
Instructors by this time were beginning to run short through
mobilization to military units and advancing age slowing down the
more senior men on the hills ; the return of units from 'IrBq helped
materially in this respect. There were many more rejects, too, from
among the batches of soldiers recruited every eight months or so for
training and the men were younger and not so steady as the first
batches ; this in itself threw a heavier burden on the instructors and
officers of No. 2 Party and eventually resulted in the formation of a
military administrative section in the party, whose O.C. also performed the duties of a Survey of India "Camp Officer ", in charge
of aeverel instructional sections.
106. Air survey.-Tests
for stereoscopic vision were carried
out in Nos. 2 and 4 Parties during the course of field survey training
and those who passed the tests were sent on t o No. 18 ( Air Survey )
Party a t Murree for air Rurvey training ; those unable to pees the
tests continued field training as long as possible if they were good a t
field work, otherwi~ewere transferrecl to other survey duties ; a
number of draftsmen were required for miacelleneoue duties in the
various military headquarters and it wa8 desirable t h a t the personnel
of Map Supply Sections a,nd Survey Park Sections ahould have a t
leaat some survey and drawing experience.
The great majority of those who were competent in field work
did pa88 the air survey tests ; speaking generally i t was found to be
a waste of time to train non-field men euch as draftemen in air
eurvey work, except for the very eimpleet taeke ; they lacked the
topographical eense that only field training can provide. Our aim
wee to teach the rudiments of air eurvey work in its eimpleet form but
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in all its steps ; that is, to turn out air surveyors who were familiar
with the making of an air map in all its stages. A few of the most
receptive were given further training in some of the more complicated
processes such as working froin oblique pholographs.
Many draftsmen were, however, taught t o lnake good use of air
for special purposes such as for military intelligence
work.
107. Training absorbed nlost of 18 Party's time from 1943
onwards. Nevertheloss it was able t o undertake some productive
work for the D. Svy. and sporadically t o colltinue improveinent of
the Tribal Area maps, the work on which it had been engaged before
the mar ; these latter works provided advanced trainiug for men
not immediately required to form or reinforce military units.
Early in 1943, the party was pretty well denuded of trained
personnel by the formation of an Air Survey Deputy Directorate
( No. 12 ) and No. 5 Indian Air Survey Company followed by the
partial formation of No. i Company, also on a special Air Survey
( a s opposed to Field Survey ) estab1ishme:lt. This step was
rendered necessary by the increasing anlount of photo material
becoming available from eastern India and Burnla and urgent map
requirements in those areas on scales larger than the existing 1-inch
maps.
108. The Directorate ( Colollel Crone ) was found space in the
new HBthibarkala offices in Dehra DBn, now nearing completion
( para 90 ) and No. 5 Con~pany( Major R,. S. Kalha ) was housed
on the Castle Hill Estate a t Mussoorie in the buildings previously
used by the Survey of India Central Circle and placed a t our
disposal by the Central Public Works Department with the approval
of the Government of India. Some structural alterations were
necessary to adapt Rome of these buildings as living accommodation
for the personnel of No. 5 Conipany and, because of the necessity
for electric heating and shortage of power, thcy were somewhat
cold in winter ( Mussoorie is 7,000 feet up ) but served our purpose
well. There was a smell sports ground used also as a parade
ground and the hilly nature of the estate gave needed exercise to
this unit, engaged as it was wholly on office work.
109. A new post of Air Survey Officer, Survey of India, was
crested to co-ordinate the work in the Depa,rtment and operate the
charter wit.11 Messrs. I.A.S.T. ( para 98 ) and to act as air survey
adviser to the Surveyor General. By arrangement with the Director
of Survey ( India ) this pout was filled hy Crone in addition to his
duties as Deputy Llirector, Air Slirvey Directorate ; he was able a t
the same time t o co-orclinate work between military and civil t80
prevent overlapping.
I 10. Military units.-011
318t J uly, 1943 the following military
eurvey units, mainly for~nedfrom Survey of Iudia personnel, were
under the control of the Director of Survey ( Glennie ) :Geographical Section, General Staff ( Delhi ).
Survey Depot ( Dehra Dfin ).
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Central Map Depot ( Delhi ).
3 Army type Survey Directorates.
1 Corps type Survey Directorate.
1 Air Survey Directorate.
5 Field Survey Companies.
14 Air Survey Company.
4 Map Supply Sections.
2 Survey Park Sections.
These units contained 622 Survey of India personnel excluding
Class IV service personnel ( khalBsis, etc. ). This total however
includes about 100 soldier surveyors who, though not technically
members of the Survey of India, were recruited from the army by
the Survey of Iiidia and trained by it in supersession of normal
recruitnlent arrangement ( para 72 ).
I I I. I n his civil capacity as Director, Military Circle ( para 95 )
Colonel Gleilnie operated the Supplementary Survey Reserve ( para
78 ) and also controlled on behalf of the Surveyor General the Civil
Survey Depot ( Survey Training Centre ) and the three attached
military cadres :Officer Cadre-1 major, 3 captains, 6 subalterns.
V.C.0 ./Havildar Cadre-5 subedars, 20 jemadars and
havildars.
B.O.R. Cadre-On 31st July, 1943, 64 vacailcies filled,
out of 88 sanctioned posts.
112. The B.O.R. Caclre was still partly in Calcutta ( para 91 )
but as the Hlthibarkala factory became established and the Geodetic
Branch publication office ( P.Z.O. ) steadily expanded, more and
more personnel of this cadre were employed in Dehra Dfin on the
erection of new machinery, operating modern machinery with which
our men were not very familiar and teaching our men to use this
machinery.
This cadre had been living in tents in the compound of the
Geodetic Branch and had accepted these rather uncomfortable
arrangements philosophically ; arrangements were made in 1943,
however, for new barracks to be built across the road from the G.B.
Compound, to house this cadre now of considerable proportions.
Survey of India total strength a t this time, including attached
end those in military units but excluding Class I V service personnel,
wee 2,338 as compared with 1,400 pre-war, see Table C.
I 13. Publication.-Letterpress
publication was becoming
heavy in 1943, though not of the proportions it reached later on, in
the publication of triangulation and other data required east of
Lndia ; the move to HBthibarkala of the main map publication
offices in Calcutta, which had a small letterpress section besides that
in the Geodetic Branch a t Dehra Dfin, suggested concentrating all
letterpress work in the latter office and steps were being taken to
modernize and improve ita machinery. A "Monotype" caating
machine had been purchased early in the war and was giving very
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useful service in setting up letterpress work and also oasting type
for use in the drawing offices-it was normal Survey of India practice
to hand-type all names on maps, implying importation of type until
we obtained the Monotype machine.
114. Work was progressing favourably on the installation of
machinery and plant a t Hgthibarkala and also in expanding and
reorganizing the P.Z.O. of the Geodetic Branch. A considerable
number of personnel were transferred from Calcutta to HBthibarkala
during the early part of 1943 and were housed there fairly comfortably though a very severe storm early in January caused some
flooding of buildings and damage ; roofs were bitumen proofed in
good time before the monsoon and thereafter there were no more
leeks than might be expected in any buildings of a temporary nature.
By the end of July there were in operation or under installation
five quad-demy rotary offset machines of which two ( in HBthibarkala ) were 2-colour machines ; of the single colour machines, two
were in Calcutta, the other in Hgthibarkala. There were also three
double-demy single colour machines in the P.Z.O. ( Geodetic Branch )
and two 2-colour demy machines. And, spread between the various
offices, eight hand-feed medium speed double-demy rotary offset
machines and ten flatbed machines. ( Compare para 21 ).
Military survey units had been equipped with lorry-borne
equipment similar t o that used by the British survey companies and
had in action by the end of July eight single-colour high speed
rotary offset machines ; there was also in military employ one
double-demy medium speed machine and one flatbed machine,
transferred to the G.S.G.S. with the Army Section of No. 6 Drawing
Office, early in the year ( para 26 ).

115. It has been mentioned that map publication was very
heavy about this time ; during the twelve mon ths ending 31st July,
1943, the Survey of India published 204 million maps and the
military publication offices 1&million, 22 million in all.
The majority of these maps were of Burma end eestern India
but long range production was commencing, particularly in respect
of Siam and Malaya on topographical scales, and in the introduction
of a new series on 1/600,000 scale designed as an air approach map
and the introduction of a new arrangement ( the "Ground Air"
later called "Army Air" ) of the International 1/M map of whioh 8
specimen is included in the pocket a t the end of this book. Reverion to full colour publication policy was now protty well complete
and, as pre-war, colour separation was incrertsingly becoming a
problem that had to be met by considerable expansion in the
negative retouching and zinc correcting sections of the publication
offices.
The maps of Siam referred to were a large number of f -inch, the
wholo of the Siarn series on this scale, that had to be reproduced in
colours from the single copy ( often badly printed ) of each sheet t h a t
wee available to ue ; this waa a tireaome task that took e long time
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end called for the exercise of considerable ingenuity on the part o
the publication offices, and close collaboration with the drawing
offices.
Fortunately, we were relieved early in 1943 of almost a11 the
remainder of IrLn ( para 8s ), Mid-east assiirning map responsibility
as far east as longitude 60" ; the Frontier Circle was looking after the
requirements of North-west Army, so the remainder of the Department and the military officx c3ald concentrate on the east. Ceylon
published most of its own msp I though we held material for emergencies.
116. Drawing.-The
new series mentioned in the preceding
paragraph naturally entailad a great deal of drawing work as well as
publication work. Drawin3 in conaection with publication allotted
t o Calcutta was normally csrried out by No. 1 Drawing Office there ;
that for work allotted to Dehra Diin, including HBthibarkala
factory, normally by the Eastern Circle which had become almost
wholly a drawing circle and which utilized also most of the power of
No. 2 D.O. of the Geodetic Bi-anch. Later on, a drawing office was
establishetl in HBthibarkala as well.
Since many maps of India ( and Burma ) were not gridded
( para 33 ), a very great deal of clrawing and lettering work was
necessary to apply grids to the existing maps of eastern India and
Burma, apart from t h a t raquired for new series. Some saving of
time was made by the us:: of "master grids" and more by the
teaching of the practically lo3t art of hand-lettering in lieu of the
much slower hand-typing ( para 113 ). Training in hand-lettering
was also carried out in th3 field training units a t AbbottBbLd and
surveyors from these unit3 were often enlployed on drawing in
Dehra Dim while awaiting posting orders in the Survey Depot.
The Depot was moved to Dchra Dtin in 1943 and its cstablishment
of reinforcements provided a very valuable addition to drawing and
publication per~onnelavailable thnre.
Largo numbers of draftsmen were recruited for trial ; they were
put on simple productive work after three months p~actice( or
discharged as the ca..e might be ) and usr~nllybecame quite competent draftsmen after one year. With the mobilization of more and
more experienced officers, however, the problem became one of
in~pectionfor accuracy; quick ancl thorough "ex~mination" of e
map takes much skill and experience. Maps could not be held up
indefinitely for examination and con~cqnent
ly, 8s might be expected,
quality fell off both in accuracy and standardization.
117. The quality of drawing materials had also fallen off
considerably. Best quality drawing paper, pencils, drawing inks,
l any great extent in India except
water colours, etc., were not u ~ e tto
by the Department and were not mani~factul-etl
in India. The Stationery Department cbd its best to meet our much increased requirements
of euch technical st*ationery and of a material milch used for air
eurvey work known ae "kodatrace" but it became evident thet we
muat have more direct accees to sources of supply ta carry out our
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work efficiently and, particularly, t o supply military survey units
based on our Stores Organization. Arrangements were therefore
made that the War Office in London would supply such materials
direct to the Survey of India Stores Office, on indent by the D. Svy.
( India ) ; this arrangement was soon aiter extended t o cover all
survey and mapping stores that had t o be imported from Britain or
the U.S.A. We thus received military priority on such stores both
in respect of supply and sea transport while a t the same time having
our priorities controlled by the organization t h a t best knew the
manufacturing situation and the operational needs of each war
theatre, the War Office.
118. Stores.-The
Stores Office by t!li,; time occupied several
hired buildings in Dehra Dtin and now handled technical stores
of all types, including technical stationcry, except ordinary office
stationery which was supplied direct to units from the Stationery
Department and Survey of India technical forms ( used also by
the military units ) and office forms supplicd direct by the Geodetic
Branch ; later, these forms also were s~ock-piledby the Stores
Office.

The G.S.G.S. submitted indents on the War Office for imported
stores, dealing with them direct ; the Stores Officer submitted
indents on behalf of the Surveyor Ge.13ralo.l the Supply Department
for local stores, in the case of instruma:lts however, corresponding
direct with the Mathematical Instrunleiit Office in matters relating
to type and design, quality and inspectio:l; direct local purchase was
permitted in emergency, for esaml>ls when printing inks happened
to be in short supply and we heard of a local firm having received a
quota. We were fortunate a t this ti111cin obtaining the services of a
civilian officer of wide business experience ( Stewart ) who had been
evacuakd from Burma, to take charge of this greatly expanded
organization.
I 19. Mathematical Instrument Office.-Though
this office had
been transferred to the Department of Supply in 1941 ( para 73 ),
it continued to be our main source of supply for instruments and t o
advise on design and inspect and assess quality in the case of a good
number of drawing histruments like dividers, ruling pens, scales and
simpler surveying instrunlents like Abney levels whose manufacture
had been delegated by the M.I.O. to the trade in India.
The M.I.O. was now concentrating mainly on the manufacture
in quantity of a limited number of instruments in general use
throughout the army such as binoculars, prismatic compasses,
certain gun sights, etc., and a new factory a t Raipur ( near Dehra
Dtin ) was coming into production for this purpose with the object of
taking over the majority of mass production while the old Calcutta
M.I.O. would continue to manufacture the smaller quantities
required of more diversified lines. A large organization for the
calibration and repair of aircraft instruments had also been established by the M.I.O. in Calcutta.
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Iao. Scientific work.-For operations eastwards, a large volume
of technical data was required pertaining to Siam, French IndoChina, Malaya and the Netherland East Indies, not hitherto associated with India. This involved much research in respect of triangulation, rnagnetio values, etc., with attendant computations to
00-ordinate and record them in terms consistent with India and
Burma data, mutually consistent.
Until 1943, scientific work was mainly confined to computations
connected with the adjustment of 'IrZq-Ir&ntriangulations, converting geographical co-ordinates to grid co-ordinates in eastern India and
Burma and the routine prediction of tides for the preparation of tide
tables for some 40 ports in the Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea and Bay of
Bengal ; from Suez to Singapore. As a safeguard, we had started in
1942 to predict tides much farther ahead ; ours was the only tidepredicting machine in Allied hands east of Britain and though the
bombing of Dehra Diin was unlikely there was always that possibility,
or the possibility of sabotage.
121. It was opportune that in the early part of 1943 Dr.
J. de Graaf Hunter, s c . ~ .c,. I . E . , F.R.s., joined us. He had been in
charge of the Computing Office and later Director, Geodetic Branch
from 1928 to 1932 and had volunteered to rejoin the Department in
1941. Unfortunately his ship was torpedoed and he had been a
prisoner in Germany for some time ; he was released late in 1942 and
reached India via Damascus and Basra, taking over a new
post of Assistant Surveyor General ( Technical ) on arrival in Delhi.

WAR, 1943-1944
122. ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ n i z a t i o n s . - arrival
The
of Dr. Hunter in India
coincided with the rising trend of demands on the Survey of India for
trigonometrical and other scientific data, as the army reorganized to
cope with the Japanese threat t o India's eastern borders and coastline and for its ultimate forward movement.
At the same time, administrative work in the Geodetic Branch
greatly increased due to the considerable numbers of Survey of India
personnel in Debra Dfin ; though there were actually three independent circles there ( Map Publication, Eastern Circle and Geodetic
Branch ) the last named had been there for many years and was
usually consulted by local authorities on all matters pertaining t o
the Department ; map publication and drawing work had also
increased greatly in this Branch, and a large amount of building work
was involved in its expansion, the construction of barracks for the
B.O.R. Cadre ( para 112 ) and other special construction works in its
compound ; its cantonment party was now of very sizable proportions and scattered all over India, and a new party, the Punjab
Irrigation Party, had been formed to carry out an urgent survey for
irrigation in connection with the "Grow More Food" campaign and
the rehabilitation of returned soldiers.
For some time I had been trying t o separate out administration
for the whole of Dehra Diin into a separate administrative circle, or
under a Deputy Surveyor General representing the S.G. in Dehra
Diin, but the difficulties were too formidable-experienced clerical
staff was very short and was "dual purpose", the same clerks
handling both administrative and technical correspondence.
It was therefore decided to relieve the Geodetic Branch of all
scientific work by creating a new circle which was called the War
Survey Research Institute ( " W.S.R.I. " ) and of which Dr. Hunter
was placed in charge. The Geodetic 'Branch retained its name,
though now a misnomer ; to have altered i t would have created much
confusion. The G.B. clerks however dealt with all administration
for the W.R.I. leaving the latter more free t o concentrate on purely
technical matters.
123. Administration was very heavy throughout the Department during this period. Rationing systems had been introduced
in 811 provinces and in most of them some compensation was granted
for higher cost of living, the Central Government having a separate
scheme of its own. I n our case this was awkward for we were
conetantly transferring men from one province t o another to meet
aurvey and training needs and t o staff the H&thibarkala
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factory ; rice eaters did not like wheat and vice versa and ration
systems differed even from place t o place in a single province.
Extra rations allowed by some schenles to "manual workers " caused
complications and the steady increase in cost of living resulted in
more and more demands for increased pay ; clothing too was rationed
and the systems differed in our various "Stations". All this threw
e heavy burden on the Surveyor General's Office which had to be
strengthened ( a t the expense of the Circles ) and reorganized ;
there were now separate Assistant Surveyor Generals for Administration and for Organization and Establishment ( Pushong, Verma)
and work was considerably decentralized.
The introduction of trade pay in the military survey units,
while much easing our volunteering situation, caused heavy work
both in the S.G.O. and the Military Circle in working out a suitable
scheme and applying it retroactively. A number of schemes were
.put forward for the improvement of pay in the Department to meet
the high cost of living and t o bring e~nolumentsmore in line with
those applying in the army.
124. The return of units from 'IrLq-IrBn ( para 103 ) provided
considerable military survey reinforcement t o the 14th Army
( Colonel Bomford ) fighting on the north-east borders of India and
t o the Southern Army ( Colonel Angwin ) preparing defences on
India's east coast and carrying out intensive military survey training.
Some badly needed instructors ( para 105 ) were also made available
to the Survey of India ancl some war experienced officers, including
Colonel Heaney ( late D.D. Svy. Tenth Army ) who took charge of
the Frontier Circle, until required for the post of Director of Survey,
11 Army group in February 1944.
125. With the formation of South-east Asia Commai~dlate in
1943 and 11 Army group, our military set-up nltered considerably ;
a number of new units were also formed partly from the Survey of
India, partly from outside it, some on special new war establishments
designed to meet military requirements in the light of experience in
the European and Mid-east theatres. Except for supplying a
considerable proportion of the personnel for these units and training
them or giving refresher courses in ground and air surveys, the
Survey of India a~ such had no concern with their formation this
now being done entirely by the D. Svy. ( India ) through the Survey
Depot. Men awaiting posting t o the new units or es reinforcements
to old were loaned by the Depot t o drawing and publication
offices in Dehra Diin for productive work.
The Depot w a now
~
recruiting "class I V servants" ( I.O.R.'s )
direct instead of through the Department as a t the outset of the war,
end was giving them the necessary training in chaining, heliotrope
work, etc. With heavy army recruitment in the Punjeb cmd GarhwB1 and Kurneun, whence many of our class IV servants ( kh&sis )
came, the Survey of India was now relying mainly on Ooriycts from
Bihiir for its khalksis and these would usually not volunteer for
military service.
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126. On 31st July 1944, military survey strength was considerably increased compared with 1943 ( para 110 ) and besides the
Officer, V.C.O.1 Havildar and B.0.R cadres ( now 107 strong )
consisted of two separate groups under the control of the D. Svy.
(India ) and D. Svy. 11 Army Group; respectively, the latter
dealing through the D. Svy. ( India ) in respect of reinforcements
and other personnel questions.
Director of Survey,
Director of Survey ( India )
11 Army Qroup
( Including Southern Army )

G.S.G.S. ( Delhi )
Survey Depot ( Dehra Dfin )
1 Army Survey Directorate
2 Command Survey Directorates
3 Field Survey Companies
3 Mobile Reproduction Groups
1 Base Reproduction Section
2 Map Supply Sections

1 Survey Park Section
1 Base Map Depot ( Central
Map Depot, Delhi )

Army
Group
Survey
Directorate
1 Army Survey Directorate
2 Corps Survey Directorates
1 Air Survey Directorate
2 Field Survey Conlpanies
2 Air Survey Companies
2 Mobile Reproduction
Groups
1 Base
Reproduction
Section
6 Map Supply Sections
1 Survey Park Section

1 Air
Survey
Section

Liaison

127. The movement forward of the two Air Survey Companiee
( Nos. 6 and 7 ) occurred about the same time that demands on the

Survey of India for civil survey works cornected with "Grow More
Food" and reconstruction plans, mostly for irrigation projects,
became very heavy. I had 11p t o then been dealing personally with
correspondence about these steadily increasing demands, my office
keeping up "rosters" on which priorities could be assessed ; no
projects had been taken up though many were of great urgency, to
produce more food and also more electric power which was becoming
very short.
t Projects Officer was therefore created from 1st April
A p o ~ of
1944, with headquarters at Dehra l)n11, and again the unfortunate
Geodetic Branch had to help out wit.h administration. It was
essential that the post be filled by a senior officer of wide experience
with good knowledge of air survey and Colonel Crone was reverted to
civil employ, continning also to fill the post of Air Survey Officer,
Survey of India ( para 109 ) in addition. At the outset, the intention was to go no farther than recording demands for works, estimating for them and completing prelirninary organization in order of
priority, works to be taken up later on a8 staff became available.
The great need for short term irrigation projects, however, made i t
necessary to start some of the more urgent works a t once and by the
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middle of 1944 two of same size were in hand with such personnel a0
we could scrape together, a scheme for damming the Rihand river
in South-east U.P. and a similar scheme near Dehra Dfin in the Tons
and Giri river watersheds.
To save personnel, air methods were required t o be used as much
a s possible and during the course of this summer Messrs. I.A.S.T.
took photographs under their charter with us covering about 3,000
sq. miles of country.
Young officers under training were utilized for most of the
ground work which, as in the case of the HazBra Detachment,
provided excellent advanced training ( para 94 ) in theodolite work
and expedients designed to save manpower.
128. W a r works.-Messrs. I.A.S.T. also took alarge quantity of
air photographs both vertical and oblique for military purposes in
the twelve months ending 31st July 1944, the greater part of which
was for the production of maps of airfields, reservoirs, bridge protection, etc., and included an area of some 4,000 sq. miles for Northwest Army.
It was not possible t o operate these light aircraft ( Moths )
close t o the battle front or in very high areas, their ceiling being
only about 18,000feet, but they were able to cope entirely adequately
with most areas of which photos were required.
129. Most of the actual air survey work for military purposes
during this period was carried out by the various Field and Air
Survey Companies ; No. 18 Party did undertake a few tasks like
artillery practice range maps and target maps but in the main
concentrated on training and a few small civil jobs. Altogether,
112 officers and other ranks of the Survey of India had been trained
since August 1st 1943 or were under training on July 31st, 1944 in
addition to special courses held for 72 officers and men of the Royal
Artillery and 17 of the Royal Engineers.
Two " Slotted Templet " sets were obtained on lease from the
Fairchild Corporation of America in 1943 and a9 far as possible
officers were trained in the use of this ingenious device which greatly
expedited, by mechanical means, one of the most troublesome
stages of air mrvey by the radial line method. These sets were lent
t o the military Rurvey service in 1944 and were eventually returned to
America when the British counterpart, the "Slotted Template",
became available.
An American Topographical Battalion was established near
Dehra Diin late in 1943 and their air survey equipment was looked on
with some envy by our air survey personnel though as already
mentioned, it had been our policy throughout to adhere to the
simplest possible methods of making a topographical map go that the
greater number might mwter the technique.
130. There w r t ~little topographical survey work done by the
Survey of India during this period. The military survey unit8 did
carry out some ground survey, but the majority of their work was
from air photogrephe.
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~ ~services
t h had many large scale ground surveys t o make for
airfields, camps, depots and the like, NO. 20 p a r t y carryhlg out most
of the worlc done by the 1)epartment uilder the technical control of
the military D.D. Svy. where there was one, otherurise as directed
by the Chief Ellgilleers of Commands and technically controlled by
the Director, Geodetic Branch.
Because this unit was working in very sinall detachments,
requiring a high propol-tion of inen coinpetcnt t o work independently
it was difficult to keep pace with its constai~tlyexpanding programlncs ; by 1944, however, soine of our older surveyors began t o
collie baclr fro111 the inilitary units and provided welcome reinforcement either directly to 20 Party or by relieving still older men in the
Surveyors' Training Party a t AbbottLbBd.
131. Grouild training in the AbbottLbLd area had by now
beco1.11ewell standardized, with a number of officers who had served
ill 'Irilq-IrAn assistiilg in its direction (para 124). The addition in
the Surveyors' Party of a11 adininistrative section ( para 105 ) under
a military officer did lnuch to relieve the O.C. and also the O.C.
Officers' Training Party of inilitary administration, leaving them
inore free to organize the technical side of thc work aiid suitable
recreation activities like hockey, cricket and football.
Trailling in drawing work contii~uedto be distributed about the
various oilices of the Uepart'ment, t'llough iiiainly in the Eastern
Circle, and similarly ill nlap publication work, the British O5cers
and B.O.R.'s of the attached cadres being invaluable in training our
personilel i11 thc use of nioderil high speed nlachinery apart from
actually operating these machines.
132. Map publication in 1943-44 was relatively light ( about
half that of the preceding year ) only about 11 luillioii maps being
published as against 21 million the year before. Tliie was partly
due to the inilitary units in 14th Arniy aiid Southern Army being
sufficiently well established to look after their own tactical maps
almost entirely, publishh~g-between them about 6 million iiiaps
while the G.S.G.S. organization published another 3 million, but was
mainly due to the "nlarking tiine" that occurred whilc the issue on
India's castern borders was in doubt aiid plans for forward moveme~lt
were being completed.
The Survey of India publication during this year was very
diversified including, apart from India itself, maps of 1rL11, Afghiinistin, Burnla, Coylon, Siam, Indo-China, Malaya, Sumatra, U.S.S.R.,
China and Japan ( with guide maps of Tokyo ) but quantities were
not so great as liithorto and there was something of a "wait and see "
policy. This was greatly to our advantage for it gave us time to get
thoroughly organized for the rush of work that wacl soon to coine
and to get well stoclted with papers, inlts, etc., and generally put
our honse in order, before the forward move.
133. Though actual publication was comparatively light, e
minirnum four-colour policy had beell permanently adopted and
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some maps were published in more colours than four. This, together
with the gridding of many maps of India that had not previously been
gridded ( para 116 ) entailed a good deal of extra drawing work in
preparing grid drawings a ~ i dvarious layer drawings and the extra
drawings required for multiple colons reproduction. We were also
busy on recasting maps of Indo-China and other countries of which
maps were published with symbols not usually familiar to British
and Indian troops and with names in foreign languages. Drawing
work thus continued to be very heavy, carried out by the Eastern
Circle and No. 2 D.O. ( G.B. ) in Dehra Dfin, No. 1 D . 0 . in Calcutta
and a newly transferred drawing office in HTLthibarkala, No. 6,
that had previously been the Frontier Circle Drawing ofice a t Simla.
Frontier Circle work a t this time was dealt with by " A/E" Party at
Murree, which was, in effect, a drawing office as was the whole of
Eastern Circle in Dehra DBn.
Projects work and scientific work added to the volume of
drawing and publicatio~lwork ; the latter particularly, in respect of
triangulatioa charts, magnetic diagrams, etc., and in the letterpress
aection, tide-tables. A revised edition of the Survey Service Pocket
Book ( para 69 ) was also published in 1913.
134. Work by the War Survey Research Institute was almost
entirely for military purposes. Tides were predicted up to 1947 and
published for 1944 and 1945 for the usual 40 or so ports, plus 27 or
28 ports extra for 1944 and 1945, to cover possible military landing
areas in Burma and Malaya. Special tables were prepared to
indicate the height of water a t any time for about 47 places in the
sanle area ; these necessitated a specially designed addition to the
tide predicting machine.
"Moonlight diagsanis", indicating the times of brightest light
and darkest night were assemblecl for 1944 and ( t o offset shortages
in nautical almanacs ) special almanacs indicating the position of
nearly 400 larger rnagnitudo tars were computed and published.
Much trigonometrical data in the eastern India-Burma area was
aseembled ancl published in Larnbert Grid terms, as well as preparation for the publication of such data in Indo-China and Sumatra,
China and Netherlands East Indies.
No field work was done except the very urgcntly necessary
re-observation of magnetic data a t 25 stations, mostly in eastern
India. The results were incorporated in revised magnetic charts
which were now in consonance with Admiralty Charts and Australian
data. The Survey of India had done almost no repeat field observations for m a ~ e t i cdata for many years and our information was
a t variance with more recent Admiralty and Australian information,
which the 1943-44 observations corrected and reconciled.
Research was also carried out in astro-fix nlethods mainly for
the use of survey troops in their forward advance but also with an
eye to their peace time use in controlling i~olatedsurveys for irrigation end similar reconstruction and rehabilitation projects.

WAR AND EARLY RECONSTRUCTION, 1944-1945
135. Military reorganization.-The
formation of a survey
directorate with headquarters 11 Army Group ( Brigadier Heaney )
has been mentioned ( para 124 ) ; this directorat3 expanded during
1944 to bccome the main survey directorate in South-east Asia
Command bhough i t actually worked with Headquarters Allied
Land Forces, S.E.A.C. ( ALF SEA ). A survey staff directorate
( Colonel Collins ) was also formed a t the Headquarters of the
Supreme Alliod Commander, S.E.A.C. ( SAC SEA ) in Kandy,
Ceylon whose function was to interpret the military situation as
it affected survey and map work and keep D. Svy. ALF SEA
informed ; i t also undertook such drawing and map publication
work as was required to be done on the spot a t H.Q. SAC SEA.
Before the end of the year, most of the survey troops that had
been under the control of D. Svy. India ( para 126 ) were transferred
to the control of D. Svy. ALF SEA and some additional units were
raised or transferred from other theatres, including the West
African Field Survey Company.
136. The formation of these new headquarters and the transfer
of survey units away from India left the G.S.G.S. ( India ), and the
Survey of India, performing base r8les very similar in character to
those performed by the G.S.G.S. ( War Office ) and the Ordnance
Survey of Britain.
Demandr~on the War Office and the Survey of India from
D. Svy. ALF SEA were normally passed through D. Svy. India who
controlled reinforcement, pools and acted for the Surveyor General
in controlling map publication demands ( para 95 ) ; similarly
demands by the Survey of India on the War Office for survey
stores passed through D. Svy. India.
Early in 1945 mall directorates under the charge of a n Assistant Director of Survey were set up a t the headquarters of military
Comnlands in India, lindcr the control of D. Svy. India, to filter
map and survey domands on the G.S.O.S. ( India ) and the Survey
of India ; tlheso directorates formed the starting point of a postwar decentralized military survey ~ t a f fsystem, co-ordinated by
tho Director of Survey ( India, ) a t General Headquarters.
The D. Svy. India ( Brigadier Glennio ) visited the War Office
in 1944 to discuss these arrat~gc~nents
and in January 1945 the
D. Svy. War Office ( Brigadier Hotine ) visited India.
137. By the latter part of 1941, routine was well established
in the) Rage Org~nizat~ion
in India, for the prosecution of the war
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eastwards ; military and civil r6les woro well integrated, we had
tremendous nlap publication power a t disposal and training and
survey stores procedures were working smoothly.
138. Rehabilitation and repatriation programmes.-These
introduced complicating factors in the smooth running of our war
machine.
A considerable number of our attached officers and B.O.R.'s
( map publication technicians ) were nearing thcir time for repatriation t o Britain ( PYTHON ) or for leavo in Lieu ( LILOP ) ;
practically all our own British officers had done more than their
time abroad under the repatriation scheme and though i t was a
moot point whether they were eligible under the scheme, there was
plenty of corresponclence about it ; and the necessity for finding
replacements whether they wore repatriated, went on military
LTLOP leave or on civil "key" lnave ( introduced during this
period to pormit the recuperation out of India of 06cers required
for earliest post-war reconstruction ) caused a good deal of hard
thinking that might otherwise have becn applied to war pwblems.
139. Tho Govcrnrnent of India was also considering seriously
how its serviccs would bo built up aftor thc war and what woulcl
constitute prior claim t o appointment in its services on a permancnt
basis ; thcrc were various questionnaircs and schemcs that had to
bs thrashed out in thc Dcpartmcnt, all causing timi: to bo taken
out from war work, necessary though this of courso was. I folt
quite sure myself that ( in vicw of thc many dcmands wo had had
for works ) there woiild he ample work a t lcast for somo years to
employ everyone we had in scrvicc early in 1945, both military and
civil, if they wished t o be so employed. I also felt that we could
not afford to sacrifice the time and money that had been spent on
training the officers and mon now in the Department or the military
eurvey units by permitting them t o be ousted by non-survey personnel from other military serviced, who would have to bo trainod
from scratch just a t the time we could least afford personnel to
train them.
As a matter of departmental policy I tllerefore prcssed on every
posaible occasion for post-war expansion compared with 1939 and
resisted all proposals to oust trainctl men by untrained men. Once
having decided on this departmental policy I took every opportunity
that rtrom-and they were many-to point out that srbrvey work
must precede works of whatever R ( K ~and hcnco when peaco did
come we must be a well-trained and ~ t r o n gDepartment. Otherwise,
post-war works would fail or be much tlnlayed.
140. I n c l ~ ~ d cind the C:ovcrnmcnt of Tntlia plans for rchahilitrttion wm thc settlement of dn~ervingmcmhers of the military
forces on newly devoloped land and employment on public works
Like irrigation, flood control, hydro-electric and similar long term
echemes. To he of i ~ s eimmediatcly war endctl, ~ u c h~chemnswould
heve to be in a reasonably advancccl s t n k of organization whon
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military personnel began t o be demobilized from the military
occupation and reconstruction forces outside India. This obviously
meant that preliminary surveys must be undertaken during the
currenoy of the war, in addition to those required in connection
with the immediate short term "Grow More Pood" plan ( para 122 ).
Our problem was t o find the personnel. Though the Department had increased in strength from 1,400 ( excluding khalgsis, etc. )
before the war to about 2,900 in early 1945, some 700 were in military units and these were naturally many of our most skilled
men. Of the remainder, considerably more than half were map
publication personnel, draftsmen, computers, clerical staff and
trainees ; we had very little experienced field personnel available,
for the majority of thoso we had were employed either on
supervision, as instructors or in No. 20 ( Cantonments ) Party,
still heavily engaged on surveys for military airfields, depots and
the like. Priorities of rehabilitation worlrs had therefore to be
very carefully considered both inter se and as between war work
and post-war reconstrucbion.
141. Instruments also were short, particularly theodolites and
levels ; the military survey units had to have the best and lightest
instrunlents and in the Department we had only a few of these,
u ~ primarily
d
in the training units. On the other hand, the
Public Works I)epartnlents, Railways and Military Engineering
Service were asking for increasing numbers of the simpler types of
instruments for their preliluinary reconstruction surveys.
Burma, too, was beginning t o plan for the future and having
of course lost all its instruments during the Japanese invasion, was
making requests on India for supplies to be earmarked for them.
A plan for a post-war Survey of Burma had been drawn up by us
and tentatively accepted by the Governinent of Burma, then
functioning in nucleus in Simla.
Towards the end of 1044, a conference with the military Civil
Affairs Service, Burnla ( C.A.S.B. ) resulted in outline plane being
a the military survey
drawn 11p for worlrs to be done in B ~ i r ~ nby
units, pending taking over by the civil Survey of Burma. As soon
as possible, search waR rnade for the records left in Burma ( para 86 )
but no trace could be found. They would therefore have t o s h r t
afresh with detailed traverse and triangulation ; geodetic records of
course existed in tho Geodotic Branch a t Dehra Dfin but unfortunately practically all topographical records had been transferred t o
Burma not long before the war.
Before the end of 1944, however, a policy wae settled for the
division of in~trumontabetween civil and military and what oould
be spared for Burina and it was arranged with the Disposals Direohrate, formed in 1945, that all high precision instrumenh would be
returned to the Survey of India when demobilization commenced,
engineering
the ~implerinlrt.rurnanta being ellotted tm t,ho vario~~e
wrvices. A number of precision instronlnntv were also put on
order in Britain, through the War Office.
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142. Reconstruction works.-For the reasons just discussedshortage of trained personnel and instruments-we
could not
proceed very fast with reconstruction surveys during 194645 ;
however, by making use of trainees and every device we could
think of to get quick results of acceptable accuracy with minimum
use of precision instruments on the ground, implying a meximum
use of air photographs, we did manage to get ahead with a number
of the most urgent short term projects and t o lay the foundations
for some of the bigger projects of a long term nature. One innovation that saved much time was the use of air photo mosaics, contoured fiom clinometer and barometer heights on the ground, for
the assessment of the volume of water to be impounded by proposed
dams. ( See Projects ).
143. Works in hand during 1944-46 were practically all
reservoir projects for increasing food and/or power production ;they
included the Rihand and Tons-Giri projects mentioned ( para 127 )
and similar works in the ChentEb and Sutlej valleys, eight reservoirs
in RLjputLna and Jodhpur State and two in the northern part of
the U.P. Only one work, the Nayyar reservoir in U.P.,was fully
completed before VE day.
All these works required air photography by Messrs. I.A.S.T.
under the charter with them, which had been renewed annually
since its inception in 1942 ( para 98 ) ; this firm also photographed
about 2,500 sq. miles for military purposes during this period and
a considerable twea in the BLliptEra Tract in north-east Assam.
144. Other civil works.-The survey of part of the BBlipEra
Frontier Tract was asked for by the Political Department of the
Government of India to provide topographical maps of a large and
hitherto practically unmapped area in the eastern HimBlaya.
The area was mostly high ground and weather wae usually bed
over it, close to the Assam-China "Hump" as it was ; our smell
aircraft could not make much headway in its photography and we
tried many times to obtain one high ceiling service aircraft such as
a Liberator bomber to do this job for us, without success. Little
progrew was therefore made during this season, and indeed thereafter up to 1946. Some R.A.F. Hurrioanes were sent to the are8
but made little progress in its photography not being suitable for
the purpoas.
145. The Internabionel Air Convention in Chicago in 1944
brought some heevv work in its train early in 1946, in connection
with the design of civil aviation mronautical charts to be adopted
internationally ; India agreed to conform to international rogulations but we were not happy about the proposals not only because
the errengement of the oharb themmlvee put India a t a disadvantage
but eleo bemuse they implied a new basic series of maps that could
not be directly related to any existing aeries, getting us baok to
just whet we woro trying to avoid before the war--multiple seriee
of maps with attendant high cost or in the alternative, failure to
keep all series up-to-date ( para 36 ).
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146. The field work of the Punjab Irrigation Party ( para 122 )
was completed early in 1945 and that of the Hazere Settlement
Detachment early in 1944 ; in its place however another detachment was formed late in 1944 to carry out similar work in the Kulu
district of the Punjab. Like the HazBra Detachment, the Kulu
Detachment was used to provide advanced training in theodolite
work for trainees, both during and after the war.
Early in 1945 the Projects Officer ( Crone ) went to KBbul to
look over a Wild A 5 Autograph possessed by the Government of
AfghBnistBn and offered to us on loan in return for India undertaking the survey training of a number of engineer officers of the
AfghBn army, who had joined our officers' training party somewhat
earlier.
147. War works.-Training
continued in the units of the
Frontier Circle a t AbbottBbBd and Murree on the lines more or less
standardized in 1943, revised as necessary to meet latest military
requirements. The AfghBn officers ( fourteen ) were started on
their courses ( from six months to two years ) in the field and three
Chinese officers were also given instruction in various survey duties.
About 250 officers and other ranks received field training and over
100 air training, besides about 80 British officers and other ranks
who attended air survey courses in No. 18 Party.
In anticipation of heavy reconstruction demands, a large
number of men were also under training in levelling, traversing,
drawing and computing, in various units of the Survey of India.
148. Little air survey work was done in the Department
during 1944-45 except in connection with training and ( a very
small quantity ) in the Projects Circle whose work was aimed a t
high quality surveys of limited areas, the BBlipira Frontier Tract
( para 144 ) being the only air survey of a topographical nature
undertaken.
The military survey units in South-east Asia Command
carried out a great quantity of air survey work for the advance
eastwards, most of which was published by their own publication
units.
149. Map publication was very heavy both in the military units
and the Survey of India ; up to V J day, the former had published
over 24 million maps, mostly in SEAC, and the latter over 22
million, since 1st August 1944. Nearly all maps were now being
published in a t least three colours with the majority in four or even
more ; the total number of impressions taken to provide the 22
million maps supplied by the Slirvey of India was over 108 million.
In general, the forward units dealt with their own tactical maps
and others very urgently required, the Survey of India helping out
in emergency but dealing mainly with atrategical maps and longterm programmeR ; mR,p pnbli~hedwere of India, Rnrma, Siam,
Tndo-China, Mala.ya, Nothorlands East Tndios, China and Japan.
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150. The organization of publication of such a large quantity
of mape of so many parts of Asia, on a variety of scales and layouts
and with constantly altering priorities, was a heavy and complicated
task. Additional posts of Chief Draftsman and Assistant
Director, Map Publication had been created earlier ( para 70 ) to
aesist the D.M.P. in this work but in 1944 i t became evident that one
director could not competently handle both organization and publication and consequently a new Director's post was created, called
Director, Planning Maps, commonly abbreviated to D.P.M.,
the name being selected merely to distinguish clearly between
D.M.P. and the D.P.M.-whose sole task was to organize publication work and priorities, the D.M.P. as hitherto directing actual
publication ; in effect, the previous responsibility of the Director,
Map Publication was now divided between him and the D.P.M.,
the latter also being provided with a suitable staff of Assistant
Directom and Chief Draftsmen.
Routine Liaison visits by the D. Svy. or e representative of the
Q.S.G.S. from Delhi helped to reduce correspondence and keep
priorities correctly assessed.
151. Colonel Penney, D.M.P. from 1941 in Calcutta and in
HBthibarkala from 1943, was reverted to the Home Establishment
in 1944 due to ill health and was succeeded as D.M.P. by Colonel
Gemmell ( D.D.M.P. since 1941 ) who remained in that post or the
new post of D.P.M. for the remainder of the war end during the early
reconstruction period. The headquarters of both D.M.P. and D.P.M.
being in HBthibarkala, a Deputy Director was in charge of the
Calcutta, offices though these were of the same or even larger size
than before the war, except for the Map Record and Issue Office
having been transferred to Hiithibarkala ( i n 1944) both to concentrate our maps in Dehra D i n and to make room, in Calcutta, for
a large military map depot under the control of the D. Svy. The
tearing down of all the old map racks, transport to Dehra Diin
re-erection there, was a big task.
152. The HBthibarkala factory, the only big publication office
operated by the Survey of India that was specifically designed for
the job, was in full production by the end of 1944 and-though the
buildings were only of a semi-permanent nature-was an exceptionally well organized and arranged publication plant, probably
one of the best in Allied hands, for which great, credit is due to the
original designers Crone and Penney and the main organizor
Clemrnell.
Though residential building8 ( temporary construction only )
left something to be desired, the publication and drawing offices
were first class and--despite some argument ee between Gemme11
end myeelf about the necessity for providing ceilings in the work
buildings-were fairly comfortable to work in even during the
hotteat weather because of their height ; the awhiteot of the Central
Public Worke Department had made no miutctke in building them
with plenty of heedroom. Only one thing remained to make thew
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offices very nearly self contained under any circumstances-an
elternative source of electric power in case of failure of the hydroelectric system supplying Dehra Diin. A diesel-electric power
plant had been on order for many months.
Very considerable storage space both for paper and finished
maps had been incorporated in the project but even so, it was
necessary to get rid of published maps quickly during the rush of
1944-45. The 22 ndlion maps published by the Survey of India in
that year represents about 750 tons of paper that had to be handled
into paper store, from paper store to machine room, thence to map
store and finally to map depots in Delhi and elsewhere ; the machine
room in HBthibarkala, working a t full power, could use about one
ton of paper per hour.
153. By this time, however, we had a considerable fleet of motor
transport, a small proportion owned by the Survey of India, the
majority borrowed from the army in India or on the books of our
Stores Office for use by military units, the latter including some
very useful heavy lorries with trailers. Without this transport,
it would have been inlpossible to handle the vast volume of paper,
maps and survey stores of all types that had to be moved to and
from the railway in Dehra D i n and between Dehra Diin and Delhi
by road.
154. The Stores Organization ( para 118 ) expanded very
rapidly with the formation of SEAC and the d u x of equipment
and stores of all sorts in preparation for the move eastwards. Until
1944 in hired buildiilgs in Debra Diin, 13 new buildings were constructed during 1944 in the compound of the Geodetic Branch to
which movement of offices and stores was practically complete on
VE. This was as well, for from VE onwards till long after V J
stores poured in-stores that had been shipped earlier to build
up reservcs for SEAC and, after VE, stores released by Mid-east to
us and a t sea when VJ occurred. The 13 buildings were soon
overflowing, though it must be said that overflow would not have
occurred escopt for the atom bomb, hastening VJ.
In 1941, soon after tho Stores Office was opened, about 240
different items werc under supply ; in 1945, the Office listed some
3,600 major items besides many minor ones. It handled some
17 different types of lithographic printing machines of various
sizes together with necessary spare parts, about 200 different
chenlicals and inks used in lithographic processes and many different
types of surveying, drawing and mathenlatical instruments, paper
and other technical stationery obtained from the Mathematical
Instrument Office in Calcutta, the Titlgarh and other paper mills,
the U.K. and tho U.8.A.
To deal with shipments to and from India, i t was neceesrtry in
1044 to est,ablish branch offices in Bombay and Calcutta, to expedite
clearance and dospatch respeotively and in the cwe of Caloutte, to
deel with paper shipments direct from the Titkgarh mills to ALFSEA

units.
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155. Except for theodolites and levels ( para 141 ) we were in
reasonably good shape in respect of surveying and mathematical
instruments, nearly all of which were now manufactured in Indie
either by the M.I.O. or the trade. We did, however, have to have
one considerable shipment from U.S.A. of certain instruments and
particularly of technical stationery like water colours, drawing inks,
pencils, etc., t o be sure that we had sufficient stocks to meet
demands from SEAC ; the Stores Organization was required to serve
about 120 different units, civil and military, during 1945, and this
implied holding a considerable stock of small, quickly expendable
etores.
One important item that presented some difficulty was the
acquisition of invar wire, or even first quality steel tapes, for the
manufacture of Hunter Short Bases which were an essential psrb
of a field survey unit's equipment to enable triangulation system
to be originated accurately from a very short measured base.
156. The Hunter Short Base had been designed by Dr. Hunter
eome years before the war for use primarily as a military survey
inetrument ; about 90 yards in total length, i t consisted of four
steel or invar tapes hung in catenary from light supports one of
which had a lever and weight to apply constant tension to the
tape ; tapes were calibrated periodically in tho length etandardization obeervatory of the Geodetic Branch ( now under the War
Survey Research Institute ).
Besides its use as a short base from which to extend triangulation of considerable accuracy very quickly, tho H.S.B. was a very
valuable instrument for accurate traversing by subtense methoda
and was frequently so used during the war, notably in the geodetio
connection between Iran and India across the Liit Desert ( para 103 )
which was completed early in 1944 by a military detachment
( Captain P. A. Thomas, I.E. ) of Survey of India personnel returning to India, from Paiforce.
During 1946, Dr. Hunter sought to extend the usefulness of
this system to provide accurate yet rapid control for irrigation
eurveys by using a longer base with elevated supports and observation platforms so that observations could be made over the tops
of sugarcane and similar high crops.
157. Considerable research was also carried out in the W.S.R.I.
in c o ~ e c t i o nwith rapid astro-fix methods, required to establish
poaition and bearing ( in conjunction with the H.S.B. for scele )
in originating surveys in occupied territory as the Allied advance
astwarde continued, and also in methoda for deducing beech
grediente from air photographs of coast-lines Likely to be the scene
of amphibious operations.
For the -me purpose, special tidal charts to indicate the height
of water a t any time, similar to those initiated in the previous year
( pen, 134 ), were published for 62 pbcee additional to the reguhr
tide-table porta, increased to 67 for 1946, of which 39 were predioted
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by us ; preparation of tide-tables for 1947 was already in hand,
and special predictions for 1946.
Star charts were also prepared applicable to the various probable operational areas, as well as star almanacs ; and a large volume
of triangulation data was converted from spherical t o grid terms
and published in pamphlet form covering the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands and parts of Sjam, Malaya, Borneo and China, that for
Japan being in hand. Triangulation "dossiers" were also supplied
as a routine measure for each country likely t o be occupied, Borneo
being in hand in 1945. These gave all available information about
the accepted spheroid on which triangulation was based, the triangulation itself and the accepted grid system.
158. Another magnetic repeat observation programme was
carried out in 1944-45 further amplifying information obtained the
preceding year ( para 134 ) and information disseminated in the
form of isogonic charts ; in all magnetic operations we were handicapped by the loss of our base magnetic observatories, one being
flooded in the very heavy monsoon of 1943 and both being rendered
more or less unserviceable by heavy building in the Geodetio
Branch compound, which of necessity had to be so close t o the
observatories as to vitiate observations.
159. The loss of direct access to the Mathematical Instrument
Office after its transfer t o the Department of Supply ( pare 73 )
and its trend towards mass production of a small number of articles
rather than diversified production was not seriously felt in the Deparb
~nentas a whole but was indeed felt in the War Survey Research
Institute which had therefore to set up a miniature M.I.O. of its own
for the calibration and repair of many instruments and the preparation
of experimental models of various innovations. This seotion of the
W.S.R.I. carried out many jobs in connection with war work during
1944-45, and shortly before V J arrangements were put in hand to
a
a proper scientific workshop, under Survey
establish in ~ e h r Dfin
of India control as the M.I.O. had been till 1941, to perform these
essential tasks. Concurrently, steps were taken t o revise the
organization of the'W.S.R.1. by the inclusion of scientifio officers
who had specialized in certain fields Like magnetism and metrology
and harmonics ( for tides ) and mho, by their terms of servioe,
could be made interchangeable with oficers employed in the projected National Physical Laboratory of Indie.

DEMOBILIZATION, RECONSTRUCTION AND
REORGANIZATION, 1945-1946
160. VJ.-Victory in the Japanese war naturally altered our
situation far more than victory in Europe. The latter required
reorientation t o look over one shoulder instead of bobh ; the former
brought in its train the necessity for complete reorientation t o meet
demobilization, rehabilitation, reconstruction and drastic reorganizations. On the scientific side of the work, there was not great
repercussion-tides had still t o be predicted and tide-tables prepered for the benefit of commercial instead of war shipping ; magnetic work had still t o continue for the benefit of peace-time users of
h a p s ; standerdization of lengths still remained a n essential pert
of survey work ; and research, now how to get the best results in
l a s t time and for least money, must still continue. The W.S.R.I.
therefore, apart from dropping its " W" and becoming the Survey
Research Institute ( S.R.I. ), carried on with its duties though
with altered objectives.
161. One of these objectives now became the establishment
over India of ct close network of precise data in respect of position,
height, magnetic information and information about the force of
gravity from which surveys of any sort might be started and on
which they might be closed, whether required by geologists, engineers
or topographical surveyors. This project we called the All-India
Development Survey, or "AID" survey ; i t aimed a t establishing
monuments between ten and twenty mile? apart on which would
be engraved the data mentioned and it was not expected t o be
excessively costly over and above the expense that must inevitably
be incurred t o establish connection with existing geodetic series,
level lines and gravity network in order to start off the many reconstruction projects already mooted or even sanctioned for execution. The Survey Research Institute now began t o devote considerable time t o working out methods for achieving this objective,
while a t the same time furthering methods to expedite the provision
of trigonometricel and height control for irrigation surveys at
lowest coat, both in money and man-power.
162. For a long time after VJ, shortage of trained man-power
remained a, very .wrions obstacle t o expeditious reconstruction.
Though demobilization schemes had heen promulgated in the
late stages of t,he war, its ilnexpectedly early cessation left many
details to be worked out for the re-absorption of ~nldierein their
civil occupations or in now occi~pationalike reconstruction work8 ;
so far aa the gurney of India was concerned, bhe occupation forces
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were wanting many surveys in the various oocupied areag end,
quite reasonably, wished to tidy up surveys in p r o p s s before
releasing surveyors-and the majority of Survey of India personnel
preferred to remain in the army because expmsion had caueed
temporary promotions that gave them far bigher status and pay
than they could expect on reversion to Departmental employ.
Furthermore, all wished to avail themselves of "war leave " ( para
166 ) before rejoinbg, even when they had been demobilized. The
shortage most felt a t this time, mid-1945, was in trained air
surveyors ; even our Italian prisoners of war air surveyors, who had
been doing good work on civil projects, were soon lost to us.
On the other hand the B.O.R. and British Officers' oadres,
composed as they were mostly of skilled technicians of the British
lithographio trade, were soon agitating to be demobilized so as to
get back to their jobs in U.K., far more remunerative than their
army pay-and they feared that their places might be filled in
their various civilian firms if they did not return quickly.
163. Map Publication fell off little, if a t all, with VJ. We had
in hand heavy programmes of 1/M and maps on similar strategio
scales in the various occupied countries and the army wished these
continued to completion and in addition a complete re-issue of the
Indian )-inch series as a start towards the rehabilitation of Indian
map series, sadly neglected during the war except in respect of
maps on the extreme east border and coast, and for the surprinting
of grids on previously ungridded maps ; this rehabilitation of the
)-inch series was also suitable from the oivil point of view, for we
had had many demands for maps on this and larger scales in connection with reconstruction projects, in particular geological projects connected with coal, mica, manganese and other minerals.
It was out of question a t this time to take up any wholesale
revisions of maps on the 1-inch scale, so the )-inch seriee we6
concentrated on first of all.
These programmes were sufficient to keep our publioation
of6ces full up, but towards the end of the war, and particularly from
V J onwarde, there was some boredom among our British technioians ; so long as we were competing against difficulties in turning
out map requirements there was interest, but as soon as all wee
working emoothly and particularly when war needs were no longer
to be met, these men lost interest in what to them was e aimple
and dull task.

164. To relieve this boredom, the HBthibarkala map factory
had taken up, early in 1945, the lithographic reproduction in
colours of covers and other illustrations for a number of publications
issued by the Information and Broadcasting ( later Information
and Arts ) Department of the Government of India whioh taxed
the ingenuity of the British officers responsible for the imovation
( Captaine Hodkinson and Rowlands, R.E. ) and all staff employed
on thie work, of whioh there is en example in Plate VI,
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Our Indian map publication personnel had been instructed in
the methods for this work, requiring the highest excellence in the
lithographer's art, and had done some very creditable reproductione
entirely on their own, though supervised by Captains Rowlande
( on the photographic side ) and Hodkinson ( on the lithographio
side ).
We hoped that the Survey of India might continue t o find outlet
for its now very great publication power, while a t the same time
continuing t o develop the highest lithographic excellence not
usually associated with maps pure and simple, by continuing to
publish these covers and illustrations for Government of Indie
magazines during peace-time. Failing some such outlet, it appeared
inevitable that much of our carefully trained personnel must be
dispersed and much machinery either scrapped or placed on a
care and maintenance basis.

165. For as long as the cadres of British technicians remained
with us, training of map publication personnel by them was continued; our own staff gradually taking over again as they were demobilized. Training in field and air survey for military duties
ceased abruptly with V J and batches of soldier surveyors unlikely
t o be absorbed in the Department were returned t o their regiments
a t once, the training parties switching to refresher courses in civil
survey methods, particularly those connected with the rapid
prosecution of irrigation and similar surveys on which also considerable experiment and research began, t o discover the means of
fulfilling post-war obligations with maximum speed and minimum
cost t o the country. The Projects Circle had by V J been amalgameted with the Eastern Circle and, as the heavy drawing work on
which the Eastern Circle had been engaged during the war begen
t o become decentralized again, this circle began t o undertake an
increasing amont of field work in connection with reconstruction,
much of which was in eastern India.
166. Demobilization and reorganization.-I
have mentioned
( paras 138-141 ) the preliminary plans for demobilization, repatriation and rehabilitation ; with V J these plans were speeded
u p but ( para 162 ) it was a, long time before we secured the demobili-

zation and immediate availability after demobilization of our
more experienced personnel. The introduction of deferred war
leave and the sanction of a comprehensive pay revision scheme in
January 1945, both long fought for, went some way to ameliorating
our situation but even so men were reluctant to return, as also the
army was reluctant t o let them do, and comparatively few were
available for the 1946-46 field season ( para 162 ).
One complete unit, No. 3 Company ( Major Ross, R . I . ~ .) WM,
however, available for work during this season and a certain number
of individuel officers and other ranks also got back by then. It
wee not till 1946-47 that we could really get organized for e fullpower w o n .
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167. Soldier surveyors, notwithstanding the muoh improved
pay conditions, practically all turned down our offers of employment, though perhaps many were glad to accept them later on.
At this time they still expected to be pensioned off or receive land
grants. There was employlnent for some in the military survey
service which it had been decided t o continue as a permanent
measure a t least in nucleus. A number of schemes for this service
were threshed out concurrently with schemes for the post-war
organization of the Survey of India and the formation of a School
of Military Engineering ( S.M.E. ) in which the Survey of India
agreed to co-operate in respect of survey training of R.I.E. officers
and in respect of an officer " tour " system not unlike that in Britain
as between the Ordnance Survey and the other branches of
the R.E.
168. After much study of probable works required over the
next 20 years, a compreliensive scheme for the reorganization of
the Department was put forward to the Government of India and
this was sanctioned, about doubling its strength as compared with
1939 and introducing certain new posts like Deputy Directors, not
in existence before tho war but much used during the war; and also
e, post of Deputy Surveyor General.
We were less fortunate, however, in respect of our plan t o
utilize our great map publication potential to become the nursery
for a fine lithographic tradc in India while at the same time meeting
Central Government needs for modern coloured illustrations in
its publications and acting as a reserve of power for any future
emergency ; after much correspondence and effort including a large
conference that indicated that many departments wanted help, this
plan broke down, mainly on inter-departmental budget rocks; and
we lost the services of those most competent to train our personnel
in colour work, the British Oficers and Other Ranks who were a t
the top of their trade in Britain but were willing t o stay on for 8
year or so on contract to start the plan.
Up to the latter part of 1946, however, few of our own map
publication personnel had had to be released, due to the continuing
large demands for maps from the army in India and the oocupation
forces in Malaya, Siam and Indo-China.

169. I n October 1945 a number of officers from SEAC returned
to India, among them Brigadier Homey, who worked for some
time as ex oficio Deputy Surveyor General before proceeding on
leave ; Colonel Angwin officially assumed the duties of the post in
December. I n April 1946, wc lost the services of Colonel Crone and
Dr. Hunter, and Colonol Bomford wont directly on leave from
SEAC. Brigadier Gletinio was ietired about the same time and
handed over to Colonel Osmaston his duties as Director, Military
Circle and Director of Survey ( India ) and head of the G.S.G.S.
Colonel Jackson ( Eaatern Circle ) had retired in 1944 end Colonel
8later ( Geodetic Branch ) left us in August 1946. Colonel Phillimore,
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our A.D.M.C., retired for the second time in 1945 having done
invaluable work in keeping personnel matters straight. See Military
Circle.
Reorganizations had to take into account the loss of these
senior officers and also the loss of a number of officers of O.C. Party
and Assistant Director status, mostly re-employed civilian officers
who had offered their services for the duration of the war, but
including also one military officer who was appointed Director of
Survey, Burma ; and one or two others who had decided to revert
t o the British Establishment, or who continued to be employed
indefinitely on military survey duty outside India.
There was also some loss in the more junior ranks of officers
and men who wished to leave survey employ ( which they were
not allowed t o do during the war without some very strong reason )
to better their prospects. This was to some extent offset by others
wishing to join the Department from the armed forces but naturally
implied the replacement of trained by untrained personnel.
170. Field Season, 1945-46.-Notwithstanding
the shortage
and uncertainty about personnel and the shortage of many instruments ( para 141 ) a considerable quantity of productive work was
carried out in 1945-46 and s large amount of training for the full
season of 1946-47 that was to follow.
Several projects wore in train in tho Uomodar River valley in
Bihiir and Westerll Bengal which were mainly concerned with flood
control, irrigation and powor development; and thore was also a
huge faotory project (fertilizer and by-products) a t Mhldri. No. 3
Company ( Para 166 ) was deployed on some of these works, Survey
of India personnel on others. Following our policy of conservation
of man-power by utilizing air photos to the maximum, muoh of
thie work was based on photos taken by Messrs. Indian Air Survey
and Transport Company Ltd. This Company also did a great deal
of photography in connection with the huge projeots designed to
harness the Kosi, Tistn and MahLnadi Rivers.
Irrigation, flood control and power projects usually consisted
of three separate surveys and sometimes a fourth-large scale for
the dam site, medium scale for the reservoir area and commanded
area and in a few cases extensions of smaller scales into the catchment area ; in projects such as Kosi, T i ~ t aand MahBnadi, the
oommended areas were huge, running into many thousands of
square milee end while the most urgent surveys were of couree
those of the reservoir area, mostly done by air methods and dem
sitm once the project as a whole had been sanctioned, the commanded
area eurveys were of R U C size
~
as to take up to 10 yeara to oompleb,
even with the expanded Department.
In all, 32 such survey8 were in hand during 1946-46 of whioh
8 of the smallest had been completed by the end of March, 1946.
1 7 ~ The
.
Kulu settlement survey has been mentioned ( per8
146 ) ; thLP continued to serve es a training ground in t h e o d o b
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work for reconstruction projects as it had served, like the HaziZra
survey before it, for training for the military survey units. Another
settlement survey in Almora district of the United Provinces, utilizing air survey methods, had been in hand for some time es an
experiment and this was completed this field season.
There were also several land reclamation and soil conservation
works in hand and various surveys for railway orossings ovsr
rivers, erosion prevention problems and the like as well as a town
planning survey for Delhi ( asked for before the war, shelved ) on
lines not unlike that in progress in Lahore when the war started
and finished in the early part of the war ( para 12 ).
Surveys for geological ( mineral assessment ) projects totalled
about 25,000 sq. miles on 2-inch and 4-inch scales-a huge area
for such scales which, coupled with modern military requirements
of tactical maps on 1/25,000 or such scales, led us to propose
a general enlargement of tactical scales, hitherto 1-inch, for a number
of areas in India.
In all, 55 different project survpys were in progress during
this season added to which were special topographical surveys in
three areas totalling about 1,400 sq. miles. No routine topographical programmes had yet been re-started ; it seemed doubtful
when such a programme could be started, for the various works
mentioned above would add up to surveys covering a total of about
50,000 sq. miles on scales from 100 feet to an inch down to 1-inch
scale. The great majority was to be on 2-inch and 4-inch scales.
This was a formidable enough task in itself, but in addition there
were very many more projects on our registers that had not yet
even been estimated in cost.
172. For expeditious and reasonably cheap results it was
essential to utilize air survey methods to the full. To this end, the
charter with Messrs. Indian Air Survey andTransport Company Ltd.,
in force since 1942, was revised to meet the addition of new aircraft
to their fleet and to the changed conditions of peace instead of war,
throwing I.A.S.T. back on their own resources for photographic
film, paper, etc., instead of those of the R.A.F. At the same time,
photo negatives that had been loaned to the R.A.F. central library
at Now Delhi ( para 98 ) were returned to their owners.
Training was also carried out in the AbbottiibBd area in the
use of air photos in the commanded areas of irrigation and flood
control projects and in methods that would make best use of the
projected "AID" survey framework ( para 181 ).
173. Summer, 1946.-During this summer, work continued et
nearly a8 high a pressure as during the war, in preparation for the
projected very heavy field season in 1946-47 implying heavy
training programmes in both ground and air training units in the
Frontier Circle and in the formation of new parties to meet the
expanded size of the Department and its reoriented works outlook.
h s v e programmes were alao heavy in preparation for tbe field
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seeson ( during which leave is normally not permitted in the Department ), leaving us short-handed ; and stores disposal and accounting
took up much time. The stores buildings in Dehra Diin were badly
cluttered up with the accumulation that occurred in 1945 ( para 154 )
of which little had been got rid of, and more and more stores poured
in from units under demobilization ; by the end of the summer,
however, disposal plans had more or less matured and the sccumulation began to move out either on issue or sale, or on destruction as
unserviceable.
174. Discussions with the Supply Department resulted in a
workable scheme for a Survey of India controlled "M.I.O." at
Dehre, Diin ( para 159 ) and the final handing over of the original
M.I.O. to that Department of the Government of India.
175. I was fortunate in being able to present personally our
case for revised and improved scales of pay to the Pay Commission
on October 7th) accompanied by my successor Brigadier Heaney,
and handed over my duties to him on October 17th when I proceeded
on leave preparatory to retirement.

CONCLUSION
176. A brief comparison between 1938-39 m d 1946-46 in
respect of major changes in organization, procedure and programmes
of work, as well as some major statistics, may be a suitable
conclusion to this chronological record of the war activities of the
Survey of India. The departmental situation before the war has
been outlined fairly fully in Chapters I to I11 ; the post-war situation cannot be dealt with in full, for it had not fully crystallized
up to 1946 nor is there the -me necessity to do so, having no
direct bearing on the war-the pre-war situation on the other hand
set the pattern that practically speaking must be followed unless
we were to take time out from the war to carry out a cornplebe
reorganization, an upheaval which ( even if we had been permitted
by Government to do it ) would have set us back many months in
our war effort and might or might not have been more efficient in
the end. It was too big a risk to take, short as we were of milibary
officers and civilian personnel that could readily be militarized in
a short space of time, and organized as we were to take military
work in our stride, a t l a s t until it became of very large proportions.
177. At the outset of the war, there was no Geographical
Section, General Staff, no military survey service and no military
personnel in the Survey of India except 28 officers in civil employ
on tern~sof service different from their confreres in army employ ;
and a small number of "soldier surveyors" on the Indian Unattached List or on the recently created Reserve of Military
Surveyors, who could be called up for military service by the Commander-in-Chief in India. There were also a few soldier surveyor
trainees still on the books of their regiments ( in first period of
training ) and the Department administered but strictly speaking
did not "possess" a few British draughtsmen ( Army Seotion,
No. 6 Urawhlg Office, Simla ) who were also on the Indian Unattached
List. No military personnel was attached to the Department for
duty.
178. On V J day, 721 Survey of India officers and other ranks,
excluding class I V servants, were on military duty in military
survey formations and units in India and South-east Asia
Conurnand and 11 officers and 107 B.O.R.'s were attached to the
Department for duty. A considerable number of others were
under training in the Department, to provide reinforcement to
the India and SEA Commands.
The military survey formation and units in these two commsnde
then amounted to the following, practically 811 of whioh exaept
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the West African Field Company contained a greater or less number
of Survey of India personnel :The Directors of Survey, India and ALF SEA, both Survey
of India officers.
The G.S.G.S. India and the Survey Directorates with ALP
SEA and SAC SEA.
The Survey Depot India and the Draughtsmen Unit ( late
Army Section, No. 6 Drawing Office ).
Two Army, three Corps and one Air Survey Directorates.
Six Field Survey and two Air Survey Companies with one
additional Air Survey Section and four Air Liaison Seotions.
One Map Reproduction Company, two Base Map Reproduction Sectiom and seven Mobile Reproduction Groups.
One Map Supply Company, two Base Map Depots and seven
( mobile ) Map Supply Sections.
Two Survey Park Sections.

179. Except for the West African Company, reinforcements
for these units were mainly supplied through the Survey Depot
( India ), training and/or refresher courses being given by the
Survey of Lndia.
The Survey of India Stores Organization was rosponsible for
their maintenance in all survey stores and equipment, including
technical stationery.
180. In 1939, the only approximately whole time training unit
in the Department was the Training School at Dehra Ilfin, training
up to eight or ten officers in elementary survey work every year,
eometimes only every second year. I n 1945, there were two large
units, the Officers' and Surveyors' Training Parties ( Abbottiibiid ),
whose time was devoted solely to training, as well as No. 18 (Air
Survey ) Party almost wholly devotedto training, the Kulu Settlement
Detechment providing advanced training in theodolite work, No. 6
Drswing Office of the Eastern Circle wholly devoted to training
draftsmen and the Survey I)epot/Survey Training Centre, training
ell 1 . 0 . R . ' i
~n chainmen, etc., dutiw. In addition, map publication
trainees were in considerable numbers in all publication offioea
( no special establishment had been set up for their tmining ) and
dreftsmen were also under training in all units as well as No. 6 D.O.
181. There wee no whole time Stores Organization until 1941
when 8 smell office was set up a t Dehra Dan, supplying about 240
different items. In 1846, the Organization had a total staff of 207,
acoupied thirteen krge buildings ( with considereble overflow ) in
Dehra Diin with branch offices in Calcutta and Bombay end handled
up to 10,000 M e r e n t i t e m of plsnt, equipment, instruments and
stationery including a etook of about 2,600 tons of map printing paper.
A lithographic roller re-covering plant was about to be installed.
Storee hendled during 1944r46 amounted to nearly 16,000 tons.
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182. Map publication in 1938-39 amounted to about 2 million
copies of 1,680 different maps, charts, etc. ; in 1944-46 about 22
million copies of 2,483 diffelent maps and in 1945-46 much the
mme. This was additional to the 24 million published by military
units.
Instead of 6 medium speed ( hand-feed ) rotary offset machines
and 11 flatbed machines, there were 21 high speed ( automatic )
rotary offset machines ( of which 10 were two-colour ), 8 medium
speed rotaries and 4 flatbeds. Instead of one fairly powerful
publication plant a t Calcut ta with relatively tiny ones a t Dehra Diin,
Risalpur and Quetta, there were three very powerful ones a t HBthibarkal, Dehra Diin ( Geodetic Branch ) and Calcutta and one
( more powerful than Dehra Diin before the war ) st Murree.
The strenghh of map publication staff approximately doubled
during the wer and in 1945 there were over 100 British military
personnel attached for duty making a total of over 700 engaged on
this work.

183. Survey of India map series altered little in numbers and
arrangement ; as decided in 1939-40, the 1/M I. & A.C. series was
discontinued, replaced by the 1/M International series which by
1945 was in very good shape being one of the main war map requirements-called during the war "HIND 5000" because it was preeminently used as a war map-and was extended far beyond the
boundaries of India and Burma from information made available
from the War Office and elsewhere. The style of the map was
altered for the better, particularly in the layered editions, though
the "fineness" of it deteriorated, military users preferring a bolder
type of draftsmanship and hence rapid readability ; that, however,
can be corrected in later editions. The pre-war aeronautical edition
( surprinting air information ) seemed likely to be superseded by
the air chart style introduced by the U.S.A. which we regarded as
a pity-we thought that the international style could be well
enough adapted for air charts to meet all needs without introducing
en additional series on a quite different layout and arrangement.
A new series, the 1/500,000 sir approach map, was started as a
"HIND" series and covered, with very bold drawing, a large area
of eastern India and eastwards to Burma, Siam and Malaya ; this
would probably become a very useful pace-time map with some
modification in drawing, and might well be extended to cover a11
India.
As decided in 1939-40 the 4-inch series was virtually "scrapped"
except where it replaced the 1-inch ; style and layout, as in the 1-inch
and f -inch, remaining as pre-war. The 1-inch and ( in particular )
the &-inchremained our main topographical series and with little
change except for reversion again to multiple colours ( para 37 ) and
muoh extenaion of the gridded areas ; practically all these maps
were to be gridded in 1946, only a small frctcbion in 1939.
The trend towards 1/25,000 e a l e as a tactical scele for many
parts of Indie became pronounced towards the end of the war and
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was definitely considered in framing reorganization proposela in
1946 and in map policy proposals ; pre-war, only a few such topographical maps existed though there were many on this scale of
oities and their environs. With the steady development of India,
much speeded up in 1945-46, it was evident that some scale larger
than 1-inch would be necessary a t least in many areas ; being a
suitable scale for both army and geological use, the 1125,000 seemed
likely to come into prominence.
The 1/2M ( our smallest scale "series" map ) went through the
war practically unaltered in style. It was a very satisfactory
map a t the outset, and remained so.
184. Small or non-existent topographical programmes gave us
little scope for amending and modernizing topographical ground
survey methods ; but experience with modern air methods, greatly
developed during the war, and the acquisition of aircraft under our
own control ( charter with Messrs. Indian Air Survey and Transport
Company Ltd., from 1942 onwards ) gave great impetus to the use
of air survey not only for the revision of existing out-of-dats maps
but also for the preparation of new maps a t prices competitive with
ground survey, now much enhanced in cost due to rises in pay
scales and general costs. Perhaps the major innovation caused
by the war was the introduction of photographic aircraft under
the full control of the Survey of India as regards their work, even
though not actually owned by the Department or administered by it.
Apart from the great increase in air survey and improvement
in methods in that sphere-including the use of slotted templates
and of the Wild Autograph owned by the AfghBn Governmenttopographical survey procedure remained much as pre-war, using
the aame type of personnel and the same instruments. In brief,
ground methods of topographical survey progressed little, through
desuetude.

185. Methods for irrigation, settlement and other cadastral
surveys, however, altered drastically. Shortage of instruments
and fully trained personnel led to much research in expedients
which would save ground time and money ; air photos were much
more widely used not only to produce maps on all scales connected
with this work but as contoured "maps" in themselves ( mosaics )
to determine reservoir volumes, etc. Technique in this respect
advanced very considerably ; barometers and clinometers replaced
spirit-levels and theodolites in the provision of height control for
contouring ( with accuracy very closely approximating that attained
by the more precise instruments as used before the war ) and
young and relatively untrained porsonnol replaced much more
experienced personnel with little, if any, loss in accuracy though
perhapa with some in ~peed.
It had been customary to initiate control for this type of
low1 survey by breaking down the nearest geodetio triangle side,
often 40 miles or more in length, from which position, azimuth and
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scale were derived. This was a tiresome and costly business for
not only were series sometimes far away, but t o break down from
40 miles to say one mile involved a lot of triangulation and the
weather conditions sometimes precluded visibility over 40 miles
for weeks a t a time.
Thanks to war improvements in Hunter Short Base and astrofix technique, we were able t,o adopt the method of purely local
initiation of triangulation, with subsequent connection, as opportunity offered, to precision work. I n these circumstances, scale
from the H.S.B. was accepted ( with additional check bases a t
suitable intervals ) and correction was made, if necessary, to azimuth
and position from the subsequent geodetic connection.
In fact, we adopted for reconstruction surveys very much the
same procedure that had been in vogue for some years for initiating
military, particularly artillery, surveys-sometimes
euphemistically called an "arbitrary grid". I n a number of surveys so
initiated, we found very Little adjustment t o be necessary when
connection to the geodetic triangulatioil was actually made.
I 86. The All-India Development ( " AID " ) survey ( para 161 )
was developed t o make it still easier to connect not only with the
geodetic triangulation framework but also with spirit-levels of
precision and the gravity and magnetic framework, both of which
had to be extended and improved to meet post-war conditions.
In connection with gravity particularly, quicker methods had t o
be developed both in the actual gravity measurement and in its
height control. Frost ( torsion ) gravimeters were expected t o
provide the answer t o the one, barometric and clinomotric heights
controlled by spirit-levelling t o the other ; with motor transport
for rapid movement. A fleet of some 60 "four-by-four" weapon
carriers and jeeps was in process of formation for this and other
purposes in 1946.
187. As war work developed on the scientific side in 1942 and
1943-the provision of trig. dossiers, preparation of much enlarged
tide-tables, star charts and almanacs, adjustments of triangulations,
grids, etc., and fitting then1 t o geoids of variolxs elements-it was
clear that the Geodetic Branch, overwhelmed with all sorts of nongeodetic work, could not deal with everything and the War Survey
Research Institute was formed, to be continued after the war as
the Survey Research Instituto.
It was also clear that the pre-war system of utilizing all round
survey officers as part-time scientists would not scrve our post-war
aims and that it would be essential to have some whole-time scientists
of Class I and Class I1 calibre in addition to our singlo pre-war
Class I specially recruited scicntist, the Mathematical Adviser.
The formation in India of a National Physical Laboratory and our
agreement to function with this body in respect of time, length and
other standardizntions, led to the recruitment of certain scientific
officers who would deal with such subjects and ( being on the same
rates of pay ) could be interchangeable with the N.P.L.officers.
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We thus ended the war with a resuscitation of scientific work,
somewhat moribund in 1939, nearly dead in 1942 and in 1946 a,
strong organization whose sole task was scientific work. This
organization included, in embryo, a small Mathematical Instrument
Office t o take the place of our old M.I.O., permanently lost to us
by the temporary reorganization of 1911 ( para 73 ) permanently
implemented in 1946.
188. I n 1939, the Geodetic Branch was a sort of utility circle
that did a little of everything, thanks to the retrenchment of 1931.
During the war, it developed into a tremendously powerful
map publication circle and admi~istrativeoffice, divorced from
scientific work because of the Research Institute and from topographical work by the transfer of its party to Eastern Circle ; but
heavily involved in large scale war surveys ( Cantonments Party )
and with its fine compound cluttered up with stores buildings,
printing rooms, studios and what have you-to tho great dctriment
of its scientific observatories.
The post-war re-creation of a Central Circle continued to
relieve tho G.B. of t h a t type of work; the establishment of the
Director, Map Publication a t HBthibarkala made it possible for
t h a t circlo to take over the G.B. publication work ( though with
some administrative difficulty because of the very complex war
muddle of buildings in t.he colnpound ) ; and the amalgamation of
what was then left of the Goodetic Branch with the war-created
Rosearch Institute brought the, Branch baclr where i t should bethe successor of the "Great Trigonometrical Survey" a flourishing
scientific organization whose task was to serve India in purely
scientific matters as applied to surveys.

189. The Emtern Circle, the only truly regional circle of the
Department in 1939, bccamo almost ontiroly a drawing circlo in
tho war, to bo the first circlo after tho war to rogion~lizeagain. A
Southorn Circle was formed again, more or less concurrently. Tho
Frontier Circle of pre-war days was t o become thc W(bstern Circle
of post-war, divorced from all military affairs except training for
which its terrain about Abbottiibiid was some of the best in India
both physically and climatically. The Military Circle was to
remain, a t least for some time, to tidy up demobilization, war
accounts, etc., and initiate a post-war civil/military liaison system,
the military survey service beuig retained with a Director of Survey
( I n d i a ) heading a Geographical Soction, General Staff, with
Aesistant Directors in each military Command, a Survey Dopot and
some military survey units a t lnrtst in nuclnus to which officnrs of
the R.I.E. could be attached or posted for trailling or tour of duty.
Burma ceased to be a responsibility of the Survey of Indie
except in so far as we could supply volunteers for service in the
Survey of Burma and instruments, ctc., to get thc new dopnrtmont
started. And, such Survey data as was available in India, saved
&om the 1942 wholealo losses to the Japanoso,
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190. I n 1945, there was little geographical ( regional ) organization, even less than pre-war ; by 1946 redistribution was in progress
to Western, Central, Southern and Eastern regional Circles together with the amalgamation of Geodetic Branch and Research
Institute and co-ordination of all map publication under one head ;
with the Military Circle oontinuing t o function as the civil link with
the new military survey service end as the Surveyor General's
military advisers and staff. This circle was also very busy with
demobilization and connected problems.
As the war ended, the strength of the Survey of India, including
those on militaly service, was 2,957 all ranks excluding class I V
servants, compared with 1,400 pre-war. The expanded Department as sanctioned in 1946 would comprise seven circles and twentyfour parties as oompared with four circles and the equivalent of
twelve parties pre-war, and would absorb all those in the Department a t the end of the war who wished to continue serving with it,
indeed more than that a t least temporarily because of the very
large size of some parties required for the big irrigation and other
reconstruction projects that had to be put through as quickly as
possible. The organization implied the utilization of a Deputy
Surveyor General and a number of Deputy Directors, a war innovation that was to be retained as a post-war reorganization feature.
191. I n 1939, recruitment schemes for the Survey of India, of
long standing and relatively small as they were, were reasonably
simple ; during the war, pre-war schemes continued except that no
military officers were available and a temporary service, the Topographical Assistants, replaced the permanent Upper Subordinate
Service of which the pay was quite insufficient t o attract men of
the requisite calibre. I n 1946 completely new schemes were
worked out, including a direct recruited civilian Class I Service
additional to the military Class I ; the cadre reserved for promotion
from Class I1 and the Upper Subordinate Service was revised,
along with the Class 11, to give much better opportunity for advancement by promotion from one service to another, the " Topographical
Aasistant Service " also being retained.
Up to 1946 it was not possible to be entirely sure what the
permanent strength of the Department should be and temporary
posts, as in the war, were utilized to a considerable extent but not
to the extent of frightening away those who desired to make a
permanent career of survey work. Because of shortage of trained
personnel, still in the army, personnel on extension and re-employment were retained for some time after the cesmtion of hostilities.
192. Before the war, work was comparatively small in volume,
diverse in scope and widely scattered in India and Burma ; paid
for work ( "recoveries" to the Departmental budget ) accounted
for about 40% of the gram budget of which more than one-third
was due to salos and repairs by the M.I.O. for provincial and other
non-departmental bodies.
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During the currency of the war, scope contracted but total
volume vastly increased particularly in respect of training and
map publication ; geographically, the Survey of India was concentrated in four main centres, Delhi, Calcutta, Dehra Diin and
Murree/AbbottBbSd, with the exception of the very widely scattered
No. 20 ( Cantonments ) Party and the small South India Detachment. Paid for work, mostly map publication, accounted for over
90% of the budget for 1944-45.
I n 1945-46 volume of work remained very heavy but was
again diversifying both in scope and geographically, Burma, however, remaining outside our orbit and busy forming its own survey
department, staff and instruments mainly being supplied by the
Survey of India. Paid for work was responsible for nearly 100%
of our gross budget.
193. Details of various subjects, arranged alphabetically, will
be found in the following portion of this book with detailed statistics in the tables of which Tables C, H and J respectively indicate
the expansion in personnel, map publication plant and map publication and issues.
Some budget figures will complete the picture:1938-39
Rs.
Gross 39,15,800
Nett 26,41,000

Survey of India, complete

..

Math. Instrument Office

. . Gross

194445
Rs.
70,50,000
45,57,000

..

Nett

3,16,700
1,40,700

Puroly scientific works, Cleo- Gross
detic branch : W.S.R.1.
. Nott

1,29,000
94,500

1,84,100
1,82,500

72,100

3,09,800

.

No. 20 (Centt. ) Dett./Party

..

Gross

..
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ANNOTATED INDEX AND GLOSSARY
Cross references between headings are shown in italics.

ACCOMMODATION
The Survey of India had its own offices in Calcutta ( M a p
Publication ), Dehra Diin ( Geodetic Branch ) and Shillong ( Eastern
Circle ) and those in Maymyo occupied by the Burma Survey Party
were owned by the Government of Burma. New Survey of India
offices were near completion a t Risiilpur when the war started and
were under construction in Murree ; the units of the Frontier Circle
at those places meantime were occupying hired buildings, as they
had done since the Circle's formation in 1925. The Frontier Circle
headquarters and drawing office occupied hired buildings in Simla,
allotted from the Government pool there. The South India Party
was also in hired buildings in Bangalore.
When parties took the field, a building was usually hired a t
field headquarters to accommodate office, drawing and computing
staff, and stores. The Lahore Detachment was so accommodated
in 1939.
2. The Surveyor General's Office, on its move from Calcutta
to Delhi in 1940, was accommodated in the Temporary Secretariat
buildings in Old Delhi that had been put up as a temporary measure
while New Delhi was under construction. As the war progressed
and accommodation in Delhi and New Delhi tightened up, the office
moved to hutments behind the Temporary Secretariat, cold in
winter and hot in slimmer but. roomy ; movement t o New Delhi was
considered once or twice but i t was decided to remain where we
were so as to have elbow room and reasonable security of tenure.
In that we were perheps wisc, for nearly everyone in New Delhi
moved several time8 during tile course of the war ; we remained
where we were and were able in addition to obtain sufficient space
alongside the Surveyor Ccnernl's Office to accommodate the military
wing office of the Director, Frontier Circle when he moved from
Simle and latcr the Milit,ary Circle. Sce Frontier Circk, Military
Circle. There wna also room nearby to build the Central Map
Depot.

3. Early in thc. war the Eastern Circle w ~ moved
s
en bloc &om
Shillong to Uehrn 1)iin whsrs it wns n,ccolnmodated in hired buildings
and a building loaned by the cs-Maharaja of NHbha, its own offices
in Shillong being handed over to t h e army for a hospital, later en
Area Headquarters ; whon the South India. Party moved t o Dehre
DIin soon aftsrward~,part nf i t s officc! in Rangalore w ~ lent
s to the
army.
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The move of the Eastern Circle and South India Party began
the accommodation troubles in Dehra Diin soon augmented by the
oreation of the S h e s Organization, which had t o be accommodated
for a long time in hired residential buildings but eventually had
13 large buildings specially constructed for i t in the Geodetic Branch
compound where, also, many smaller buildings and additions to
existing buildings were constructed to cope with the great expansion
that occurred in map publication and other work.
When it was decided to build a new "map factory" a t Dehra
Diin a very large building project resulted, see HGthibarleaZu.
The Survey Depot was also accommodated in Dehra Diin in
Government owned buildings from 1943 onwards and a little later
barracks for the British technicians employed in the Geodetic Branch
and HBthibarkala were built, see Cadres.
4. Except to provide quarters for the recess strength of Class I V
servants ( khalssis ) it had not been the policy to provide any
Government-owned residential accommodation for Survey of India
personnel or, except in Simla and Delhi, to allot through Government agency any hired buildings ; each person normally made his
own arrangements.
This was quite satisfactory in peace-provision of accommodation is difficult because of the seasonal nature of survey work-but
during the war presented great difficulty ; transfers were very
numerous and as more and more troops came to India and more
and more shadow factories, etc., sprang up in the interior of India,
it became a very serious problem so far as the Department waa
concerned. All personnel had the greatest difficulty in finding a
place to live.
The building of the HBthibarkala project, whioh inoluded
residential accommodation, however did much to ease this situation
in Dehra Diin ; it had before this become extremely difficult. It
wee by no means easy, either, to procure tents ; the B.O.R.'s did
however live for a long time in tents provided by the army, in
the Geodetic Branch compound.
6. Up to 1946, there was little emement in the residential
aituation in most places ; when the Eastern Circle moved to Shillong
a t the end of 1946 i t had to move in nucleus and utilize some of ite
office eccommodetion aa dormitories.

ADJUSTMENT
The adjustment of triangulation is referred to directly or
indirectly in numerous places in this book. See 'IT*, CmputationS,
War 8 u ~ v e yR u e w d Institute, Trinngulntion, eto.
The adjustment of edges of adjoining map sheets or planetable eectiona is inherent in all forms of survey work and forma
e mejor item of eurvey inspeotios and map e x a m h a t i o ~dutiea,
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ADMINISTRATION
Administrative work naturally increased greatly during the wax
with expansions, building projects, the formation of a large Stores
Organization, creation of special training units dealing with both
soldiers and civilians and, not least, the shortage of certain grains
and the rise in cost of living. Food rationing and cost caused many
representations to be made for higher pay and allowances, leading
to adjustments in the pay and promotion systems which involved
8 very great deal of study and examination and correspondence
with the Government of India. The average number of letters
handled in this office before the war was about 9,000 ; in 1945
it was about 15,000 which gives some indication of the increase
in work, though not a full indication because so much of it was the
study of schemes for improvement in organization, pay and so on.
2. To cope with the increase, the Surveyor General's Office had
to be expanded and reorganized several times.
A post of Additional Assistant Surveyor General ( A.A.S.G. )
was created in 1940 and filled by Rai Sahib ( later Rai Bahadur,
M.B.E. ) D. C. Verlna who was promoted from Registrar to this
Class I post; in 1942 the designation was changed to A.S.G. ( Organization and Establishment ), the designation of the original post
of A.S.G. being altered to A.S.G. ( Administration ). The latter
post had been filled by Mr. 0 . N. Pushong, re-e~nployedafter retirement from the post of O.C., M.R.I.O., from 1941 when Major
Bornford, the last military incumbent, was mobilized for service in
'Iriiq. Verma and Pushong remained in these posts for the remainder
of the war and the early reconstruction period; this continuity of
tenure did much to relieve me of detailed work.
The office was completely reorganized by Rai Bahadur Verme
in 1944 to decentralize work still more ; by this time, a number of
the senior S.G.O. clerlrs had gained considerable experience of war
administration and were fully competent to malm decisions on
matters of detail and takeresponsibility for them. We were able
suitably to reward these new heads of sections with enhanced pay
and status, the Government of India being fully cognizant of the
very great increase in work and responsibility brought on the
S.G.O. by the war.
3. Circles and units were correspondingly involved in increased
administration, in particular the Geodetic Branch a t Dehra Dfin,
see Geodetic Branch, and the Map Publication Circle because of its
splitting into two and the organization of tho large Hiithibarkale
project, see Map Publication Circle and Hiithibarkula.
We would have liked to decentralize Dehra Diin from Delhi,
while at the same time centralizing administration within Dehra
Diin itself where there were no less than four separate Circles;
many schemes for doing so were mooted and discussed but none was
fewible because of lack of sufficient experienced personnel who
muld be spared and financial-oum-audit diflioultiea ; new h a n o i d
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and audit regulations would have had to be drawn up, for existing
regulations were based entirely on the circle administration system ;
no "super-circle " was allowed for.
4. Many special problems arose out of the semi-military nature
of the Department which are mentioned under Frontier Circle,
Training Units, Military Circle, Discipline,
etc.
In peace, the Survey of India contained a high proportion of
regular military o5cers in its Class I Service and a comparatively
small number of soldier surveyors many of whom had however
taken their discharge from the army ; otherwise, it contained no
military personnel. During the war, it had many military officers
and other ranks attached to it for duty or training while on the
other hand many of its regular military officers were transferred to
military duty. Some of these problems are discussed in the headings referred to above and in Cadres, Military Organization, etc.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
An administrative o5cer was eventually appointed to care for
the troubles of soldier surveyors and other soldiers under training
in the Surveyors' Training Party of the Survey of India. He was
a military officer with the requisite power to indent for rations and
clothing, etc., and to dispense discipline with a detachment offioer's
powers under military law. See Training Parties.
"Administrative officers" were appointed from time to time
in various circles and parties to assist the officers-in-charge and
directors through particularly trying periods. No special administrative establishment was created as a permanent memure, however,
except in the Surveyor General's Office and a t Hkthibarkala. See
Administration and Directom.
AERONAUTICAL CHARTS
The 1/1,000,000 ( 1/M) International Series produced by the
Survey of India had been published in a special edition with certain
aviation information surprinted such as magnetic isogonals, position
of ab%elds, etc., and this was continued through the war. This
map waa made on a polyconic ( Lallomande ) projeotion, on whioh
magnetic bearings could be represented by sensibly straight lines,
radar bearings however being curved lines. The map was thus
entirely suited to conventional ( compass ) navigation but not to
radax navig~tion.
The United States Air Force had prepared, and used, a series
of oharts based on the Lambert conical orthomorphic( l ) projection,
on which radar bearing8 are sensibly straight lines but magnetic
b r i n g s are curved lines. 'I'he Survey of India was not required
ta produce any of these charts during the war but was asked to be
prepared to do so after the war, if it was decided to adopt the
American charts as standard aeronautical charts, a t the ~nternational
Air Convention in Chicago in 1044.
-.

(1)
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2. It happened also that the somewhat random arrangement
of the American charts placed the flying lane from Calcutta t o
KarBchi just on the border of two charts end hence ( on the Lambert
projection ) with maximum scale error. Their use also meant yet
another map series for the Department to undertake, our bugbear
before the war, see Map Policy.
We therefore protested in favour of adhering to the International
system but agreed t o abide by the majority vote and, if necessary,
to produce charts on the American system.
Up to 1946, no decision had been communicated to us.
3. See also Civil Aviation and Sample Chart in pocket at end
of book.

Before the war the AfghBn Government had requested the
Government of India to supply about one hundred copies of each
of the &-inchSurvey of India map sheets that covered their country,
some 91 sheets in all. As all but MghLn territory was to be masked
out, this job ( i n full colonrs ) took some time and was further
delayed by the outbreak of war necessitating our publication
strength, then relatively small, being applied to war maps. It was
completed eventually however and reprints were later made and
supplied.
2. A survey to locate coal bearing areas in AfghBnistBn, north
of KB.bul, was also in progress when the war started and a small
detachment under Mr. Chiragh Shah ( later Khan Sahib ) was
employed on the work under the orders of the Geological Survey
of India. This work was carried t o completion in the early years
of the war and resulting maps published for the AfghBn Government
with names in English
on one series and in Persian script
- on another.
There was a general map on +-inch scale and several maps of
adits on larger scales.
During the course of the work Mr. Clliragh Shah had opportunity to establish a valuable triangulation link between the
Hsibak 1884-86 and Kurram 1878-80 ~ e r i e sby occupying a station
on the crest of the high Koh-i-Kotal ridge ( 16,212 feet ) that lies
between them. He also made friendly and valuable oonhcts with
Afghgn Government officials.
3. Between 1944 and 1946 fourteen officers of the Afghiin
army were trained in the Survey of India in various survey and
map publication duties. Of these, six were selected for a two or
more yearn course in the later stages ~pecialisingaccording to their
bents, the remainder being given ,short ( six month ) murses in
general surve.ying, mainly use of theodolite and plane-table.
The specialists, with whom it waq intended to form the nucleus
of a Survey Department of AfghFinistin, completed aboiit a year
with the training units in north-west India, after which they joined
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other circles for advanced training. Those required to study
geodetic subjects had much difficulty with English and mathematics;
a university course seemed essential before they could progress far
in these scientific fields.
4. The Afghan Government offered t o the Survey of India on
loan a Wild A 5 autograph that they had purchased just before the
war. Inspection a t KBbul by Lt.-Colonel Crone showed the instrument t o be in good order except for a missing " Z " carriage and one
or two minor parts. The machine was transported to Dehra Diin
where it was erected by a co-operator Italian prisoner of war
( Lt.-Colonel Gallina ) under Lt.-Colonel Crone's direction.
Unfortunately, acquisition of a new "Z" carriage took a very
long time, though we were in direct communication with Messrs.
Wild in Switzerland who kindly removed a carriage from one of
their machines for us ; the result was that we were unable to use
the machine in our preliminary reconstruction surveys or train the
young AfghBn officers in its use as had been intended.
The Survey of India did not itself possess such a n instrument.
5. We were requested also by the Afghan Government to assist
them in certain irrigation projects that they had in view late in the
war and early in the reconstruction period, but we were ourselves
so very short of personnel for the same purpose in India, that we
were unable to comply in full ; we did however offer a small detachment, all that we could spare.
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT

Towards the end of the war, the Department of Education,
Health and Lands was broken up into three, the Survey of India
corning under the control of the Department of Agriculture.
See Educution, Health and L a d s for further details.
AID SURVEY FRAMEWORK

The distmce apart of high precision ( geodetic ) triangulation
series and also of preoise levelling lines led to considerable delay in
starting off very urgent irrigation and similar surveys during and
immediately after the war.
Provided it could be achieved reasonably cheaply, it was
decided to try to cover all India with a fairly close network ( about
10 to 20 miles squares ) of "All India Development Survey Framework " monuments, whose position and height would be fixed 'with
high precision and marked upon them, together with other-data
such as the magnetic declination a t that point 'and the value of
gravity ; it would thus be possible to start surveys of any sort for
engineering'or any other purpose from a fixed point never more
than 10 or a t moet 20 miles away, and similarly close such surveys.
2. T h i ~idea, emanet.ing from Dr. de Crrsaff Hnnter, wan being
developed by the War Researcli Institute under his direction a t tbe
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close of the war. A suitable monument had been designed and the
Public Works and other departments approached for assistance in
the maintenance of the marks, which they readily agreed t o give ;
the Government of India had also sanctioned funds for the necessary
experimental work.
Precise traverse methods ( see Traverse ) were t o be followed
in establishing these marks and experiments were carried out during
1945-46 in respect of cost and accuracy. It was intended to work
at the outset in the areas in which there were the most important
irrigation projects.
Up to the end of 1946 methods and apparatus had not reached
finality, though some trial lines had been run on the ground. See

War Research Institute.
3. A considerable amount of levelling of high precision might
be involved in the establishment of this framework, both t o establish
the heights of monuments themselves and to control gravity measurements, see Gravity in the latter case.
AIR CHARTS

See Aeronautical Charts.
AIRCRAFT

The Survey of India possessed no aircraft, all photographs
having been taken in peace by the Royal Air Force or ( mainly for a
few special surveys ) by Messrs. Indian Air Survey and Transport
Ltd. of Durn Dum, Bengal.
During the war however the necessity for aircraft under our
own control was very badly felt and a charter was negotiated with
the above-named firm t o place certain aircraft a t our disposal.
Details under Indian Air Survey and Transport.
2. The need for large, high ceiling, aircraft was very badly felt
in the latter part of the war for photographing a portion of the
high ground ( 15,000 to 20,000 feet or more ) in north-east Assam.
See Assam.
AIR PHOTOGRAPHS

Before the war the majority of air photographs used by the
Survey of India had been taken by the Royal Air Force, mainly on
the N.W. Frontier and over Tribal Territory. Messrs. Indian Air
Survey and Transport, Ltd., of Dum Durn, Bengal had however
taken a considerable number, particularly in connection with
special surveys on larger scales.
R.A.F. phottos, except in tho very early days, were taken either
with the F.8 ( 7" x 7" ) or the F.24 ( 5" x 5" ) cameras.
2. 1)uring the war a charter was arranged with I.A.S.T. and
large quantities of photographwere taken by them not only for
survey purposes but also for camouflage checks and other specia
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purposes. The cameras used were the Williamson Eagle F.8 with
lenses of focal lengths 44", 84", lo", 12" and 21" and also a F.24
camera with lenses of focal length 3&"and 14".
The size of prints supplied was 8" x 7" when using the F.8
camera except when the 21" lens was used when the prints were
7" x 7". The F.24 camera prints were 5" x 5".
The Indian Air Survey and Transport Clo. a t first used only 1)e
Havilland Leopard Moth ~nachines which could carry the pilot
and 2 passengers. After the beginning of 1946 they also used
l)e Havilland Ljominie aircraft twin engined bi-planes, capable of
carrying the pilot and 6 passangers and having a much higher
ceiling than the Leopard Moths.
I n all the Company took a total of 34,9133 photographs under
' the charter ( up t o July 1946 ).
Further details will be found under Air Survey, Air Survey Party,
Indian Air Survey and Transport and Libraries.
AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS
A.R.P. was necessary in Burma ( Maymyo ) where adequate
slit trenches and blast walls, etc., prevented casualties and serious
damage when Maymyo was bombed early in 1942, and in Calcutta ;
blast w a h were built round the tide predicting machine a t Dehra
D h , but otherwise few precautions were taken in Survey of India
offices except Calcutta, all being far from the danger zone.
Shillong had been vacated before the Japanese threat occurred,
see Emtern Circle.
2. In Calcutta, full precautions had to be taken. Blast wall8
were built round vital parts of the offices, aiixiliary underground
water tanka built, slit trenches prepared and fire precautions,
including fire-watching, taken. The office roofs however were old
and i t was a moot point whether the sand placed there for fire protection was not more of a danger than a Japanese bomb ; in any case
i t was removed and no bomb struck in or near the offices.
3. Fire-watching absorbed too much time and energy. Againat
considerable die-hard resistance, new offices were built a t HLthibarkala, Dehra Dfin ~ f t e rwhich the Surveyor General a t least
breathed more freely. Too many map publication eggs were in the
Calcutta baaket, for ease of mind.
No damage WRB done when Calcutta was bombed and it W M
not often bombed ; but a t that juncture it would not have been
wiee to rely on that. See HcTthibarkuh.
4. Some tiresome but nevertheless am~lsing administrative
problems arose out of the supply of warm clothing and warm
drinks to night fire-watchers. It appmred that concessions to
those required to watch and protect Government property had not
been considered.
Local initiative was however successful in producing both
clothing and warm drinks for fire-watchers.
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AIR SURVEY

A considerable area on the North-West Frontier of India had
been surveyed by air methods, mainly the " h u n d e l " or radial line
method, and work on outstanding areas that had been photographed
by the R.A.F. was in progress in the Air Survey Party ( Ris%lpur/
Murree ) when war broke out. The plumb point method was also
in use in some areas where obliques were necessary and ground
control was very sparse necessitating the use of the stereocomparator, one of the few precision air survey instruments possessed
by the Department. It will be understood that ground control
could not easily be carried out in the Tribal Areas.
Work in other parts of India had been done by various methoda
and combinations of air and ground methods, for instance the
Irrawaddy Delta survey, the Nsgpur City survey, the Tripura
survey. These are described in the relevant annual General Reports
of the Survey of India.
A number of officers and subordinates of the Department had
been trained in the radial line and other relatively simple methods ;
few had mastered the plumb point method, the use of the stereocomparator or such instruments as the Wild autograph which
indeed only about two officers had ever seen.
The "Canadian" ground survey method was used fiom time
to time in augmenting air surveys or in particularly suitable terrain.
The Department possessed a Canadian camera and a Wild phototheodolite.
The stereoscopes used were mainly the Mathematical Instrument Office pattern of table sterescope, widely used also by army
engineers and intelligence officers, and the M.I.O. head ~terescope.
We had also a few Barr and Stroud, Type ZD.10.
It was our policy to concentrate on simple methods and instruments, easily learnable by all who possessed good sterescopic vision.
2. The policy referred to above was dictated by the facts that
the majority of our surveyors were not up to the standard of education required to master complica.ted methods and that the majority
of our surveys were to be carried out on scales of about one inch to
a mile, seldom on o scale la.rger than 1/25,000 ( about 2fr inches to
a mile ). In special cases of scales larger than 1/25,000 special
methods were used and personnel specially trained in theh.
We could not know t,hat,, whatever might be the very exacting
needs of war, it woultl be advantageolis to be thoroughly au fait
with large scale rnet,l~oclsinlmediatelg after the mar and to possess
modern high prccisiou and high priced instrunients. Considerable
improvization was therefore necessnay in the latest stages of the
mar and immediately aftor it, to meet the many and urgent demands
for large scale reservoir surveys and the like. See Projects.
3. Rbsu production method# had not been carried out before
the war. The accent had bee11 on simple methods and on training
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aa many men as possible in all branches of these methods, so that
each individual might be t o a great extent self-sufficient in air
survey when occasion arose to use it. Lack of Department owned
aircraft and the expense of air photos from other sources made this
policy essential, coupled with the fact that the Department possessed
many very fine plane-tablers and that ground survey on any but
exceptional scales was as cheap as, or cheaper than, air survey.
During the war, mass production was developed t o some extent
in the Survey of India, t o a much greater extent, however ( using
"unskilled labour" to the utmost ) in its military counterpart.
A major innovation was the acquisition early in 1943, from the
Fairchild Corporation of America, of two "Slotted Templet" sets,
on lease. These were lent soon after t o the military survey service
and eventually returned t o us when the British slotted template
sets became available. The function of this ingenious device is to
duplicate in physical form the line work of the "minor control"
of the air survey. By distorting the physical framework one is
able t o carry out very speedily and accurately the "adjustment"
necessary t o fit together several minor control plots, a troublesome
task by ordinary methods.
4. During most of the war, the air survey activities of the
Department were directed mainly towards training military personnel, both military survey service and others. Towards the end and
after it, considerable air survey was done t o meet reconstruction
requirements in respect of irrigation and flood control projects.
Some time was found, off and on, to further N.W.F. surveys in
progress when the war started. Surveys ( small scale ) were required
in Assam for political reasons. Some correction survey was done
in Burma in the early stages, before the evacuation. Direct survey
help was given to the mllitary survey service in certain items such
as mapping artillery ranges ; our direct help t o the army, however,
consisted mainly in the training and supply of personnel.
These various activities are described in the three headings
that follow immediately and under Assnm, Burma and B u r m
Survey Party, Indian Air Survey and Tramport and Projects.

AIR SURVEY DIRECTORATE
Under the war establishment current before the war, each field
survey conlpany to be raised in India contained an air survey section
which was more or less self-sufficient with some reproduction plant
and personnel ; the sections were so organized that i t would be
possible to "brigade" them if necessary. I n 1942, the military air
survey situation demanded that larger complete units should be
organized and a war establishment for an air survey company
( ae opposed to a jieU mrvey company ) was sanctioned by G.H.Q.
( India ). Two such companies ( Nos. 6 and 7 Ind. Air Survey
Companies ) were raised during 19424.3, absorbing the majority of
the trained air survey personnel of the Survey of India. They
conetituted the Air Survey Direohrate under the control of Colonel
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D. R. Crone, O.B.E. and we were able t o obtain for No. 5 Indian Air
Survey Coy. the old offices of the Northern Circle of the Survey of
India, in the Castle Hill Estate a t Mussoorie, that were relinquished
by the Survey of India some years before but had remained
Government property. No. 7 Indian Air Survey Coy. was sccommodated a t Risdpur in the new offices there.
These units remained in Mussoorie and Risllpur respectively
till 1944, carrying out military mapping work under the orders of
the Director of Survey ( India ) a t G.H.Q. They were then transferred to the technical control of the Director of Survey, 11th Army
Group and moved to Harihar in the Southern Command. The
Air Survey Directorate, as such, was dissolved. Colonel Crone
reverted to Survey of India employ, continuing, however, t o be
Air Survey Officer of the Survey of India as he had been while
performing the duties of Deputy Director of Survey, Air Survey
Directorate. See Air Survey Oficer, Projects Oficer.
AIR SURVEY OFFICER

Air survey work in the Survey of India had been carried out
almost entirely by No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party in the years preceding
the war. The majority of its air survey worlr continued to be
carried out by this unit during the early stages of the war; during
the later stages, however, much work in connection with proje 4,s
was carried out in other units and as early as 1943 the necessity
for a staff officer to the Surveyor General to co-ordinate all the air
work of the Department, as well as to co-ordinate military and civil
work, was badly felt. For this reason Colonel Crone, though incharge of the Air Survey Directorate under the Director of Survey
( India ) was, with the latter's consent, required also t o perform the
staff duties of Air Survey Officer to the Surveyor General.
2. Concurrently with the dissolution of the military Air Survey
Directorate in 1944, a post of Projects Officer was created in the
Survey of India to co-ordinate and organize demands for surveys
in connection with "grow more food" and preliminary works in
connection with post-war reconstruction. This post was filled by
Colonel Crone on relinquishing his Air Survey Directorate duties
and the post of Air Survey Oficer, Survey of India, amalgamated
with it.
Until 1946 the Projects/Air Survey Officer functioned in Dehra
Diin ; thereafter his headquarters was in the Surveyor General's
Office a t Delhi. See Projects Oficer.
AIR SURVEY PARTY

No. 18 ( Air S l i ~ e )y Party of the Survey of India was formed
in 1925 when the Frontier Circle was created and lived its early life
in hired offices in Peshswar Cantonment where it was in close liaison
with the R.A.F. Owing to the ddEculty of doing good work in the
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extreme heat of the Peshgwar hot weather, i t moved each spring
t o summer quarters in Murree, also in hired buildings, where it was
in close touch with Northern Command, which used t o move each
summer from Rlwalpindi to Murree.
When the main air station of the R.A.F. was transferred to
RisLlpur, No. 18 Party also moved there, again in hired offices,
continuing- t o "recess" in Murree.
Just before the war, new offices were constructed to our own
design in Risllpur to house this unit as well as a topographical
party and somewhat similar offices were under construction in
Murree ; in both places provision had been made for the housing
of a small reproduction section and we had acquired a tractor-trailer
by means of which our single rotary offset machine in that area
could be moved back and forth between Plains and Kills or, if
necessary, to any road base in case of Frontier war.
18 Party was thus more or less self-supporting as regards map
publication. Until the war, however, "standard" maps of the
Survey of India were not produced there, activities being confined
to special maps for the Northern Command and the Air Force
besides such reproduction work as was necessary for the various
steps in the making of a map by air survey methods. Several
military exercises had been carried out, involving the rapid preparation and publication of maps from air photographs. Some of these
were in co-operation with considerable bodies of troops.

2. It was fortunate that the new offices were well in hand when
the war started. They were spacious and enabled us to accumulate
and properly store all mobilization equipment, previously somewhat
scattered ; this was in charge of No. 18 Party, the "permanent"
resident of this area-the topographical parties moved about.
The offices in Risslpur also provided mobilization headquarters
for the firat units and later housed a military reproduction group.
The reproduction section of No. 18 Party was expanded to the
capacity of the M m e e offices and for the major part of the war
undertook all map publication required in Northern Command and
N.W. Army ( including the publication of standard Survey of India
sheets for this whole area ) besides providing a umall extra amount
of publication power for the general "pool" of the Department.
Considerable stocks of maps of the N.W. Army area were also held
in these offices.
3. Thanks to the space in the new offices, we were able to undertake the training in air survey of a considerable number of officers
end other ranks, both civil and military, a t one time. This was
mainly carried out in Murree where i t was possible (though difficult)
t,o find residential accommodation for trainees, No. 1.8Party remaining in Murree throughout the winter for most of the war.
It has been mentioned in an earlier heading ( Air Survey ) that
the polioy of the Department before the war was to train its air
aurveyom in ell branchea of one relatively simple method ( t h e
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radial line method ) of air survey, only e few who showed very
special aptitude being trained it1 more complicated methods. It
was therefore necessary in the early stages of our training commitments to train up instructors who would be able t o meet the needs
of the moment which were very varied-trainees in 18 Party consisted of our own officers and surveyors, military officers of tho
R.E. and R.A., B.O.R,.'s of t,he R.E., R.A., and Intelligence Service
( Air Intelligence Liaison ) and, by no means least, Soldier Surveyors
who though replacing civil recruitment in the Department for the
period of the war, were not actually members of the Survey of India.
See Soldier Surveyors. Refresher courses had also t o be undertaken
and finally, a.s the war neared its end, training in special methods
surveys t o be undertaken
adapted to the needs of re~ons~rpction
against time. See Pr0ject.s.
The officer-in-charge of the Party was thus confronted with a
number of differelit training syllabuses that he must draw up aiid
keep up to date as military requirements changed and a t the same
time cope with the many and varied problems relating t o rations,
discipline and the like ; lie not infrequently also had to "double"
as Director or Deputy Director, Frontier Circle owing to shortage
of officers.
There was consequently little time for research, one of I8 Party's
normal functions, and as training demands increased, so routine
survey work had to be shelved.
The general training pattern is discussed under the heading
Training. Full information about Survey of India air survey
methods is contained in Chapter XI1 of the Handbook of Topographical Surveying and an abridged version is in Part X I 1 of the
Survey Service Pocket Book.
4. No. 18 Party had a heavy programme of N.W. Frontier
mapping when the war broke out. Ae other commitments supervened, this was gradually dropped and eventually shelved altogether. Training commitments became so heavy that very little
other work could be undertaken, except such as could be carried
out by the trainees themselves.
In the early stages of the war, the party lost much of its
trained personnel to mobilized units and as instructors in other
branches of surveying. It took some time t'o build it up again into
the strong training and air survey organization that i t eventlially
hecamo in the later stages of the wa.r.
I t was not till 1946, howe\-er, that the party had changed
over to civil map producttion ; even then it was not out of difficulty
because tho much wider use of air survey methods in reconstruction
crurvcyu necessitated decentralization tto other branches of the
l>epart,mentand No. 18 Party yet again hnd to build itself up t o an
organization whose primary function8 were research and ~pecialist
training, while a t the same time undertaking current surveys in ite
own area, roughly that of N.W. India and Kaahmir.
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5 . For the latter part of the war, a small military section was
attached to the party so that the Director of Survey ( India ) would
have a t call some air survey power of his own, supervised, however,
by the officer-in-charge of No. 18 Party and his assistants.
This section did a considerable amount of work in connection
with artillery training maps.
6. T h i n g the war t'his party trainec'l an enormous number of
officers and other ranks in air survey worli. Some of these clid a
full course of air survey training which fitted them for regular
employment in the Survey of India on productive air survey work.
Others did refresher courses or short courses which were designed
t o fit them for the more rough and ready inethods employed in
military surrey units. .4s an example of the numbers involved, in
the year encling 31st July 1045, two Upper Subordinate officers, two
Topographical Assistants and 53 Surveyors did full Survey of India
collrsea in air survey. I n addition 13 Emergency Commissioned
officers of the Royal Artillery and 68 British Other Ranks were put
through courses of varying lengths.

ALFSEA

Allied Land Forces, South-East Asia Command.
ARMY SECTION, No. 6 DRAWING OFFICE

No. 6 Drawing Office of the Survey of India was the regular
Frontier Circle Drawing Office ( one such office being allotted to
each circle of the Department ) and had been located in Simla
since the formation of the Frontier Circle in 1925. See Frontier
Circle, Drawing Oficw.
Included as part of this office, though housed in Army Headquarters and under the orders of the General Staff ( M.I. 4 ) for its
work, was the "Army Section". This section was responsible for
the production of certain special maps for the army ; it was commanded by a major on the I.U.L. promoted from among the British
draughtamen who formed the drawing staff of the section and
contained a small reproduction section manned by Survey of India
personnel who, however, were on different rates of pay from other
reproduction personnel of the Department.
The section wm administered by the officer-in-charge of No. 6
Drawing Office under the control of the Director, Frontier Circle
who was also reclponsible for providing the necessary technical
advice.
Ovedows of work from the Army Section were normally carried
out by No. 6 D.O., and vice versa if the Army Section happened
to be short of work.
2. When the Cfeqraphical rSectdm, general S h . ( G.8.G.S. )
wee formed in 1942, the Army Section was transferred to the control
of the Director of Survey ( India ) and thereafter worked under his
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orders, Survey of India personnel in the section being transferred
to the army ( civil ) organization. The men concerned were asked,
after terms of service were decided, whether they preferred to remain
in this section under army control or to be absorbed in the regular
Survey of India reproduction staff, under our terms.
The name of the section was also changed to "General Staff
Drawing Office, Simla
3. The section was equipped with one flat-bed printing press
and several proving presses. A considerable amount of its work
was done by lithography ( on stone ), a process no longer used by
the Survey of Lndia itself.
The output of the Army Section is refered to in Table J.

".

ASSAM

In peace, the Eastern Circle of the Survey of India with offices
at Shillong was responsible for work in Assam. Early in the war
this circle was moved en bloc to Dehra Diin, leaving no personnel
in Assam. See Eastern Circle. Routine surveys had been in progress but, in common with the rest of India, were dropped in favour
of war work. There was no particular call for survey personnel in
Assam until the Japs entered the war and the threat to India
developed.
2. I n 1942, when the Ledo and other bases in Assam were
being developed, and the road to China ( Stilwell Road ) was commenced, there was much survey work to be done. I n anticipation
of requests for work in this area, No. 12 ( Topographical ) Party of
the Eastern Circle was made ready for the field early in 1942 and
its despatch to the field in north-east Assam actually coincided with
a most urgent request for help from General Wood, then in charge
of organizing for the great influx of troops tha,t was to occur later ;
we mere able to telegraph in reply ttha.t a party was already on its
way.
This party carried out some topographical survey on smaller
scales and a great deal of larger scale work to assist in the siting
of base organizations, airfields, railways and the like. At the outset, it worked directly under the orders of the Director, Eastern
Circle a t Dehra Diin. Later, i t worked under the orders of the
Dy. Director of Survey, Eastern ( later 14th ) Army, though still
remaining a civil unit, administered by its Director in Dehra Diin.
3. No. 12 Parby alone could not cope with the great amount
of work to be done, nor did it have so much experience of large scale
work, traversing, etc., as No. 20 ( Cantonments ) Party ; detachments
of the latter unit were therefore sent t,o msist, d s o working under
the orders of the Dy. Director of Survey, 14th Army, while continuing
to be administered from Dehra Diin, in this case by the Director,
Geodetic Branch uilder whose orders the unit normally functioned.
No. 12 Party, as such, wa* withdrawn from this area in 1943
M the military survey service grew in strength and was able to take
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over the work, but detachments formed from personnel of both
12 and 20 Parties continued t o work in the area throughout the
war until the Japanese threat had evaporated.
4. Being civil units and administered from so far away as
Dehra Dan as they had to be, yet having their work controlled on
the ground by 14th Army, there were difficulties with food, clothing
and discipline the more so because regulations in these respects for
servants of the Central Government differed materially from those
in force for Assam Government civil servants, civilian personnel in
army employ, and from army regulations. Nevertheless, these
units did admirable work under great difficulties.
5. I n 1944 the Government of India ( Political and External
Affairs Departments ) asked urgently for topographical surveys of
certain large areas in the BB.lip&ra Frontier Tract and Lohit
Valley in the extreme north-east corner of Assam. These could be
made only by a.ir surveys ; the terrain was very high and mountainous, reaching to over 20,000 feet in parts and weather conditions
were very uncertain. The area concerned is very close to "The
Hump" over which supplies were flown to China throughout the
latter part of the war.
Our small chartered aircraft ( Moths ) stood by on airfields in
northern Assam for many days even weeks ancl clid succeed in brief
photographic sorties over the lower parts of the area, resulting in
two seasons in about 4,000 square miles of photography. Efforts
to obtain the sen-ices of a big high-ceiling R.A.F. aircraft were
unsuccessful as these coulcl not be spared from other tasks.
ASTRO-FIXES
Considerable research W R H carried out by Dr. Huntcr in the
War Re-search Institute on this subject,, of vital importance to any
surveyor accompanying an air-borne forcc. Fixing position by the
sun or even stars is hardly accurate enough for regular survey
technique but when a force is dropped fiom the sky into strange
country, it takes on supreme importance. The problem was to
attain speed and simplicity while a t the same time producing sufficient accurncy, say position within half a mile or less, to satisfy a
force commander m d to start a survey programme that could l ~ t e r
be adjusted to preci~eterms. See War Research Pamphlets.
Astro-fix methods and routine astronornica.1 work ( latitude,
longitude, azirunth, time ) were taught in No. 4 ( Training ) Partly.

See Aamm and Projecls.
BALUCHISTAN
This portion of north-west India we8 one of the firat to be
re-surveyed under the programme framed by the 1906 Survey Committee, aee M a p Pdiey. IB m a p were therefore somewhat out-of-
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date in 1939, except that "E" Company of the Frontier Circle had
had its headquarters there from 1926 t o 1936 ( after the devastating
earthquake of 1935 ) and had done a considerable amount of new
and correction survey, the former mostly to the south of Quetta in
Kal&tState. Baluchistiin was also a military survey training area.
2. No war activity occurred in Baluchistln during the 1939-1945
war. I n its early stages, however, soms preparations were made
which included a military survey on 1/25,000 scale of a portion of
the KhwLja Amrln range, south of the Khojak Pass, by No. 1
Indian Field Survey Company immediately after its formation in
1940 ; this met demands from Western District and also provided
excellent unit training for our first formed Field Survey Company.
Later on, in 1942-43, there was considerable military interest
in the extreme western portion of Baluchistzn and the extreme
south-east portion of Irnn and a special party, the Perso-Baluch
Party, was formed to work in co-operation with No. 3 Indian Field
Survey Company in rapidly bringing up to date the maps of that
area particularly with reference t o roads and routes passable by
armed forces. Concurrently, a considerable amount of triangulation
was carried out to control a n air survey for which the photographs
were taken by Messrs. Indian Air Survey and Transport Ltd. See
Indian Air Survey and Transport.
3. During the course of this work, the Officer Commanding
No. 3 Company, Major C. A. Biddle, R.E., tried t o establish a triangulation connection between India ( Kalgt primary series ) and series
established in western Ir5,n based on 'IrLq that had been triangulated
under the orders of Paiforce, mostly by Survey of India personnel.
See 'IrGq and Paiforce.
Major Biddle was defeated by bad visibility in the region of the
Lfit Desert, about which we had a t that time little information.
4. In 1944, however, a party of Survey of India personnel returning to India from Paiforce, headed by Captain P. A. Thomas,
T.E. and Subedar M. Z. A. Quraishi were successf~il-in
establishing
the link, following the convoy route from Nain' in I r l n , via,
Kermkn and across the Liit Desert, to ZRhidAn. " This work is
described in detail in War Research Pamphlet No. 9. See also
Bpheroids.

BASE ORGANIZATION
For many years the Survey of India had been responsible for
surveys n,nd maps rcquirccl by the armed forces in India and was
n ~ , equipped as regards technical equipcommitted to . q ~ i p p I ~ ifully
ment, certain units. It was therefore netaral that it should remain
the base organization or instpallation for the military service when
that was formed and for the South-East Asia Command service,
whell t,l\r~tcommand t.ook over silrvey units previou~lyunder India's
Oontrol,
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I n h c t , i t was for this very purpose that the Survey of India
was officered in its Class I Service mainly by military offioers.
Throughout the war, the Survey of India was the base and
supporting organization for the military survey forces baaed on
India land for some time i t stood by t o support Mideast when
things were critical there.
2. Until the Geographical Section, General Staff, was formed
in 1942, the Survey of India dealt direct with the Director of Military
Operations and other military staff officers a t G.H.Q. India and also
with Mideast and Paiforce under whose control its units were and
whom i t wm assisting with maps.
After the formation of the G.S.G.S., the Department dealt with
military formations through the Director of Survey ( India ). See
Military Organization.
3. To function adequately as a base installation or organization, the Survey of India had t o expand very greatly in its map
publioation, stores and training facilities ; i t is this exp~nsionthat
forma the main subject of this book.
Development was naturally gradual, as the war situation
developed ; by the end of 1942, requirements had become clear and
had stabilized, but by the end of 1943, the melting pot appeared
again in the form of many governmental demands for post-war
reconstruotion and " grow-more-food" works. The Survey of India
spent much of the war in transition from one requirement to another.
See Cadres, Slo7ea Organization.

Our main connection with Bengal was of course the fact that
the headquarter offices of the Department had been established in
Calcutta for many years and that the Map Publication offices in
pert and the Mathematical Instrument Office, a~ well am the offices
of Messrs. Indian Air Survey and Trtbnaport Ltd. ( T)nm Durn )
remained there throughout the war.
The work of them offices is described under the appropriate
heedings.
2. As in Assam, the Cantonments Party did a considerable
amount of large scale survey, levelling, etc., for airfields and other
military enterprises in Bengal for the most part under the orders
of the Dy. Director of Snrvev, 14th Army. Townrds the end of
the war, several surveys were carried out to further reconfltruction
projects, dealt with under the hearling Projecb.
3. Much of our map public~tionperaonnei and aome of our
s ~ e y o r s besides
,
(I con~idereblenumber of officers and cleric81
e b f f , -me from Bengel. Many of thme men were unhappy away
from their home province notwithetanding that it wae vulnerclble
to enemy bombing and attack but had perforce to be kept in other
pa* of India in ordm to further the war effort to the beet advsntqge.
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Late in the war a "repatriation" scheme was introduced and followed
so far as circumstances permitted, the continuance of a big offioe
in Calcutta allowing exchanges. The normal outlets for exchange,
Assam and Burma, were not open to us ; many Bengalis had in
peace time liked t o work in these areas. A major point in their
dislike of northern India was the difficulty in obtaining rice ; they
were accustomed t o eat rice rather than wheat. Though the
majority did admit that wheat was more suitable for the more
rigorous north India climate, they nevertheless-not unreasonablypreferred the diet and climate to which they had been accustomed
since childhood. It was, however, noticeable that those who had
been born and brought up in their early years in northern India,
though of Bengali parentage, were quite happy under the conditions
of northern India.
BLACK PRINT ORIGINALS ( B.P.O.'s )

To enable maps originating hi India to be identically duplicated
elsewhere if necessary, clean black pulls on high quality smooth
paper were taken a t time of printing, and despatched to various
other offices such as Mideast, similar prints being received from
them.
When film became more easily obtainable i t sometimes replaced
B.P.O.'s.

The B.O.R. cadre of map publication technicians is described
under Cadres.
B.O.R.'s sent to us for training in air survey are mentioned in
Air Survey Party and Training.

See OJicers.

BURMA
Oar connection wit,ll Rurma was ~nainlyin respect of the Burma
Rqr,rvey P a ~ t y d, s d t wit11 in the following heading in which also the
timely saving of Rilrnlrt mt-tp originals is mentioned. Without
t h ~ originals
~e
wch wonld Ilave been very hard put to it indeed to
puhliwh. 8 % we did, t,hc large nnmber of tactical maps required for
the planning of the Burma campaign. When Burma was evacuated,
the only complete set of maps of' that country, so far as I am aware,
was in the Surveyor (Ienernl'~reference portfolio ; these being multiooloured maps, the tmk of re-pnblishing them would have been
very formidable indeed nntl would have taken a very long time.
2. In 1943-44 plans werc under formation for the setting up
of H, complebly reorgtsnizod Burma Survey .C)epartment after the
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war, whioh involved the Surveyor General and one or two of his
officers in considerable study and correspondence. Late in 1944
plans were formed in respect of the participation of the military
"Civil Affairs Service" in the rehabilitation of Burma surveys;
these did not directly affect the Survey of India except that we
agreed to spare an officer to become the civil Director of Survey,
Burma and to spare certain instruments and equipment as a nucleus
on which to build Burma's new department and to call for volunteers
for it. See also Chapters V, VI, VII, X 65, 67 68, 85, 87, 141.

BURMA SURVEY PARTY
Up to the retrenchment of 1932 there had been a full topographical circle in Burma and the country was therefore fairly
completely mapped on one-inch and/or half-inch scales as also on
the smaller scales. Maps were not of an extremely high standard
of accuracy in some parts because of the codicting factors of
intensely heavy jungle and limited hances. They were, however,
reasonably serviceable.
After 1932 a strong Survey of India party, the Burma Survey
Party, remained in Burma with headquarters a t Maymyo and
continued to function there after the separation of Burma from
India in 1937 ; after separation the programme of the party was
controlled by the Government of Burma ( in consultation technically
with the Surveyor General of India ) but was administered by the
Surveyor General and all personnel remained Survey of India
personnel.
This party continued the general programme policy that had
been in force when the Burma Circle was in existence.
It had no publication staff and all maps were published by the
Survey of India a t Calcutta, originals being sent to Calcutta M
required for the purpose and then returned to Burma for storage.
Stocks of maps were also stored in Burma.
2. Early in the war, all map stocks were transferred to Army
Headquarters, Burma, a t Rangoon ; they had hitherto been stocked
by the Map Curator, under civil auspices. The Burma Survey
Party did not hold stocks except for ita own immediate uses.
Except that of the Map Curator, there was no map distribution
organization in Burma ; the result was that few maps reached t3ha
troops and in the end, many thousands of maps were destroyed or
fell into Japanese hands. In all, the Survey of India supplied by
ship, land and air nearly half a million maps of all parts of Burma
before the final evacuation.
The distribution situation improved somewhat towards the
end, with the arrival of a, Map Supply Section from India,* and the
formetion of one, from local reaourcee, by the Burme Survey P a W .
-

-- --

.

- - -- -

-

-

This seation, nnder Lt. ~ i o .6rd&e,
n
r s.--(E.c.),

unfortunntB1y mPtared by the J n p . They were prisonera thronghout a long period of the war.
W~LR
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I have ventured few opinions in this book but I will venture
this one ; that without a strong map distribution organization, set
up and well drilled beforehand, maps will not reach the troops in
battle. See Map Issues.
I t was exasperating to the Burma Survey Party that maps it
knew were in Burma were not reaching the troops in time but there
was little, beyond asking for help from India and forming the Map
Supply Section that it did, that it could do about it.
3. On the survey side of the picture, the Burma Survey
Party had been engaged, like Indian survey counterparts, in
routine survey programmes when war broke out. As in India,
these were gradually-but more rapidly than in India-scrapped,
and attention focussed on the correction by any means a t disposal
of existing surveys on lines of approach open to the Japs; and on
the training of personnel in military survey requirements, hitherto
mainly confined to Indian units on the N.W. Frontier.
In order to assist in these works, the party was reinforced f?om
India by an additional R.E.officer, a civilian officer and several
subordinates who were trained in air survey, with appropriate
equipment ; and a small reproduction section was set up in Maymyo
operating, however, only with hand equipment. This section was
able to turn out a sufficient number of corrected maps and applique
slips to help a little in filling the gap that must occur if material
had been sent to India for reproduction there and return to Burma.
4. By the middle of 1941, the Burma Survey Party had done
a considerable amount of correction work partly on the ground and
partly from existing air photographs lent by Messrs. Indian Air
Survey and Transport Ltd. That company also did some new
photography in areas indicated by A.H.Q. Burma. Most of this
correction work was on the line of approach through the Shan
States.
At this time, Major H. W. Wright, R.E., the officer-in-charge
of the party, was made an Assistant Director handing over the party
to the senior civilian officer, Mr. A. F. Murphy ( Class I ) ; Captain
D. E. 0.Thackwell, R.E. assisted Major Wright with military training and organization and in air survey work.
During 1940 Major Wright visited Malaya and Netherland East
Jnrlies on a liaison tour and reconnoitred the approach to Moulmein.
Special war establishments, suit'ed to Burma conditions, were
also put in hand ; these were based on the current Indian establishments ( designed primarily for the N.W. Frontier of India ) but
had to have some alterations particularly in respect of transport to
accommodate them to Burma conditions and the personnel immediately available in Burma. St was not till December 1941, when
the Surveyor General visited Burma, that the establishments were
finally put through ; the decision reached wae that the unit should
be an Indian nnit ( though the Burma Survey Party contained a
number of Bwmm ) and alternative trassport eodea were p r e p a d
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to allow for M.T. or pack transport or a combination of the two.
The war establishments catered for a survey headquarters and a
field survey company.
5. No. 6 Ind. Svy. HQ. ( Lt.-Col. Wright ) and No. 6 Ind. Fd.
Svy. Coy. ( Major Thackwell ) were raised early in 1942, Lt.-Col.
Wright continuing to function as Asst. Dirgctor civil as well as military ; Mr. Murphy continued as officer-in-charge Burma Survey
Party. About the same time, a Map Supply Section was formed
locally and another sent from India ( referred to in paragraph 2
above ).
The military units were formed mainly fiom Indian personnel
already in Burma though some reinforcements were sent from
India ; few Burmans volunteered.
Civil and military units continued to be based on the peace
time headquarters a t Maymyo. The efforts of a.11, civil and military,
were directed towards bringing maps up to date as far as possible
in the fighting areas and in getting maps into the hands of the
troops.
6. The bombing of Maymyo caused no casualties and little
damage in the survey offices, slit t,renches and blast walls having
been prepared ; i t did, however, cause a number of the Burman
personnel t o abscond to their homes and a few others who had
made permanent homes in Burma-a good example of the moral
effect of even light bombing.
When i t was decided to evacuate Maymyo the option was
given t o all Burmans and those Indians who had permanently
settled in Burma either t o accompany the evacuation collimns or
t o go t o their homes ; the latter were given an advance of pay.
Those who had absconded were suspended from Government service,
pending subsequent investigation of their individual cases.
Only two Burmans accompanied the evacuation colu~nnsto

India.
7. Survey evacuees went overland in three parties, under
Lt.-Col. Wright, Major Thackwell and Mr. Murphy respectively.
But for the railway accident near Monywa, all might have escaped
unscathed ; in this accident, in which both civil and military personnel were involved, 11 Survey of India employeeu were killed
s n d 1 hurt ; 8 of their family members were killed and 9 hurt.
See Table G.
The march from the Chindwin across the hills to M a n i p ~ was
~r a
very arduous one and many were exhausted on arrival, due not ollly
to the .severe physical effort but a l ~ oto shortagc of food. They
were cared for, where necessary, in the hospitals in Assam and
eventuelly sent on leave to their homes.
8. No. 6 HQ. and Company were reconstituted and re-equipped
at Riinohi under the orders of the T)y. D k h r of Survey, E ~ h m
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Civilian members of the Burma Survey Party were dispersed,
after their leave, to various units of the Survey of India in India ;
Party headquarters was set up, in nucleus form, a t Dehra Diin
under the control ( part time ) of Mr. Murphy who laboured throughout the remainder of the war t o straighten out accounts, submit
the necessary claims for compensation and so on.
9. Except for the original fair drawings of the Burma one-inch
maps, all records were lost. Lt.-Colonel Wright managed t o get
hold of an aircraft in which he stowed these drawings and got them
to India, where they were invaluable ; without them, maps of Burma
could never have been re-published as they were.
Triangulation and other records were buried in a remote Forest
Rest House in the Maymyo vicinity, but up to 1946 had not been
found. They were presumably either found and used by the Japs
or looted by local villagers.
I n the result, a re-triangulation of Burma becomes necessary
except in respect of primary triangulation of which the records
remained in the Geodetic Branch of the Survey of India a t Dehra Diin.
10. Detailed reports up to 30th September 1941 are contained
in the General Report of the Survey of India for 1940 and 1941.
CADRES

The Survey of India comprised a number of " Services " of which
the sanctioned strength, or cadre, was laid down by the Government
of India from time to time, such as the Class I Service, Class I1
Service and Upper Subordinate Service ; there were also certain
posts, not specifically described as a "Service", of which the numbers
were controlled by the Government of India such as Division I1
Draftsmen's posts. The strength of the Lower Subordinate Service
( surveyors, draftsmen, etc. ) and of certain other collections of
posts were not fixed by the Government of India but fluctuated
according to the work in hand. An outline of tlie various " Servioes "
is in Table A.
Within the Class I Service was a' fixed cadre of posts t o be
heltl by military officers of the regular a~rniy,roughly in the proportion of three R.E. officers to one officer of the Indian Army.
Within the Tlower Subordinate Service was a number of eoldiers
( "Soldier Surveyors " ) who, though permanently in the Survey of
Indic~,still had militnry conl~nitmentsas had the military officers
of the C l a ~ sI Service.
2. With the expansion of the Survey of India's role of Base
C)r!]rrnizntion in 1942, t,hc liecd for special ( war ) military cadres
1)ecame urgent,. The installation of con~iderable quantities of
printiilg machinery, with which our
modern high speed n~it~omatic
men were unfnmiliar, nercssitated the attachment to us of British
technicians ; t,Iiese werc army pemonnel ancl could neither be
demobilized into civil posts ( which would have had to be specially
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c m t e d ) nor could they be posted to any existing cadre in the
Department. It was ~ssentialthat they should work directly
under the control of the Survey of India.
A "B.O.R. Cadre" was therefore sanctioned by the Government
of India, its strength gradually increasing as more and more machinery was installed to cope with the increasing work as the Eastern
Thmtre expanded. At the close of the war, the strength was
72 B.O.R.'s.
3. B.O.R. Cadre.-The
men forming this cadre were a t the
outset highly skilled civilian technicians in the British lithographic
trade who had been brought into the British army; in the latter
part of the war, less experienced and skilled men who had been
trained in army schools in U.K. were brought in. Throughout the
war, however, there were sufficient skilled men, the W.O.'s and
senior N.C.O.'s of the Cadre, to maintain high efficiency in map
production and to train our own Indian personnel in the use of
modern machinery.
Individuals in the Cadre changed frequently, because the
was to use it as a pool for forming and maintaining military
map publication units ; as new units were formed or old ones
required replacement of casualties, men were transferred out of the
S m e y of India Cadre and replaced in i t by fresh drafts from U.K.
T h s system worked well ; it gave fresh drafts from U.K.
experience of work under tropical conditions before being posted to
military units while a t the same time preventing the boredom and
slacking off that might well have occurred if the original men had
remained throughout the war in the Survey of India. Fresh drafts
usuelly also brought with them the latest ideas in vogue in U.K.
or other theatres, which were of considereble value to us. See
Map Publication.
4. The B.O.R.'s were employed partly in Calcutta and partly
in Dehra D h a t the outset; a t the end, all were in Dehre Diin
the majority working in the new HLthibarkala offices, the remainder
in the Geodetic Branch offices. For long, those in Dehra Diin had
to live in tents in the Geodetic Branch compound. Bventually,
we were able to have berrecks built close by.
There was little sickness and the men accepted the conditions
we were able to give them very cheerfully. Without this cadre,
we.could not have produced more than a, very small fraction of the
mepa we did produce, see Table J.
The cost of the cadre was paid in full by the Survey of India.
In the latter part of the war, B.O.R.'s awaiting posting from the
Survey Depot ( also in Dehra Diin ) to military units helped out
in the Survey of Indie officea. The cost of these men was met by
the army. See Map S h .
6. Officers' Cadres.-There were, in effect, two ( war ) officers'
cadres crated of which one wee paid for by the Survey of India,
the other by the army ; and in addition, an Indian O5cere' (v.C.0.'~)
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cadre, paid for by the Survey of India. The two former got somewhat mixed up from time to time but the reasons for them remained
quite clear.
British officers had of necessity t o accompany and control the
B.O.R.'s Cadre ; these officers too were technicians of very high
calibre in the British lithographic trade. I n addition to accommodating them in the Department by some means or other, i t was
necessary to accommodate our own officers, civil officers who had
been granted emergency commissions in the I.E., who were from
time to time specially needed t o reinforce the Department or who
were awaiting postings but for whom no post existed in the Department unless they were demobilized ( and again mobilized when
again required by the army ) a very tiresome and cumbersome
procedure creating much work for everyone. A cadre ( temporary )
of military officers was therefore created t o accommodate cases of
this sort; that is, military officers attached for duty to the Department. It varied in strength and sanctioned ranks from time
to time according to circumstances and contained British technical
( map publication ) officers, officers required to operate our stores
organization or to maintain our plant, militarized Survey of India
officers temporarily required as training instructors, etc.
The Indian Officers ( Viceroy's Commissioned ) Cadre was
formed on the same lines and for the same reassons.
6. The other Officers Cadre was purely a training cadre. I t s
strength too varied from time t o time according t o the immediate
military necessity and its purpose was t o accomlllodate emergency
commissioned officers of the R.E. or I.E. or I.A. who were attached
for training in survey duties pending posting t o military survey
units. Besides a limit on numbers, the sanction for this cadre also
imposed a restriction on the time that any one officer might remain
in it.
Likely officers of other arms than Engineers, and Engineer
officers who had not had survey training as such but who were
likely to make survey officers, were accommodated in this cadre
while under training with us.
7. These arrangements, once they had been established worked
oiit well enough without too much trouble to any concerned. I n the
one or two instances, before these cadres had been created, of having
to demobilize officers and soon afterwards re-mobilize them there
was untold correspondence and difficulty, and great delay in officers
receiving their pay and allowances. The temporary cadre system
prevented this, because officers did not change accounting system^
while attached to us and though continning to be paid from military
sourcaq were definitely under our control for work. The Survey of
India was billed by the army for the cost of officers attached to i t
for duty, not for those attached for training.
8 . Soldier surveyors recruited during the war, who were not as
in the paat members of the Department but were trained by it, did
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not have a cadre like those described above. The difference was
that vacancies caused in the war establishments of units and corps
from which men were posted to Survey of India cadres could be
filled ; the soldier surveyors' vacancies could not be filled in their
own units until they had been definitely transferred to the Corps
of Indian Engineers. See Soldier Surveyors.
9. As regards leave and repatriation of British Service personnel.
see Glop and Python.
CAIRO CONFERENCE, 1940
See Chapter V 5 5 , 59 and Clonfercnceu.
CAMOUFLAGE PHOTOGRAPHS
One of the duties of the photographic aircraft chartered by
the Survey of India was to take photographs where needed by the
armed forces ( in India, outside battle areas ) to test the camouflage
of aerodromes, buildings, etc. This had the effect of relieving
R.A.F. aircraft for operational duties. See Indian Air Survey and
Transport.
CANTONMENTS PARTY
No. 20 ( Cantonments ) Party had been reduced to Detachment status some years before the war ; i t was raised a.gain to
Party status aa its work greatly increased during the war. Towards
the end of the war it became one of our biggest parties and one
that was very difficult of oontrol due to the nature of its work,
which required i t t o operate in small detachments scattered about
India.
2. I n the field seasons of 1939-40 and 1940-41 this unit had
been carrying out routine surveys and re-su~.veys of cant,onments
following a 6-year programme laid down in con~ultationwith the
Engineer-in-Chief and the Defence Dopartment of the Government
of India ; its annual expenditure waa limited to Rs. 75,000 and its
peraonnel consisted mainly of elderly surveyors, too old for the
rough and tumble of topographical surveying, on the other hand
thoroughly experienced and trustworthy so that they could work
individually without too much supervision ; there were a few
traversere, levellers and computers.
Later, when the party had greatly expanded ( its budget for
10&46 was 45 lakhs of rupee8 ), these older men were very valuable
in oharge of small detachments, experienced officers being in very
short aupply.
3. Towards the end of 1941 demands for large scale surveys
other then actual cantonments began to appear and by the spring
of 1942 it became obvious not only that such demands would
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become very heavy but also that i t was futile t o continue routine
surveys of existing cantonments, altering almost daily as they were
by then. The routine programme was therefore broken off as
quickly as was consistent with reasonable economy and thereafter
tile party carried out whatever works were demanded from time to
time by the E. in-C.s Branch in connection with airfields, factories,
extensions, prisoners of war camps, etc., etc. A lot of
this work was carried out in areas close t o the battle area ( see
Assam and Bengal ) and also in the area of Southern Army. It was,
however, scattered all over India and was very difficult of control
both technically and administr;ttively.
For instance, in 1942-43 surveys were carried out in more
than 50 different localities in India ; in some of these localities
there was more than one separa,te survey.
4. At the outset, detachments of the party were placed a t the
disposal of the several Chief Engineers of the military commands,
the strength allotted to each command being decided in consultation
with the Engineer-in-Chief. Later on, when operational armies
were established and military Deputy Directors of Survey were
controlling survey work in each Army area, the detachments workctl
under the orders of the D.D. Svy. of the Army ; in the remainder of
India, the Engineer-in-Chief decided where det,achments were to be
employed.
Technical control was by the Director, Geodetic Branch to
which branch of the Survey of India the party belonged ; he was
also responsible for administration and this became a very difficult
and involved business. We were ourselves unable to assist much,
if at all, in providing accommodation or rations, etc., for the various
detachments who had to rely on the local military authorities
taking them under their wing ; treatment naturally varied according
to the circumstances in each area and there was some dissatisfaction among nlen working alongside other men of their own unit
who happened to be receiving more advantageous treatment than
they. It was hard to see how to avoid this, since our men were
not civilians "in military employ" within the letter of the military
reg~lat~ions,
~ . n dwere not entitled to rnilit'a,ry ra.tions or allowances.
A specific instance is mentioned in Assam, 4.
5. Works undertaken involved triangulation, traverse, levelling,
plane-tabling and in some cases air survey, with the attendant,
(!ompntational and drawing work. All except air survey was done
in No. 20 Party ; in cases where air snrvey wag involved, the work
w:~x done in No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party a t Mnrree. Some work
was done ent'irely by the partmy,some in co-operation with personnel
of the M.E.S. or with other survey personnel of the Survey of Indin
or the rnilitmy survey service.
6. The f111l coat. of 'this unit w t l ~met from defence enti-

mates,
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CASUALTIES

There were few war casualties to Survey of India personnel
and their families. See Burma Survey Party 2, 7. None resulted
from the bombing of Calcutta by the Japs or during the communal
riots that occuri.ed in 1942 and 1945. Some injuries were sustained
in a fire that occurred near Ledo ( Assam ) in 1943.
The sickness rate in the civil Department was low though
t'ending to increase in the later years of the war due to curtailment
of leave and not fully adequate nutrition ; ailments were mostly
minor, there being no epidemics. See Health.
"Casualties" in the technical sense did of course occur due to
age ; a factor in this was, however, the short recruitment during
the 1914-18 war and the retrenchment of 1931-32, resulting in
abnormally low nu~nbers of superannuations. Details are in
Table G.
CERTIFICATE OF HONOUR

With the approval of the Government of India, the Surveyor
General was accustomed t o award Certificates of Honour to Upper
Subordinate Officers and senior surveyors, etc., who had particularly
distinguished themselves on survey and related duties with military
forces. This practice was continued during the 1939-45 war and
in addition a "junior " form of award, called Commendation Certificate, was introduced. See Table I?.
CENTRAL MAP DEPOT

See Map Depob.
CEYLON

Ceylon had ita own Survey Department and published its own
maps ; India, however, published 1/1,000,000 and 1/2,000,000 scale
maps that covered it.
As with other neighbouring countries, material was exchanged
between India and Ceylon so that certain maps could be printed
in either place in emergency, and the Ceylon map publishing officw
helped out by dealing with some of our printing rushes.
2. There had been little Liaison between the two countries
before the war. During the war, however, liaison was much closer
and the Director of Survey ( Tndin ) visited the Ceylon Survey on
wveral occasions.
l'he Ceylon Survey Department printed three l/M ground/eir
( Hind 5000 ) sheets, N R-44, N ('-44 and N E-46, the first being
from their own matserial a,nd t h e ttwo latter from the latest chromo
p u b supplied by India. The Survey of Tndin printed 58 one-inch

shwte of Ceylon during 1942,
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3. A considerable number of Survey of India personnel served
in Ceylon during the war after Kandy became the headquarters of
the Supreme Allied Commander, South-East Asia. 1)uring 1944
and 1945 military mapping, reproduction and survey units manned
mainly by 8urvej of India personnel wcre transferred t o Ceylon
and in July 1943 the headquarters of Allied Land Forces, SouthEast Asia also went to Kandy.
Certain members of the Ceylon Survey Department served in
military survey units in SEAC, Major G. B. King in particular
doing very valuable work.

CHANDA

A chZndu is a mark-stone or post used t o indicate a change of
direction in a field, etc., boundary.
CHARTER

Certain aircraft were chartered for survey work during the
war, see Indian Air Survey and Transport Ltd.
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN

The term "Chief Draftsman" as used in the Survey of India
was really a misnomer, the duties of this officer being of a staff
nature ; in fact he was practically Assistant Director, Map Publication and though he remained in the Class I1 Service he drew an
allowance of Rs. 150 per month. It was the Heed Draftsman
( in No. 1, the headquarters, Drawing Office ) who was supposed t o
be the current expert on drawing rules and regulations.
The Chief Draftsman's main task was organizing material for
publication.
2. During the war, when publication very greatly increased,
it was necessary not only to increa.se the number of chief draftsmen
but also to create higllcr ( Class I service ) posts which were called
Assistant Directors, Map Publication. The t4erm "Chief Dra,ftsman" was retained in respect of Class 11 Service trssistanta.
Eventlu;dly there were, in adclition to various assist,ant tlirect'oru, four posts of senior chief draftsmen receiving Rs. 100 per
month special allowance and four of junior chief dra.ftsmen receiving
Rs. 50 per month.

CHINA

Though called upon fro111 time t,o time to produce maps of
China, our informatioil about that country was meagre and we
found some difficulty in obtaining maps on which t o base even such
small soale publications aa our 111 million male series.
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Visits to western China were made by two offioers in connection
with maps and routes but produqed little material on which t o base
necessary maps.
2. A number of Chinese army officers were given courses of
various lengths in the Survey of India of which one went through
our full training course in triangulation, plane-tabling and connected
subjects.
Lien Tien-Chang,
These officers included :-Major-General
Colonel Ku Chen-Ching, Major W. S. Liu, Major Tang Cheu Hsien,
Major Wu Chun Siang, Captain Shen Ching-Siang, Captain Chen
Siang, and Lt. JVong.
3. Language difficulties presented some teaching problems but
our Indian instructors were very clever indeed a t conveying their
meaning to the trainees.
CIRCLES

Prior t o the retrenchment of 1932, the Survey of India was
organized in Circles " of which five were territorial for convenience
of administration ( Frontier, Central, Southern, Emtern and Burma )
and two were centralized for convenience in special work ( Geodetic
Branch a t Dehra Diin and Map Publication Office a t Calcutta).
Each was controlled and administrated by a director.
In 1932, the Central Circle disappeared, the Southern Circle was
recluoed to one " Tndependent Party " and similarly in Burma.
During the war, both these independent parties also disappeared,
the former being reduced to detachment status and tho later, upon
the evacuation of Burma, ahsorbed in other circles in India ; on the
other hand, other circles were created. The various circles and independent partimi arc describctl under their various names, see
Burma S.c&rveyI'trrty, Etrstern ('ircle, Frontier ('ircle, Geodetic Branch,
Militarij C i r c l ~Smth
,
India Pnrty, Wctr Research Institute.
2. With the expansion of the Department soon after the war,
t o cater for reconstniction surveys, the Southern Circle was resuscitated ; this had been dissolved during the retrenchment of 1931-32.
Deputy Directors' posts were also created for some Circles
during the war and continued after the war. These posts had not
hitherto existed.
"

ClVIL ACTIVITIES REPORT

Regular Survey of India Reports were suspended after 1941.
Very brief reports outlining civil activities during t,he war were
published in 1945 and 1946, see Reports and Returns.
CIVIL AVIATION

The Direator of Civil Aviation wes instrumental in making bhe
9 m e y of h d i e charter with Mesere. h c h n Air 8nrvey end Tramport Ltd. p o ~ b l eb y his amistance in obbining spare p r t s end
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eventually new aircraft for the company, and by granting them
special facilities on airfields, etc.
2. Aeronautical charts proposed to be introduced are briefly
discussed under that heading.
The International Air Convention in 1944 also involved the
Survey of India in very heavy work just when i t could least afford
the time, in the examination of symbols for oharts and somewhat
controversial and ambiguous instructions for mapping procedure
proposed to be internationally adopted.
CIVIL W O R K

Civil survey and map publication work was gradually broken
off as war work superveiled; towards the end of the war i t was
gradually increased again as reconstruction projects began to tako
shape.
There is more clotail under Pr0ject.s.
2. Map issues to oivil indentors represeatod about 80% of our
total issues (luring 1938-39; cluring 19-11-43 they represented
(Table J ).
about 'i%%

.

CLASS I SERVICE

The Class I Service of the Survey of Indiaconsisted of about
32 military officers in the proport,ion, roughly, of 3 R.E. officers to
one I.A. officer, plus 5 posts reserved for civilian officers promoted

from the Class I1 Service.
During the war, more than half our strength of military officers
wag in military employ and extra posts in the Class I Service were
created. All thew vacancies were filled by officers promoted from
Class 11, in a number of c u e s by re-employed officers. Direct
recruitment to this service was stopped during the war. The
service was completely reorganized after the war.
Details appear under the appropriate headings such as Cadres,
Training, Promotion. Sec also G'en.era,l Centrd Service and Tables
A & B.
CLASS I1 SERVICE

Tho Class 11 Service collsistetl of civilians recriiited t h r o ~ ~ g h
tho Z'uhlic Service Commission from university graduates or porvonH
of equivalent educational standing. Recruitment was in accordance
with n, communal roster prepared by the Government of India.
Home vacnncies were re~ervedfor promot.ion from the Upper
Hnhordinrtte Service.
The C l n s ~11 Scrvicc is n, "gazetted" scrvice ; the U.S.S. is
not. Sce Table A.
2. I n peace time, recruitment to t l ~ service
i~
had been every
second year end w a rule only 2 or 3 vecancies were available.

Class I1 Service]
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During the war, recruitment became annual and up to 20 vacancies
became available as our need for officers increased.
Trai,ning thus presented a problem. There are more details
under this and other appropriate headings.
3. Officers of the Class I1 Service received commissions on
joining the army ; rank was based on length of service in the Survey
of India. Commissions were normally in the Corps of Royal Indian
Engineers ( E.C. ).
This is further discussed under Terms of Services and Table B.
See also Gen.eral Central Service.
CLASS I11 SERVICE

This service is a new departure, introduced after the war, as
also the Class I V service. The reason for introducing these nomenclatures was the confusion and difficulty caused in other Government of Tnclia offices who dici not understand our special terms
of Upper Subordinate Service, Lower Subordinate Service and
Inferior Service.
Class TI1 and Class IV services are not referred to as such in
this book, see Lower Subordinate Service, Upper Subordinate Service,
Inferior Service.
CLERICAL STAFF

The clerical staff of the Surveyor General's Office and the
Calcutta offices were on terms of service somewhat similar to those
in the Government Secretariat Attached Offices, with a probationary
period followed by permanency in a definite vacancy and grade.
Pay was on fixed time scales laid down by the Government of India.
These clerks were not posted to the Topographical Circles of
the Department but served throughout their time in the "Headquarter Offices ".
2. The Geodetic Branch and Topographical Circles, however,
utilized clerks recruited into and serving under the terms of service
of the Lower Subordinate Service, except that the Head Clerks and
Head Accountants of circles were on special terms ; promotion to
these latter posts was into vacancies only, unlike the Lower Subordinate Service where no fixed strength for any rank was laid down,
promotion^ being made as individuals attained necewary experience
and merit.
3. During the war, recruitment waB continued on both lines
indicated above but towards it8 end we were tr-ying to amalgamate
all clerical services RO that clerks would he interchangeable between
field and "headquarter" offices. With the shortage of trained
clerks for expansion during the war, the lack of knowledge of
"headquarter" clerks of field procedure, and vice versa, proved a
considerable handicap. To obviate this, s considerable number of
"field" olerke had tours of duty in the Surveyor Genercll'e Offioe.
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It will be seen from Table C that by 1945, 91 clerks and storekeepers of the Survey of India were serving in military headquarters
and units. See also Lower Subordinate Service, Surveyor General's
Ofice, Administration.
COLOURS ON MAPS

Maps had been printed in multiple colours before the war.
During the war, policy fluctuated from black and brown only ( or
even all black ) to multiple colours according to circumstances.
Mention is made in Chapter I11 35-37 of reasons leading to
changes in policy and also in Map Policy.
COMMENDATION CERTIFICATES

See Certi,ficates of Honour and Table F.
COMMITTEE ( 1905 )

See Chapter I a~lclfllrrp Policy.
COMPILED MAPS

These are maps that are built up into a composite whole from
fragment,ary nla.ps on different scales: or tllat are assembled on a
sinall scale from several maps of a series on a larger scale.
Mlicll compilation work is required, for insta,nce, in building up
a stJandad 111 nlillioil scale map of ( sa,y ) French Indo-China.
During the wa,r, sonle of this work was done wholly b y the Survey
of India, some wholly by the military survey service a.11d some in
co-opernt,ionbetween the two. See Fuir.-d,.cltuing.
COMPUTATIONS AND COMPUTERS

Computations are not usually very heavy in a topographical
survey unit and arc rompnratively simple, mainly for topographical
triangulation ant1 t~mversc. They are heavier and more complicatecl
in air survey work except in its simplest form and may be heavy
like settlement survey.
in certain cadmtral ~o1.1i
They may be very heavy and very complicated indeed in connection with geodetic a,nd geophysical work.
2. Except in the Conl1)uting Office of the Geodetic Branch (War
Rese~achInstitute ) the S11rve-y of India had few computers of high
calibre before the war ; computations were usually carried out in
receas where there was officer supervision readily available, or by
officers themselves in the field. Onr computers were often men who
doubled" in traversing or levelling during the field season, tasks
which requiro little education to carry out in a, routine way and
consequently the standard of education among computers was not
very high and therc were few who could be trusted to work entirely
alone or to "act 11p" computational work.
(1
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We were therefore hard put t o it t o obtain sufficient computational staff to man the military survey units as they were formed
and to keep them up t o strength in the field.
I n the Geodetic Branch too, our computational strength was
inadequate to cope with the very heavy work involved in the supply
of trigonometrical data to the forces in the Eastern Theatre in
which also some skill was required t o co-ordinate the triangulations
of different countries like Burma, Thailand and Indo-China. The
setting up of new grid systems also called for computational ability
of a higher standard than most of our men could achieve, besides
being heavy in volume when grid tables were in the making. See
Grids.
3. I n 1941-42 an innovation was tried-that

of recruiting
university graduates who were required to have an honours degree
in mathematics ; for lack of a better name, these were called " Temporary Computers ". Besides being taught computational work the
majority were taught triangulation, traversing and levelling and
also did some plane-tabling ; they were therefore equipped to work
quite independently, once they had gained the necessary experience
and sense of responsibility. It was found, however, that a good
many disliked field work and would remain with us only in office
jobs ; on the other hand, some made excellent all round officers and
were very useful in the military units as well as in the Department.
They did, in fact, serve to reinforce our Class I1 strength, having
much the same qualifications t,hough they were originally recruited
in lieu of Upper Subordinates whose recruitment was stopped.
4. Beca,use so many of the temporary computers were not
interested in field work, a modification was later made in the system,
stressing drawing abilit>yand inclination for outside work in the
recruiting requirements ; men so recruited were called "Topographical Assistants" and were required t o go through a complete field
course in one of the training parties, from which they were "weeded"
if they showecl too much liking for office work and either released
altogether or, if their inathemabics were up to it, transferred to
purely computational work.
Thme lnell forlnetl the backbone of computational strength in
t'he military units towards the entl of the war and in the Survey of
India ~pecialparties for reconstruction and in the air survey party.
Temporary ( 'omputers who had not had full training in the field
were given the option of taking the training and being reclaeeified
any Topo. Assistants ( T.A.'s ) on a lit>tlehigher pay, or of being releaeed.
A few temporary computera of more then average mathemcltictcl
ability were retained in the Research Institute for specialized work.
See Topographical A.9sietants.
5. The Computing Office itself, a part of the Computing and Tidal
Party, was run by a Head Computer who was an officer of the Upper
Subordinate Service. The Computing and Tidal Party had been commanded by a military officer and had on its strength the ~athemclticel
Adviser to the Dep~~rtment,
Mr. B. L. Gulatee, M.A. ( Cantab. ).
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During the war, the two functions were combined, Mr. Gulatee being
in charge of the Computing and Tidal Party practically throughout ;
he later took over the Research Institute from Dr. Hunter on the
latter's retirement.
Originally part of the Geodetic Branch, this party was t.ransferred to the War Research Institute on formation.
6. Complex computations and computat.ions requiring the
equivalent of "mass production" were dealt with by the Computing
Office, which possessed mathematical tables, computing machines
and slide-rules of greater precision than those used by the field units
and through numbers and ability of computers was better equipped
for quick mass production of trig. data and similar tasks. See
Triangulation, Grids and also War Research Institute, Computing
Machines.
COMPUTING MACHINES

Until about 1930, Survey of India computations were carried
out almost entirely by using logarithm tables. As military training
developed and the difficulty of getting computers t'o work quickly
with logarithms became apparent machines were gradually introduced, the first being the small Brunsviga, a German made rotary
machine, light and easy to learn.
By 1939, the Department possessed a considerable number of
these small machines as well as one or two bigger ones by the same
maker and one Brunsviga Twin ; a second Twin was made of two
small machines in the Mathematical 1nst.rument Office.
All computation forms necessary for any work likely to be
undertaken on military service, including air survey forms, had been
designed and published for machine ( or slide-rule ) computation,
with complet~instructions how t o uso them.
2. I n war equipment tables framed in 1940, each Field Survey
Company was supposed to have 5 computing machines ; there were
not enough t o go round in the Survey of India ( that could be
spared from computational work in Dehra Diin for war purposes )
and the Brunsviga being a German machine, we had to look elsewhere.
Agents for various computing machine firms were approached
and eventually we were able to get a sufficient number of the
American Marchant machine ( semi-rotary ) to satisfy the requirements of all military units.
3. Slide-rule computations were also utilized when possible and
the use of this instrument taught to a11 officers likely t o carry out
supervisory duties.
Forms wcre dosignod to permit the usc of the slide-rule in
conjunction with the machine whenever its accuracy was sufficient.

Conferences ]
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CONFERENCES
Conferences had been somewhat coi~spicuousby their absence
in the Survey of India before the war though two or three big map
conferences in the years immediately preceding i t made important
exceptions to the general rule and had an important bearing on the
map policy of the Department when the war broke out. See Map
Policy.
Tours too were usually made for the purpose of carrying out
inspections, rather than for the purpose of discussion.
2. During the war, inspections were of course carried out but
they were much more limited in scope and much more time had of
necessity to be devoted to conferring, both to avoid delay and
misunderstanding in correspondence-not to mention shortage of
clerical staff to do all the typing involved in lengthy correspondenceand to apprise those in the outlying areas what was going on.
During tho last few years of the war and early reconstruction,
the Surveyor General held a regular monthly conference a t Dehra
Dfin where by this time four different circles were functioning.
The one particular point that impressed me most a t all these visits
to Dehra Dfin was the misllnderstandings that constantly arose
because those in Dehra Diin, more than fully occupied with their
own tasks as they were, did not appreciate what lay behind apparently conflicting orders, delays in implementing decisions and so on.
I found that a short summary of what went on in Delhi, the why
and wherefore of delays or changes of plan, etc., did more in a few
minutes t o clear misunderstandings than months of correspendence
could have done ; indeed much of the information that was imparted
was such that we would have had to have very bulky "secret" a e s .
I n passing, i t may be said that we had no leakage of secret information throughout the war.
3. Major inter-service conferences connected with surveys and
maps were held a t Cairo in 1940 ( India-Mid-eat-War Office ) and
fit Delhi in 1941 ( India-Mid-east-Malaya ). I n these conferences the
role of the Survey of India was worked out in relation to supply of
units, training of per~onneland map policy. See Chapter V 68, 69
and VJ 74.
There were also numerous minor conferences in connection with
war matters for deciding policy of more local interest, including
one dealing with the post-war survey organization in Burma ; and
one of some importance relating to the post-war use of the vast
quantity of map publication plant installed in the Department, see
I nformution and Broadcasting Department.
After the G.S.G.S. wag fully functioning, the Survey of India
had less to do with war map policy decisions and conferences between the Department and its military counterpart were mainly in
respect of what could or could not be done, and how to do it. 'The
Director of 8urvey or one of his staff officers made frequent vieit8
to Dehra Diin to confer with Survev of India officcr~about this and
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they too were of the utmost value in removing misunderstandings
and expediting work.
CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS

See Documents.
COSTS

I n peace time i t had been customary to work out cost-rates
for surveys carried out. They could give only a very vague picture
however, on account of the very wide divergence in relevant factors
between surveys undel. different conditions of terrain, personnel
available, etc. They were discontinued in the war and the cost of
any surveys undertaken on a payment basis estimated on the facts
at the time.
There had also been fixed rates a t which map publication was
undertaken on payment. These too were useless under the fluctuating conditions of the war ; i t was in fact almost impossible t o
come to any definite cost rates for works because so much of our
equipment was issued without payment by us and so many of the
stores used were unpriced, having been supplied direct from U.K.
military sources.
Except maps, services as between ourselves and the military
sumey service were therefore not charged for. I n the case of maps,
arbitrary rates were fixed for budgetting purposes. These are
discussed under Map Sales.
DECLINATION ( MAGNETIC )

Reasons for the supersession of "declination " by " variation "
on Survey of India maps are given under Jfagnetic Work.
DELHI CONFERENCE ( 1941)

See Chapter VT 71 a.nd ('on$eren,ces.
DEMOBILIZATION

Up to 1946 few units aa euch had been demobilized, though
many individuals had returned to civil duty or had been discharged
from the army, some a t the same time taking their discharge from
the Survey of India. See Military Survey Units.
1)emohilieation was carried out by the Survey Depot ( which
was also the civil Rurvey depot ) a t Dehra D h . This unit held
both military and civil documents of personnel which made the
tlransition from military back to civil easy, and also civil discharge
in the case of those who wanted it.
The work of this unit is described more fully in the headings
Mobilization and Burvey Depot.

Demobilization]
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2. War leave and travelling allowances presented considerable
problems in connection with demobilization since two sets of rules,
military and civil, were involved having different definitions of
"headquarters" and different scales for travelling concessiom.
Furthermore, many of our men who by their military rank were
entitled to travel ( for instance ) second class, were by civil rules
entitled only to inter class. Much juggling had to be done to
prevent grievances and short handed as we were to make use of
men immediately they were released by the army. A scheme for
"deferred leave " was eventually introduced which helped considerably on the latter point. See Leave.
DEPOTS

See Map Depots, Survey Depot.
DEPUTY DIRECTORS

There had been no posts of Deputy Directors in the Survey of
India before the war. The enlargement of some circles during the
war and the diversity of their work made the creation of Deputy
Directors' posts necessary from time to time. These were temporary
posts, sanctioned each year by the Govenment of India. A number
of such posts was sanctioned as a "permanent" measure after the
war, for reconstruction work.
Deputy Directors received the time-scale pay of Superintendents,
plus a special allowance. I n the case of very senior officers, this
brought them up practically to the minimum pay of a Director. In
one case the anomaly occurred of a Deputy drawing more pay than
his Director. I n several cases, "war allowance" operated to create
anomalies. See War Allowance.
2. The military post of Deputy Director carried with it a
definite rank and pay anomalies that were unavoidable under civil
procedure did not occur. On the other hand, the military system
made appointment^ more difficult t o work out, if anomalies in
military vi.9-A-vis civil rank were t o be avoided.
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING ( MAPS ).

D.P.M.

See Map Publa'cution.
DIRECTOR O F SURVEY ( INDIA)

The Director of Survey ( India ) waB the head of the military
mrvey service and ~ l s oof the Geographical Section, General Staff,
in India. Under the organization followed throughout the war, he
was also a nirector in the S l I ~ e yof India. This is discuseed in
some detail under Military Organ,imtion.
There were other Directors of Survey heading the military
eurvey organizations in various theatres, such IM SEAC.,Mid-eclat, eta.
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DIRECTORS, SURVEY OF INDIA
Directors of the Survey of India head the various circles of the
Department and are sometimes referred to as "administrative
officers". They are not automatically granted the military rank of
Colonel though to qualify for that rank a military officer in the
Survey of India must be a substantive director in the Department.
When officers of lower military rank were officiating as directors,
there was sometimes confusion on this score. See Promotions.
DISCIPLINE
There were few serious disciplinary cases to contend with. So far
as the Survey of India as a whole was concerned, the major difficulty
lay in the relation between military law and civil law as codified
in the various civil regulations, in particular the Classification,
Cant-rol and Appeal Rules which govern the conduct of civil servants,
the punishments that may be awarded them and their recourse in
the form of appeal. It was always a moot point whether military
personnel employed in the Survey of India came under military or
civil law for punishment and equally whether they possessed any
military "power of command" over other military personnel in the
Survey of India who were their juniors in military rank. Officers
and other ranks attached for training still further complicated the
problem, except that in their case they had a definite military commander to whom any disciplinary case could be referred.
Fortunately, few cases occurred that made i t necessary to "test "
the somewhat difficult procedure. I n the case of soldier surveyors,
not members of the Survey of Inclia, military officers responsible
for their training were given powers under military law ; but in the
few cases sufficiently serious to call for court-martial, the situation
was not free from difficulty.
2. So far as the civil personnel of the Department was concerned,
the Classification, Control and Appeal Rules provided all necessary
authority and guidance but were sometimes not sufficiently studied
by those inflicting punishments, or ( even further back ) by those
who thought i t necessary to punish though novhaving the power
to do so themselves. I n a number of cases, sentences had t o be
revoked on appeal, in almost every case because the original charge
had been incorrectly framed. For instance, in one important case
involving in the end a very great many pages of evidence and
explanation, the charge was disobedience of an order. I could not
find that an order had ever been issued and hence had to revoke
the punishment that had been inflicted by the competent authority.
I was, however, able to inflict a "punishment" more suited to the
orime which though far less severe than that originally inflicted was
moro telling and prevented other appeals in the same oase that I
knew were being held up pending the result of the first one.
This case is instanced only as a rough guide t o w a d s avoiding
the pitfalls that must ooour if much thought is not given, at the
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outset, t o disciplinary cases and as a corollary towards giving the
fairest possible treatment in such cases.
DIVISIONS I1 AND I11

See Cadres, Upper Subordinate Service, Lower Subordinate
Senvice.
DOCUMENTS ( PERSONAL )

Personal documents are normally held in the unit in which the
individual is serving ; copies of coddential reports on all officers
down to and including Upper Subordinates and Division I1 Draftsmen and map publication personnel are held in the Surveyor General's
office. These are so drawn up that they form a record of an individual's technical service as well as of his conduct and character.
They are the Snrveyor General's guide in making postings and
promotions.
During the war the personal civil documents of mobilized
personnel were held in the Survey Depot along with their military
documents. This much assisted in mobilizing and demobilizing.
See Survey Depot.
2. Some difficulty was experienced in connection with confidential reports. At the outset, reports on mobilized officers continued to be submitted by Officers Comdg. units to the Surveyor
(:enera1 through their Director of Survey, as usual. Later on,
the army objected t o this procedure and also objected to sending us
copies of the military reports-indeed the latter were discontinued,
except when specially called for. It would, in any case, have
been difficult to continue normal procedure as soon as units began
to be commanded by non-Survey of India officers.
The rcsult was lack of continuity in information about officers,
in the most important years of their careers perhaps, and the
Surveyor General had great difficulty in deciding on civil promotions ; such promothns in most cmes also carried military promotion
uncler our terms of service.
The army eventually agreed to give us special reports on individuals likely to be promoted and this helped very greatly. The
lack of continuity in recording technical employment is, however,
likely to cause difficulty later on when officers, junior now, come up
for promotion to Claas I1 or Class I ~ervice. Thie will he mitigated
to some extent by records kept in the Militnr?y Circle.
DOCUMENTS ( SECRET )

The Survey of India followed normal military prooedure in the
cleeeification end handling of ~ e c r e and
t
similar documents.
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DRAWING AND DRAFTSMEN

The Survey of India uses the spelling shown, in preference to
the older spelling " draughtsmen ".
Except in No. 1 Drawing Office in Calcutta ( the headquarters
drawing office ) and to a less extent in No. 2 Drawing Office in the
Geodetic Branch, few draftsmen were normally recruited as such
in the Department. All plane-tablers had of necessity t o be taught
drawing as part of their work and these men carried out the greater
part of the fair-drawing work in their topographical parties, during
the recess season when it was too hot to work in the field. Surveyors
too old to take the field but who were good draftsmen were usually
retained on office work in the drawing offices all the year round and
sometimes "reclassified " as draftsmen.
2. The war caused a large number of surveyors to be militarized
while a t the same time causing a great increase in the demand for
new maps and hence drawing. We were therefore very short
indeed of drawing power. Although it does not take very long t o
train a man to draw reasonably well, it takes many years to teach
him to draw intelligently, following the rules and regulations for
maps. This resulted in many maps perforce departing from Departmental standards of accuracy and legibility and greatly increased
the task of the experienced officers, also in short supply, responsible
for their "examination" ; that is, responsible for checking accuracy
and legibility.
This was a vicious circle that we found i t hard to square while
at the same time providing the number of draftsmen for the army
that were called for by war establishments.
It has been said in connection with air survey that our air
surveyors had been taught all steps in the simple radial line process.
It follows that the Department used surveyors, not draftsmen,
for its air survey work ; it is essential that the air surveyor know
what a contour is and this can best be learnt on the ground.
3. There is more about the teohnique of drawing under Fairdrawing and about Training under that heading. The functions of
the Chief Draftsman are explained under that heading. British
draughtsmen are referred to under Arm?)Section and G.S.G.S.
DRAWING OFFICES

Each circle headquarters normally included a drctwing offioe
of size and constitution designer1 to meet the needs of the partiwere primarily compiled mapping and
cular circle. Tho f~inct~ions
map examination.
No.

I

DRAWING OFFICE

In the headquarters offices in Calcutta, it remained in Caloutta
throughout the war though many of its personnel were transferred

No.

I
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t o Dehra Dfin ( Hiithibarkala ) when the new publication offices were
established a t that place, being replaced by men recruited locally.
This office contained mainly draftsmen, few surveyors, and had
and small
some exceptionally skilled men well versed in ~ompilat~ion
scale map work.
No.

2

DRAWING OFFICE

I n the Geodetic Branch a t Dehra Dfin where i t remained
throughout the war, considerably augmented. This office had a
few specially skilled men and had much experience of compilation
of ex-India surveys of an exploratory nature, and held the records
of these surveys. A considerable amount of compilation work was
done in this office in respect of maps of Siam, French Indo-China, etc.
No. 5 DRAWING OFFICE

I n the Eastern Circle, it was transferred with the circle from
Shillong t o Dehra Dfin early in the war. A topographical office
with much experience of topographical drawing and compilation to
quarter-inch scale. Composed t o a considerable extent of surveyors,
i t lost a good number to military units or as instructors in planetabling in the Survey of India training units. It was therefore made
responsible for the recruitment and training of draftsmen required
by the military units while a t the same time keeping up its own
strength during the training process.
See Eastern Circle.
No. 6 DRAWING OFFICE

I n the Frontier Circle, it had had considerable experience of
military requirements as well as normal topographical requirements. See also Army Section, No. 6 D.O.
This office continued to function in gimla until the Frontier
Circle headquarters was transferred to Murree and Simla vacated by
the Survey of India ( see Frontier Circle ). No. 6 D.O. then moved
to Dehra Dfin where it reinforced the Eastern Circle ; when the new
publication offices a t Hzthibarkala came into full operation, No. 6
became its drawing office.
The Frontier Circle was without a drawing office, as .such, for
the latter part of the war. One of its parties was however uaed in
that capacity.
EASTERN ARMY

This army replaced Eastern Command ( India ) in 1942 when
the .Japanese threat t o Tntlia developed. Tt later becamme14th
Army nncl event~iallyprlrt of 11 Army Group and finally of ALF
SEA both under the control of REAC.
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Colonel G. Bomford, O.B.E. was appointed Deputy Director
in charge of this army Survey Directorate on his return from Southwest Pacific Comlnand in 1942 and remihinecl in this post till the
end of the Burma Campaign, and was under the control of the
Director of Survey ( India ) till the formation of SEAC.

EASTERN CIRCLE
The Eastern Circle consisted of Nos. 4, 6 and 12 topographical
parties and No. 5 Drawing Office, with headquarters a t Shillong
( Assam ), and before the war was engaged in a topographical survey
programme in Assam, Bengal,, the eastern part of the United Provinces and the north-eastern part of the Central Provinces and
neighbouring Indian States areas.
The work was unimportant from a war point of view a t least
at that time and the circle represented a large drawing potential ;
it was therefore transferred en bloc to Dehra Diin ( 1940-41 ) where
offices were found for it partly by hiring, partly by the public
spirited action of the ex-Maharaja of NLbha, who made a large
building available rent free subject to our maintaining it.
The offices vacated in Shilloilg were loaned to the army and for
a good part of the war were used as a hospital ; later, they were
used as headquarters for various military formations.
The circle returned to Shillong, more or less in nucleus, in 1946
using the offices partly for resideiitia,l accommodation, then very
short in Shillong.
2. For most of the war, this circle was in effect a large drawing
office and its director was charged with the duties of organizing
lllost of the drawing work of the Depa.rtnlent and recruiting and
training new draftsmen.
No. 12 Party, however, took the field in Assam for very important work ( see Assa~n) and the circle formed the Perso-Baluch
Party for urgent work in co-operation with No. 3 Indian Field
Survey Company in Balucl~istilnand Eastern I r l n , see Baluchistcin.
A detachment was also formed to carry out the Kurram Settlement work ( see IiazGra ) and a small detachment carried out the
revision of the Delhi Guicle Map that was in great demand in the
later part of tho war.
3. At tho cnd of the nra,r,ns rccon~t~ructio~l
work increased and
military drawing work diminished the Eastern Circle gradually
altered to n "Projects" circlc. See Projects Ogicer. Eventually it
distributed this centralized projects work to the various territorial
circles concerned and itself concentrated on projects work in eastern
India, notably ithe Tistn, Kosi, DRmodaa, Knrnaphuli and Mahsnadi
irrigation and flood control works.
4. Soon ;~.ftc:~arriving in Dehra 'Diin, the Eastern Circle was
further reinforced in drawing power by the bulk of the South
India Party, from Bangalors. See South India Party. The latter
unit was eventually reformed as part of the Southern Circle.

"E "
"
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E" COMPANY
On the formation of the Frontier Circle in 1925, Nos. 2 and 3
Parties of the old Northern Circle were transferred t o it and renamed
"E" and "A" Companies with headquarters respectively of Quetta
and 3Iurree. These two units were intended to be the nucleii for
the mobilization of survey companies for war and a gap in
company lettering was left to allow for expansion t o eight companies,
"A" t o "H" inclusive. I n the event, the lettering system was
dropped and though we agreed to provide eight Indian Field Survey
Companies, we eventually provided only seven, on the other hand
providing a large number of smaller units such as Map Supply
Sections that had not been allowed for a t the outset.
A considerable amount of military training, staff exercises and
" Tactical Exercise3 without Troops " had been carried out by "E"
Company in Quetta, in co-operation with Western Command ; a
lesser amount by "A" Company in co-operation with Northern
Command, until 1938-1939 when comprehensive training was
undertaken both Departmentally and in co-operation with the R.A.
Survey Section.
2. At the outset of the war, "E" Company was based on
KaAchi. Soon after, i t was moved to MurreelRisslpur and amalgamated with "Ay'-which by this time had become more or less
a normal topographical party-under the name "A and E " Companies ( later "A/En Party ) and finally these units became Nos. 3
and 2 Parties respectively as they had originally been before the
creation of Frontier Circle.
Neither unit was used as a mobilization nucleus as such. This
task devolved on No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party and the Sur~wy
Depot, established a t Risiilpur soon after the outbreak of war.
The mobilization stores of both units had been concentrated s t
Risiilpur under the charge of No. 18 Party and " E " Compsny's
rotary printing machine had been taken over by No. 18 Party.
Seo also Air Survey Party and Frontier Circle.

EDUCATION, HEALTH AND LANDS DEPARTMENT
The Survey of India came under the control of this department
of the Government of India when it superseded the Revenue and
Agriculture Department in 1923 ; it remained under its control
practically throughout the war, coming under the Department of
Agriculture when E.H. & L. split up into three in 1945. ( Education ; Health ; Agriculture ). This was logical for by this time
irrigation and similar works were corning very much to the fore,
most of them connected with agrioulture.
2. The officim of the Department of E.H. k I,. with whom the
Survey of Jndia had most contact, were Messrs. Tyson and
Oulsnam, I.C.S. ( later Sir John Tyson, K.c.I.E., u.s.I., C.B.E. and
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Sir Samuel Oulsnam, c.s.I., c.I.E.,M.C. ), particularly the latter.
The Survey of India and also the military survey service in India
owe a great deal t o these two officers.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

See Plant and Machinery.
EMERGENCY COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ( E.C.OJs.)

All civil officers of the Department granted commissions received
Emergency Commissions and a number of other E.C.OYs.were trained
in the Survey of India and posted to military survey units. Some
E.C.O.'s also were posted direct to Indian Companies and other
units, from U.K.
See Terms of Service and Training.
ENEMY PRISONERS OF W A R

Arrangements were made with the army to secure the s e e m
of a few Italian co-operator P.W. who were surveyors and draftsmen
by profession. These officers were very useful in furthering civil
surveys, see Air Survey, AfghrZnistiin, and Projects. They were not
employed on military work. There was some diiEoulty art first
about food, etc., but this was smoothed out.
ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF

The Engineer-in-Chief was the senior officer of the Royal
Engineers in India and of the Royal Indian Engineers. As, however, the Survey of India was a civil department under the Government of India and the military survey service came under the orders
of the General Staff, our connection with the E.-in-C. w w mainly
in respect of surveys that he desired to be carried out.
These have been mentioned under Cantonment Pa@/.
2. Apart from actual survey work, we were able t o give the
E.-in-C. some assistance in setting up survey courses in the newly
formed School of Military Engineering a t Roorkee and came to a
tentative agreement about the training of R.I.E. ofEcers in surveg
duties in the field, after the war.
3. The E.-in-C. kindly provided us with a Works Officer to
assist in maintaining the buildings in the H ~ t h i b a r k d amap puljlication offices and to organize transport for hauling machinery, eta.,
to the buildings and maps away from them. 886 HfithihzrkaZu.
ENGINEER OFFICERS

Regular officers of both the Royal Jhgkeers a ~ fhe
d hyd
Indian Engineers were inoluded in t h e pennablent rnilhry cadre
of the Survey of India.
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Emergency commissioned officers of both Corps were also
attached for duty or for training, and our civil officers received
emergency commissions in the Royal Indian Engineers ( b u t for
one exception, commissioned in the Royal Engineers ).
More will be found under appropriate headings such as Cadres,
Training, etc.
ENGINEERING SURVEYS

These were mostly in connection with irrigation projects or
airfield, factory and similar works. See Projects and Cantonment

Party.
ENGRAVING OFFICE

This office formed a part of the headquarter offices a t Calcutta
and remained there throughout the war. It comprised a Head
Engraver, Assistant Head Engraver and about 30 engraving and
copper plate printing staff. The standard of work was, and is,
very high and i t takes a very long time to train men up to this
standard-in
most cases the skill is handed down from father
to son.
Though there was little this office could do to assist directly in
the war effort we were most reluctant to dissolve i t or to dissipate
its trained and highly skilled personnel. Just before the war, it
had been decided to revert to engraving for all 111 Million soele
maps ; this policy was continued for the war and a considerable
number of 1/M maps were put on copper during its currency.
EQUIPMENT

Military equipment was obtained for mobilization store, and by
mobilized units, from the Ordnance Department following usual
military procedure.
Special surveying equipment was suppIied in part by the
Survey of India and in part by the British Survey Service ; this is
dealt with under Instruments and Stores. Plant and Machinery is
dealt with under that heading.
EXTENSION OF SERVICE

A number of officers were extended in service beyond the normel
date of superannuation, to meet shortages of experienced offioera.
Leave due that would normally be granted pending retirement
eutomatiody constitutes extension of service if granted after the
normal date of superannu ation ( age 66 y a r e ).
A oomidereble number of officers were re-employed dm. See
Re-empbymunt and Table Q.
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FAIR-DRAWING
This term is used in the Survey of India to mean the drawing
necessary to produce a "fair original " ( or "fair sheet " ) from
which reproduction by photographic processes can be carried out,
either by reduction or by direct reproduction. Though the planetable sheets ( P.T. Sections ) constitute the original field record-or
air survey sections, or compilations as the case may be--they are
seldom suitable for direct photographic reproduction and the fair
originals too are very jealously guarded for in case of loss or damage
the whole fair-drawing process has to be done over again. Fair
originals are very carefully drawn in accordance with Departmental
rules and are often used again and again for new editions of maps,
being corrected as necessary from later field surveys.
2. Fair-drawing was normally carried out a t 14 times the
pnhlic~tionscale so as to fine down drawing and minimize shakiness
and errors.
There had usually to be a t least two fair originals, one being the
contour sheet for publication in brown the other the "combined
original" for black, blue, red and any other colours in which lines
would be printed ; it was our usual practice to separate these colours
out for printing by taking a sufficient number of photographic
negatives from the combined original so that there would be
one negative per colour, other colours being "duffed" out by the
negative retouchers. See Poz~jderProcess.
This system ensured good registration of colours. The system
was also excellent when a limited number of colours was to be used
and it was the fact that so many maps had been drawn on this
system that led us to adopt temporarily a "black and brown only"
policy, see Map Policy. On the other hand, sepalrate originals for
each colour was quicker and avoided the duffing bottleneck.
Experiments had been made with drawing on enamel but without much success ; we could not discover an enamel that would not
peel or turn yellow with time ( the latter fatal to the map on account
of photography ), preslimably for climatic reasons ; " non-distorting" paper ( metal foil sandwiched between sheets-anodised
aluminium ) had also been tried but it too had disadvantages not
least of which was the difficulty and expense of obtaining it.
3. During the war, "standard" practice had to be varied B
good deal. I n almost all cases, drawing was a t scale of publication,
instead of l &times ( as 11slln1) to save paper, storage space, table
space, ink and time ; a11 very valuable commodities under war conditions. It was inevitable that war maps would not have so good an
appearance as those drawn in peace, and would not be so legible.
In peace, grids were usually drawn on the combined original ;
their registration hence was more or loss perfect except in relation
to contours. I n the war, grids had to be drawn separately in moat
caaee not only because of the drawing time factor ( two originals
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enable twice the number of draftsmen t o be employed a t one time )
but also because of the duffing bottleneck factor coupled with the
introduction of grid colour schemes, see Grids. Registration,
thewfore, became poor ; this too was inevitable. Ma,ster grid
"masks " were used in some cases.
Whenever there was time, however, combined originals were
most satisfactory because they saved paper and did enable emergency printing to be made very quicly in black and brown only.
Each caae was dealt with on its merits according t o the time
factor, the head of drawing work, the head of work in the duffing
bottleneck and so on. There was no "standard" war procedure.
4. Both field and fair originals of Burma maps had been transferred t o that country following separation from India in 1937 ; the
feir sheets were sent t o India for publication when required and
returned to Burma with the published maps.
The Survey of India fair sheets of maps of 'Iriiq and western
Ir&n prepared by the Department were transferred to the War
Office,London, shortly before the war with a change in responsibil i t i as
~ between London and India.
Oth&e,
feir sheets of IrEn and AfghBnistZn and of course
India were in our pomession. See Map Publication.
5. The timely action of Lt.-Colonel H. W. Wright ( see Burma )
aaved for us the fair originals of Burma ; the fairs for 'IrBq and
western I r l n were duplicated in London and sent out to us.
I n the early stages of the war, there was therefore no very
great call for mass fair-drawing, the call being mainly for correction
t6 date of the fair sheets we held ; in some cases information for
correction existed, in others ( as in Burma ) only air or other surveya
could produce it. Just before the war it had been decided that
"extra-departmental" corrections would not be accepted without
verification on the ground ; this deoieion had to be reversed on the
g r c ~ n dthat any up to date information ( of reasonable authentidty ) wae better than none.
6. The first mass fair-drawing task was to duplicate the
1/100,000 series of Indo-China ; this task was fairly typical of
others of that ( duplication ) t;vpe undertaken through the war ant1
involved the copying of several hnnrlrerl mapn, the applicixtion of
our (Lambert ) grid and changing from Paris to Greenwicll
longitude, snd from grade8 to degrees.
In some sheets, i t was fairly easy to separate out colours photographically, using colour filters ; in others, it waa quite impossible
t6 do so, indeed the ~ h e e t swere so badly printed and so confused
that photography was of little use and there was no means of duplid i n g the sheet except by traoing it by hand for the pilblicatinn
odm. In some oases, portions of a sheet were done photographidy
partione tFeced and the whole amalgemated photographioally snd
wmetimea yet again redrawn.
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This task took about 2 years to complete, other works supervening, but was ready when actually required.
Other similar tasks were the duplication of maps of Lq'lam
( Thailand ) and certain Netherlands East Indies and Malayan
maps.
7. The drawing of a completely new India/Burma series, the
1/600,000 Hind series 5001 ( see Hind Maps ) was a heavy original
drawing job ; the gridding of many hitherto ungridded maps of
India ( see Grids ) was another. Renovation from time t o time of
our own International Series to meet with changes in military map
policy also gave the Department a considerable amount of drawing
to do though more for surprinting information or colour layer
heighting or changing odd details here and there than in mms fairdrawing.
There were, of course, many hundreds of smaller jobs ell
involving fair-drawing.
8. As soon as mass drawing entered our war picture i t was
evident that there must be concentration rather than dispersal of
drawing facilities and for this reason the Eastern Circle was moved
en bloc to Dehra Diin, joined soon after by most of the South India
Party ; standardization and control of drawing work then became
much easier for practically all drawing power was thereafter in
Dehra Diin or, the one big exception, Calcutta. The latter, however, was under the control of the Director, Map Publication-in
Dehra Diin for the most urgent portion of the war-and hence the
directors concerned and also the military Director of Survey ( India),
could easily get together in conferences to iron out difficulties and
frame plans and programmes. See Eastern Circle, Map Publication
Circle.
9. Draftsmen have been discussed under Drawing and Drafimen. The major problem was not so much the training of draftsmen
as the training of officers t o examine the work of the draftsmen ;
it is not difficult to teach a man to draw but i t is very difficult to
teach him to draw with intelligence, that is t o apply the rules and
regulations that result in maps of standard symbols and reasonably
standard neatness and legibility.
Courses were run for
supervising officers but no course
can replace experience.
10. Samples of certain maps are appended, see phge vi, Liet of
Maps.
FARMS

Farming out of map publication was possible only t o a oomperstively small extent, see Madrm, Map Publication.
The Mathematiml Instrument Ofice, however, did considerable
farming to the trade.
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FIELD SEASON

This term is used in the Survey of India t o mean the active
outdoor working season, as opposed t o the "Recess Season", the
time when office work is done. Usually the field season was the
cold weather, the recess season the hot ; in some parts of India,
however, as in the high HimBlayas or in parts of Baluchistgn, i t is
too cold t o work outdoors in the winter-in such cases the seasons
may be reversed.
FIELD SERVICE MANUAL

A Field Service Manual for survey units was issued in 1916,
bmed on the survey organization of the 1914-18 war. This contained the equivalent of war establishments ( units then were civil
units members being granted "relative military rank " and permitted
to wear uniform ) as well as information about terms of service while
on duty with the army.
This Manual was never republished and was eventually superseded, when i t was decided to militarize survey personnel working
with the army, by War Establishments and Terms of Service under
which headings relevant information will be found. The Survey
Service Pocket Book was also prepared as a brief compendium of
information on military as well as technical survey matters, for the
use of officers and others in the military survey units.
FINANCE
The Survey of India remained on good terms with the Finance
Department of the Government of India, throughout the war;
projects backed by the Department of Education, Health and Lands
and later the Department of Agriculture were readily sanctioned
when they had t o do with the war and eventually with the post-war
expansion of the Department, though anything to do with post-war
expenditure naturally received very much closer consideration.
I n the matter of appointments for war purposes, the Finance
Department readily accepted our views as to their necessity. In
matters of pay increases they were more difficult to convince ; in
the end, however, the Survey of India succeeded in obtaining
revised pay and allowance rates that, while less than we considered
desirable t o retain men on whom we had spent much money in
training, were nevertheless sufficiently acceptable to retain the
majority of our experienced men.
2. The Surveyor General powessed fairly wide powers in respect
of temporary appointments and budget expenditure generally and
theae were used to further the war effort to the utmost. See
dlilikty Orpnizution. Expenditure on capital items si~chRS plant
end mechinery was mainly financed by the sale of maps to the
army. On the latter point there wee Rome cont.rovelwv and muah
correspondence, see Map flale~.
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FLAT RATE MAP PRICES
After the first year of the war, maps printed specially for the
armed forces were charged for a t a flat rate irrespective of size,
number of colours, where sent, etc. See Map Sales.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( F.O.U.O.)
Certain maps and documents were so classified when intended
to restrict their distribution and circulation. The change of classification in U.K. to "Not to be Published" ( N.T.B.P. was not
accepted by India which continued t o use "F.O.U.O."
When the
final change t o "Restricted" was introduced and followed by the
Allied Forces, India conformed.
In 1940, a new category, " F.O.U.0.-B " was added t o the
regular F.O.U.O. maps to cover a much extended area of military
interest. Restrictions were not quite so rigid in this new ares,
for it covered many places of civil a s well as military interest not
only in respect of normal civil administration but also in respect
of war factories, etc.; it was, however, essential t o exercise considerable care in making maps of such areas available t o the general
public in war time.
When the term " Restricted " was introduced, P.O.U.O. and
F.O.U.0.-B were amalgamated under it. See also Chapter VI,
82 and Security.

F ~ O N T I E RCIRCLE

It is explained under t h e heading Military Organization t h a t
the Frontier Circle of the Survey of India was a semi-military
circle paid for in part by the army and charged with the duty of
raising two Field Survey Headquarters, two Companies and e
Survey Depot in the event of war. These were intended primarily
for duty on the N.W. Frontier of India and their mobilization
stores were held in Risiilpur ( Survey of Indict supply ) and RBwalpindi Arsenal ( Ordnance supply ).
2. The Frontier Circle was formed in 1925 with headquarters
at Simla where its drawing office ( No. 6 ) was also situated. See
Drawing O$ic~aand Army Section ( 6 D.O. ). It consisted of three
permanent field nnits, "A " Company, " E " Company and No. 18
( Air Survey ) Party and from time to time formed and controlled
other units for ~peoialworks like. irrigation and settlement projects
in the Punjab and Sind.
I n 1939, i t had only one ~pecialunit, the Lahore Detaohment,
engaged on a high precision large scale survey of Lahore city. This
unit continued to function iintil the work was completed in the
field in 1941 but was transferred to the control of the Emtern
Cirole in 1940 when the Frontier Circle became heavily involved in
the formation of military survey unit,^ n.nd other war work.
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The permanent units of the circle were engaged on various
works in the Frontier area and ( air survey ) Tribal Areas ; some
mention is made under the headings "E " Company and Air Survey

Party.
3. A considerable amount of military survey training had been
done in the Frontier Circle between 1925 and 1939, a comprehensive
exercise in co-operation with the Survey Section R.A. having been
carried out in 1938 ; another such exercise was carried out in 1939
together with a month's unit training and early in 1940 courses in
triangulation for military purposes were run. See Training.
As war work increased, routine work in the units of the circle
was shelved and by the end of 1941 i t was engaged almost wholly
in survey and mapping for Northern Command, training and formation of military survey units. There was also considerable work in
connection with Tema of Service, War Establishments and War
Equipment Tables.
4. During the winter of 1939-40 the Director, Frontier Circle
established a temporary headquarters a t Lahore, centrally placed
for military training in the RisLlpur area, certain mapping in
progress for Western District in the Sind area, visits to the Surveyor
General by then established in Delhi and visits to his permanent
offices in Simla. I n the summer of 1940 he returned to Simla along
with Army Headquax-ters ; from then on, circle headquarters waa
at Delhi m far as military work was concerned until taken over by
the new Military Circle when the Frontier Circle headquarters from
both Delhi and Simla amalgamated a t Murree. See Chapter V, 61,
The Frontier Circle office ( later the Military Circle office ) a t
Delhi was alongside that of the Surveyor General in hutments
behind the Temporary Secretariat on the Alipore Road, Old Delhi.
5. I n March 1940, the Director Frontier Circle accompanied
the D.D.M.I., G.H.Q., India to Cairo to discuss survey and mapping
problems a t a Mid-eaat-War Office-India conference there and in
the winter of 1940-41 was in charge of a similar conference between
Malaya, India and Mid-east in Delhi. From these conferences the
commitments and policies of the Survey of India developed in
respect of military units and mapping. Until the formation of the
Geographical Section, General Staff, in 1942 the Director Frontier
( or later Military ) Circle and the Surveyor General of India had
between them to deal with all military matters and to attend all
conferencee at which a survey representative was required.
The D.F.C. was appointed ex oficio Director of Survey ( Indie )
in June 1940, passing to the Director, Military Circle on formation
end the letter officially became military Director of Survey when
the G.S.Q.S. was formed in 1942.
6. By 1841 it was clear that the Frontier Circle had beoome too
unwieldy and muet be broken up into more than one directorah.
Aa en experiment, the Frontier Circle waa left in ohage of all rnilitery
duties, except training, and civil d u t i e ~( now fairly small ) in ih
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normal area ; a separate circle called the Training Circle was formed
to deal with all training matters.
This soon proved to be unworkable due to overlapping territorially and to the steady nlove of interest from west to east. It
did however provide a sort of cockshy and transition period during
which the D.F.C. was relieved of many problems that had previously harassed him and i t did provide a breathing space t o think
out something better.
The upshot was the formation of the Military Circle with
headquarters in the Frontier Circle office in Delhi, followed by the
creation of the Geographical Section, General SlafS, the dissolution
of the Training Circle and the move of the Frontier Circle headquarters from SimlaIDelhi to Murree, the Simla offices being vacated
in favour of others seeking accommodation in that congested place.
It was fortunate that the new Survey of India offices had been built
in Murree, making the accommodation of the F.C. headquarters
easy.
7. For tlle reinainder of the war, all military matters were
dealt with through the Military Circle in Delhi, the offices of this
circle being next door to those of the Surveyor General and 4 or
5 miles from the eventual offices of the Director of Surrey ( India )
and the Geographical Section, General Staff.
The Frontier Circle continued bo be responsible for all field
t training
military training, air survey training and a lesser a m o ~ u lof
in drawing and map publication work, a.s well a.s for meeting all
demands for surveys and maps froin Northern Command/N.W.
Army, and such civil work as was undertaken within its area which
comprised, roughly, all N.W. India west of a line drawn between
Ambiila and I<ariichi.
8. For some time No. 6 Drawing Office of the Frontier Circle
remained in Simla and tllen transferred to Dellra Diin, see Drawing
Ofices. The Frontier Circle did without a D.O., however, utilizing
the combined "A" and " E" Parties as such, see "E" Company.
The A,ir Survey Party continued to funotion in its normal role,
though inuch expanded and its reproduction section, for a time
called No. 19 ( Map Reproduction ) Fnrty and for most of the war
under the direct control of the D.F.C., dealt with all map publication work in the circle.
Special training units were formed by the Frontier Circle with
headquarters a t Abbott5biid in 1941-42 and in these most of the
field training was carried out. See Training Parties. Certain
units were also used for advanced instrunlental training see HazZra
Detachment and Kulu Detachment.
9. Towards the end of the was reconstruction projects mainly
in connection with irrigation and flood control began to oome t o
the fore. Them arc nlentioned in I'rojects.
At this time the Frontier Circle training units werc gradually
altered from military training organizations to civil training ; i t we8
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necessary to teach men trained along the somewhat narrow lines
required for military survey in the wider lines required for civil
works and also in the specialized lines required for the methods
developed to deal with individual projects not only in the Frontier
Circle area but all over India. The Frontier Circle remained the
training circle for such works irrespective of which circle waa
ultimately to carry them out.
I n this connection, there was some controversy-centralized
versus decentralized training. Perhaps centralized training in
fundamentals and specialized methods is sound ; decentralized
training to meet local conditions should follow. But expense may
preclude this desirable state of affairs in a big country.
10. I n the reorganization sanctioned by the Government of
India in 1946, the Frontier Circle was again constituted as a normal
circle with a drawing office, plus, however, training units.
The reason for utilizing the Frontier Circle area for training is
its all-season climate, simple topography for beginners rising to
extremely difficult mountain areas ; it lacks only facility for training
in jungle survey methods. This is discussed further under the
heading Training.
GAZETTED OFFICERS

The Civil Services in India consist of gazetted and nongazetted services. Appointments, promotions and retirements in
the former service are published in the Gazette of India ; those of
the latter ~erviceare not. In the Survey of India, the Class I and
Class I1 Services are gazetted, as well as certain other special posts,
see the following heading, General Central Service.
The gazetted ~ervicescorrespond to King's or Indian Commissioned Officers in the Army ; the Non-gazetted, in general, correspond
to Viceroy's Cornrnist~ionedOfficers in the supervisory ranks and to
V.C.0'8. or Other Ranks, depending on ~eniority,in the noneupervisory such as the Lower Subordinate Service. Further
details will be found under the service concerned and in Tables
A and B.
GENERAL CENTRAL SERVICE

Officers of the Survey of Inclia who were trained in field and
drawing duties, that is who were trained as survey officers, were in
the Class I or Class I1 Service of the Survey of India ; many of these
officers also became specialists in scientific subjects or in map
publication work. Specialist officers however, who had been
trained as such and not as survey officers, were usually accommodated in the General Central Service, Class I or Class I1 according to
their skill and responsibility.
The General Central Service, Close I , was entirely a gazetted
service ; the G.C.S. Class I1 was partly gazetted, partly nongazetted.
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2. Commissions were granted t o G.C.S. officers on the same
terms and conditions as Survey of India Class I and Cla,ss I1 officers.
See Terms of Service and Tables A and B.

GEODESY
Little geodetic work as such was undertaken during the war.
Mention of scientific work is made under appropriate headings such
as Levelling, Triangtllation, Gravity.
This work is of course normally the function of the Geodetic
Branch but for the greater part of the war that branch was very
heavily occupied with drawing, publication and other work and
it became necessary to create an additional directorate, the War
Research Institute, to deal with conlputations and scientific work.
See Geodetic Branch, War Research Institute.

GEODETIC BRANCH
Originally called the Great Trigonometrical Survey, this branch
of the Survey of India had functioned in Dehra Dfin for about
150 years. I n later years its functions became more general and
at the outset of the war the Geodetic Branch controlled, besides its
scientific units, a topographical party ( No. 1 ) responsible for a
portion of northern India surveys, the Cantonments Detachment
( later, Party ), a large drawing office ( No. 2 ) as well as the Forest
Map Office, a small Officers' Training School, a Letter Press printing
section and a map publication office, called the Photo-Zinco Office
( P.Z.O. ) ; the processes used by this office were the same as used
by the Photo-Litho Office of the map publication directorate a t
Calcutta ( P.L.O. ), the alternative name being given merely t o
distinguish one office from the other.
It was in the P.Z.O. that the main expansion of the Geodetic
Branch during the war occurred, and in the Cantonments Party.
2. Little scientific work was in progress when the war started
and all not directly connected with the war was dropped in its early
stages ( see Gravity Levelling, etc. ). Later on, when this work built
up heavily, a new directorate, the War Research Institute, was
created ; the Geodetic Branch itself was forced to concentrate most
of its effort in drawing and map publication duties, and large scale
work for the army ( Cantonment Party ) and in administration.
The office was situated in a large compound in which war demand8
necessitated the building of a new press room for the P.Z.O., a
new studio and many alterations to the existing P.Z.O. buildings,
8 permanent camp site for the R.O.R's. employed in our publioetion offices ( see Cadres ) and eventually a set of barracks across the
road from the compound ; as well as thirteen large buildings t o house
the survey stores organization ( see Stores ), and numerous lesser
projects. The administrative work involved in all this building
was very great ; furthermore, as the old established office in Dehra
the Qeodetic Branch had to do most of the co-ordination of
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administration between the various other survey organizations in
t h a t place besides handling the administration of the War Research
Institute which could not be administratively separat,ed out owing
t o shortage of clerical staff and buildings.
So far as possible therefore, the Geodetic Branch was relieved
of all computational and scientific work and of all training, the
Officers' Training School being reformed in AbbottLb&d,see Trainin.g
Parties. The Branch however, administered the Punjab Irrigation
Party, see f2wgao.n.
3. The Geodetic Branch had been responsible for most of the
exploration surveys and mapping of ex-India areas undertaken by
the Department. The personnel of its ( No. 2 ) drawing office were
thus experienced in this form of compilation work, of which good
use was made during the war, and foreign maps, exploration records,
etc., were housed in the Branch. When the G.S.G.S. was formed
and a foreign map library created in New Delhi under their control,
our foreign maps were transferred to them.
Although the P.Z.O. normally published a number of standard
Survey of India maps on all scales, the major part of its publication
work was special maps of various sorts such as Cantonment and
Forest Maps, maps compiled from exploration work, scientific
charts and diagrams and the like.
During the war, the P.Z.O. functioned as a map publication
agency on exactly the same lines as the P.L.O. and for a time, before
the Hiithibarkala offices got into full production, was our largest
publication potential, due to the installation of modern high speed
machinery. See Map P7cblicntion.
4. At the start of the war, the P.Z.O. had one hand feed
rotary offset printing machine and two flat-bed presses. I n 1946
it had in use one hand feed and eight high speed automatic feed
machines, of which four were two-colour machine. See Table H.
GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS

These are maps of a generalized type, such as found in atlases ;
there is no specific definition according to scale, but Survey of India
maps on scales smaller than 4 miles to an inch ( "quarter-inch" )
are considered to be "geographical" maps. Some of our quarterinch maps coulcl be called geographical maps owing to over-generalization ; the series is however suppposed t,o be "topographical ".
GEOGRAPHICAL SECTION, GENERAL STAFF ( G.S.G.S. )

This army organization, headed by a Director of Survey,
( Brigadier or Colonel ) existed in Britain before the war but did

not exist in India where the Survey of India waa to perform e, similar
function, namely to be prepared for war in respect of surveys and
maps and to organize survey and map work during war. It was
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for this reason that the Class I Service of the Survey of India contained a preponderance of military officers.
In India, the Survey of India was responsible for all survey
matters and for the provision of maps as demnnded by the Military
Intelligence Branch of the General Staff who were advised by the
Director, Frontier Circle of the Survey of India. See Military
Organization, under which heading the general organization for
military work throughout the war is followed.
2. Until 1942, all military worlr was dealt with by the Frontier
Circle or ( 1941 onwards ) the Military Circle of the Survey of India.
See Frontier Circle, Militury Circle. As colnmitments increased,
particularly in respect of India's position as a general base for the
Far Eastern war, i t became clear that a purely military organization
must be created in addition to the semi-military Military Circle of
the Survey of India and the Department's function as Base Organization. The Geographical Section, General Staff was therefore
formed, on lines similar and with duties similar to that of the
corresponding organization a t the War Office. Major M. 0.
Collins, R.E., who had had considerable experience in the G.S.G.S.
at the War Office and who had recently visited America was sent
to India to help in forming the new Indian G.S.G.S. No military
post could be found for him immediately but, while the war establishments of the new G.S.G.S. were in the melting pot, he was accommodated in the Survey of India in a temporary post created a t
twenty-four hours notice.
By the end of 1942, the G.S.G.S. was a going concern, housed
in the top floor of the Imperial Records Building in New Delhi,
thanks to the good offices of the Department of Education, Health
and Lands of the Government of India who were responsible for
the Archaeological Museum which the G.S.G.S. occupied from
then till the end of the war. The building was about 4 miles
from the office of the Surveyor General and the Director, Military
Circle in Old Delhi and about one mile from the Imperial Secretariat
Building in New Delhi where the General Staff were housed.
3. The G.S.G.S. provided the purely military technical staff
of the Director of Survey ( India ) who was its head ; his administrative office continued tjo be the Military Circle of the Survey of
India, of which he was the director, see Military Orga7tization,
Militar?j Circle.
From its formation, thcre was always one military officer of the
Survey of India in the G. 8. C?. S. and other Survey of India personnel
was transferred or loaned t o it from time t o time, as circumstances
required. Tho majority of its personnel however were non-Survey
of India and included a number of R.O.R. draughtsmen. The
Army Section, No. 6 Drawing Office was transferred t o its control
and the foreign map library of the Survey of India formed the
nucleus of its map library, transferred in 1942. See Army Section,
Libraries, Green Demnde, Conferences, etc.
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY O F INDIA
Survey programmes and map policy were always framed to fit
in with the requirements of the Geological Survey Department as
far as possible ; during the war certain scientific work was also
undertaken to assist in the search for mica and other minerals and
towards its end a Survey programme was framed to provide topogrnphical maps on fairly large scales of a number of coal and other
mineral bearing areas in eastern India.
It was also decided towards the end of the war that while the
Survey of India would continue t o be responsible for main geophysical frameworks, the Geological Survey would be responsible
for their expansion and development to meet local mineral and
~ i m i l a rrequirements. See also AfghZnisttin, 2.
GEOPHYSICS
The Geodetic Branch of the Survey of India had maintained
a scientific staff to carry out gravity measurements and investigate
isostatic anonlalies and had also carried out a considerable amount
of magnetic work ; during the war these activities, along with
geodetic work and tide prediction, were handed over to the newly
formed War Research Institute. Mention of them is made under
the appropriate headings such as Gravity, Magnetic WorL.
Seismic sounclings had not been used in the Department though
this aspect of geophysical investigation was under consideration
when war broke out ; some work was done in connection with the
search for mica by electrical ( resistivity ) methods.
Certain of our instruments that were more suited to localized
than to deep-seated investigations were handed over to the Geological Survey.
GRAVITY

A gravity network had been established covering a considerable part of India and work was in progress in Burma when the war
atarted. Measurements were made by means of pendulums though
the acquisition of the more modern torsion balanoe~was under
consideration. Details are contained in the Geodetic Reports of
the Survey of India, that relating to the recent work in Burma,
broken off 1,ecause of the war, being published in the Report for
1940 ( issued in 1946 ).
No further gravity work was done during the war, though some
resistivity work was carried out. Deductions from past work made
by Colonel E. A. Glennie, c.I.E., D.s.o., proved of great use in
locating water in Bikaner for railway purposes.
2. Tmmecliately after the wRr, programmes were framed to
amplify and improve the existing network, in northern RihiEr and
emtern U.P.for a start ; it was propoeed to use torsion balances for
thie work and Dr. de Qraaff Hunter, c.I.E., r.R.e., then Director,
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War Research Institute was investigating means for speeding up
the levelling required to be carried out concurrently with the gravity
work ; this work was carried on by his successor as President of the
Institute, Mr. B. L. Gulatee.
3. It was proposed to record gravity values on the permanent
marks of the A.I.D. Survey, outlined under that heading.
The acquisition by the Survey of India of a considerable amount
of motor transport will greatly speed up gravity work.
GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY

See Cliapter I and Geodetic Bq-anch.
GREEN DEMANDS

After the forination of the Geographical Section, Cfeneral Staff
publication and drawing work was demanded of the Survey of India
by the Director of Survey ( India ) on what were known as "Red
Demands" ; they were so called only because the indent form was
printed in red to distinguish such demands from ordinary routine
indents for maps.
The fact that both drawing and publication was demanded on
a single indent caused difficulty, because the drawing required
preparatory to actual publication sonletimes ran into many months
and also drawing was controlled by the Director, Eastern Circle
whereas publication as such was controlled by the Director, Ma.p
Publicakion. Indents printed in green, which were demands for
drawing work only, were therefore introduced in the latter part of
the war and simplified procedure considerably. Red Demands
thereafter were for publication only.
On both Green and Red Demands the Director of Survey was
authorized t o sign "for" the Surveyor General, in his capacity as
Director, Military Circle, Survey of India. This saved time and
obviated the necessity for duplicate staff. See also Map Publication,, 10 and Map Salee.

GRID PAMPHLETS
See Grids, 5.
GRIDS

When n piece of tria,ngulation has been completed in tlie field
it cnal be computed either in terms of latitude and longitude or in
rectsngular terms ; tho fornier implies the use of spherical trigonometry, tho lntter plane trigoilometry preceded, howover, by the
"flattening out" of the tria~lgulatedarea by means of some map
projection. For standardization and simplification of comprltationa, both systems require sets of computation forms and tables
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of which the spherical ( latitudes and longitudes ) are somewhat the
more complicated.
The Survey of India normally used the spherical system for
topographical surveys ; for military surveys in recent years the rectangular system had been introduced, utilizing the Lambert conical
orthomorphic projection for the " flattening " process. See para 3.
2. I n the 191k18 war, most maps had been arbitrarily squared
so that a co-ordinate system could be used t o describe accurately
the precise point within a square to which an order or an item of
information referred. With the development of artillery survey,
however, i t became necessary to be able to define a point on a
different map sheet, or even if there was no map sheet, in the same
terms throughout a battle area and on all maps of a battle area on
whatever scale ; and also, to be able to relate bearings on one sheet
to those on another, so that bearing and distance could be calculated
for predicted sliooting. These requirements implied the use of an
organized system of squares, based on some "flattening" map
projection with a specific "origin" from which the distance of any
point could be described as so many yards ( or other unit of length )
east and north. This is termed a grid*.
3. The best projection for the grid depends on the shape and
size of the country to which it is to be applied ; the transverse mercator
projection is good for countries long north and south in comparison
t o their width ; for India, however, whose responsibilities extended
east into Burma and west almost to the Mediterranean, the Lambert
conical orthomorphic projection is best, and all its grids were based
on this project.ion ; i t had to be divided into several beltu to ensure
that a t no place would the scale error exceed 1/823 and each belt
had to be subclividecl to prevent excessive divergence between grid
north and true n0rt.h.
The fact that India's maps were surveyed in spherical ternis
a d plotted on a simple polyconic projection was immaterial to the
selection of the grid projection ; the Lambert grid can be applied to
them just ae well as to maps on its own projection. I11 military
sm7eys, however, it was convenient to survey in grid terms from
the outnet,, and tltis was our standard military Rurvey practice.
See Triangululion.
The referencing system used was that known as the British
&Ioclified System, referencing letters and figures being sparsely
printed over the face of the map ; towards the end of the war, however, all military maps were referenced on the Canadian System to
permit quicker reading of references on a folded map. The two
systems are illustrated on Plate I V facing this page.
The same result can he achieved by the use of a spherical "mesh", that is
with line8 drawn on the map at one mlnute or other 811itable intervals of latitude and
lonptude. This system howcver impliea silrveye helng o~rrietlo i ~ in
t sl)herical term4
wh~cham el~ghtlymore complicated, see para 1. The Hurvey of India used a "Minute
Meeh" on ~ t amaps for Rome years, hut eventually changed to grid. Tlie mesh h~ tho
advantage of being world wide ; grids m u ~ tp~rforcohe in belk, causing troubles at
overlaps, anrl many mete of tehlee, eta.
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4. Before the war, grid lines were usually drawn on the "combined fair sheet" ( see Pair-Drawing ) which ensured best possible
registration ; for the same reason, they were printed in black. It
was possible therefore to read off the co-ordinates of any point on
the map with great accuracy relative to the triangulation points,
also printed in black. Only a small proportion of India's maps
were gridded however, and the many hundreds gridded during the
war had the grid over-printed ; this led to grid inaccuracy relative
to map detail but could not be helped, time being the major factor.
Furthermore, a grid colour scheme was introduced during the war
so that on many maps the grid appeared in a different colour from
the triangulation points, or indeed from any detail on the map.
All military maps of course were gridded, involving a considerable amount of drawing work and typing or hand-printing
work, see Hand-Printing.
5. Apart from heavy drawing work, grids produced very heavy
computational work and letter press printing. Indian grid data,
that is the grid co-ordinates of triangulation points, had been
published in "Grid Pamphlets" ; many additional pamphlets had
to be published, iuvolving the conversion from spherical to grid
terms of many thousands of points and also from the terms of one
grid or grid belt to those of another and many tables had to be
prepared and published for new grids or to assist in conversions
from one to another.
The Lambert grid was used on the majority of maps with
which the Survey of India had t o deal though a t the outset maps
of Malaya were gridded in two Cessini belts and this was retained
for the time being, Lambert later being substituted. See Chapters
V, VI, 68, 74.
Full details on this subject will be found in the Survey Service
Pocket Book, Part VI and the "Lambert Grid for India". See
also Chapter 111, 32, 33, 34.

GURGAON

This district of the Yunjab, close to Delhi, is very fertile,
given irrigation. When food supplies became short in 1942-43, a
"grow more food" campaign was launched by the Government of
India ; i t was proposed in the case of Gurgaon to combine two
purposes, the growing of more food and the settlement of returned
soldiers on grants of land. For these purposes, the area proposed
for irrigation had to be surveyed.
2. The area involved was about 700 square miles and the
requirements were, like previous surveys for similar purposes in the
Punjab, the "rectangulation" of the area, levelling to determine
the general contour lay-out and hence the lay-out of canah and
rough eurveys of (I topographical nature to indicate the position
and shape of excrescences that might interfere with oancll alignment.
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3. A special party called the Punjab Irrigation Party was
formed for this work in 1943 which finished field work in 1946,
office work being completed in 1946.

HAND-PRINTING
For a considerable number of years the Survey of India had
been entering names on its fair sheets for publication by means
of cast type set up in a hand typing machine ( "Southampton
Pattern" ) ; a number of surveyors and draftsmen had become
expert and quick in this process but on the other hand, the art of
hand-printing ( hand-lettering ) had been more or less lost. Few
of our draftsmen, even the best, were able to produce good hand
printed letters except very, very slowly.
2. During the war, many typers were of course on military
service ; with our considerable intiux of draftsmen, drawing outturn was much greater than pre-war but typers take a long time
to train and so were in short supply compared with drawing power.
Names and grid numerals then began to present a problem in
quick mapping and i t became essential to try to regain the lost
hand-lettering art. To some extent this was achieved by concentrating on practice in all stages of training of both surveyors
and draftsmen and of course oflicers, and i t was surprising how much
lettering improved ; much remained to be done, however, a t the
end of the war.
3. The simplest form of lettering was taught ; shading and
serifs were forbidden. See also Type.

HATHIBARKALA

with Map Publication and Map
Thihia heading sh,ould be
Ynblication Circle.
HLthibarkala is tile name of an estate of some 300 acres in
Ilehra Diin that gave its name to the new map publication offices
of the Siirvey of India, built upon that estate during the war.
The lend had been prtrchnsed many years earlier with a view
to placing the headquarters officea of the Department there, transferring them from Calcutta; fortunately the site was still vacant
when Japanese proximity to Calcutta made i t necessary to build
a t leaat a "shadow" map factory farther inland even if not a full
working factory, as in the end turned out to be required, even thougll
Calcutta continued to function almost a t full strength throughout
and in fact ended the war with more map publication power than
when it started.
Table J indicatss the great increase in map publication that
m-ade this necessary.
2. The deoiion €a build new map publication oBoea WW
r6ached early in March 1942 and before the end of that month
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designs had been put in hand a t Dehra D i h , the Director, Map
Publication ( Colonel T. M.M. Penney ) making a temporary headquarters there for the purpose and Major D. R. Crone, o.B.E., R.E.,
being placed on special duty to assist him. Designs were made in
consultation with the Central Public Works Department a t Delhi
as well as the Executive Engineer a t Dehra Diin and the final
working plans were madc by the C.P.W.D. By July 1942, building
was well in hand and by September machinery was beginning t o be
installed and personnel to be moved from Calcutta. The work had
been practically completed by July 1943 and the factory was in
partial operation, under the orders of the Assistant D.M.P. ( later
Director, Map Publication ), Lt. -Colonel G. W. Gemmell, I.A .
Other locations than Dehra Diin had been considered but
Dehra Dfin was decided on for several reasons besides the fact t h a t
a Government owned site earmarked for the Department existed
there ; first, that the more closely we could concentrate map publication and drawing work ( while a t the same time dispersing sufficiently to prevent wholesale destruction by a long distance bombing
raid ) the easier i t would be to direct and control it and the more
efficient our work would be ; second, t h a t we should locate the new
factory a t a place where survey personnel already functioned and
hence our requirements were well known to tlle local authorities,
engineering and administrative ; third, a reasonably damp climate
was desirable for a process, tlle "powder processy7,much used in the
Department for certain stages of map publication. See Powder
Process.
Dehra Diin fulfilled all these conditions ; the existing large
publication office ( P.Z.O. ) of the Geodetic Branch was distant
three miles from HAthibarkala and the Eastern Circle, by then
practically whollg engagctl on drawing work, was only four miles,
and this too was an important consideration. Furthermore, the
I)irector, Map Publication and the great bulk of our map production
power would be only 3-4 hour3 by road from Tlelhi.
3. The factory was designed on the basis of eight large size
( quad-demy ) modern automatic feeti high speed printing machines,
with the various ancillaries required to load them, the requisite
storage for paper, chcmicals, etc., ant1 for the finished maps, on the
assumption that the factory might be working 24 hours a day
indefinitely. A large drawing office was also included. Transport
had therefore to be inclutled in tho plant requirements t o move
materials from the railway and to delivcr maps to it. Two ten-ton
lorries designed for mobile map printing machinery that were not
required by British army units together with ( later on ) some
lighter transport solved this problem.
Recause there was no available accoil~modationin Dehre, Diin,
rositlrntial nccommodat~ionfor about 600 officers and men and their
families had to he provided and water for the domestic use of about
3,000 personR, b e ~ i d ethe
~ conaider~hlesupply required to work the
offices. Electricity in corresponding quantities was required.
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These matters were able t o be arranged with the Dehra Dfin Municipality and the Government of the United Provinces. They naturally
involved a good deal of correspondence and conferring.
Stand-by electric plant of our own was also arranged for so
that a t least part of the plant could continue to produce maps in
the event of sabotage to local power supplies or other emergency.
Water-borne sanitation was not possible owing to lack of
sufficient water. Arrangements for sewage disposal had therefore
also t o be made with the Municipality.
4. The original intention in designing the drawing and duffing
and zinc-correcting offices had been to follow the type built in
RiGlpur and Murree, with a series of wings jutting out from a main
building. This was vetoed by the C.P.W.D. architect on account
of roof difficulties and in the end a series of long and fairly narrow
"blocks" was built, culminating in the machine room which had a
floor space of 8,700 square feet and span of 45 feet ; the trussed
roof spanning this building was of a novel design developed by the
Forest Research Institute which enabled short and readily obtainable wood scantlings to be used ; other office roofs were of conventional truss design. All roofing was corrugated iron in the factory
and on officers' houses ; other houses flat roofs.
Some leakage was experienced in the flat roofed quarters but
corrected by application of bitumen compounds. Ceilings were
omitted in most of the factory ; the corrugated iron roofs were high
and the heat was therefore not excessive though sometimes quite
enough.
5. The offices were arranged in a convenient quadrangle with
the working offices placed transversely, a covered way leading from
the lowest office, the drawing and headquarter office, through all
other working buildings to the machine room a t the top. Stores
were placed longit~tdinallyalong the sides of the quadrangle. A
wall had to be provided for security reasons.
Workshops and garages were placed a t the top end of the office
compound. Residential quarters for inferior servants backed these
and quarters for the remainder of the staff extended for about half
a mile up the slope to the north of the estate where the officers'
quartem were situated, as well as the water reservoir ; a service
tank was also built a t the top of the office quadrangle.
Office construction was of the "semi-permanent" type, residential of the "temporary" type ; the latter implies mainly mud
brick construction, the former burnt brick in lime mortar. White
ante were therefore prevalent and had to be guarded against.
The building and putting into operation of this factory and
residential town in so short a time reflects very great credit on the
C.P.W. Department and all thoae of the Survey of India who were
concerned, in particular on Lt.-Colonel G. W. Gemmell, I.A., who
wrcs in charge of the project from the time building commenced and
who did the major part of the installation and organization of the
plant and machinery.
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6. I have said that the original design was based on a n eightmachine factory. Eventually ( 1945 ), ten machines were installed
of which five were quad-demy ( two of them two-colour machines ),
four were double-demy ( three of them two-colour ) and one was a
double-demy hand feed machine for odd jobs. There was also a
small high-speed American machine of approximately demy size ;
the remainder were British ma,chines, Mann or Crabtree.
Ancillary apparatus in the shape of proving presses, duplicating
presses, cameras, plate coating and drying machines and so on was
installed to match. The f:tctory was by far the best and most
up-to-date of any operated by the Survey of India and there is
probably none in Asia that can rival it.
Machinery and plant was supplied through the War Office,
priority of supply being given according to the needs of the Eastern
War Theatre. It was not possible at that time for the Survey of
India to obtain any supplies direct from British manufacturers,
all their output being controlled by the Director of Survey a t the
War Office.
The post-war utilization of all this plant and t h a t of the Geodetic
Branch and in Calcutta forms a problem that is discussed under the
heading Information and Art Depnrtment. See alao Plant an,d
Machinery.
7. There were serious personnel problems, partly because of the
aslike of residents of Bengal to nloving elsewhere but also because
of the relatively low pay of our technical personnel whose skill was
perhaps not appreciated by the Government of India, there being
practically no lithographic trade in India against which to compare
it. These points are discussed under other headings, as well as the
overall picture of the Map Publication Circle as such, and map
publication as such.
A large proportion of the B.O.R. cadre of British technicians
and their officers also functioned in HB,t,hibarkala and their a.dmnirable work is outlined under Mup Publicntion and Cadres.
8. The movement of and i~~stallation
of machinery and other
plant and stores, the repairs and alterations to buildings hastily put
11p and occilpied before they were really completely ready and the
pro1)lems of obtaining food shops and other n,menities for the two
tl~ousand-oddperyons living on this newly developed estate created
a very great den1 of administrative work over and above that for
which the Department was normally organized. It was therefore
necessary to use an engineer officer, kindly lent by the Engineer-inChief, to loolr n f h r the buildings and transport, to list repairs,
alterations, e t c , and explain t,hem to the P.W.D. or other officials
responsible for carrying them out and to organize transport. It wm
a180 necesmry to appoint, an officer to administer the est,ate snd
org~nizeration upp ply, etc., with an assistant dealing specially with
amenities ; and, for the hundreds of electrical appliances in HBthibarkale end the Geodetio Branoll, to obtain the eervioes of a wholetime electricd engineer.
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HAVILDARS

For mobilized Survey of India personnel the rank of Havildar
wrts reserved for the juniormost Lower Subordinate Service and
equivalent personnel. Viceroy's commissioned rank was granted to
those of higher seniority. The ranks of naik and below were
reserved for the Inferior Service ( KhalBsis ). See Terms of Service
and Table B .
HAZARA SETTLEMENT DETACHMENT

I n 1941 the Government of the North-West Frontier Province
made urgent demands upon us for two settlement surveys, a small
one in the Kurram Valley and a much bigger one in the Hazire
District of the province. In the former, chandus ( mark-stones )
were t o be fixed by triangulation or traverse and planted ; in the
latter, which covered more difficult and rougher country, similar
fixing and planting was t o be done as well as plotting the c h a d
positions on the musavis ( village maps ) later to be used for the
actual settlement work by the Settlement Officer.
The request of the N.W.F.P. Government was strongly backed
by the External Affairs Department of the Government of Indie, for
political reasons ; furthermore, this Government was one of the few
provincial governments t'hat mctde a point of inviting the Survey of
India to establish an accurate fra.mework for its settlement surveys,
the latter bsing carried out by relatively untrained men who, to
maintain reasonable accuracy, needed a close network of sound
control on which to base their work.
We were therefore very loath to refuse the work, even though
by this time very busy on war work ; a happy solution was eventually
reached by which we agreed to utilize the work as advanced
training in triangulation and traverse for officers and topographical
assistants if the N.W.F.P. Government would agree to accept the
likely delay that would result, which they did. We charged only
the cost that might have been expected with trained men, additional cost being borne by the Survey of India against training.
2. A strong detachment, called the Hazgra Detachment, was
formed in the Frontier Circle in October 1941 and the work, involving about 1000 square miles of steep country and the eventual
supply of 3861 plotted musavia on scale 40 kararna to an inch ( 24
inches to e, mile ), was completed in July 1944.
Meantime the 200 square miles of the Kurram Valley settlement
had been completed by a small detachment of the Eastern Cirole
between April and December, 1941. Unfortunately a considerable
number of c h h 9 were removed or disturbed by local inhabitante
during the winter of 1941-42 necessitating relaying in the spring
of 1942.
3. The Hazilra work wne cn,mied out, partlv by trevenre but
mainly by triangulation. Main triangulation circuit% were
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off fiom and closed on existing trangulation of sufficiently good

standard, and the many hundreds of chandas were fixed by theodolite intersection or resection. There was thus great scope for training in triangulation that, except for its small area coverage, simulu.ted
the triangulation required to control topographical maps ; the small
area coverage made it the easier to inspect and control the triangulators and to give each person individual instruction both in field
work and in computations.
Further to simulate war triangulation methods, a special
Lambert Grid was calculated and tables compiled for it that would
make the triangulation accurate enough for settlement needs while
at the same time permitting the use of standard Lambert computational forms for training purposes. This is probably the first
time that a Lambert projection has been used for cadastral surveys,
at least in India. See Projections, Triangulation, Training.
4. A large number of officers, topographical assistants and
temporary computers passed through this detachment and apart
from learning technical methods including the use of the plane-table
for keeping accurate triangulation charts they learnt to look after
themselves in camp in the field, "on their own" ; a, very different
matter from being looked after in a normal training camp by senior
officers and surveyors. They also escaped the boredom that must
inevitably result from mere training as such directed to no practical
end.
6. This settlement work provided such excellent training that
in 1944 we welcomed a request by the Government of the Punjab
for a similar survey of a portion of the Kulu District, which was
commenced in September 1944 and continued into 1946. See Kulu.
It may be repeated that owing to the nature of the ground the
majority of work both in Haziira and Kulu had to be done by
triangulation ; this was the essence of their suitability for training purposes.

HEALTH
Health in the Survey of India was remarkably good throughout the war, though the strain and malnutrition due to high cost
of living and shortage of certain grains was beginning to show
towards its end.
There were no epidemics and few deaths from disease either in
the Department or in the military survey units. See Leave, responsible to a considerable extent for this happy state of affairs ; and
Caimzltiw.
2. The shortage of quinine was responsible for an increase in
the incidence of malaria in the Department a t one time, resulting
in some deaths ; timely assistance from the Department of Eduoation, Health and Lands prevented a serious outbreak. Quinine
substitutes were mainly used in the military unite, but not to any
extent in the civil units except under dootor's ordere. Civil units
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do not normally have doctors attached nor even readily aocessible
and hence rely upon quinine t o keep malaria in check.
"HIND" MAPS
Except in the very early part of the war, maps published for
the army were specially designed to meet army needs ; in many
ceses they did not follow standard Survey of India practice.

To distinguish these maps fiom Departmental maps and at the
mme time t o indicate their origin, they were called HIND maps.
To provide an easy means of reference to then1 and a t the same time
assist in security measures, each HIND series mas allotted a number ;
in demanding such maps i t was therefore unneoessary to quote
scale, etc., but only the sheet and series numbers. To ensure that
the correct edition was indented for, each map had on i t a boxed
note "Refer to this map as so and so, such and such edition".
An example is in the pocket a t the end of the book. More
detail about map design is given under Map Policy.
HISTORY

The early history of the Survey of India is very briefly sketched in Chapter I. Full and most interesting detail will be found
in the Historical Records oj' the Survey of India by Colonel
R. H. Phillimore, c . I . E . , D.S.O.
The history of the 1914-18 war is contained in Volume XX
of the Records of the Survey of India-The W a r Record.
2. I n October, 1844, we were a ~ k e dto provide information for
the official Indian history of the war, 1939-46. Copies of the
Survey of India Wax .-\ct1ivitieuHeport and Civil Activities reports
were supplied. 8ec Reports and Returns.
HONOURS

A complete list of honours conferred during the war on member0
of the Survey of India is given in Table F.
These include 2 Knighthoods, 4 ( '. T. E's., 1 C.B.E., 4 O.B.E's.,
C) M.B.E'h., 1 Rai Bahndur, 1 Khan Bahadnr, 3 Rai Sahibs, 2 Khan
Sahibs ; in addition a considerable number of officers and other
ranks, detailed in Tahle F, were mentioned in military despatches
and a number were awarded Certificates of Honoilr or Commendation Certificates by the Hurveyor General.
HUNTER SHORT BASE

This instrument, deeigned by Jlr. J . de Urmff Hunter, u.I.E.,
ie e very important piece of equipment mrried by all Indian
field Survey unite and also much used by the Elurvey of India in

p.R.e.,

inititding end ohecking surveye of a11 kin&. T t mnsieta of a tap
about $0 yards long whioh is ~uependedin catenary, with or without
intermediate 9nppo1%s,the correot h e i o n being mcsirrtained by 8
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lever arm and weight on one of the end tripod supports ; calibration data are supplied with each base. Suitable targets are supplied
to which to observe with the theodolite.
The base may be set up ,extremely quickly by men drilled in
its use and provided suitable precautions are taken in selecting its
location and that of the stations used in its trigonometrical extension, and in measuring the small apes angle of the first extension,
very accurate triangulation may be extended from it.
It is described in detail in the Survey of India Departmental
Paper 10 and also in the Hnndboolr of Topography, Chsl~tcrVIII.*
2. This base may d s o be used for accuratc traverses by
subtense rnethods, the base providing the subtense "bar". For
most accurate results, invczr tapes are required.
To meet the needs of certain post-war irrigation surveys
Dr. Hunter designed a longer Lase, with supports high enough to
clear crops such as sugar cane and with a platform 011 which the
theodolite could be ccnt,red over it a.t either or both ends. Sec
T~.aver.se.

" HY DEL " SURVEYS
A nunlber of surveys were undertaken for the dm-elopment of
l~ydro-electricpower. These are dealt wit,h under the heacling
Projects or special heaclillgs like Iiosi, Tistcl .
" IMPRESSION "
I11 pl.hlt.ing p;t~.lnnco,this torill is nsotl to uiosn unc pi.intetl
inlprossioin fro111 the inked-up zinc, stono, type or w-h:rt,o\~ortlie
modiuni is. 111 a singlo-colour macllino, it is synonyluous with
"p~dl". In a multi-colour nznchine 0110 pull l~ittyresult in tw-o or
11iol.oilul~rossionr.

INDIAN A I R SURVEY AND TRANSPORT, LTD.

Tllis firm, wit11 Ilcadqutlrter~a t Duru Durn, Bcngal, Ilad bee11
eulablishcd for a co~lsidernhlcnumber of years, c a l ~ y i n gout air
mrveys, air photograpl~gon contract and charter aircraft flights ;
it posvcsvccl several ligllt, aircraft, lnost,lg arranged for vertical
photography and scveritl nil. cttliloras and maintained a sinctll
grountl survey section besides it8 air survey and photo-processing
sections ; its pilotrs uJert\ nl~ecinllytrained in survey photography
and its f:~cilitiesen~tblod rocen en sing section^ to "take the field" so
of photos multi be done 011 the spot.
that in large jobs proccsvi~~g
I t also posseshetl it11 ingenious plotting machine designed and
built by the firm'y ~nanagingdirector, Mr. R. C. Kemp.
2. l'liough the bulk of photography for the Survey of India
had been done by the K.A.F., particularly on the N.W. Frontier
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where there was prohibition on civil flying, I.A.S.T., had also done
a lot of photography for us, and some survey work. The company
had a considerable library of photographs of many parts of India
some of which were its own property, some the property of its
clients among them the Burma Oil Company.
The company had also done a large amount of large scale
cadastral surveys in flat country, notably for the Government of
Bengal.
3. During 2942 unavailability of service aircraft for survey
purposes in Intlia and also for ~niscellaneousphotography such as
photos t o test camouflage became serious ; many small surveys
were required of airfields and the like and two large ones, the
Sundarbans and some areas on the extreme west of BaluchistBn,
were in view t o satisfy military requests ; a t the same time, the
R.A.F., were setting up a central photo library in New Delhi and
wished t o accumulate all available photographs of India and Burme.
Air survey potential too was short.
A charter proposition by I.A.S.T., was therefore welcomed by
us as well as the A r l y and R.A.F. and its value was quickly recogilized by the Government of India ; two or three conferences resulted
in quick action and a charter went into force in October 1942.
4. U11der this charter, which continued thrbughout the remainder of the war and was operated by the Surveyor General on behalf
of the Government of India, I.A.S.T., placed its survey and photoprocessing resources a t our clisposal, as well as two photographic
aircraft ( Hornet
aircraft ( Leopard Moths ) ant1 one recoanaissa~~ce
Moth ). These were later varied in style and nurnbers. Messrs.
I.A.S.T., madc available to the E.A.F., library its whole library of
photo negatives, the company having obtained the permission of
its private clients to clo so in furtlicraiice of the war effort. It W M
itgreed that if w e had no imnlediate usc for any aircraft or personnel,
the corllpany ~voultlbc free to use them for other purposes.
It was also agseed by the N.A.F., and llirector of Civil Aviation
tAat nirfielcls and their facilities might be used free by I.A.S.T.. and
the R.X.F.. ilgrectl t o supp1-y photographic materials, difficult to
obtain from civil sources.
A f k r working out thc values of the variou~servicos tendered
by both ~ i d e s ,the annual fee for the charter wan decided and
agreed. There was no cross-accounting between tho various
governmcnt ~erviccsinvolved ; the aircraft and other facilities were
user1 to the best arlvantage of all concerned, the Surveyor General
ronnulting thorn concerrletl m necessary.
.i.
In all, .'ii,!)A:! pllotogrt~phawere t(n1cenb y I.A.S.T. under this
charter, 11pto July 1946. Survey work waa ~llotterlto thecompeny
in rsccorclance with its potential, including that of tho Kemp plotting
machine ; somc of its personnel were borrowed by the Survey of
Inrlia to work with the Department.
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Major survey projects photog1.aphec1 by I.A.S.T. were the
Sundarbans area in 1942-43 and the western BaluchistLn-S.E. Iriin
area about the same time, both for military purposes ; the B5lipAra
Frontier Tract for the Political Departnzent of the Governnlent of
India ; and a number of irrigation, hydel and flood control projccts
in several parts of India for post-war development and "grow more
food " purposes. See Projects, Bnlzichiskin, Assam, Szr ?tda~.hans.
6. I n 1941 I.A.S.T. photographed a considerable area in the
Shan States of Burma, covering approaches from the east, for the
correction of maps of these approaches hy the Bfrrrnn ,C?IT?'E?/
Party.

INDIA AND ADJACENT C O U N T R I E S MAP S E R I E S ( I . & A.C.)

The I. & A.C. 1/1,000,000 map series was the original geographical map series of India arising out of the 1005 Committee's
recommendations, see Map Policy. It was arranged on arbitrary
numbering of "squares" of latitude and longitude 4" x 4" which was
well laown to map users in India. Xot long before the war, this
series was allowed to become obsolescent being repla.ced by the
"International Series " covering 4" x 6" with different and more
complicated numbering. Our topographica.1 series, one-inch, halfinch and quarter-inch maps, being arranged in accorclance with the
old I. & A.C. 4"x 4" arbitrary numbering were hard to connect
with the International. Complete change of numbering had been
mooted but the difficulties were so great, inrolving as they did
practically all Survey of India records, t1riangulation pamphlets,
levelling pamphlets, etc., that they were never faced, the sibuation
occurring as i t did just as the war started-when the Int,ernat,ional
Series had practically superseded the 1. & A.C.
We went through the war therefore with our 1/11 maps on one
system of numbering, our larger scale maps on another. To Indian
map users this presented no problem ; to those coming from
elsewhere our numbering must have seemed curious, to say the
least.
The sheets of the International Series, however, had not all
been completed when the war started and in some areas the old
I. & A.C. was the only 1/M ma'p available, in others both were
available but the International was the more up-to-date and in
some only the International existed, except for a few record copies
of the older system. Examples of each syst,em are in the pocket a t
the end of the book.
,

INDIAN ARMY
Officers of the Indian Army had bee11 recruited to the military
c d r e of the Survoy of India roughly in the proportion of one to
three officers of the Royal Engineers. Seo Cadres.
With the creation of tho Corps of Tndiaii Engineers ( later
R.I.E. ) recruitment policy waR somewhat altered and though
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Indian Army ( non-Engineer ) officers were still eligible, the proference was for officers with engineering training.
2. There were two European and two Indian officers of
the regular Indian Army ( non-engineer officers ) in the Survey
of India during the period of the war. These were Colonel
I,. H. Jackson, Colonel G. FV. Gemmell, Major Gambhir Singh and
Major R. S. Kalha.
3. Soldier surveyors from many regiments had joined the
Survey of India in the years preceding the war ( see Soldier Surveyors )
and during the war over two hundred soldiers were trained by the
Survey of India, civil recruitment of surveyors having been stopped.
4. All those civilians who were militarized from the Survey.of
India were granted Emergency Commissions or Viceroy's Commissions or were enlisted, as the case might be, in the Corps of Royal
Indinn Engineers.
4
, number of E.C.O's. of the Indian Army, R.I.E., and others,
were ~ 1 s ot,rained by the Survey of India for sllrvey or connected
duties.
5. The Indian Army Unattaclied List ( I.U.L. ) was something
of a "catch-all" for officers and other ranks not borne on any
specific military strength ; the British draughtsmell of the Army
Scctioil of No. 6 Drawing Office ( Simla ) were borne on this list,
as also a number of soldier surveyors. See Army Section and
Soldier Surveyors. It was gradually being abolished about the
time war broke out. See also Re.serves.

INDO-CHINA
I n the later stages of the war Survey of India personnel were
employed in Indo-China in certain military survey units. Our
main connection with this country, however, was in respect of a
quarter-inch map series that had been produced by the French
government of that country and was required t o be compiled and
fair-dram by us, substituting Engligh for French names, English
for French symbols and glossaries, lntitudes and longitudes based
on Greenwich instead of Paris and on the degree instead of grade
system of memurement--and, not least, the application of our grid
system.
That our only material from which to reproduce this series was
a single set of rather indifferently printed actual maps in many
coloum-indeed there were one or two gaps in the s e t - d i d not
make the problem ea~ier.
2. For reasons that will bf? ovident from the foregoing, the
production of this series took a long time and exerci~edtho ingenuity of our drawing and map publication experts ; we even
lacked a skilled French scholar. The majority of the work wm
done in the Geodetic Rrnnch a.t Dehrn Diin. See Fair-Dmzoing,
Map Puhlicntion.
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INFERIOR SERVANTS
The Inferior Service of the Survey of India, now called Class IV
Service, contained those persons that were sometimes called "unskilled labour" and for this reason their pay wm very low indeed.
In fact, many men in this service were highly skilled in their particular tasks even though illiterate or nearly so.
The field staff, khaliisis, mates, tindals, duffadars and jemadara,
were required to know how to pitch and break camp, t o chain
(remembering chained distances because they could not write
them down ), to set up and direct heliotropes in triangulation work,
to hold a levelling or traverse stave correctly and a host of other
things ; the seniors, duffadars and jemadars were required t o be
sufficiently literate to keep simple accounts in vernacular or English
and sufficiently trustworthy t o handle considerable sums of cash.
The office staff, khalgsis, etc., and jemadars, were required to
know how to mix inks for the draftsmen, besides often knowing
field work as well and the seniors were required, like the field staff,
to be able to keep accounts and to handle money safely. Daftaris
were required to know how to do book-binding work, t o make up
account books and the like.
The reproduction staff knew how to mix printing inks, to grain
and coat zinc plates, to work a hand press and so on. This type
of personnel was in fact frequently promoted to superior service ;
the field and office staffs seldom if ever were.
During the war, another " trade" came into being in the
inferior service, that of packers whose business i t was t o count
maps and pack and bundle them for issue.
2. On militarization, inferior servants were gra.nted military
rank according to their civil statns-Sepoy, Lance-naik or Naik,
the latter being the highest military rank attainable by this personnel. The next highest military rank, Havildar, was reserved for
the juniormost superior service personnel.
This caused some difficulty a t times because, particularly in
Map Supply Sections, non-Survey of India officers commanding
them did not know that the rank of havildar in effect represented
a superior service officer of the Department ; so far as soldiere
directly recruited to the military survey service were concerned it
did not matter, but where Survey of India personnel was involved,
there was cause for grievance.
This was one of the penalties of fixing military ranks in relation
to civil rank ; without it however, it would have been extremely
hard to obtain volunteers for military service. See T e r m of
service.
3. In the earlier units formed, the great majority of Indian
Other Ranks ( excluding havildars ) were Survey of India inferior
servants. As the war progressed, however, much of our recruiting
ground had been covered by tho army and it was very di$cult to
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find men who would volunteer for military service, even if we could
get them for service in the Department. 1.O.R.s required as field
and office staff had therefore to be obtained from military sources.
Those required for map reproduction sections, however, continued
to be supplied mainly by the Survey of India.
INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING DEPARTMENT

The ~nformationand Broadcasting ( later Arts ) Department
of the Government of India among its other functions produced
a number of magazines and brochures containing high quality illustrations in monochrome or colour with coloured pictorial covers.
This Department had difficulty in obtaining what it required from
the trade in India.and called upon us for help.
At that time ( 1945 ) we were fortunate in having in our attached
Officers' Cadre two R.E. ( E.C.) officers of exceptionally high
qualifications in the British lithographic trade, Captains Hodkinson
and Rowlands, who had done a very great deal towards organizing
our HBthibarkala map publication offices to the high pitch of
efficiency they had by then reached. Though we had very heavy
map publication programmes in hand, they had become of a routine
nature-being by then fully organized-and we had a large B.O.R.
staff some of whom were very expert technicians ; with V. E. Day
and the imminence of V. J. Day, these men began to become impatient of delay in demobilization to get back to their skilled jobs
in U.K.and welcomed work worthy of their skill. Furthermore,
we had a very large amount of modern high speed litho-printing
machinery and we were somewhat exercised as to what to do with
it when the war ended. See Plant and Machinery and Stores
Organization.
2. The I. & B. work meant exercising considerable ingenuity
and skill to adapt it to litho processes and if we could teach our men
to do it, must result in achieving a very high standard of work in
our publication offices; very long runs, in multiple coloms, were
also required, meaning a h e backlog of work to employ our large
quantity of plant indefinitely, thereby preserving it, and the skilled
operators necessary to run it, for any other national emergency
that might occur in the future ; the only alternatives appeared to
be wholesale scrapping of plant and dissipation of trained personnel,
or placing plant on "care and maintenance ", which also would lose
ua the personnel.
Captains Hodkinson end Rowlande carried out experimenh
that convinced us, and the I. and B. Department, that we could do
their work, of the standard required, much better than the trade
and no more expensively, quality for quality. Furthermore, the
coet would be peid by one hvernment Department to another and
the integrity of our large publication organization woi~ldhe preeerved
against m y later emergency. An example of the work faces page 189.
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3. There were numerous conferences and much correspondence.
One large conference in January 1946 held in New Delhi under the
auspices of the Department of Agriculture showed clearly that
there were many departments besides the Department of Information and Broadcasting that would be ready to use our facilities.
Tentative agreement was also reached with the army in respect of
ownership of the plant involved, supplied by the War Office for war
purposes a t no cost to the Survey of India ; the army too wm
interested in having large map printing potential a t their disposal
in case of future war.
Unfortunately, negotiations broke down on the score of finance ;
it would have been necessary to retain the services of Captain
Hodkinson and several other British technicians for 2 or 3 years
to get the process fully going and our men trained in its application.
Other work of lower technical quality but also requiring long
runs, has however, been found that will employ our large amount
of plant a t least partially, and preserve a, fair number of our best
skilled staff.
INKS

Lithographic and printing inks of different sorts for the various
processes and of a large number of colours formed a considerable
item of stores supply, practically all of which had to be imported.
The tota1,amount of printing inks used during the war was approximately 29 tons in the Survey of India alone. Supply was made to
military survey units of approximately a like amount.
2. Black drawing ink normally was of the variety that is
supplied in stick form and mixed by rubbing up with water, except
in No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party where ready mixed waterproof ink
was widely used. Military units and to some extent civil units
other than No. 18 Party used the ready mixed ( bottled ) type
during the war.
Coloured "inks" had also usually been mixed from dry water
colours, except in No. 18 Party. Bottled inks of various colours
were also used much more widely during the war. They are, however, apt to "run" more than water colours on indifferent paper
and had therefore to be used with caution. See Paper.
INSTRUMENTS

Before the war, aLl iilstruments and nearly all equipment
( tents beuig a major exception ) used by the Survey of India were

obtained through or manufactured by the Mathematical Instrument
Office, a part of the Department's headquarter offices in Calcutta.
High precision instruments such as theodolites and levels were not
manufactured in India though their manufacture was being considered. Compmses and binoculam began to be manufactured
early in the war and it was a curious paradox that soon after binoculars were removed from the "Survey of India supply" list and
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placed on the "Ordnance supply list", the M.I.O. began to supply
binoculars to the Ordnance Department.
This question is discussed in more detail under the headings
Mathematical Instrument Ofice and Stores. See also Chapter 11.
2. The instruments used by the Survey of India and hence by
military survey units formed from its resources differed in type
fiom those used by units based on U.K. Ours were designed to
meet the special needs of India and Indian survey methods, theirs
to meet the needs of their methods. It was not always easy to
reconcile discrepancies in this respect and both British and Indian
survey personnel had to accustom themselves to working with
unfamiliar instruments at times, or to adapt methods to the instruments available. See Plane-tabling.

3. Theodolites and levels were our shortage throughout the
war, particularly the former. Modern survey technique requires
the use of glass arc theodolites for speed and accuracy ; these were
a t a premium in India, the Survey of India possessing a number
of Wild ( Swiss made ) theodolites, many of them very old, but few
of the modern British standard glass arc instruments, the "Tavistock
Thanks to the co-operation of the War Office, our deficiency
in respect of these instruments was made good. See Theodolites.
Other instruments were mostly manufactured in India during
the war, including drawing instruments. The Hunter Short Bme,
an Indian innovation, has been mentioned separately. The "M.I.O.
stereoscope " waa in common use in the Eastern Theatre throughout
the war.

".

INTERNATIONAL ( 1/M ) SERIES

This 1/1,000,000 geographical map series was in process of
superseding the older India and Adjacent Countries Series of the
' lay-out wm
Survey of India when the war started. Its 4Ox 6
followed in all l/M maps produced during the war, though the map
design did not always follow the original design laid down by the
International convention that initiated it. There is more detail
about this under the headings India and Adjacent Countriu Map
series and Map Policy.
2. When the question of international air charts aroee (see
Aeronautiml Charts ) the Survey of India advocated adherence to
the International map lay-out system for these charts, and to the
International projection. We had for many years been produoing
mneutical maps on this system, approved by the R.A.F. Most
of the rsronautical mapa of the war were laid out on this eystem,
in In&.
India waa one of the few countries that had really produced considerable numbera of maps on the International eystem
and it wrss reluotant to see this system, proven by time, being
scrapped.
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INVAR

Invar is a metal with very low coefficiant of expansion and is
consequantly used for very exact measurement of length, particularly in areas where tllero is a great range in temperature. It is
much more expensive than steel and less robust and its use is therefore confined to special jobs. I t s use in Hunter Short Bases adds
considerably to the accuracy of triangulatiolls onlanating therefrom.
IRAN

During the 1914-18 war the Survey of India had survey
parties in various parts of IrBn ( Persia ). There were some halfinch maps of these areas, much out-of-date in 1939 ; there was a
quarter-inch series covering the whole country, mostly from information of an "exploration" nature and of course our geographical
maps on 1/M and 1/2,000,000 (1/2M ) scales covered this country.
Shortly before the war responsibility for areas west of longitude
48" East had been handed over t o the War Office.
In 1942 Mid-east assumed responsibility as far east as longitude
54" ( about the middle of IrBn ) and in 1943 still further east to 60"
thus taking over practically the whole of IrBn.
2. Early in the war in Indian force was sent t o 'IrBq/IrBn and
a number of maps of western Iran were called for ; existing fair
originals were corrected up to date from any information available
before being republished, interim supply being made from such
stocks as were stored on our shelves. Copies of our originals sent
to the War Office were also obtained from them and corrected so
far as their and our information went.
When inilitary survey units went to that area, they gradually
took over the publication of maps required by the Force.
3. Up t o 1943, when most of the Indian Survey units were
withdrawn from the Paiforce area, they had carried out a considerable amount of triangulation and inapping work in western Irgn
as well as in 'IrLq ; this is mentioiled nndor t h e heading- 'lriiq.
Some ground and air survey was done in eastern Irgn on the
BaluchistRn border by ,z Survey of India unit in co-operation with
a military unit based on India and a triangulation connection was
made in 1944 between Paiforce and India. These are mentioned in
more detail under Baluchistin.
'IRAQ

Until shortly before tho war the Survey of India had been
publishing maps of 'IrBq on quarter-inch scale and on geographical
scales ; much of the information in these maps had been obtained
from surveys inade by Survey of India units in the 1914-18 war.
A aurvey department had been formed by the 'IrBq Government
which wm headed by an ex-Survey of India officer, Mr. A. J. Booth
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and some Survey of India personnel had been employed in it as
instructors.
Responsibility west of 48" East Longitude having been transferred to the War Office just before the war, the Survey of India
was in a little difficulty in providing maps for the troops first sent
t o 'Iriiq from India ; this was corrected by transfer of materialback
from the War Office as time went on and eventually the military
survey units sent from India took over practically all responsibility.
These were gradually replaced by Mid-east units and by 1943 practically all Indian units had been withdrawn for service in the Eastern
Thatre. See Military Survey Units.
2. At a conference in Cairo in March, 1940 attended by the
Director, Frontier Circle ( Chapter V, 59 ) Survey of India commitments in 'Iriiq were decided and a map policy framed that would fit in
with M i d - e ~ ;t in the end, the Survey of India as such had little to do
with map-making in 'hBq though most of the work up to 1943 was
done by military survey units formed almost entirely from Survey
of India resources, working for the most part under the order of
Mid-east.
The first units formed by the Survey of India, No. 1 Bield
Survey H.Q. and No. 1 Field Survey Company, went to 'IrBq early
in 1941 and were followed by Nos. 2 and 4 H.Q. and Companies
besides one extra drawing section, one map supply section and one
survey park section ( whose business was to hold reserve instruments
and stores ). Each company had a map reproduction section with
rotary printing machine and ancillary equipment and by the middle
of 1942 a strong survey and map publication organization was
functioning that was continually being reinforced by and eventually
almost completely replaced by British units from Mid-east, to enable
Indian units to move eastwards as the Japanese war developed.
See also Chapter VII 100, VIII, 103.
3. During their time in 'IrLq/IrLn the Indian Survey Companies
surveyed or revised about 120,000 square miles in 'IrBq and over
100,000 in Triin, on quarter-inch and 1/100,000 scales by ground
aurvey methods ( plane-tabling ) ; they mapped about 4,500 square
miles from air photographs on the l/li0,000 and 1/25,000 scales.
To enable the above surveys to bo carried out, triangulation
of an accuracy approximating that of our Intlian topographical
triangulation supplemcntecl in the flat desert areas by Hunter Short
Base traverse was carried out over the whole area of survey.
Work was carried out in areas varying from sea level to 10,000
feet above it, in temperatures varying from 127" to zero degrees
Fahrenheit. Out-turns in ground survey reached such high figuraq
ae 600 miles per month on quarter-inch work and 100 on 1/100,000
work.
The work carried out by the survey units of Paiforce and
Tenth Army, up to the time most Survey of India personnel had
been withdrawn, ia described in detail in the report by Colonel
(3. F. Heaney, who wns the senior Survey of India officer employed
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in 'IrBq, entitled "Report of the Work of Survey Service with
British Troops, 'IrBq, Tenth Army and Persia-'IrBq Force
4. The 'IrBq survey had carried out some first quality triangulation in parts of 'IrLq and established a very accurate base near
BaghdLd ; it had also carried out a considerable amount of topographical triangulation in various parts of the country. I n the
1914-18 war, the Survey of India had also carried out a large
amount of triangulation in 'IrBq and western Ir5n ; work had not
been co-ordinated and t o a s i s t in doing so, a n Upper Subordinate
Officer of the Survey of India of considerable computing ability
was sent t o Baghdiid in 1940, having been briefed from India in the
light of Survey of India adjustment methods. This o6cer's main
task was to obtain common points between the geodetic trianguletion fixed by the 'IrBq Survey Department and the old Survey of
India work to enable the two triangulations t o be brought into
the same terms.
Officers representing the Survey of India and Mid-east also met
in BaghdLd a t this time to discuss geodetic and triangulation
adjustment problems.
Final adjustment of this triangulation was carried out in India
and results coinmunicated to 'Irgq. The work ca,rried out by the
Survey of India in IrBn ( P e r s i a ) in the 1914-18 war though
serving its purpose a t the time was found to be so disjointed and
of such low quality as t o be useless for the much more accurate
surveys of 1941-42.
The triangulation connection between IrBn and India referred
to under Baluchistiin connected 'IrLq and India geodetically, the
western IrBn triangulation being in terms of the 'IrBq primary
triangulation. The discrepancy* was not so great as could be
expected considering that the two couiltries based their work on
different assumptions for the spheroid ; it was not sufficient seriously
to embarass map users on the map scale available, namely quarterinch. See a.lso Spheroids, War Research Institute.

".

IRRIGATION SURVEYS

A nuinber of surveys to initiate irrigation projects in conllection
with "grow more food " and post-war reconstruction were undertaken during the war and immediately after it ; some of these were
in connection with projects involving hydro-electric power or flood
control or both. They are mentioned under P~ojeclsor the particular project concerned.
111 most cases sl~ecittlmethods had to be devised to meet
requirements with a ininimum of personnel and instruments.
.
- - --. -- --- -- ----. * If the roeulta of tho Irun work arc cxprevsod in terms of Clarke 1880 Sphoroicl
I

m keeping wlth most of tho Mid-cast 'rriar~gulntion and are baaed on triangulation in
'Iriq origin terms, the co-ordinates of ~tationaclose to tho meridian of 60" E which
chosen aa the d~viding11ne botween the area of moppillg reaponeibility of Midand Indin differ from their valuaq in term8 of the published Indian triangulation
Pamphlob by 1- 12'. 1 in latitude nnd - 4 ".4 in longitude ( in the same Indian Minue
trend ).
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I.U.L. ( INDIAN UNATTACHED LIST )
See Indian Army.
KARAM

The lcaram is a unit of length used in northern India that
varies in different places. I n the North-West Frontier Province
( HazBra ) it is 44 feet and in the Punjab ( Kulu ) 54 feet.
KEY LEAVE

I n the latter part of the war leave out of India waa granted
to key civil personnel to refresh them before undertaking post-war
reconstruction problems. The various types of leave and their
problems are discussed under the heading Leave.

"KhalBsi" is the juniormost rank in the Inferior Service of
the Survey of India ; the term is used broadly to include all field
staff of the Inferior Service. See Inferior Service.

KHO JAK
The Khojak Pass through the Khwaja Amran Range is the
main artery between Quetta in BeluchistBn and KandahBr in
AfghFinistBn. Up-to-date surveys of this area were required by
Western District in 1940 and executed by No. 1 Indian Field Survey
Company, see Ba.luchi~t6n.
KOSI

The Kosi is a large and very turbulent tributary of the Ganges
River that drains the southern slopes of some of the highest Himiilayas through NepAl, indeed one of its branches, the Arun, drains also
the north slopes of Mt. Everevt and breaks through the Himdayan
chain east of that mountain. The eastern part of the province
of Bihiir way liable to very serious floods and devastation when this
river was in flood due to melting snows and the danger extended
far down the Ganges into Bengal.
Thc project to control these floods by the building of a huge
dam across tho Kosi a t its exit from the Ncpzl hills, coupled with
auxiliary hydel and irrigation schemes, was ( except perhaps for the
Tista Project) the biggest with which tjhe Survey of India wt~q
concerned during and immecliatoly after the war ; it was initiatcd
late in the war ancl a small party, accoptable to the Ncp:?lauthorities,
wee sent into that country to make the preliminary Rlirveys for the
dam on the ground, Messrs. Indian Air Survey and Transport
taking a large number of photographs under our charter with them
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from which t o make more detailed examination of the possible
sites and to make more detailed and leisurely surveys. A photographic programme covering several seasons was also planned t o
cover the plains area into which the Kosi expanded and flooded.
2. From a ground survey point of view, the major problem
was to devise methods for carrying out the survey of the plains
area ( about 6,000 square miles ) with maximum speed a t minimum
cost; maps on the scale 4 inches to a mile were required by the
irrigation authorities which must show the general trend of contours
as well as reasonably accurate details of major obstructions t o the
lay-out of canals and flood by-passes.
Trained personnel wore short not only because ma.ny were still
in military employ but because there were many other irrigation
projects of similar nature, even though smaller or of lower priority,
requiring attention ; instruments were similarly short.
It became necessary therefore to convert one of our training
parties a t Abbottiibiid into an Irrigation Survey Training Party in
which research whs carried out in many pos~ible methods and
officers and men trained in those best suited to the various projects
involved. With the close of the war the whole training organization a t Abbottiibiid ( see Training ), augmented by as many experienced officers as could be made avaiiable, was concentrating on
training personnel for these projects and forming the new civil units
necessary t o get them going. The intention was t o decentralize
to the circles concerned for the actual work, but centralized and
standardized training was first required.
3. The main Kosi project, along with others of similar nature
elsewhere in India, was put in hand in the field season of 1040-47.
The necessity for this and similar projects resulted in practically doubling the pre-war strength of the Survey of India. See
Projech.

KULU
The settlement survey of 280 square miles of this district of
the Punjab was taken up a t the request of that Government in the
field season of 1944-45 by a detachment under the control of the
Frontier Circle. The work was very similar to that carried out in
the Haziira District of the N.W. Frontier Province ; the reasons
for taking up this work in war time and the methods used are
outlined under the heading Haziira.
In the ICulu survey, musavis were plotted on the scale 20 k a r a m
to an inch, in this case about 57 inches to a mile the Punjab karam
being different from the.Haz8ra kamm.
The work was still in progress in 1046.

KURRAM
This small settlement survey work is mentioned under the

heeding Hadra.
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LAMBERT GRID
The map grid used on Indian maps is that based on the Lambert
conical orthomorphic projection ; it was also used on many other
maps series during the war and is particularly suited to areas of
great size east and west in comparison to their size north and south.
It is applicable t o any map no matter on what projection the map
itself is based.
The Survey of India had a very complete set of computation
forms designed for carrying out surveys on this projection as well
as the appropriate tables. Each east-west belt was subdivided
mto sub-belts t o avoid excessive convergence inconvenience. The
grid situation is more fully explained under the heading Grids ;
the Lambert grid as used in India is explained in detail in the Survey
of India Professional Paper "The Lambert Grid for India" and
more briefly in the Survey Service Pocket Book, Part VI.
2. The International aeronautical charts designed by the
United States Army were based on the Lambert projection, called
in America conformal conic projection. See Aeronautical Charts.

LAY-OUT OF MAPS

Thie subject involves the size and shape of map sheets, their
bounding lines (spherical versus grid ), their numbering system
and their marginal information such as symbol tables, ecales and
the like.
It ie discussed under h a d Map Policy.
LEAVE
Members of the Survey of India, including its militray members,
earned and took leave under the Civil Leave Rules. Before the war,
European members seldom took leave in India preferring to accumulate is over several years-admissible under civil rules-and then
enjoy e long leave outside India ; Indian members too seldom took
ehort leave but accumulated it so that they could take a long
&retch of leave a t one time to settle up domestic affairs or pending
their retirement.
It had become almost a habit t o refrain from taking leave
( except caauel leave for e week or ten deys ) for some years e t a
time.
2. This habit became detrimental to health and efficienoy
d d g the war yertra and the Survey of India adopted and encouraged
e policy of sencling everyone possible on leave for not less than one
month per annum ; this policy w a , ~later adopted by the Ooverment
of India.
At the outset, r e found i; very hard to persuade officer8 and
other ranka to avail themselves of leave opportunities ; the leave
of COW
wm debited to their leape accounte and the hebit of
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"saving" leave had become so ingrained that it was difficult to
break. This was partly due to the much greater "overhead costs"
in taking frequent short spells of leave, the civil services not granting
cheap railway rates as did the army, except in a few cases.
Towards the end of the war, however, when officers and othere
had come to realize the advantages of annual leave, one of the big
problems of the administrative offices of the Department was the
leave roster ; to fit all in a t the time most suited to them while
still interfering with work to a minimum.
The results of our policy, however, fully justified it ; we had
remarkably little sickness, considering the long hours of exaoting
work put in by all ranks.
3. In the earlier years of the war, officers in civil employ were
not allowed to take leave out of India, partly because of shortage
of transport partly because of the time involved ; few civil officer
had " leave reserve " strength. Leave almost invariably meant someone left behind doubling up on his duties. I n the Survey of India,
containing a number of European military officers, the military war
leave rules which allowed short visits to U.K. mostly by air, and
"free" of transport cost to the individual, caused some dissatisfaotion and jealousy ; the introduction by the Government of India
of its "Key Leave" scheme did much to allay this, allowing as it
did a proportion of each civil department to enjoy 4 months leave
in U.K. with a priority passage to and from. A number of Survey
of India officers were able to take advantage of this scheme.
Survey of India officers in military employ were able t o take
advantage of the military "Li1op"-leave
in lieu of "Python" ;
tho latter term merely meant repatriation to U.K. after a given
number of years service outside U.K. There was some oontroveray
whether Survey of India officers were entitled to be repatriated, and
hence to take Lilop ( unless they relinquished their lien on a civil
appointment which they in fact held throughout their service in
military employ ), but in the end it was possible t o work out
cases satisfactorily.
Those availing of Lilop under army rules did, however, "score"
off their confreres who happened to be in the Survey of India
proper for the time being in that they got free passage to U.K. end
back, whereas those in the Department did not. As far as possible,
we tried to let officers in military employ enjoy their Lilop before
returning to the Department.
4. Another difficulty was "War Leave". Officere and men
leaving the army for repatriation to India were entitled to war
leave, based on their length of service in the army ; according to
army rulee, this leeve must be taken before rejoining their civil
appointments. There was naturally much reluctanoe to return to
civil duty without first availing of this special grant of leave end
this led to the Survey of India being ehort-hrtnded juat when the
hemieat work wm bnilding up.
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"Deferred Leave" was suggested t o the Government of India
and the Army by the Surveyor General ; this was eventually
approved.
6. There were various other complications in connection with
leave particularly in respect of whether or not leave granted under
military rules was t o be debited to civil leave accounts.
A goodly proportion of our personnel in military employ
seemed t o think that leave granted by military commanders was
"free" leave, not t 6 be debited t o leave accounts, overlooking the
fact that military service was treated as civil service for the purpose
of earning leave under civil rules. Leave granted by military
authorities ( except the equivalent of casual leave ) was debited to
civil accounts but for one or two authorized exceptions where the
intention was to grant "free " leave as part of the terms of service.

LETTER PRESS PRINTING
There were letter press printing sections in the Geodetic Branch
offices a t Dehra Diin and in the Map Publication offices in Calcutta,
the former being the more comprehensive ; during the war it was
decided to dispense with the Calcutta Section and correspondingly
augment the Dehra Diin Section to enable all technical publications
t o be printed a t one place and t o enable a reasonable quantity of
up-to-date machinery, including book-binding machinery, to be
acquired a t least for one section.
A "Monotype" type casting and setting machine had been
purchased shortly before the war, and another was put on order
during the war not only to cope with letter press printing for which
other ~nachinesmight have been more suitable, but to put ourselves
in the position of being able t o cast our own type for hand-typing
names on maps, the art of hand lettering having been almost completely lost in the Department during tho years from 1905 onwards.
There aro further details under Plan1 and Machinery. Soe also
Hand-printing.
2. There had been objections off and on from the Stationery
Department of the Government of India in regard to our possessing
and operating letter press printing plant. During the war it ww
appreoiated that a technical service such as the Survey of India
required its own' printing equipment and staff to deal with ita
technical publications quickly and efficaciously; the more 80
because charts and diagrams had very frequently to be incorporated
in technical publications, that could only be prepered with su5cient
clarity and accuracy by proceases other than letter press printing.
3. A great volume of technical printing waa handled by the
S m e y of h d i a Sections during the war in the shape of Tide-Tabla,
Grid Teblee, Lists of Triangulation Date ( hundreds of thousands
of pointe deeoribed by latitude and longitude or by grid.00-ordine*
or both ), Liste of Bench-Marks, Mathematiml Tables, Star Almaneos,
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Pamphlets recording the results of scientifio research ; and technical
publications or re-publications such as the Survey Service Pocket
Book, Topographical Handbook and so on.
Map footnotes also had to be set up in type to save time in
hand-typing or printing ; it was essential that these be set up in
our own offices under our own control.
The letterpress sections did most valuable work from all points
of view and their reorganization into a single and reasonably modern
section a t Dehra Diin did much to further the Survey of India, and
the Indian, war effort. See Table K.
LEVELLING

India had been covered by a comprehensive network of high
precision levelling and extensions to this network were in progress
in 1939-40. This work mas dropped as war requirements supervened and no precise levelling was carried out during the war years
though programmed for post-war mainly in connection with the
AID Survey work, under which it is mentioned.
2. A large quantity of levelling was, however, carried out for
war purposes mainly in connection with the lay-out of airfields,
factories, arsenals, military barracks and camps and the like. Many
of these works were executed by the Cantonmenls Party under
which heading they are mentioned in more detail ; No. 12 Party
of the Eastern Circle also executed s considerable amount of
work in Assam in connection with the Ledo and neighbouring
bases.
The Military Engineering Services and the P.W.D. also did a
great deal of levelling work, based on Survey of India bench-marks
and control circuits. Levelling data were supplied to these services
through the medium of Survey of India "Levelling Pamphlets",
published over the past many years and in some cases corrected
during the war ; where necessary, manuscript data were supplied.
This was the function of the Geodetic Branch, later the War Research
Institute.
3. Irrigation, hydro-electric and flood control projects during
the later stages of the war and immediately after it also involved a
great deal of secondary and tertiary levelliilg and specially recruited
trainees were taught this subject in the irrigation survey training
units a t Abbottiibiid. See Training.
The precision framework recorded in the Levelling Pamphlets
also formed the basic control for all this work.
Apart froni the Survey of India, many other departilleilts suoh
as the M.E.S., P.W.D. and K.ttilwctys were in great need of levels
after the war ; these itlstruments were therefore in very short supply
and their supply had to bo controlled oentrally.
4. A11 Indian Survuy Coinpanies had levels in their war equipment. These were usually of the split bubble type. During the
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war they had occasional use for them in connection with airfields,
etc. After the war, these became available for civil purposes.
LEVELLING DATA AND PAMPHLETS
See Levelling, Projects, War Research Institute.
LIBRARIES

A comprehensive library of technical books existed in the
Geodetic Branch a t Dehra Diin ; a more general one in the Surveyor
General's Office, mainly in the old offices a t Calcutta. There was
also a small library a t Murree.
A small library of foreign and exploration maps had been
collected in the Geodetic Branch ; this was transferred to the
Geographical Section, General Staff, and greatly augmented by
them after 1942.
2. Up to 1942 there had been no comprehensive library of air
photographs or negatives, though a large number were in existence
in R.A.F. stations, in the Survey of India and in the offices of
Messrs. Indian Air Survey and Transport, Ltd.
During 1942 a central library was set up by the R.A.F. in
New Delhi to which all available photo negatives were sent and
more added as photography proceeded. I.A.S.T. contributed ell
that were available with them, some thousands, mainly of eastern
India and Burma. This was done under the terms of the Survey
of India charter with them, outlined under the heading Indian Air
Survey and Tranaport.
LILOP
Leave in lieu of Python was a military leave scheme mentioned
under Leave.
"Python" was a repatriation scheme for British Service
military personnel ; this affected the Survey of India and is also
mentioned under Leave.
LOWER SUBORDINATE SERVICE
In this service a number of field end office "tradee " was included
m d although not actually a part of the Lower Subordinate Service,

map reproduction trades of corresponding status ( Division 111
personnel ) were similarly organized and on similar though not
identical rates of pay.
Field trades were those of eurveyor ( plane-tabler ), air surveyor,
traverser, leveller, rectangulator, etc., and office trades those of
draftsmen, computer, olerk, etc.
&lap reproduction trades were those of hand press printer,
mechine printer, photographer, negative retoucher, etc.
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No trade pay as such was granted, except a small allowance to
those who were qualified air surveyors. Trade pay was, however,
eventually granted to those in military service, see Trade Pay.
2. Except clerks, men in the Lower Subordinate and Division
I11 Services were not usually very well educated, being selected
rather for their physical toughness and manual dexterity. Lower
subordinates were recruited from much the same sources as the
army recruited their rank and file.
The army ranks granted to men of the Lower Subordinate and
Division I11 services on mobilization are indicated in Table B.
3. Promotion in these services was practically on a time basis
until reasonable experience had been gained, though not rigidly so.
In the higher ranks, promotion was almost entirely by merit.
Army rank was based on civil rank and rate of pay.
A small number of Lower Subordinates gained promotion to
the Upper Subordinate Service and from Division I11 to Division I1
of the map reproduction services.
4. In 1939 there were about 900 Lower Subordinate offioers
and about 300 Division I11 ; in 1945 the respective numbers were
about 1,960 and 525. About 630 of the two services were in
military service in 1946, including "soldier surveyors". See Soldier
fhrveyora and Services.
MACHINERY
This is dealt with mainly under Plant and Machinery and
Stores. There was a vast increase in the machinery of the Survey
of India inst,alled during the war.
MADRAS
The Government of Madras Presidency had for some years
been issuing l-inch maps which, though based on Survey of India
original surveys, were maintained by the local government and
republished by its survey department a t quite frequent intervals.
2. During the war, this government placed its map publication
facilities a t the disposal of the survey services and a considerable
number of maps were published by it both for the Survey of India
and for the Director of Survey ( India ). In all, the Survey Department of Mwdra~printed many thousands of maps.
3. Farming was otherwise little resorted to, owing to other
local governments having only elementary facilities and the trade
being little developed.
See also Southcrn Army, South India Party.
MAGNETIC WORK

A great deal of original magnetic work had been carried out in
India and Burma ( described in the various Geodetio Reporte )
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but although observations continued to be made in the magnetic
observatories in D e h Dh,Little repeat field work had been done
and our values were somewhat out-of-date.
The magnetic declination ( later called " variation " see para 4 )
on our maps of India and Burma was deduced from these old
values ; for maps outside India and Burma we relied considerably
on British Admiralty information and in later years on information
from Australia.
2. The latter information indicated that there were anomalies
in our values and in 1943 a repeat field programme of observation
was carried out, mainly in eastern and southern India, which enabled
us to adjust our values a t least in those areas to conform closely
with Admiralty and Australian values.
Repeat field programmes were continued thereafter and the
Government of India agreed to include a Magnetic Scientific Officer
in the personnel of the War Research Institute and also to
finance regular repeat programmes in the future. See War Research
Institute.
3. Some magnetic work was also done in connection with the
search for minerals during the war. Certain instruments were
transferred to the Geological Survey of India in this connection.
4. The discrepancy between true north and magnetic north is
properly called t h e magnetic declination, the term variation properly
describing the amount by which the declination varies with time.
I n order to conform to American military practice, however, it
became necessary in the latter part of the war to use the term variation to mean declination. AU our later war maps are therefore
annotated "Magnetic Variation so and so" instead of, as in the
paat, ''Magnetic Declination so and so".

The Mahsnadi River flows eastwards from the highlands of
the Central Provincee through the southern portion of the province
of Orissa and empties into the Bay of Bengal some 200 miles southwest of Calcutta. The control of this river for floods and its utilizetion for irrigation and hydro-electric works was one of the major
post-war recon~tructionprojects in which the Survey of India wm
involved ; apart from surveys for reservoirs and dams, some 2,600
square miles of 4-inch survey was required somewhat on the linea
of the Kosi and Tistu River projects, also mentioned under those
headings. The MahBnndi project had a very high priority in
post-war works and like the Kosi and Tista required special organization end tr~iningto carry it out reasonably cheaply and expeditioualy.
Organization for this project commenced some time before the
war ended. The general set-up of post-war works .is discussed
under the heeding Prqjeck.
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MALAYA
There was a strong survey department in Malaya with headquarters a t Kuala Lumpur, of which Mr. W. I?. N. Bridges was the
Surveyor General. This department devoted considerably more
time to cadastral and revenue matters than did the Survey of India,
but there were excellent maps of a considerable portion of the
Peninsula which, though not designed as military maps, were
gridded. ( Cassini, separate grids for the northern and southern
portions of the Peninsula ). These were on a spherical lay-out, like
Survey of India maps.
There had been little direct liaison between Malaya and India
before the war.
2. When Japanese intervention in the war seemed imminent,
Major H. W. Wright, R.E., Officer-in-charge,Burma Survey Party,
was sent to Malaya and Netherlands East Indies to establish liaison
and ascertain the map and map publication position ; a t the same
time, he reconnoitred the approach to Rangoon via Moulmein from
a survey point of view. See Burma Survey Party.
Early in 1941 a conference was held a t Delhi between Mid-east,
India and Malaya on survey matters, attended by Mr. Bridges. At
this conference map policy was decided and arrangements made
for all possible mutual aid in map publication and other survey
matters, including the exchange of "material" for the preparation
of maps ( see Black Print Originals ) and the training in India of
four officers of the Malaya Survey Department in militasy survey
work as practised in India.
3. Soon afterwards four officers, Messrs. Booth, Bruce, Stubbs
and Greig, arrived in India and spent about six months under
training in military and air survey in RisBlpurIMurree in the Frontier
Circle. They returned to Malaya just after the Japanese had
entered the war and formed military survey units there, only to be
captured with the fall of Singapore.
During 1941, Lt.-Colonel G. W. Gemmell, I.A., was sent on
special duty to Malaya ( Singapore ) to assist the Malayan Survey
Department in organizing military units and military map publication and to discover the latest information on the ma,p and survey
situation there.
4. After the Japs had overrun Malaya, the connection of the
Survey of India with that country was in the preparation of maps,
tide-tables, trig. dats., grid data, adjustment, etc., in preparation
for invasion and re-occupation and finally, in supplying units or
personnel to reinforce existing ini its that wo~ildoperate in that
country.
6. It was with great regret that tho Survey of India learned
that Mr. Bridges who escaped tooJava, on the fall of Singapore was
later lost a t sea, on evacuation from Javn, when the ship in which
he wae travelling was sunk by the Japanese.
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MAP CATALOGUES
The Survey of India map catalogues showed all maps published
by the Survey of India as Government of India maps ; they did not
show maps published for the army, for which separate catalogues
were prepared by the Geographical Section, General Staff. The
former was arranged in standard Survey of India series, the latter
in terms of the military HIND series.
There was also a catalogue prepared by the G.S.G.S. at the
War Office, showing the various series prepared by them.
2. The Survey of India catalogues provided, in themselves, a
very useful atlas of India. Burma had been included originally
but this was dropped with the separation of Burma from India
in 1937.
In the method used before the war, it was very difficult to keep
catalogues up to date in respect of new maps published on topographical scales. For this reason, a new system was evolved and
(I new catalogue published in 1945.
This catalogue contained a
single index to sheets published on one-inch, half-inch and quarterinch scales, that could readily be reprinted annually or as often as
required.

MAP CLASSIFICATION
Maps not available to the general public had been classified as
"For Official Use Only" ( F.O.U.O. ) like many documents issued
in India. About the start of the war, such documents were reclassified in Britain as "Not to be Published" ( N.T.B.P. ) ; this new
classification was followed by Burma but not by India.
Finally, maps of this nature were classified as "Restricted
See For Oficial Use Only.

".

MAP COSTS
Early in the war it was found impossible to carry out any form
of cost accounting in respect of either drawing or publication.
Map sales were therefore flat-rated, which is discussed under heading
Map 8 a h .

MAP DEPOTS
The main "map depot" of the Survey of India is the Map
Record and Isaue Oflee, which is declcribed under that heading. All
ciroles and some parties also hold stocks of maps, mainly for looel
iasue. During the war, the Frontier Circle held stocks for Northern
Command ( N.W.Army ).
2. Before the war there was a central mobilization map depot
under the control of M.I. 4 a t Army Headquarters, with smaller
depots a t the headquartera of Commands and some Military Districte.
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Maps were replenished when required from the Survey of Indie
M.R.I.O. In the early stages of the war, maps were generally
supplied direct to the troops requiring them either from the M.R.I.O.
or direct from the publishing office. See Map Issues.
With the formation of the Geographical Section, General Staff,
a Central Map Depot was built up in Delhi under its control and
normal procedure was to send the bulk of maps published to this
depot for storage and further distribution. I n some cases, maps
were sent direct from the publishing office to forward military depots.
3. Map distribution and storage in the field was carried out by
Map Supply Sections, military units originally mobilized from
Survey of India personnel, later formed directly by the Director of
Survey ( India ), or by a mixture of Survey of India and non-Survey
of India personnel.
A special improvised section formed in Burm is mentioned
under that heading.
The distribution system is illustrated in Plate I X ( Page 181 ).
MAP DISTRIBUTION

See Map Issues.
MAP DRAWING

See Fair-drawing.
MAP ISSUES

In peace time, map issues involved comparatively large numbers
of different individual sheets but small quantities of each sheet;
the average number of copies printed of each Indian map sheet wm
about 600, as compared with printings during the war running into
many thousands. A completely different system for issue and
distribution of maps was therefore required to meet war demands
and far more storago space was required. The Survey of India,
however, had a t the same time to maintain its peace-time system
of detailed issue to meet the requirements of individual indentors
demanding one copy each of a number of sheets, or even of a single
sheet.
The Map Record and Issue Office of the Survey of India was
well organized to deal with individual issues, not so well organized
to deal with issues in bulk. The military map issue organization
at A.H.Q. and Command H.Q. was in similar state, for forcee
employed in Frontier "shows" and the like were small and maps,
before the war, were not issued on the lavish scale that grew up
during the war.
2. I t had been recognized by the Survey of India that map
i~suein a full scale modern war would be a tremendous problem
and that sstora,ge and transport would present problems of major
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importance-about
30,000 small size maps go t o a ton-but the
real magnitude of the problem had not been recognized.
While the inclusion of Map Supply Sections in our pre-war war
establishments, with a fair amount of transport, did go far to meet
the field distribution problems, they did not meet the bulk storage
and bundling and bulk issue problems.
Pre-war military organization for map distribution was quite
inadequate, as is illustrated by the failure of maps to reach the
troops in Burma ( see Burma ) ; our organization for the handling
of bulk was quite inadequate as forces increased in size. When a
large number of printing machines capable of turning out about
4,000 map sheets per hour are in full action, there is a good deal of
paper about--in store, in the printing office waiting to be printed,
under printing, in the office waiting to be put in map store and
finally in the map store itself. The maps printed by the Survey of
India alone during 1944-45 weighed approximately 750 tons ( excluding " spoils " ) and represented a stack of paper not much less
than a mile high ; the military survey organization in the Eastern
Theatre produced approximately the same volume and weight of
maps.
3. When bulk demands began to become large, starting with
the supply of 'Ir5q and Ir5n maps and later Burma maps, it became
necessary to clear printed maps quickly ; our available storage
could not contain them, nor could the storage available in A.H.Q.
or elsewhere. Maps had therefore to be cleared in bulk to the
forces demanding them. This of course also saved time, but did
make for some difficulty a t the receiving end.
The fonnation in 1944 of the military Central Map Depot at
Delhi besides sub-depots a t other places eased the situation considerably. The Central Depot had storage for about 15,000,000 maps ;
the building of the new Survey of Indin offices a t Hiithibarkala not
only provided a very large amount of storage space for both paper
and maps but also allowcd the old M.R.I.O. storage in Calcutta to
be made available in part for a military sub-depot in that place.
Other storage depots were used in Calcutta both by the Survey
of India and the army, for both paper and finislled maps, partly
t o obtain sufficient space, partly t,o ensure dispersalJagainstbombing.
5 . Before despatch to forward depots, nl;bp.+h i ~ dto bo bundled
or otherwise packed to stand rough transport : this wits rllainly
done a t the Central Map Depot in Delhi maps bcing sent in bulk
to it from the printing oifices in Dehra Dhn, by lorry. An ingellious
scheme of bundling was devised, easily cnrrietl out by map khnlG.y%
which kept maps in good condition in transit while a t the same
time enabling them to be bundled in handreds or other res scribed
nnmhers, and atorccl ready hundletl on thc shclvcs. The method
is known as the "String l!feMod". A core is niade by rolling
about 50 copies of the map as tightly as ~ornibleand to it are
attached t,hree lengtl~sof twine with loops a t a suitable distance,
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learnt by experience. The ends of the twine are fixed t o nails in the
floor to keep it tightly streached. Then a pile of about 400 maps
is placed on the twine in front of t h e core and slid forward over
itself till there is a, tapered edge up which the core can be rolled
eesily and tightly by two men ; these can be followed by more
maps in lots of 100 till a total of about 1,000 is reached, when the
loops in the twine are caught up under the turns on the outside of
the completed bundle and the looso ends ( cut free from the nails )
securely fastened to them. The bundle is then wrapped in waterproof brown paper and stitched up in gunny on which the address
has already been stencilled. Boxing was also used but was more
costly, more bulky and, if anything, less efficient in protecting the
maps from damage. Wood also was in short supply; gunny for
bundling was readily available, and string.
A system of coding was also devised ( with which, however,
the Survey of India had no concern ) t o ensure that secrecy was
maintained while a t the same time the correct maps were placed
aboard any invasion ship.
When there was time, or when an excessive volume of maps was
involved, it was convenient to send all maps to the military Central
Map Depot a t Delhi. In cases where a proportion had to be sent
direct from the Survey of India printing offices to forward depots
or to the troops themselves, bundling had to be done in the Survey
of India office concerned ; space had t o be available for this work.
5. The map issues are detailed in Table J and the distribution
system is illustrated in the diagram facing this page.' ( Plate I X ).
The Survey of India continued to use its normal peace-time
for issues to local Indian indentors,
system, through the M.R.I.O.,
whether for Government Departments or private individuals. See
also Chapter I11 and Map Pu,blication.

MAP LAY-OUT
See Map Policy.

MAP LIBRARIES
See Libraries.

MAP MAINTENANCE
"Mainbining" a map consists in keeping it up t o date not
only in the material included in it but also in style, colours to conform to the latest practice for maps of its type and marginal information like magnetic declination end so on.
This is a very serious difficulty even in p a c e time especially
in arcma that are developing fast, areas that are newly canalized, eto.
In war, i t may present an even greater problem for enemy w o r b
and those of our own f o r c e e m a y be so extensive and so rapidly
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constructed as to make a map even a few weeks out-of-date not only
useless to the troops but a positive danger t o them.
2. Air photographs of course provide the simplest and quickest
means of obtaining information from which to correct an existing
map ; assuming reasonably well trained air survey personnel they
also provide the simplest means of applying the new information
to the map. By whatever means the information is obtained and
applied to the map records, however, it still remains to republish
the map which may involve complete ra-photography with all the
attendant tasks and must involve a complete reprint in the full
number of colours decided upon-usually though not always implying passing through the printing machines once for each colour.
( Multi-colour machines of course obviate this to some extent ).
Whether corrections are applied to the fair original ( involving
complete re-photography ) or to the photographic negatives or to
the zinc printing plates themselves depends on the volume of the
corrections, the time available and the s l d l of the men trained to
work on glass or zinc as the case may be.. Each case has to be
decided on its merits.
Fortunately, considerable thought had been given to this
problem very shortly before the war and we were better equipped
to deal with it than we might otherwise have been.
It was because of this problem that a decision had been made
to publish our standard maps in black and brown only, a t least
for some time, to catch up on outstanding maintenance necessities.
( Bee Map Policy ).
3. There is an attendant problem to map maintenance, that of
ensuring that all troops are using the same map ; that is, if a new
edition incorporating late information has been issued, that all
troops not only have it, but are in fact using it.
In the 1914-18 war, "appliqu6 slips" were frequently issued,
covering sections of a map that had been revised ; they were intended
to be pasted on-some were and some were not, with resulting
confusion in orders tm well as map reading as such. These were
seldom used during the 1939-45 war ; instead, a completely new
map was prepared which was one of the reasons why so much map
printing was required. This, however, is an essential in a war of
global magnitude, and it is equally essential that each map shall
have clearly marked upon what edition it is and that it shell be
made clear to all troops what edition they are required to use.
Furthermore, it had to be possible for identicul maps to be
prepared ( m y ) in America, Britain, Mid-east and India, ; to achieve
thb, what were called "Blaok Print Originals " ( B.P.0'8. ) Were
exohmged between the various oountries, being initiated by the
country initiating the new edition. Thie enabled troops from
b r k a to arrive in a theatre equipped with preaieely the
mapa that were p
d by Indian troops and may have been
initiated in India.
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B.P.09s. were merely clean black prints on very good quality
paper, from which photographic negatives could be made end
applied to zinc in the usual way. I n some cases, film was used
instead of paper, but for a long time film w a s , i n short supply.
See Black Print Originals.
4. Except very early in the war, the Survey of India, was little
concerned with collecting information for maintaining maps outside
India's borders or in eastern or southern India this task being
performed by the military survey units concerned and in the case
of operational maps applied to new editions on the spot ; in the
case of long-term mapping projects, the information was supplied
to the Department by the G.S.G.S., sometimes in tho form of
compilations ready for final fair-drawing, or even for photography
as they stood.
Information continued to be collected in India for maps in
other than operational areas, though there was little opportunity t o
apply it except in special areas of military or post-war reconstruction importance.
A considerable maintenance task awaited the Survey of India
at the end of the war, that will take many years t o complete.

MAP PAPER
See Paper.

MAP POLICY
Map and survey policy are of course intimately connected ;
no specific discussion of the latter has been made except what will
be found in Air Survey, Grids, Plane-tubling and Triangulation.
2. Map and to some extent survey policy was laid down in
1906 following the recom~nendationsof a strong committee that
aasembled in India in 1905, made up of senior representatives of
the Government of India, the Army in India, the Survey of India
and the Ordnance Survey of Britain. The policy then framed was
followed with relatively minor modifications until the 1939-1945
war and when that war broke out, India and also Burma were
reasonably well covered with post-1905 topographical maps on
1-inch, 4-inch and $-inch scales-though these were more out-ofdate than the original policy envisaged, due to financial stringencies
from time to time-and also with good series of maps on the geographical scales of 111 Million and 112 Million. There were a180 many
town guide maps on various scales from 1/25,000 ( about 24-inch )
to 6-inch and a number of "Radius and Manaeuvre" maps mostly
for military trnining purposes.
These maps had been prepared mostly from plane-table surveya
bmed on triangulation or traverse, in turn based on very high
recision geodetic triangulation ; in some special cases and on the
K.W. Frontier particularly, the maps had been prepared from air
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surveys baaed on whatever trigonomotrical or other control was
possible in the area concerned, or desirable for the purpose concerned.
There was no special military map series as such. See para 4.
Maps had also been compiled on &inch and geographical scales,
following standard Survey of India layout, colouring, etc., of
AfghBnistBn, IrBn and 'IrBq and geographical maps covered Ceylon.
See Afghiinistdn, etc.
3. Before 1905, maps had been mainly in black only and
hachured instead of contoured ; sheet sizes in the l-inch ( the main
standard ) series were also somewhat unwieldy, covering i0 north
and south by 4" east and west.
After 1905, all maps were required to be contoured, all were
in a number of colours and all were approximately t o the same size
on scales between l-inch and 111 Million ; thus the l-inch maps
covered $OX f O , the a-inch l o xlo ( hence their name, "Degree
Sheets" ) and so on ; except that after the Carte Internationale
du Monde ( International Series ) on 1/M scale was introduced in
1913 this series, following the layout prescribed internationally,
covered 4' x 6" and the other geographical series, 1/2M, conformed
in size being 8" x 12".
The topographical and the 1/M I. and A.C. maps were thus
about 24 x 19 inches in size, while the other two series were about
3 4 x 22 inches, including marginal information in both cases.
Marginal information consisted of symbols tables, height tables,
scales, footnotes, eta. Samples of maps are in the pocket a t the
end of the book.
The maps were laid out on spherical sheet lines of course and
were numbered on an arbitrary system in the case of the topographical and I. and A.C. series, and on the international system
in the case of the Carte Internationale du Monde ; see India
and Adjment Countries Series and International Series, and
Chapter 111.
4. As mentioned in paragraph 2, maps were somewhat out-ofdate before the war and much consideration had been given to the
problem of mainta,ining them, see Map Maintenance ; furthermore,
nearly one quarter of India still remained to be covered by post-1905
surveys though old style maps existed of this area. It was therefore
decided in 1938 to reduce the number of map series produced by
dropping the I. and A.C. series in favour of the International, instead
of keeping both up and by dropping the +-inch series except where
the 1-inch did not exist ; and it was also decided to limit colours
to black and brown only ( plus blue in certain c u e s ) until we could
catch up with maintenance ; as explained undcr Fair-drawing our
drawing system lent itself well to this economy of time.
Maps in areas of military importance were gn'dded but the
majority of maps were not, see Clrida. Fow maps had been made
ab initio in grid terms, however, except for purposes of training h
military e w e y methods.
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5. It will be noticed that some maps were on inch scales and
others on natural scales ; and that the numbering of Survey of India
maps was based on the obsolescent I. and A.C. system instead of
the newer International system. A change to natural scales throughout had been considered from time to time and also a change in
numbering to conform to the International numbering ; the problems
in doing so were, however, of such magnitude that they were
difficult to face even in peace and in war i t was quite out of the
question to do so. See Map Scales, I~zdiaand Adjacent Countries
Series.
The 1/25,000 scale was frequently used for town guide and
similar maps and was the normal scale for military surveys where a
scale larger than 1-inch was required.
6. The policy outlined above changed little during the war so
far as Survey of India maps were concerned except that, a s drawing
power and publication power increased, so the " black and brown
only " policy was abandoned and maps were produced in more and
more colours, though not so inany as pre-war ; and all maps published
were gridded a t the out set.
The Survey of India International Series was allowed t o follow
army changes in policy and one particularly pleasing map resulted,
see map in pocket'at end of book ; some, however, were terrible as
were many of our own blaclc and brown. I11 all maps specially
prepared for the army, their requirements were followed ; a new
series prepared for them, Hind 5001 which is an air approach
as well as ground communications n ~ a psho~zldbe a useful addition
to the Survey of India stanclard series. This map is on the scale
of 1/500,000 and is very boldly drawn with relatively little detail
shown and hence is readily readable from the air or in a moving
vehicle.
7. At a coilference in Cairo in 1940, i t was decided to lay out
the maps of 'Irlq and western Iriin, then under survey by military
survcy units, on grid bounding lines instead of spherical. This
policy has advantages but, particularly on the smaller scales, has
obvious disadvantages and eventually WRH dropped in favour of
spherical bounding lines followed in 'Ira,q/Iriin nnd elsewhere for
tho remainder of the war except for very large scalo battle maps.
A number of diEerent fhrcign map series were republished by
the Survey of India during tlie war, me Map Publication, IfdoChinu, etc. nnd Hind Series. Tl~esewere published to military
specifications and policy, the major rcporcussions on the Survey of
India being the very llettvy drawing and solnotimes photographic
work required, and tho computat~ionsto apply our own grids and
convert longitudes to (:rcc!nwicll and degree tertns from Paris and
grade terms.
8. Post-war map policy had not been decided up to 1946 but
geological and other recon3truction activity suggested that, a t least
in a good part of I n d i ~ larger
,
soales than in the p ~ s would
t
be
required. See Projects.
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MAP PUBLICATION
The bulk of map publication in the Survey of India had been
done in the Map Publication Office, part of the headquarter offices
of the Department a t Calcutta. A relatively small amount wm
done in the Photo-Zinco Office a t Dehra Diin under the control of
the Director, Geodetic Branch and still smaller amounts were done
in No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party and "E" Company of the Frontier
Circle, mainly to meet local requirements.
This picture changed considerably during the war, the main
map publication office moving to HBthibarkala ( Dehra Diin ) while
still retaining the old office a t Calcutta, the Geodetic Branch P.Z.O.
being greatly expanded and the reproduction sections of 18 Party
and "E" Company being amalgamated into a considerably more
powerful unit a t Murree.
The development of the main map publication office as such is
described under the following heading, Map Pziblication Circle ; the
expansion of the other offices under Geodetic Branch and Air Survey
Party.
2. The majority of maps were produced by the photo-zinco
process, the vandyke process, however, being used for a number
of non-standard series maps, where cheapness was more important
than high quality. Lithography on stone was no longer used except
in the Army Section of No. 6 Drawing Office a t Simla which, however, printed only special maps for the army, no standard Survey of
India maps or civil maps.
Nearly all photography was on wet plates, room cameras being
mainly used though some portable cameras were also in use ; we
had no automatic scaling cameras such as the "Monotypo" camera,
scaling being done by measurement with paper strips. At the end
of the war, however, a Monotype camera was on order, for Htithibarkala. Film was usecl, mainly in No. 18 Party, for special work,
panchromatic clry plates only to a very small extent.
Duffing on glass negatives duplicated by the powder process
was heavily relied on for colour separation, which was oonsequently
slow ; this was our main bottleneck in maintaining maps and hence
one of the main reasons for acloptirlg the black and brown policy
mentioned in the prececling heading Map Policy. See also Map
Jlaintenance. Drawing on ~oparateoriginals was in use to some
extent but paper distortion made difficulty ; drawing on metal had
so far not proved satisfactory. See Fair-drawing. For some series,
glaas negatives were kept "standing" but our supply of glass wtEe
not very large, nor was our storage for it. Zino plates similarly
were kept "st'anding" for certain maps but these were not very
satisfactory whero heavy orders for reprints were received, aa in
the war. A single plate will stand only a lirnited number of pulls
from it.
Much of our war reprint work had therefore to be done ab initio
by re-photographing paper originals.
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3. At the start of the war, the Survey of India had no automaticfeed printing machines, though five were on order, and only six
rotary machines ( hand-feed ) of which four were earmarked for
mobilization on lorries or trailers if necessary ; the balance of our
printing power consisted of ten flatbed presses plus one in the
Army Section.
Runs mere normally small averaging 500 or less, seldom exceeding 1,000 or 1,200 see Table J ; the machinery available was ample
for peace time needs, but was very old and much of i t nearly worn
out. For this reason the five modern machines had been ordered.
We had, however, no men trained in their erection or use.
By the middle of 1945, machine power was as follows :
Auto-feed 2-colour quad-demy
.. 2
Single
..
.. 5
2-colour double-demy
.. 6
Single
..
.. 6
2-colour demy
..
.. 2
..
.. 8
Hand-feed double-demy
Flatbed presses . .
..
.. 4
For further details see Table H.
4. I n 1938-30, the Survey of India ( excluding the Army
Section ) printed 721,000 maps ; in 1944-45, 22,075,000 maps
roughly a thirty times increase. Some statistics are given in
Table J.
Though the Survey of India strength of map reproduction
personnel increased from about 320 in 1939 to about 550 in 1945,
it would have been quite impossible to bring about the huge increase
in map publication without outside trained help. Practically none
was available in India, the map printing trade being little developed,
and i t was therefore necessary to obtain help from Britain in the
shape of British Army personnel, see Cadres ( B.O.R. and Officers ).
These officers and B.O.R.'s not only carried out the erection of
most of our new machinery and operated i t but also trained a
considerable number of Survey of India men in its use. By the
end of the war, the Department was able to sta.nd on its own feet
in the use of modern machinery and equipment.
5. So far as possible, Indian made paper, chemicals, inks and
other materials were used ; even so the majority, except paper, had
to be imported, using a considerable amount of sea transport.
After the first year, however, no paper was imported, all maps
being printed on Indian made papers of bamboo or grass furnish,
mostly tho former, Itnown as "Super-calendered Ahmedabadi"
obtained from Titiigarh near Calcutta. The bamboo came from
the forests of Assam and Eastern Bengal. It has been mentioned
elsewhere that the paper used by the Survey of India alone during
1944-46 represented a stack nearly one mile high. See Map Issues,
Paper.
6. The map publication power of military survey units increased
concurrently with Survey of India expansion, though starting a
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little later. At the outset, practically all map publication had to
be done by tho Department ; gradually more and more was taken
over by the military unit,s both in and out of India. Policy was
for the military units t o deal with immediate operational and shortterm requirements, for the Survey of India to deal with long-term
requirements and large size nlnps and multi-colonr maps besides of
course maps of India itself of the standard series. See Map Policy.
Some "farming" was resorted to, particularly to the Madras
Survey Department which had for some years been producing
topographical maps, based on Survey of India maps, for its administration. See Madras. There was, however, Little other scope for
this because the map printing trade was little developed in India.
Mention of map printing power in neighbouring countries is
made. under Ceylon and Malaya and Burma. The two latter
were of course able to do nothing during most of the war.
7. Peace-time publication procedure was to send plane-table
sections t o Calcutta ( or Dehra Diin ) for photography and preparation of black copies which could be pasted up together to form a
mosaic for re-photography to correct scale for fair-drawing ; fairdrawing " blue-prints " ( cobalt powder dusted on almost colourless
"ink" ) were returned to the units concerned for carrying out the
fair-drawing process. The finished fair originals were returned to
the publication office, usually Calcutta, for final examination to
ensure they followed Departmental rules, etc., correctly ; they were
then again photographed to publication scale, colour separation was
carried out, usually by the duffing method, the various negatives
were helioed on t o zinc, and the zinc plates put through the machines.
Numerous guides, proofs and so on were required. The process
was inevitably very slow and i t was seldom that a map appeared
within 18 months of the time its survey had been completed. See
Fair-drawing.
8. This procedure resulted in accurate and pleasant maps, but
would hardly clo for the rush of war work. Every possible time
saving device had therefore to be employed in the war ; drawing
had t o be quicker and hence bolder ( indeed bold drawing may be
preferred in war ) ; examination had to be quicker and hence less
meticulous ; colour separation had to bo speeded up and hence
"separate originals " used introclucing registration errors, and less
colours used ( making a saving both in separatioil and in printing )
making a less pleasant and easily readable map. The end result
was inevitable that map quality deteriorated.
Deterioration was accentuahcl by the fact that some 150%of
our most experienced officers and men wero transferred to milittsv
employ.
The military survey unit.8 had similar problems ; they had to
get maps out even more quickly than did the Survey of India, for
immediate operational purposes. Military series were therefore
deaigned to take minimum time in publication and their metlloda
developed accordingly.
-
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9. The foregoing paragraph is not intended to guggest t h a t
good work could not be or even was not done ; when time permitted
some very fine work was done, particularly in connection with
colour reproductions required by the Information and Broadcasting
Department, under which heading this work is outlined. The work
for that Department was done partly by the British technicians,
but a large portion of i t was done wholly by Survey of India personnel
under the supervision of Captains Hodkinson and Rowlands, R.E.
( E.C. ).

This work was of the very highest quality and of great difficulty
being the accurate copying in colours of original colour paintings
and sketches. A sample faces t l i s page.
Maps, however, were seldom up to pre-war standards, simply
because of the time factor.
10. I n the early stages of the war, demands for maps were made
by the Director, Frontier Circle or sometimes direct by A.H.Q. and
Air H.Q. on the Director of Map Publication a t Calcutta, the latter
officer deciding whether to publish in Calcutta or in Dehra Diin or
in both places ; maps were despatched direct to the military formation demanding them by the Map Record and Issue Office in Calcutta
or by the equivalent organization of the Geodetic Branch.
When the Geographical Section, General Staff was set up in
1942, all military demands were required to pass through the
Director of Survey ( India ) ; this officer in his capacity as Director
Military Circle of the Survey of India was authorized by the Surveyor
General to make his demands on the Director Map Publication in
the form of a n order to publish, signed by him on behalf of the
Surveyor General.
Special demand forms were devised ( see Green Demanh )
which served the double purpose of an order to publish, giving the
requisite instructions as to number of copies, colours, when required,
etc., and also n voucher acceptable to the audit offices concerned
to authenticate map sales transactions. ( See Mup Sales ).
11. With tho opening of the HtEthibarkala publication ofEces
in Dehra Diin and the move to that place of the Direotor, Map
Publication in 1943 publication procedure became much easier not
only because of the concentration of most of our power in Dehra
Dh-the
P.Z.O. had by this time expanded greatly, apart from
the new offices-but also by reason of the Director, Map Publication being so much closer to Delhi and readily available for
conferences and telephonic discussioi~; the telephone communication
with Calcutta not only was not very good, but the lines were very
congested with military and othor Government traffic.
The Director, Map Publication was responsible for allotting
work to his own Hkthibarkala or CalcutLa offices or to the Geodetic
Branch P.Z.O., according to head of work in the various d i k e s ,
the size and soope of the machinery a t their disposal and where
glass, zinc or paper originale happened to be stored.
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As the ,war progressed, we obtained large quantities of new
glass as well as much increased storage space and hence were able
t o keep much more glass standing, for reprints or correction, than
had been possible in the past ( see para 2 above ).
12. Length of runs greatly increased as the size of forces
increased in the Eastern Theatre ; this is illustrated in Table J.
Our black and brown policy mas abandoned in favour of a limited
number of colours as soon as expansion in plant and personnel
permitted and most of the later maps were in a number of colours ;
colour design was usually fitted to the particular series being dealt
with a t the time and no fixed colour policy developed. The 1/M
series changed colours a number of times, as editions followed one
another.
The handling of printed maps is outlined under Map Issues.
13. I n the later stages of the war, i t became necessary to
divorce the Director, Map Publication from his routine map
publication duties so that he could devote his whole time to planning
production. A special post of Director of Planning ( Maps ),
"D.P.M. ", was created having Director's status and was additional
to the regular post of Director, Map Publication. The planning
staff worked with this Director, the organizational publication staff
with the Director, Map Publication.
14. Other details will be found in Chapters I11 and VI and
VII 89-92, VIII 113-1 16, IX 132, 133, X 149-163 and X I 162-165.
MAP PUBLICATION CIRCLE

Before the war the main publication offices in Calcutta were
called the "Map Publication Office". I have herein called this
directorate a "Circle" because of its great expansion and its dispersion between Calcutta and Dehra Diin, and also the expansion
of other publication "offices " in the Department.
Thie heading should be read with Map Publication and HZthibarkala.
2. At the outset of the war, the Director, Map Publication
had under his control No. 1 Drawing Office, the Photo-Litho Office,
the Map Record and Issue Office, the Engraving Office and the
Nathematical Instrument Office ; the latter was transferred to the
control of the Supply Department in May 1941, see Mathematical
Instrument Ofice.
For some years there had been talk of removing the publication offices from Calcutta to Dehra Diin or some other place nearer
Delhi but this had never been done though the Surveyor General
moved from Calcutta to Delhi in 1939 and his office followed in
1940. The war started therefore, with the Surveyor General in
Delhi and almost its whole publication power and its publication
Director in Calcutta.
3. This was not particularly inconvenient during the early
.stages of the war ; in fact it WMI very convenient during the retreat
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and evacuation in Burma. But from t h a t time onward, it was
extremely inconvenient as map demands increased by leaps and
bounds to have the Director, Map Publication so far away from
Delhi, the Survey of India and military survey headquarters, and
from Dehra Dan, the Geodetic Branch publication office by this
time rivalling Calcutta in size and production.
When Calcutta became subject to dim-outs and then blackouts and time and energy began to be wasted in A.R.P., fire-watching, etc., a move elsewhere, or a second "map factory ", was seriously
discussed between the Surveyor General and the Government of
India. The bombing of Calcutta, though no damage was done to
us, decided it ; we could not afford to have 50% or so of the total
map publication power of India wrecked by a chance bomb.
The development of the new factory is outlined under Hiithibarkah, where the Director moved his headquarters in the latter
part of 1943.
4. It had originally been intended that the Calcutta publication office should move, lock, stock and barrel, to Dehra D a .
In the event, however, the vast increase in map demands and the
recession of the Japanese air threat led us to modify this plan and
to retain the Calcutta o6ces a t or near full strength-towards the
end they were even stronger than before the war-while a t the same
time expanding the P.Z.O. in the Geodetic Branch and building
the new factory a t HLthibarkala. To start off HLthibarkala,
however, and keep it going, a large number of officers and men had
to be transferred from Calcutta ; this caused a considerable administrative problem, see Bengal.
By the end of 1943, map publication potential had very greatly
increased in the Map Publication Circle, which had also been split
into two, each original Calcutta office having been practically
duplicated, except the Engraving Office ; the Circle headquarters
had transferred to Hkthibarkala, and the steel shelving in the
Calcutta M.R.I.O. had been pulled down and was under re-erection
in the much more spacious M.R.I.O. a t Hkthibarkala the resulting
space in Calcutta being utilized by the military survey service for
their map sub-depot.
Expansion in personnel was carried out mainly by recruitment of untrained men and training them ; a few men had been
requisitioned from the trade, but the rates of pay demanded were
SO much higher, skill for skill, than received by our men that we
had to use great caution on this account and indeed it was hard to
find men in the trade, little developed, that were a t all up to tho
standard we required. Shortages were made good by the B.O.R.
Cadre who also provided the supervision necessary to operate the
expanded offices pending training up of sufficient Indian supervisory
staff. The British Officers' Cadre also provided higher supervision.
5. The considerable storage space allowed for in HBthibarkala
dld much to ease difficulties in respect of the g r e ~ tquantities of
paper in particular ( both before and after printing ) and of other
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materials such as chemicals and inks as well. The construction of
13 buildings to house survey and map publication stores in the
Geodetic Branch compound also made a great difference ; being in
Dehra Diin, reserve supplies for both the major publication offices
were thus readily accessible in addition to the current supplies
they could hold in their own storage.
Map storage in the new M.R.I.O. was also considerable (for
about 4,500,000 maps ) and the establishment of the military
Central Map Depot in Delhi in 1942-43 added much to overall map
storage space. Storage depots for both paper and maps were also
established in hired buildings in or near Calcutta, partly under civil,
partly military control.
As explained under the heading Map Issues, paper and map
storage is a problem that is far bigger than is generally appreciated.
6. As the situation demanded, so deputies and assistants were
provided for the ,Director, Map Publication. At the outset, his
only assistant was the Chief Draftsman in Calcutta, in effect rt
publication staff officer. The increase in number of Chief Draftsmen
has been mentioned under t h a t heading ; and also the increase in
Assistant Directors.
When the Director was moved to Dehra Diin, a Deputy Director
took charge of the offices in Calcutta. In the end, a deputy was
also required in Hiithibarkala ; depending on the particular Director,
administration was handled by himself or-by his deputy. It was
never possible to find sufficient officers to allow for two deputies,
one technical and one administrative, as would have been desirable.
Because of the duplication of offices in Calcutta and HBthibarkala and shortage of officers suitable t o take charge of the various
offices, some juggling had to be done with names and classification
of posts.
7 . Colonel 0. Slater ( R.E. ) was Director, Map Publication on
the outbreak of war being succeeded in April 1941 by Colonel
T. M. M. Penney ( R.E. ). Lt.-Colonel G. W. Gemmell I.A. was
placed on special duty and later became Deputy Director, Map Publication when map demands began seriously to expand and when the
Hiithibarkala project began to develop. Colonel Gemmell succeeded
Colonel Penney as Director, Map Publication in 1944 and remained
as Director up to and after 1946. Colonel Gemmell held the fort
in Calcutta while Colonel Penney was organizing the building of
HBthibarkala but soon after was transferred to the new office and
was instrumental in organizing its plant and its personnel, first as
Deputy, then as Director. When towards the end of the war forward planning to make the beat use of resources took on very heavy
weight, Colonel Gemmell was appointed Director of Planning (Maps ).
See Map Publication, 13.

MAP R E C O R D AND ISSUE OFFICE ( M . R . I . O . )
Controlled bv the Director. Map Publication, the M.R.I.O.
occupied a considerable amount of space in the headquarter offices
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at Calcutta where i t had a large but airless and ill lighted storage
room jammed up with steel map racks as well as the necessary
offices for maintenance of registers and the like. There was also a
small map sales office.
The office was under the orders of a Class I officer of the Survey
of India, who was, in effect, our Map Curator.
2. Before the war, map issues were usually in small quantities
of large numbers of different sheets and the office was so organized ;
as the war developed and large numbers of copies of a single sheet
were demanded, storage space became inadequate. Other storage
had to be acquired in Calcutta.
With the building of the new map publication offices a t Hiithibarkala ( Dehra Diin ), however, and the establishment of military
map depots, this situation altered and with the transfer of our main
map holdings from Calcutta to Hiithibarkala, space became available in the M.R.I.O. office in Calcutta and was used for military map
storage and handling.
3. When map issue.3 became heavy a post of Map Curator was
created a t Calcutta in addition t o the post of O.C., M.R.I.O. As
Hiithibarkala expended and took over the nlain map distribution
duties in its new M.R.I.O., the post of Map Clu-ator was up-graded
to Chief Curator and transferred t o HBthibarknla, the old post of
O.C., M.R.I.O. being retained in Calcutta with, however, other
administrative duties at,t,ached to it.
See Map P?Lblicnt.ion Cz'~cleand Htitluibarkaln.

MAP RESPONSIBILITIES
Before the war, the Survey of India was ~:esponsiblefor certain
map series covering Burma on the east and AfghiinistBn, Iran and
'Iraq on the west besides it,s own series.
As thc scope of the war widened, larger responsibilities were
assumed, to cover Siam and Tndo-China and Malaya and Netherhnds Enst lndies ; we also agreed to act as a back-stop for any teslr
tlhat might get bcyoncl the ~meacllof Mid-east, whether through enemy
nction or tliro~lghtheir organizntion being overwhelmed with work.
011 the other hanci, as more troops came to the Eastern theatre
i111tl~norc.~ L I niore
I ~
~llilitarjrmap l~nblicationunits were formed,
tli~ni~lishccl
( t,hough our pnblication increased )
our respo~~~ibilities
for thesc orgi.tnizations tool< over from 11stho publicatio~lof opertitiorlnl and short-term maps, tho survey of lndia directing its
energies to building up long-tern1 map stocks, ~novtlyon the smaller
scnlex.
These point,x a.re dcalt with under the various nppl-opriate
l~eltrlin~s.
P
MAP SALES
Standard Survoy of India rntlps were prioed very roughly in
proportion to publication costs and with a view to recoveling those
costs ; they had, however, to be somewhat arbitrary because meny
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other factors affected overall costs of the publication .offices that
wuld not be foreseen in fixing map prices nor could prices be altered
every little while. No account was taken of the major cost, surveys,
in fixing map prices surveys being regarded as a public service.
Standard maps were sold to the armed forces a t half list price.
Special maps produced for them were charged for a t cost plus 5%.
cost being calculated for both drawing and publication work.
2. At the outset of the war, the procedure outlined above continued to be followed. It soon became evident, however, that it
would be quite impossible for the Survey of India to cost all the
special drawing and publication work done for the army ; we had
not the staff to do so, nor could we keep track of the fluctuating
cost of paper, chemicals, etc. I n many cases materials were supplied
from army sources mixed with civil sources and bills, if any, came
many months after the maps had been published, issued and forgotten. I n the latter part of the war, much plant and machinery
was supplied from army sources, not billed for, and we had no idea
of prices or what the post-war procedure for adjusting debts would be.
Furthermore, sometimes maps were sent a t our expense by
post, freight or lorry ; sometimes army lorries were sent to fetch
them ; sometimes they were sent by rail on qilitary credit nete. As
in other branches of the services, costing became impossible.
3. On the other hand, it was not possible to treat the Survey of
India purely as a "service department" in respect of maps without
completely reorganizing our budget and financial procedure ; and
it was desirable from the army point of view to exercise some
restraint on the volume of demands for maps, which could best be
done by continuing the payment system.
It was therefore decided early in the war to continue the peace
time system as regards standard maps supplied from Survey of
India stock but to "flat-rate" all maps produced to special order by
the army, irrespective of size, colours, scale, quantities of each sheet,
and how delivered to the indentor. By this means, all knew where
they stood financially and the Survey of India was able to budget
to cover the cost of materials, plant, etc., necessary to produce any
number of maps estimated by the army to be required during any
financial year.
At the outset, Annas 8 per map was charged ; this wtls clearly
producing too much revenue as volume of' demands increased and
the flat-rate price was reduced to Annaa 6, which was retained till
the end of the war.
4. The rate was decided annually by the Government of In&
on recommendations by t h e Surveyor General after a review of the
pmvious ymr'e transactions and the estimated transactions during
the next year. Though volume increased in the latter years, 80
did mete and the rate consequently remained a t Annaa 6 per map.
About the end of the war, the whole question was reviewed to
eeoertein whether the Survey of Indie had been makhg e, profit at
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the expense of the British Government, who had supplied much of
the plant and material used in making the maps. The result led us
to believe that the rate of Annas 6 was very close t o correct, but final
results could not be worked out until the method of dealing with
plant, etc., after the war had been decided, not decided u p t o 1946.
See Information and Broadcasting. Nor did we, by 1946, know the
exact value of the plant supplied.
6. Because we were charging for maps, the whole cost of the
B.O.R. Cadre of technicians and also the Officers' Cadre was paid by
the Survey of India. See Cadres. This was billed for by the military accounts authorities fiom time to time. Bills for maps were
submitted quarterly t o the army by the Survey of India. All such
transactions were book transactions except that cash could, if
desired, be paid for maps out of stock. See Green Demands, Map
Publication, 10.

MAP SCALES
Mention of scales has been made under the heading M a p
Policy and in Chapter 111. Survey of India standard topographical
map scales were inch scale, 1-inch, +-inch and &-inch; except for
Cantonment maps and some guide and similar maps, other maps
including geographical were on natural scales.
Maps specially produced for the army were on any scale
demanded by them.
2. Very important factors not always appreciated in considering map scale policy are the size of printing machines and ancillary
equipment and the size of storage racks, etc. To change, for instance, from 1-inch scale t o l/50,000 scale may involve a large
amount of re-machining, rebuilding of storage racks, re-glassing
and re-zincing as well as a complete change in paper sizes, paper
usually being ordered in large sizes so as t o cut economically ( with
the grain the right way round ) for the different maps in vogue.
To change from one scale t o another is not a matter t o be
oonsidered lightly. For this reason, few changes were made during
the war.

MAP SERIES
Map series are discussed under the heading Map Policy and
other relevant headinqs such as HIND Maps and Aeronautical
Charts. See also Chapter 111.
2. Standard Indian series, which also covered Burme and in
the case of $-inch and mallo or scales, 'IrBq, IrBn and AfqhBnistBn,
were the 1-inch, #-inch and f -inch topographical and the 1/1,000,000
and 1/2,000,000 geographical series.
A 1/600.000 series was introduced for military purposes covering parts of India and Burma and various series were published on
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f-inch and similar scales to cover Malaya, Siam and Indo-China.
Maps of N.E.I. on various scales were also published and some of
Ceylon, though t h a t oountry did rnost of its own map publication
and also helped India out. See Ceylon.
A civil aviation series was to be included in India's post-war
responsibilities on 1/M scale, possibly on other scales.
I n 'Iriiq, 1/50,000 and 1/25,000 as well as 1/100,000 series were
established by Paiforce, Survey of India militarized units carrying
out a considerable proportion of the work up t o 1943.
Some map styles a,re illustrated in the pocket a t the end of
this book.

MAP STOCKS
Normal civil stocks were practically exhausted during the war
owing to preoccupation with military map supplies and heavy
demands by the army even in non-operational areas of India, for
training, etc. Their rebuilding was a major factor in post-war
publication programmes, heavily in demand as they became for
reconstruction projects.
It was decided that the $-inch series should be re-established
first as being the best all round utility scale, larger scales being
re-established for special areas as demanded by geological, irrigation,
administrative and other authorities.
2. Heavy stocks of maps were not held for the army after the
first few months of the war. See Map Record a d Issue Ofice and
Central Map Depot, and Map Issues.

MAP SUPPLY SECTIONS
These were military units for which the war establishment was
approved early in the war. Hitherto, there had been no field
tlistribution units as such.
A considerable number of these units were formed wholly or
partly from Survey of India, personnel during the war, whose
business was t o distribute maps to the troops in whose area they
were working. Rmall units, they required little living accommodation but did require considerable space for map storage, sorting
and bundling. The considerable amount of work space required
by technical units is not always appreciated by lay authorities
reaponsible for its allotment.
'L'he original unit strength was 1 officer, 6 map storekeepers
and 14 map khaliisis, with 2 bicycle#, 1 motor cycle and 2 15-cwt,.
t ' r ~ c k s . This was ulight>lyvaried from time to time, but on the
whole worked satisfa.ctorily. The chain of map supply iu illll~t'r~t@d
under M a p IR.PUCR.
111 194fi there were seven Indian Map Srlpyly Seot,ions, see
Table I).
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MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENT OFFICE ( M.I.O. )
The M.I.O. was formed in the very early days of the Survey
of India to deal with repairs and adjustments t o its instruments and
gradually extended its activities to include the procurement and
supply of the majority of instruments and equipment used by the
Department as well as many surveying, mathematical and other
instruments used by other departments, central and provincial.
A large variety of instruments were manufactured in the M.I.O.
and by 1939 the manufacture of binoculars had just been commenced
on a small scale, army type prismatic compasses were being put in
hand and plans for making our own simple theodolites andlevels
were under discussion.
The office and factory were in Calcutta, under the administrative control of the Director, Map Publication.
2. The army had been a big customer of the M.I.O. until 1937
when a change of policy to import from abroad was made, including
importation of spare parts to be stocked a t various arsenals for
repairs. This policy broke down during the war and the M.I.O.
was soon overwhelmed with demands for certain instruments
required by the army that it was in a position to manufacture,
such as binoculars, compasses, certain gun sights, stereoscopes
drawing instruments and the like.
Concurrently, there were very heavy demands by the Survey
of India, busy forming and equipping military survey units. There
were also heavy demands by the Military Engineering Service and
the Public Works Departments in connection with surveys for
airfields, new factories, etc.
3. During 1940, the M.I.O. was reoriented to t r y to cope with
essential deinands as outlilled in the preceding paragraph but i t
was evident that i t was not the function of the Survey of India to
control and administer it in its new r61e, nor could i t do so busy
as it was with its own expansion in purely surveying and map
publication functions.
The M.I.O. was therefore transferred temporari1,y to the control
of the Department of Supply ( Munitions Branch ) in May 1941.
Since the Survey of India was wholly dependent on the R6.I.O.for
most of its instruments and had no other source of supply, certaill
safeguards were incorporated in the transfer agreement.
Details of the work done by the M.I.O. up to March 1941 will
be found in the Survey of India General Reports for 1940 and 1941.
4. The M.I.O. in Calcutta continued to operate under the
Ijepartment of Supply on somewhat similar lines to its traditional
Survey of India functions but farming to the trade of the simpler
instrument3 w i ~ sintroduced, the M.I.O. itself dealing with "pilot
models " and with inspection, es~entialto the Survey of India for
only the M.I.O. officers liar1 the neceqsary knowledge and experience
to ensure tlint iu.struments supplied to us mere up to the requisite
standards of nccumc y.
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A separate aircraft instrument repair organization was built
up in Calcutt,a under the control of Mr. R. C. Malcolm, Superintendent of the M.I.O. and he was instrumental in the design of a
large new factory set up by the Supply Department in Dehra Diin,
concentrating on mass production of certain instrumellts required
by the army. Mr. J. IY. Messinger, who operated this factory,
gave us a great deal of help in testing and repairing instruments
used in our Dehra Diin offices.
5. By the end of the war, the situation had much altered in
that the Survey of India now had a large stores organization of its
own ( see Stores Organization ), the M.I.O. in Calcutta continued
to be available to it, in common with other Government departments, and the new factory in Dehra Diin was always ready to
assist with advice or emergency repairs, etc.
I n consultation with Sir Thomas F. Borwick, c.I.E., D.s.o., I.o.s.,
D.G. Munitions production and Mr. A. Lacamp late of the Survey of
India, now Superintendent M.I.O. under the Depratment of Supply,
i t was agreed that the M.I.O. should be permanently transferred to
theDepartment of Supply and that the Survey of India should set
up a small repair organization of its own in Dehra Diin, under the
control of the Director, Geodetic Branch ; this was approved by
the Government of India and the transfer made in 1946. See also
Chapters VI, 73, VIII, 119 and X, 159.
6. The untimely death in 1944 of Mr. R. C. Malcolm, Superintendent of the M.I.O. for some years before the war and throughout
the war till his death, was a very great loss to the Survey of India
and the Supply Department, as to all instrument users ; it was very
largely due to his vision, knowledge and unflagging energy that the
Mathematical Instrument Office was able t o take hold ns it did of
the war problems confronting i t and expand as i t did into a very
big manufacturing and repair organization of precision instruments.
The Survey of India also owes much to Sir Thomas Borwick
and t o Messrs. Lacamp and Messinger for their continued help and
advice.
MESH

See Grid9 ancl Chapter 111, 32-34.
MID-EAST
Conferences with survey represenbtives of Mid-east were held
in Cairo in 1940 and Delhi in 1941 and 1942 during which policiee
were co-ordinatecl and arrangen~entsmado for mutual co-operation
in emergency. The experience gained by Mid-east before India was
heavily involved in the war was of the utmost vttl~ieto us p ~ r t i cularly in respect of the huge quantities of maps required for moderll
war and i t was due to this experience and the advice and help
given by Mid-eaat that sufficient machinery and stores were available
by 1943 when the really heavy map publication work commenced
in India.
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Throughout the war, map originals either on paper ( Black
Print Originals ) or on film were exchanged between Mid-east and
India so that either could print identical maps for the other, in
emergency ; representative map designs suitable for various types
of country and warfare were also exchanged.
India was a major source of supply of map printing paper for
Mid-east as soon as "S.C. AhmedBbBdi" paper had been fully tried
out and was in full production, see Paper. I n the later part of the
war, Mid-east greatly augmented our stores reserves by transfer
from them, see Stores Organization.
2. Indian Military Survey units sent to 'IrBq came under
Mid-cast orders ( and Tenth Army Paiforce ) and a number of Survey
of India officers were employed in commanding, forming and
training various non-Indian units or personnel.
Survey work carried out in 'IrBq/IrBn has been mentioned
under the heading 'Irdq.
The senior Survey of India officer in Mid-east was Colonel
G. F. Heaney, c.B.E., later Brigadier and Director of Survey
ALFSEA and now Surveyor General of Inclia.

MILITARY CIRCLE
The circumstances leading up to the creation of the Military
Circle of the Survey of India are outlined under the headings
Frontier Circle and 1Military Organization. With its formation,
the Military Circle superseded the Frontier Circle in dealing with
military matters, except training and certain works for Northern
Command ( N.W.Army ).
The Military Circle was formod in 1941-42 more or less concurrently with the formation of the Geographical Section, General
Staff and its Director, Colonel ( later Brigadier ) E. A. Glennie,
o.I.E.,D.s.o., was also Director of Survey ( India ) and head of the
G.S.G.S.
2. The Military Circle continued t o funotion in the offices of
the Frontier Circle ( military wins ) that had been established in
Delhi in 1941 and took over its clerical, etc., personnel ; i t remained
in these offices, close beside those of the Surveyor General in hutments attached to the Temporary Secretariat in Old Delhi, throughout the war. The ( military ) Central Map Depot wag also close
by and the offices of the Director of Survey ( India ) were about
4 miles away, in New Delhi ( see G.S.G.S. ).
The Military Circle controlled the civil side of the Survey Depot
a t Dehrn Dan and thc Stores organization, also a t Dehra D i n .
In his crtpncit,y as Director of Survey, the Director, Military Circle
also controlled the ( military ) Survev Depot, the Central Map
Depot, the G.S.G.S. and ( technically ) such military survey units
were serving in the India Command.
3. The major portion of the Circle's work was t o do with
personnel and stores ; though the details of stores themselves were
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dealt with by the G.S.G.S., the financial side and the organization
as such, being civil, was under Military Circle control. On the
personnel side, there were always many problems to do with pay,
promotion, leave, etc., and the annual increment and promotion
rolls in themselves, for all the hundreds of men in military employ,
were a very big task. See Promotions.
Though military map, etc., policy was framed by the Director,
his G.S.G.S. provided his staff for this purpose ; the Military Circle
did not deal with the technical side of the military survey work.
It did, however, deal with matters like war establishments, terms
of service, etc., t o which there were frequent amendments.
Practically speaking, i t provided the administrative staff and
office for the Director of Survey ( India ).
4. The Military Circle also provided a sort of military office
for the Surveyor General. He relied entirely on Military Circle
records for his information about Survey of India personnel in
military service and for information about what non-Survey of
India personnel might be expected to enter the Department after
the war.
For most of the war the Assistatlt Director of the Circles
( administrative staff officer to the D. Svy. ) was Colonel R. H.
Phillimore, c.I.E., D.s.o., a retired officer of the Royal Engineers
and Survey of India who had spent more than a year early in the
war as b1.1. 4( b ) in Army Headquarters. His wide military and
civil Survey of India experience, as well as his recent army experience
was of the very greatest value to the survey services, military and
civil ; his card index recording every detail of information that
could be obtained about personnel in the military units was of the
utmost value in deciding on promotions and rates of pay and on
whom to accept for post-war employmellt in the Department.
See Documenls.
6 . Demobilization was organized by the Military Circle, though
actually carried out by the Survey Depot, in coilsultation with the
appropriate military authorities and with the Surveyor General.
Further details about the worlr the Circle had to unclertalre are
indicated under headings like Pay, Promotions, Terms of Service,
Survey Depot, etc.
MILITARY EXERCISES

See Chapter I , F r o n t i ~ rCircl~," E" Compccny.

MILITARY ORGANIZATION
Before the 1914-18 war there was no milita,ry survey organization, a4. such, in Inclia. During that war, the military survey
strength of the Survey of India was much disgipated a t the outset
by wholesale transfer8 of its Class I mi1ita.r~officers to non-survey
military duties, many of them being killed or retained permanently
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in non-survey posts ; a considerable number of its Class I1 ( then
"Provincial" ) officers too, who had been in Volunteer Corps or on
the Indian Army Reserve of Officers, were called up to serve in nonsurvey military units.
It was not till about 1916-17 that the campaign in Mesopotamia
showed up the very great importance of having survey personnel,
in organized units, with military forces in the field above all in ( like
IVlesopotarnia ) practically unmapped country. As many officers
as could be found were hastily recalled to survey duties and civil
units, wearing uniform but having only "relative" military rank,
were raised and despatched to Mesopotamia with headquarters in
Baghdgd to set about the triangulation and detail survey of that
country. Later, parties and detachments were also sent to various
parts of Persia and eventually to AfghBnistBn ( 1920 ).
I n 1916, a Field Service Manual was published, detailing the
pay, relative ranks and approximate establishments of Survey of
India units to he employed on military survey works and out,lining
their duties.
The Surveyor General's Office acted as the Survey Depot for
these units, maintained records, etc., and generally functioned as
the base organization.
2. Much consideration was given to the problem inlmediately
after the 1914-18 war and in 1925 a new Survey of India circle,
the Frontier Circle, was formed with headquarters a t Simla along
with a drawing office there ( No. 6 D.O. ), two topographicel-cummilitary training units Nos. "A" and "E" Companies with headquarters a t Murree and Quetta respectively and No. 18 ( Air
Survey Party ) with headquarters a t Murree but functioning in
the winter a t PeshBwar, later RisBlpur.
This circle was required to look after the topographical
surveys of the N.W. Frontier and B ~ l u c h i s t ~and
n some of the
Punjab, Sind and RBjputBna, and also to carry out close liaison
with Army Headquarters, Northern and Western Commands and
the R.A.F., to carry out appropriate military survey training,
prepare war establishments and equipment tables ancl terms of
service for Survey of India personnel to be militarized into these
combatant units ; and to function as the military circle of the
Department, advising and acting for the Surveyor General a3
necessary in military afFa,irs.
The Fronticr Circle was financed like other circles of the
Survey of India, but the army paid a subvention to the Department
in return for which the Department undertook to keep the Frontier
in its semi-military capacity and a130 t,o provide
Circle ftin~t~ionilig
( fully eqliippecl n g regards surveying instruments and equipment )
two Field f3urve.y Companies, two Headquarters and one Survey
Depot. The maintenance of these units in war, and any other
unite that might be required to be raised, were to be financed by
the army.
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3. I n 1939 there was no dissipation of Survey strength, as in
1914 and the first units required in the 1939-45 war were raised
under the organization outlined above. See Military Survey Units.
The Frontier Circle had done a great deal of mapping of transfrontier areas in co-operation with the R.A.F. and a good deal of
military training ; i t maintained lists of volunteers for active
service ( from which the first units were formed ) and i t advised
Army Headquarters ( M.I. ) about Map policy and helped them
obtain and stock maps. I n 1940, the Director, Frontier Circle was
made ex ogicio Director of Survey ( India ).
Details about the pre-war training and mapping and the
events of the early stages of the war will be found under headings
Frontier Circle and Burma.
4. Though by 1941 the Frontier Circle was in effect functioning in two wings, military and civil, i t became evident with the
heavy increase and spread in scope of war commitments that while
a strong survey organization must remain on the N.W. Frontier
t o meet the requirements of Northern Command and training, a
special circle must be formed in addition to organize the general
military picture as i t applied to the Survey of India and to attend
to the many administrative tasks that arose out of the increasing
transfers of Survey of India personnel to military survey units, the
necessity for recasting war establishments, etc., and to organize map
publication activities in liaison with Army Headquarters on the one
hand and the Director of Map Publication, then in Calcutta, on the
other.
The Military Circle with headquarters in Delhi was therefore
formed, about which there is more detail under that heading.
The Director took over the ex oficio duties of Director of
Survey ( India ).
5. The Director of Survey ( India ) was thus relieved of all the
training duties that he had hitherto had, as well as all responsibility
for civil works and works required by Northern Commend ; he was
now free t o concentrate entirely on the organization and administration required to get military survey units formed and to maintain
them, and to organize map publication as required by G.H.Q.
( India ) in consultation with the Director, Map Publication. So
aa to reduce delays to a minimum and avoid double work, he was
authorized by the Surveyor General to issue orders for map publication and to decide priorities on the latter's behalf. He was given
the old Frontier Circle office staff, accustomec~to military regulationa and to dealing with military matters, and was also given
suitable assistants from our Class I military cadre.
6. Though this new organization was a great improvement on
the old, i t was still not enough as commitments still further increased
in 1942 and i t was decided that a aeographical Section, Oeneral
StafS ( a purely military organization not hitherto used in India )
mllet be formed, which was done by the middle of that year and
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was fully functioning by the end of the year, the ex oficio Director.
of Survey ( India ) now becoming officially its head.
With its formation, the question arose to what extent the
Survey of India should still be involved in matters more or less
purely military. It was obvious that, what with organizing the
supply of personnel for military units, carrying out all their training,
looking after their service rights and carrying out a great deal of
military survey and mapping work in its various units and offices,
the Department would still have t o retain its Military Circle t o
organize those functions and advise the Surveyor General on
military matters. It was also obvious t h a t the purely military
organization would have t o have some administrative set-up,
unless the Survey of India did its administration for it. Both ways,
to separate completely meant duplication t o a considerable extent
and the provision of more officers and other staff than we could
find without falling down on promised military commitments.
7. There was some controversy on this point, but i t was eventually decided that the Director, Military Circle should function in
a dual role ; as such, under the orders of the Surveyor General ; as
Director of Survey ( India ) under the orders of the C.G.S. ( Military
Operations Branch ).
The Surveyor General of India had no direct concern with the
G.S.G.S. as such ; indirectly he had, for the Commander-in-Chief
in India was a member of the Government of India and the Surveyor
General was survey adviser to that Government.
8. Under this dual system there were undoubtedly some disadvantages but there were also advantages. Practically no change
in procedure occurred with the formatioli of the Geographical
Section, General Staff a,nd hence minimum upheaval ; this section
dealt with the techilical and operationa.1 side of the picture while
the Military Circle continued to deal with the administrative and
organizaticAal side. The Survey Depot coiitinued to function also
in a dual capscity in looking after the interests of all survey service
men from both military and civil sides and maintaining both military
and civil records ancl documents. See Survey Depot, Military
Circle.
In sum, resources were pooled.
9. This system worlred satisfactorily for the remainder of the
war with only minor cllanges in its organization. The Military
Circle offices remained dongside those of the Surveyor General in
Old Delhi, the G.S.G.S. offices being in the Imperial Record Building
about ct mile from C2.H.Q.in New Delhi. See U.S.U.S. and Military
(lircle.
The Frontiel* Circle continued to carry out all field and air
survey training ~ n duntil
,
very near the end of the war when a map
representative was instslled, all work for N.W. Army ( Northern
Commend ) including map aupplv a,nd stornge. See Frontier Circle,
I I
1 raining and Training Partie,u.
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The Survey Depot continued t o deal with the records of both
soldiers and civilians of the Survey of India and the Storee Organization, under the control of the Director, Military Circle, supplied
survey stores t o both military and civil units, civil financial powers
being pooled with military priority powers in obtaining survey
stores and the G.S.G.S. means of direct communication with the
War Office, who authorized or supplied most of our imported stores.
As regards map publication procedure, see Green Demands,
F a i r Drawilhg and Map Publication.
For air surveys, see Air Survey Party, Air Survey Directorate
and Indian Air Survey and Transport.
MILITARY SURVEY UNITS
The Survey of India had originally undertaken to provide two
Field Survey Headquarters, two Companies and a Survey Depot,
mentioned in more detail under Nilitary Organization and Frontier
Circle.
2. War establishments had been prepared to meet conditions
on the N.W. Frontier of India. When in 1940 i t was agreed that
India should be responsible for forming a total of seven H.Q.six
Companies, two Map Supply Sections and three Survey Park
Sections, for service anywhere required, war establishments had to
be modified and new ones worked out for the Map Supply and
Park sections, not hitherto envisaged ; and a t the same time a Drawing sect.ion was worked out. Transport allotted was in line with
that given to other technical units, with provision for carrying
rotary printing machines and ancillary equipment on M.T. and for
map deliveries.
Later 011, other types of units were raised and war establishments for existing units modified, particularly in respect of headquarters which were made more of s staff and directing type, as
in the British Army ; Indian H.Q. had been designed more as
technical units. See Table D.

3. The Sicrvey Depot, described in more detail under that
heading, was formed a t Risiilpur and lator transferred to Dehra Diin.
The fist units formed ( for 'Iriiq ) were Nos. 1, 2 and 4 Indian
Field Survey H.Q. and Nos. 1, 2 and 4 Indian Field Survey Companies ; these were all formed in Risiilpur wholly from Survey of
India personnel except for a very few such as the Adjt1Q.M. :
by the middle of 1041 No. 1 H.Q. and Company had gone to 'Irhq,
and the remainder as well as a U.D. Surveys headquarters unit
followed them to 'IrLq in the early autumn of 1941. Each of these
compeniev contained a map reproduction section with one mobile
rotary printing machine.
A Map Supply Section, a Drawing Seotion and a Park Section
followed soon after.
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4. Early in 1942, No. 6 H.Q. and Coinapny were raised in
Burma from Survey of India personnel ; a Map Supply Section,
formed in India, was also supplied. The latter was captured by
the Japs ; the former units were reformed a t RLnchi during 1942
a,fter evacuation from Burma. There are more details under Burma
and Burma Survey Party.
By the middle of 1942. No. 3 H.Q.and No. 3 Company were
formed in nucleus in RisLlpur. the full units being under formation.
About the same time, the necessity for special air survey
companies ( as opposed to field companies ) became apparent and
Nos. 5 and 7 Indian Air Survey Coinpanies were formed a t Mussoorie,
and RisBlpur respectively. See Air. Survey Directorate. I n 1944,
these units were transferred to the technical control of the Director
of Survey. 1l t h Army Group and moved t o Harihar in the Southern
Command.
5 . With the formation of the Geographical Section, General.
Slaff and the Military Circle in 1942, responsibility for the actual
formation of units passed to the Director of Survey ( India ), the
Survey of India, however, remaining responsible for the training of
the majority of personnel and supply of a coilsiderable proportion
both to form new units and to maintain oldei. ones.
The total units in existence in 1945 is shown in Table 1). Not
all of these were Indian units but the great majority were, and by
no means all personnel were Survey of India. The Department had,
however, 721 technical Ofticers, Indian Officersand Havildars serving
in these various headquarters and units, besides a considerable
( this figure includes 296 soldier surveyors who
number of 1 . 0 . R . ' ~
though not actually members of the Survey of India were trained
by it though recruited by the army ; recruitment of surveyors by
the Survey of Tndia was discontinued during the war. See SoUier

Surveyors ).
6. Nearly all the L~ldianunitls retrirned from .IrLq/lrLn during
1943. Thereafter they served in eastern and southern India,
Bnrma. Mnlt~~ya,
Sia>m. N.E.I. and Tndo-Chiua ; Survey of India
personnel were represented in all t-lleljecount,ries as we11 as in Ceylon.

T ~ work
P
done by these i ~ n i t ~was
s very diverse. I n 'IrAq end
Irin there w a ~
rn11cI1gl-onntl stir\-ey, mentioned nnder the heading
'Iriiq; after 1943, the accent was Inore on air s ~ l r \ ~ e though
, ~ s , there
was groand survey of different kinds t8hroughont and surveys for
airfields, military hasos ant1 the like increased in the latter part of
tIhe war ; ]nap publicnt,ion work greatly iucre~sedand with it, map
clist,ribnt,ion work. I t is not possible to intlicnto in oi~t~line
the
lnllltjtude of t,nsl<nrlnclertalien \I?; tdlc se\.en lllaill llnits ( Nos. 1-7
(:onlpanio.r ) nnd t l ~ el~en,cl(l~ra~~krs
t8hnt ooiit~.ollodthem, or of t,ho
rn&n.v smaller unit^ listt-d in Table 1) but for those interested.
cletails will be found i~h011tthe elnplojnleilt of all military sUr\rey
units during the war in the official hist'ories boing published by the
War Office, London.
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7. Speaking generally, units were demobilized piecemeal. Up
to August, 1946, Nos. 5 and 6 Companies had been demobilized in
full and No. 3 Company had been transferred t o the control of
D. Svy. ( India )soon after the cessation of hostilities for work on the
big DBmodar Valley project of the Government of India where it
did excellent work; this company was eventually retained as a
military survey unit under the post-war reorganization of the
military survey services. See Demobilization, Projects, and Chapters XI and XII.

MILITARY TRAINING

Pre-war military training has been mentioned under Prontier
Circle and "E " Company.
Apart from some training for post-war reorganization tasks,
all training during the war was designed t o meet war requirements,
and is discussed under Training.
MINIATURE PLANE-TABLING

See Training, Plane-tabling.
MOBILIZATION

Mobilization schemes had been prepared for raising the units
guaranteed before the war for service on the N.W. Frontier ; these
followed normal military practice in working to a time-table and
were drawn up in the standard form.
In the event, they were Little used except to provide an index
of jobs t h a t had to be done, for we mobilized to no fast time plan ;
in effect, we were mobilizing the Survey of India as a whole for war
and the raising of military units was merely incidental to the overall plan.
There was no mobilization scheme for the Department as a
whole-it is very doubtful if one would have been of use for no one
had ever envisaged that the Survey of India would turn practically
its whole effort into war work and double in size while doing so.
See Military Organization, Military Survey Units.
2. The term "mobilization" is in fact a misnomer. I11 the
case of the military units, raising and mobilization were carried out
more or leas concurrently ; in the case of the civil Department,
organization for war was what took place.
MONOTYPE MACHINE

This type setting and casting lnrtchille w a ~
acquired about the
start of the war and wa8 most valuable throughout. Apart from
its use in letter press work ( Letter Press Printing ), it was practically
d rely mainly
impossible t o obtain type founts on which we h ~ to
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for names, etc., on maps ; this machine enabled us t o cast our own.
See Type.
-4 second machine was on order when the war ended.
MOSAIC

" Mosaicing " is used extensively in all mapping work to assemble various field surveys or map compilations within the prescribed
bounding lines of the map to be published, before re-drawing or
photography. Mosaics of air photographs are of course well known
to everyone. Distortions due to ground relief, lens and paper aberrations, tilt, etc., make them unreliable as a
but carefully used
they can be most valuable for certain purposes and were so used in
connection with computing the volume of water that would be impounded by projected dams during the post-war reconstruction
period. See Project3 and also Pnir-drawing and Colnpiled Maps.
MOTOR TRANSPORT

None was held for military units to be raised and almost none
existed in the Survey of India a t the start of the war but was much
expanded during and immediately after the war. See Transport.
MUSAVI

A muszvi is a map sheet of a village or similar cadastral map
series.
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY ( INDIA )

The proposed formation of a N.P.L. in India is mentioned
under the heading War Research Institute.
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES ( N.E.I. )

An officer of the Survey of India ( Major Wright ) visited
N.E.I. during 1940 on a liaison tour to Malaya and ascertained from
the Dutch authorities, who were very helpful, what maps might be
available and what resources. I n 1941 Lt. Colonel Gemmell wag
for some weeks on special duty in Singapore and extended our
lrnowledge of the N.E.I. map situation.
When the S.W. Pacific Command was formed after the fall of
Singapore, a Survey of India Officer, Colonel G . Bomford, was
appointed Deputy Ilirector of Survey for that Command.
2. I n the latter part of the war, certain of the N.E.I. excellent
maps were republished by the Survey of India on demand from the
Director of Survey ( India ). Otherwise the Department had no
contact with that, coiintry ; a few of its personnel, however, served
there in military units after the Allied reoccupation,
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NORTH-WEST A R M Y
This army replaced Northern Command ( India ) early in the
war, headquarters remaining a t Riiwalpincli throughout the war.
'Chis was the one army in the Eastern Theatre that had no military
survey troops, all work for i t being done by the Frontier Circle of
the Survey of India, including map publication from about 1942
onwards. Before then, publication was carried out a t Dehra D i n
and Calcutta as well as in Frontier Circle.
A Command Survey Directorate was formed in 1945 however
with an Assist.ant Director of Survey in charge, to filter demands
for surveys and maps.
Until the formation of the Military Directorate and G.S.G.S.,
units were raised under the orders of the Director, Frontier Circle
( later Military Circle ) of the Survey of India who was responsible
for supplying personnel and technical equipment and stores ; a few
personnel came from army sources, looked after by the Survey
Depot ; once units had been formed, they came under the orders
of the local military Area Commander.
I n the case of later units, personnel was " milit,arizedH into
the Survey Depot and thence transferred to the units under formation ( similarly for reinforcements ) ; the reverse procedure was
followed for " civilization ". There is more detail under Survey
Depot. See also Military Circle and Geographica.2 Rection, Qenerul

stufl.
I'

NOT TO BE PUBLISHED " ( N.T.B.P. )
This term was introduced in Britain and followed in Burma
to indicate what had previously been callecl "For Official Use Only"
maps ; India continued t o use the latter term until superseded by
the generally adopted term "Restricted ". See For Oflcial U-qe

~ Z Y .
OFFICERS
The Survey of India included both ruilitrtry and civil officerc;
on its peace time strength and during the war special cadres of
military officers ( F3.0.'~and 1 . C . 0 . ' ~) were attached to it.
Some details ahont, the variou8 cadres and services will be
a.nd
found under Cdre.9, ( l h s 1 ( etc. ) A91erviro. Term,s of Ser1~1:c~
Organization..
2. Under the headings Afghiini~liin,,China ~ n t lMalaya. there
is mention of officers from those countries who were trained by the
Survey of India, as well as under Training. A large nutnber of
omergency commi~sioned officers, both British and Indian, were
given training in the 1)epartment and were posted to Indian Survey
unite.
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Civilian Survey of India officers in military employ were
granted emergency commissions in the Corps of Indian Engineers.
in one case in the Royal Engineers. See Term.9 of Service and
Table B.
3. A list of the officers and men of the Survey of India who
were employed in the army during the war is given in Table E, and
a list of honours granted in Table F.
OFFICERS' CADRE
There were various cadres, permanent ancl temporary, and
these are described under Cadres and in Table A.
OFFICERS' TRAINING PARTY

A special officers' training party ( No. 4 ) was formed and also
a similar party ( No. 2 ) for training surveyors ; these are both
described under Training Parties. The Air Survey Part!! carried
out air survey t,ra.ining for both officers and other ranks.
OFFICES
The Survey of India functioned partly in its own office accommodation, partly in hired accommodation ; inention of some difficulties is made under the head Accommodation. There is more detail
under the name of the particular office concerned.
ORGANIZATION
Organization for war work is described under the headings
Rase Organization and Military Organization as well as in connection
with the worlr of the particular circle or office concerned. The civil
organization was nltered from time to time to meet these requirewas retained, that
ments, but the general pattern of the Departlme~it
is, its organization into circle^ controlled by directors under the
Surveyor General. See also Admini~tmtion, Projects, R c c o ~ ~ t r u c bim, etc.
2. Regionally, Jndia was covered on the north-west by the
Frontier Circle, tho north-cast by the Enstern Circle and the south
by the South Intlia, Party, n topographical party under control of
tohe Geodetic Branch covering the north central portion of the
su b-continent.
The (:eotletic: Hra.nch was responsible for scientitic work,
Cantonment work and forest maps over the whole of India, the
Map Publication Circle for publication over the whole of India,
n.~~iutecl,
howevei-, by t,ho t3hot,o-ZincoOffice of the Geodetio Branch.
The Surveyor (ieneral'a Office wag responsible for headquarters
idministration, each of the circles administering its own personnel,
under the direotion and general control of the Surveyor General.
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On its formation, the Military Circle became responsible for
military work over the whole of India, to which, however, it delegated a part of the Frontier Circle.
3. The organization as it stood before the war and at the
commencement of reconstruction is shown in Table D.
The strength of the Department is shown, as it expanded, in
Table C.
Other details will be found in the first part of this bool~,
paragraphs 8, 9, 14, 22-27, 55, 56, 94, 95, 135-137, 166-169.
PAIFORCE
Survey units with this Mid-east force ( Persia-'Iraq Force) in
<Iriiqand IrBn were originally supplied by the Survey of India, who
sent three Field Survey Headquarters, three Field Survey Companies,
one Map Supply Section, one Drawing Section and one Park Section
to this theatre. Their formation and work is mentioned in some
detail under Military Survey Units and 'IrGq.
2. As more British units could be spared for this theatre from
Mid-east, and the war in the east began to assume greater weight,
Indian survey units were withdrawn to India and by the middle
of 1943 practically all had been withdrawn.
A map drawing section, however, remained in this theatre
until 1945, and also some Survey of India personnel among various
units there. One party of this personnel marched back to India
via Kermiin and ZBhidBn, carrying out the triangulation connection
mentioned under BaluchistZn and described in detail in War
Re~earchPamphlet No. 9.
3. The Survey of India also carried out a considerable quantity
of adjustment work on 'IrBq/Ir%n triangulation done in the field
by units under the orders of Paiforce. Part of this was done on
the spot in Baghdiid, part of it under the control of the War Research
Institute in Dehra Dan.
Details of the adjuutment were published in War Research
Pamphlet No. 9.
4. An officer of the Survey of India raised and trained a
Paleatinian Survey Company.
6. A detailed report on the work of survey units in Peiforce
w w prepared by Colonel G. F. Heaney, Deputy Director of Survey,
entitled "Report of the work of Survey Service with British Troops
<IrBq,Tenth Army and Per~ia-'IrBqForce ".
PAMPHLETS

Various pamphlets i~suedon special war sllbjects of a scientific
nature are detailed under War Reaearch Pamphlef.9.
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Triangulation and Levelling data are published in " Triangulation Pamphlets " and " Levelling Pamphlets " respectively ; the
former, when in Grid terms, in "Grid Pamphlets".
PAPER

The quantities of paper required for survey and map work are
very great and present a considerable storage problem, apart from
the problem of map distribution and storage and the filing of
original records so that they shall be quickly available yet stored
safely from damage by weather, termites, etc.
The maps alone published by the Survey of India during the
war represent a pile of paper about 3 miles high, weighing about
2,250 tons.
2. Paper had nearly all been imported before the war. Several
kinds of drawing paper were used, for different purposes, fair
originals usually being drawn on Whatman's 210 lb. double-elephant
hand-made paper ( tinted pale blue ) because of its non-distorting
properties and strength. Lighter weight paper was sometimes used
for plane-tabling work but the 210 was the standard paper for this
work also.
No paper of corresponding quality was made in India and this
paper continued to be imported whenever it could be obtained.
When in short supply, the best available substitute had to be used ;
this resulted in untidy looking drawings (inferior paper does
not take kindly to erasures ) and in considerable distortion problems.
3. Art paper was used for certain special purposes and also
bank post, both imported. These were difficult to get for some
time and substitutes were uusatisfactor.y.
Maps had been printed generally on rag-litho paper, imported ;
somet,imes on bank post. Fortunately the Indian paper mills were
able to develop bamboo and grass furnish papers, particularly the
former, a,nd these turned out to be most excellent map papers.
They were tough, water-resistant and distorted little. We were
able to use these pampers( inostly bamboo ) to the conlplete exclusion of imported papers for map printing ; the mills were able to
produce enough not only to snpply the Survey of India very large
demands but also the equally large army denlands and in addition
enough to send many t,ons to the Mid-east theatre.
The skill and ent,erprise of tthe Titiigarli Paper Mills in producing t,his paper lrnown as Suprr-calendered Ahmediibldi in such huge
quantities went n, long way to keeping tho forces supplied with
maps for the inajor part of tlle war, and their readiness to co-operate
in manufacturing sizes that would cut to suit the machines in use
was inost gratifying and saved much time.
4. Storage and diatribntion is discussed under Stores and Map
Issues. 800 a.lao Rations.
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PARTIES

'L'he basic field survey unit of the Survey of India is the Party,
consisting usually of from 40 to 80 officers and technical personnel,
p1u.s the necessary Inferior Service personnel ( khaliisis ) numbering
from a dozen or so in recess to several hundreds in the field, depending on the work.
The Party is a somewhat equivalent unit to the Company in
the army, but i t is flexible instead of fixed in size and officer ranks.
2. The work of certain parties particularly connected with the
war is outlined under appropriate headings such as Air Survey
Party, Cantonment Party, Training Parties.
Detachments are smaller units commancled by less senior
oiiicers. These were formed to carry out the Haztira and Kulu
settlement surveys, and similar tasks.

PAY AND ALLOWANCES

Yay and allowances of Survey of India personnel while in
military employ are discussed under Terms of Service, and outlined
in Table B. These had been fixed in 1934 but were changed immediately the war started and, as army pay changes occnrred, several
times thereafter.
2. The pay of Survey of India personnel in Departmental
employ was complicated in that there were a number of clifferent
~ c a l e sin use, some fixed by the Government of India, some by the
Surveyor General ; the majority, but not all, were incremental
scales but the times for increment varied-some
annual, some
biennial, some even at longer periods. I n some, rank pro~notion
i~lteredthe scale, in others, it did not do RO. I n some, the periodic
increment was fixed, in others, not fixed but a t the discretion
within limits of the competent sanctioning authority.
I n the cme of fixed increments, the situation was simple enough
except where an efficiency bar fell ; in the discretionary increments,
t,he system tlemandecl comprehensive increment rolls which had to
t ~ eprepared with somewhat lengthy recommend~tionsby the unit
commander, sanctioned by the circle director and finally appl-ovetl
( IN a co-ordination mensure ) by the Sarvegol*General.
Apart from complication^ arising out of enhanced war prices.
the system-working admirably in peace-made for very heavy
administrative work.
3. In common with all civil service^ of the Government of
India, allowance^ in the Survey of India were granted on a number
of different. bases such RH for specially unhealthy localities or
specially expensive localities, for special responsibilities and of
course for travelling costs which varied with the locality a h :
during the war, these were further complicated by certain war
allowances.
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Some allowances were flat-rate by ranks or length of service,
some on a percentage basis, some a combination of the two ; in some.
marginal adjustment was legislated for, in others not.
A m y allowances were different from civil, in travelling as in
every other. allowance ; further, the army provided for trade pay
which the civil did not. There was therefore a very considerable
amount of administrative work not only in administering the
multitude of allowances as such ( with constant representatio~is
for bigger allowances as prices went up ) but also in keeping the
balance--and keeping the peace-between our civil personnel and
military personnel that belonged to the Department or mere
attached to it. I n some cases civil "scored" ; in others, militaryin every such case of men working side by side a grievance liad to
be sorted out.
4. Survey of India pay and allowances became very low in
comparison to military as the \var progressed. in particular as food
prices rose and certain grains becanie difficult to get. The Finance
Department were not unnaturally averse to granting more pay,
because of inflation dangers and the difficulty of reducing pay once
raised ; various food subsidy scllemes were introduced in the
Provinces and at t,he Centre, all different and this too caused
difficulty in an 811-lndia Department such as ours ; any excuse
was good enough to resist a transfer from a good food subsidy area
to one regarded as n "bad" one. Agitntioii to join the army
became considerable also ; but all could not be in the army, nor
were all cluttlified physically or techilically to meet army requirements.
111 tlie end, the Surveyor General mas successful ( after many
tries ) in obtaining pny ancl allowances for the Ilepertment that
fairly reasonably represented their worth niicl did not cause too
much of a gap between civil and inilitnry total elnolumeiits among
contemporaries sitting side by side in an office or field party. Therc
was, however, much reluctance to be demobilized among many
ofhers ant1 men and many dropped to less than half' their army
pay in doing so.
On the other hand, our British tech~licians,both officers and
other ranks, were keen to go back to civil life where they could ealn
more than in the army.
The conclusion appears to be that Survey of India pay was
too low, in relation to the calibre of Inen employed in it. 1 am
speaking of the civilia~is; in the case of army oficcrs, there was
not mucll to clioose between civil and military total enlolulnelits
in the later stages of the war though in the earlier part those in
military employ were bet,ter off. See Pron~olionsand War Alloicunce
for some difficulties with temporary ranks. Sce also Trude Pdy.
5. It was witllin tlie competence of the Surveyor General to
grant temporary inorectses of pay to personnel of the Lower Subordinate and equivalent services ( provided their pay had not been
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fixed by Government ) and t o the Inferior ( Class IV ) Service. Considerable use was made of this power to recompense surveyor-instsuctors and surveyors, clerks, draftsmen, etc., who were temporarily
performing duties of greater responsibility than those of their rank ;
inany were doing so of course, because of expansion and absence of
seniors on military service. I n the case of posts on fixed pay,
officiating promotioils under normal rules met requirements.
T l i s helped materially t o keep many of the lower paid staff
contented, as cost of living rose.
PERSIA

See IrGn.
PERSO-BALUCH PARTY

This party was formed by the Eastern Circle and operated in
co-operation with No. 3 Indian Field Survey Company in western
BaluchistSn and eastern Iran in carrying out triangulation and
route surveys. See Baluchisttin. It was disbanded on completion
of the work.
PHOTOGRAPHS

Though ground photographs were used for some mountain
surveys in peace time, they were used almost not a t all cluring the
war, air photographs ( both vertical and oblique ), however, being
used t o a very great extent.
P ! ~ , Air ~S'urveyand il'mnsport, Proj~cts,etc.,
See Air S I ~ ~ VIndian
also .Libraries.
PLANE-TABLING AND PLANE-TABLERS

The mnjoritx of lntlian maps were ~r~rveyetl
by plane-table
methotls, hasecl on triaalg~~lation
or t r a v e r ~ econtrol : only on the
N.W. Frontier and for some special surveys had air Ni1rve-y methods
been used. The S~wveyof India therefore possessed a considerable
number of plane-tablers of very high standard.
The term "surveyor" was usually applied to plane-tsblem,
otller surveying t r ~ d e sbeing specially indicated by such ternla as
air surveyor, leveller, triai~gulator,etc. See S'urve!~ore, Soldier
surveyor.^, Lo we, Subordinate Jlervice.
3. The standard Sasvey of India plane-table and ~ i g h trule
were large colnparecl with the military type, and heavy ; they were
the simplest and most rol)r~sttype that could be devised, designed
to stancl ronpli trentnlent and to resist \$ eather conditions. Tsle~copicaliclade~were tlot 11sed.
Stt~nda1.dplane-tiibles were 30"x 24", ~ i g h rules
t
30" in length.
Sl~rveyorvhad, however. heen taughl t o work with the 24" X 20"
sometimes even smaller military planr-tnble, with 34" flight rule.
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The latter types were mainly carried by military survey units
though a few Survey of India patterns were also carried for larger
work, giving as they do more room t o plot distant points on even
a fairly large map scale.
3. Though contours were sometimes actually surveyed with
the clinometer ( on very large scale work or on very flat ground )
they were more usually "sketched" in with relation t o numerous
heights deduced from clinometer readings a t resections or to intersections. Surveyors became very skilled indeed a t accurately
depicting ground shapes and heights by this method. This served
the Survey of India units in 'IrLq in good stead, for many thousand
square miles had to be surveyed againvt time in that country and
IrBn, by plane-table methods. See 'Iraq.
Because thero is no better method of teaching what a contour
is and what i t means on paper, all Survey of India air surveyors
were required to do plane-tabling training. I n fact in peace time,
none but expert plane-tablers were acceptecl as air surveyors.
A miniature plane-tabling outfit, designed by Sir Clinton Lewis
the late Sarveyor General, proved of considerable use in expediting
training in the Surveyor's Training Party a t AbbottiibBd. Like the
usual military sand model, i t enabled country t o be explained t o
trainees indoors before they commenced their work on the ground.
4. All officers and other ranks of the Survey of Inclia recruited
during the war for field duties and all trained by us for field duties
with the survey service were required t o do a course in plane-tabling
and to become reasonably proficient in it ; otherwise, they were
transferred t o office work. " Field duties " includes air survey in
this connection.
TlLis training was mostly carried out in tlle AbbottgbBd region,
emy country for beginners. Those required to plane-table in jungle
areas required further instruction in the specialized methods necessary for such terrain, such as "sound traversing", the use of rope
chains, compass traverses and the liko. See Training.
5. Except in India itself and in 'IrAq/IrBn, no great amount of
plane-tabling was done during the war, surveys being made mainly
from air photographs. A considerable amount of rapid reconnaissance plane-tabling was, however, done on the BaluchistBn/IrBn
border, see Baluchiatiin.
6. Pull information about the a r t of plane-tabling, as practised
by some of the finest plane-tablers in the world, will be found in
Chapter V of the Topographical Handbook of the Survey of India.

Before the war, the Survey of India had a considerable variety
of plant and machinery for a number of purposes but not a very
great quantity of each type.
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The Mathematical Instrument Office, transferred, however, to
the Department of Supply in 1941, possessed numerous machines
necessary for the construction of mathematical, surveying and
optical instruments, including a dividing engine, lathes, etc., of
various styles, lens grinding machinery and so on. During the war
t4his was very greatly expanded, as outlined under Mathematical

Instrument Ofice.
2. There was a small workshop in the Geodetic Branch compound a t 1)ehra Dan which possessed some metal and wood working
machinery and in the various observatories were instruments and
machines for the purposes for which they were designed, a tidepredicting machine, a tape standardization installation with various
length standards iticluding a quartz met,re, magnetic and gravity
instruments, a Shortt Clocb for precision time measurements with
connected apparatus, a solar telescope for sun photographs, and of
course a considerable amount of corresponding precision field
instruments.
In Murree and Risglpur there were also small workshops for
minor inst,rument.repairs.
3. The Air Survey Party used simple portable instruments in
the main but clid have a stereocomparator and a co-ordinatograph
by Coradi as well as one manufactured in the Mathematical Instrument Office ; three new co-ordinatogmphs were on order when the
war started, but we were not able to obtn,in them up to 1946.
Heavy plant was not increased during the war, except by the
installation of a Wild A 5 aut,ograph loaned to us by the Government of Afghiinistgn; this is mentioned in more detail under
Afghznistcin.
4. There was little motor transport; a tractor-trailer had been
purchased just before the war to mount one rotary offset machine,
and negotiations for a second trailer were in progress. " E n Company possessed two old 30 cwt. lorries, near worn out.
The great expansion in motor transport during the war is descriherl under Tramport.
5. The bulk of our plant and machinery ( excluding the M.I.O.
see para 1 ) consisted in that required for preparing, printing and
mounting maps. The location of the various map publication
offices is dealt with under Map P?hhlication and connected headings,
aa well aa their reorganization and expansion.
The main part of our map publication plant and machinery
was in the Photo-Wtho Office nnd the Map Record and Issue Office
in Calcutta, where there were a number of cameras ( some built-in )
with ancillary apparatus, a number of transfer, proving and duplicating presses, eight flatbed printing presses mostly of large size
such as quad-demy and four hand-feed rotary offset machines of
double-demy size of which two were shoot delivery, two chain
delivery. There were also guillotines of various sizes for paper
cutting and a map mounting machine, gas fired.
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The Geodetic Branch Photo-Zinco Office had similar equipment
to that in Calcutta, but in less quantity, and no inap mounting
machine, mounting being entirely by hand. There was one handfeed rotary offset machine and one flatbed printing press.
I n Ris&lpur/Mnrree was one hand-feed rotary offset machine
with a small amount of ancillary equipment besides the mobilization
equipment set aside for the formation of two R,eproduction Sections
with hand operated plant that could be packed on mules, or in the
case of cameras, carried on small tnlclts or carts. The offset
machine, which was also double-demy like those in Calcutta and
Dehra Diin was about to be mouilted on the trailer mentioned in
para 4.
6. The Engraving Office in Calcutta possessed the machinery
necessary for copper plate engraving, including electrical copper
deposit equipment. Though engraving was continued throughout
the war ( see E'ngra,ving Ofice ) no new plant was added.
7. There were letter press printing sections both a t Calcutta
and Dehra Dan, of which the former was closed down during the
war and the latter expanded. This office had the necessary equipment for hand composing and undertaking a limited amount of
printing ( including the making and printing of half-tone blocks )
and received a "Monotype" type casting and type-setting machine
in 1941 shortly after the war started ; which proved invaluable to
speed up war printing work and to cast type for use in applying
names to maps. See Letter Press Printing and Table I<.
Sanction was obtained to modernize this office during the war
and a considerable amount of new plant was on order, including a
second Monotype machine, book binding machinery and modern
printing machinery.
8. It was in the map publication department, however, that
major war expansions occurred. Five modern automatic high speed
rotary offset machines had been ordered shortly before the war and
were received in its early stages, two qnad-demy and three doubledemg. As map printing demands increased and eventually the
new Htithibnrknln offices were developed and the existing PhotoZinco Offices expanded, considerable numbers of new machines,
including some 2-colour machines of both quad- and double-demy
as well as demy size, were installed.
To keep these machines working necessitated the installation
of a number of new proving and dupli~a~ting
presses and some
transfer presses, as well aa a number of a,dditional cameras, whirlers
for coating plates and othcr plant. A new n.nd very large map
varnishing machine, electrically Ileated, was also installed in the
ancl provision was made in these
new H.I1.O. a t Hiiatll~iharltaln
offices for diosel-electric gcnerating plant to keep a t least half the
factory working in case of failure of the local hvdro-eloctric supply.
Local electric supply being alternating ciirrent and some of
our equipment being designed to opera,te on direct current, rotary
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converters had t o be installed, though as far as possible, equipment
was re-motored so that all should be workable on A.C.
9. I n Murree too, considerable expansion of plant occurred
t,o the capacity of the offices. A petrol-electric plant supplied
reserve power in that place and in RisAlpur provision was made for
utilizing either the hydro-electric A.C. power or the M.E.S. power
house D.C. supply.
10. The expansion in major items of publication plant and
machinery is shown in Table H. Obsolete equipment was transferred
to other Government offices or sold to the trade.
11. Major fixtures were a large quantity of steel shelving for
maps that had been installed in the Map Record and Issue Office
in Calcutta, was ripped out from there and finally re-installed in
the new M.R.T.O. in HBthibarlzala ( Dehra DBn ). Some, but quite
insufficient, wooden shelving and racking for glass negatives and
zinc plate5 existed in all offices and this storage ( built-in ) was very
greatly increased pa,rticularly in the Dehra DGn offices and also in
Murree for the storage of N.W. Frontier maps, hitherto stored in
Cnlcutta.
Each party and office also possessecl numbers of cupboards of
varions sizes designed t o store original plane-tables, fair-drawings,
etc., as well as large numbers of drawing tables, chairs, draftsmen's
"stools" ( for keeping inlzs clear of the drawing tables ) and office
furniture and equipment. The HLthibarkala office had to be completely equipped in this respect, ancl other offices greatly expanded
to meet war expansion in drawing, as well as negative retouching
and zinc correcting.
12. The creation of the Store.9 Organization of the Survey of
India, in the encl occupying 13 large buildings in Dehra Dan,
involved building in a great quantity of racking anrl shelving as
well as con~liderableportable furniture and the Central Map Depot
under the orders of the Director of Survey ( India ) but arranged
for by the Survey of India also involved built-in wooden map
storage racks in two large buildings.
During the growth and transition of the Stores Organization,
hired buildings were occupied and much temporary storage had
to be constntctetl in the form of trestles, racks, etc.
When the war ended, negotiations were in progress for the
requisition and installation of a roller re-covering ~ l a n t . Printling
machine rollers had hitherto to be sent to Britain for re-covering.
POSTINGS

All postings had t,o be reported to audit and they were many,
causing a good deal of administrative work, for audit registers
were not designed to cope with the many and rapid changes
under war conditions in 8 Department that was continually exchanging personnel with those in military employ or having to
reshuffle its officers to meet vacancies caused by posting8 to m i l i t e ~ .
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Postings to the Survey Depot, that is transfers from civil to
military employ, were made by the Director Military Circle/Director
of Survey ( India ) under the authority of the Surveyor General on
the one hand and the army authorities on the other ; this he was
able to do in his dual civil/military capacity. Similarly, the O.C.
Survey Depot was able to deal with personnel posted to him in a
dual civil/military capacity, saving much trouble in such things as
travelling allowance, personal documents, leave, etc. See Military
Orgunization and Survey Depot.
POST-WAR

As early as 1943, demands began to come: in for works. maps,
etc., for post-war reconstruction and rehabilitation. From then
onwards, post-war orgailization had to be considered, along with
preparations and in some cases preliminary works for projects t h a t
were envisaged by the Government of India.
Various proposals and reports had to be submitted to the
Government of India in connection mith project,^ and in connection
with the employinellt of personnel, both Survey of India and others
temporarily in the army who would be jobless after the war ; reports
in connection with demobilization measures, leave to be grant,etl
and so on also took inucl-1time.
2. A "Projects Circle" was created to deal mith the technical
end of this work, the aclininistrative encl being dealt with hy the
Surveyor General and the Director Military Circle ( Director of
Survey ) in consultat~ion. Post-war pay rates were worked out and
jobs offered to those in military employ as the expansion of projects
demands inacle it clear that jobs would become available. We
resisted the enlploylnent in the Survcy of India of incn from other
than survey sources because we were unliltely to Iiave lnore jobs
than could be filled by survey personnel and also hncunse there would
be little tirne for training nlen ; we wanted men who had already
been trained and these could be found only in the military survey
service. Furthermore, we wanted to ensure that tho srlrvey service,
a t least, would not be jobless.
3. The post-war situation is dealt with under the various
appropriate headings such aa Projects, Reconstruction, Training and
in the various tables showing the pre- and post-war strengths and
XI.
organization, RS woll L ~ Sin Chttptor X, 138-146 and Clln8pte~.
POWDER PROCESS
r lhis
l
process in widcly used in thc Survey of lndia for tluplicnt,ing liegativea in perfect ~.egi.rter,partioolitrly in connection wit11
colour Heparation by the tiuffing method. See Fair-Drawing and
Map 1'ublicutio.n. I t recpirerj a- hun~idatmosphere to worlr satisfactorily which was a ii~~ctor
in the selection of Dehrn Dfin for the
new Hiithibarkale map factory.
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PRE-WAR

See Chapters 1-111 and the various subjects concerned.
PRINTING

Besides map printing, the Survey of India carried out a great
deal of letterpress printing of technical books, pamphlets and tables
during the war, as well as setting up map footnotes, etc., in type.
See Map Pub1icatio)t and Letterpress Printing.
PRISONERS OF WAR

The survey service lost a Map Supply Section as prisoners of
war in Burma, see Burma and Table G.
Enemy Priuoners of War were utilized in the Survey of India
to a small extent, see Projects and AfghGnistEn, 4 .
Surveys for Prisoners of War and internment camps were
carried out by No. 20 ( Cantonments ) Partly in several places.
PROGRAMMES

Topograpllical surveys in peace time were to a reasonably set
routine programme and cantonment surveys to a definite &year
programme.
During the war, these had to be dropped ( in particular see
Can,tonment Party ) and though map preparation and publication
was to a pprogranlme to [it with asmy t h i n g s , i t had frequently to
be interrupted to ~ n e e emergencies.
t
Towards the end of the war programmes for reconstruction
tiurveys were being frarnecl in accordance with the priorities laid
down by the Uoverntncnt of India. Further topographioal programmes were awaiting sanctions to post-war re-organizations both
of the Department and of ite survey and map policy. See Map
Policy.
PROJECTIONS

Survey of India topographical seriea were on the simple polyconic projection, geographical series on a modified secant conioal
except that the I~lternationalSeries was being drawn on a modified
polyoonic projection ( L~llemande's).
Under Grids it has been mentioned that the grid projection may
be different fro111the projection of the map itself and for grids the
Survey of India u ~ e dLambert's conical orthomorphic projection.
See also &'ph~roida.
For the new 1!1,000,000 i~lternationnl aeronautical series it
was proposed to use the conical orthornorphic projeotion d 9 0 ,
tllor~ghthe Survey of India were against this ; see Aeronntrtid
GharLq.
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2. For cantonment, cadastral and special maps, the projection
selected depended on the circumstances of each case, but was
usually Cassini. A notable exception was the H a z i m Survey.
War surveys made de novo were normally made on the Lambert
projection.

PROJECTS
This heading refers particularly to post-war reconstruction
works some of which, however, had to be started as early as 1943
in a small way and by the end of 1944 a number of quite big works
had been put in hand, mainly in connection with irrigation and
"grow more food" ; these were mostly short-term works to improve
the food situation as quickly as possible. The loss of Burma rice
was a serious matter to India, and wheat supplies to the la,rge
forces based on India were a heavy drain on its resources.
Power too was in short supply owing to the very heavy expansion of war factories, though power and flood control projects for
the most part came into the post-war long term rather than the
immediate short-term programme. Sir William Stampe had come
to India to assist in developing resources and a number of the
worlts undertaken were a t his request ; long-term projects were
undertaken mainly a t the request of the Chairman of the Central
Waterways, Irrigation and Navigation Comlnission ( CWINC ), Rai
,
of the Irrigation Branch of the Public
Bahadur A. N. K h o ~ l aI.s.E.,
Works Department, in connection with whom the Survey of India
had done a considerable amount of irrigation survey work in the
Punjab between 1925 and 1939.
Surveys were also undertaken for provinoial Governments for
development of power, flood control and irrigation mainly in the
Pnnjab, Sind and United Provinces and later in Madras.
2. The biggest projects are dealt with in separate headings,
see Kosi, Tistn ; and "projects " of biggish size that were executed
during the currency of the war are described under the headings
Haziira, Kulzc and Cfurgaon ; the last named was an irrigation
project connect,ed with "grow more food" undertaken for the
Government of the Punjab, tlhe two former were settlement surveys
undertaken for poli t i cal and training reasons, in the N.W. Frontier
Province and Funjab respective1y.
Table N outlinc~the various projects that had been completed
or were in hand np to the middlo of 1946, by which time Survoy of
Indin personnel hilt1 begun to he demobilized from the army in
some qnant,it.v and rarm-y map tlemand~upoil us were beginning to
fall off. The gencral Ifrend of tlhe developmentl of the projectas
nit?li~t~ion it, affected toll(+lkpartment i~ outllinetl in the following
piarr~graphs,~ nl tincliitlrn some nlention of surveyn reqnired by bh(!
(:eologicnl Srlrveg of lntlin lor the tlevelopment. of mineral reHources
and for which it wan hoped that annual programmes ~ u i t a b l alike
e
to
them, ot,her civil int,errsts and t,he army might bo prepared. See
alm Chapter X . 138-146 ant1 Chaptor XI.
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3. By early 1944 demands for surveys and ( for the moment )
non-existent maps for projects of various types, large and small,
had become heavy and itheir proper tabulation and correspondence
in connection with them was throwing a heavy burden on the
Surveyor General's Office which was dealing with thorn in order to
relieve circles already excessively busy with war work and to keep
centralized records ; we could meet few of the demands a t once
though some of the most urgent were got into the estimate stages
and a few srunll ones undertaken. It was evident, however, that
demands were much on the increase and that special steps to cope
with them would have t o be taken ; this led t o a special post of
Projech Oficer being created in April 1944 whose function it was to
tabulate, estimate, conduct correspondence and plan for execution
when personnel should become available ; the work of this office
and its subsequent expansion is outlined under the heading Projects
Oficer ;as explained under A i r Suroey Oficer, the two posts were at
this time amalgrcmated.
4. Trained ground survey personnel were in very short supply,
so many being in military employ ; instruments too were short and
ground methods as u~uallyused for surveys of reservoirs and the
like were slow. On the other hand, our charter with Messrs. Indian
Air Survey and Transport Ltd. made photographic aircraft readily
available and it was evident that if we could devise photographic
methods that would produce the requisite accuracy much more
work could be accomplished in a much shorter time than on the
ground, and much more cheaply ; furthermore, the majority of
surveys demanded a t this stage were for reconnaissance purposesto decide whether or not a project was a practical proposition,
what volume of water a dam of a certain height would impound and
so on.
Methods adopted, that proved very successful, are outlined in
the following note by Lt.-Colonel D. R. Crone, o.B.E., R.E., who
devised these methods while functioning aa Projects Officer and Air
Survey Officer. The note waa written to accompany the first report
of civil activities issued ( in 1946 ) by the Survey of Lndia during the
currency of the war*.

._
- _
.--Note by Lt.-Col. D. R. Crone, o.B.E., R.E. ( Air Survey Officer, Survey of Indie )
on Air Survey Methods in current us? in connection with urgent reconstruction projecb
in India.

_-

+

I n order to cover the requirements of Irrigation engineering with the small
to produce
the required r e ~ o l t awith the minimum ukilled output.
A u p h o t o p p h y ban played a considerable part in thie adaptation.
2. For the measurement of area anrl rapacity of rmervoim tho air photo mowic
he* heen edopted.
Although theoretically air photograph8 of hilly or mountainou~w u n t
""Ot
be mossiced with any accuracy, owing t o height distortion, the nctllnl portion o intamst
to the e n ~ i n e e rm
i t h a t which will be s u b m e r ~ ~
a tl denipned full capacity. Except in
the very higheat dame this area h m relatively low relief. Acc~irncyran therefore be
obWned by photogaphing from the ~ r e a t n s tpossible altitude end mosaicing cnrefull~
to wcare exact fit along a contour ohosen to give the minimum error of ospooity. Thin
1.

s t a f f availahl~,methods have had t o bo adapted nnd new methods deviaed

7
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6 . At the outset, this work proceeded slowly through lack of
trained staff. As young officers, To~~ographicalAasistan,ts and
others under training gradually picked up the idea of the work and
gained experience speed improved and by 1945 when the demobilization of trained personnel gradually began to accelerate, we had
completed or taken in hand a considerable volume of this type
of work wl~ichincluded reservoir and irrigation systems in the
Tons-Giri valley west of Dehra Diin, the Kohtri and NayBr reservoirs in northern U.P., the Dhiiingarh and BhBlua projects in the
Punjab, the Rihand reservoir in the Son valley in BihBr, the
Chambal reservoir in RSjputBna and seven reservoirs of the Erinpura
system in Jodhpur State.
6. In 1945, many more worlcs were demanded, including the
huge Kosi and Tista projects ( outlined separately under those
heads ). By the end of 1945 the flow of personnel back from the
army was steadily increasing and with V J day our training commitmerlts for the army slacked off very materially. The two
training parties in AbbottBbsd ( see Training Parties ) were therefore converted into special parties for the devising and teaching of
methods appropriate to the many big projects by then envisaged,
standardizing as far as possible and using air survey methods ans
much as possible. At the same time, projects work was transferred
to the Eastern Circle eventually to be distributed among the various
regional circles in whose areas the various projects fell.
During 1946 special parties were formed a t AbbottLbHd, from
personnel trained there, to undertake the first full scale field season
~

-

contonr is normally the mid-contour of the designed working head when thia haa already
been chosen tentatively, otherwise i t is the contour two thirds or three quarters up the
dam.
For laying down the mosaic tho contour is selected from existing maps when tho
~nonaicis required in a hurry otherwise it is determined roughly by the height control.
For drawing the contours, height control is required. Spirit levelled heighte take
much time m d labour to determine and nro difficult to identify on the photograpl~s.
The nccuracy of capacity mensurements reqnircd ia normally only 5%.
Formula, have been devised which connect the aren and perimeter of the reservoir
and the avorage elope of the ground with the accuracy and spacing of the ground height
control required. By thwe means i t hr~qbeen p o ~ ~ i b tl oo obtain the required accuracy
from networks of clinometer heights provitled cortain prccantions are observed in thn
use of the clinometer. Elsewhere, in heavy forest, i t h8.s been possiblo t o obtain tho
necessary height control by the use of Ynulin bnrometers, ngnin with specially deaignecl
eafeguards. I n thia way ground contl.ol and mapping for a considerable ni~mberof
projects l ~ a heen
s
b r o ~ ~ g within
ht
tho scope of :L vory mall stnff.
3. For t,hc lnrge sc:ale mapping of dnm ~ i t e sfor engineering plans air survey 11nr
alao been ~ ~ d o p t cand
d certnin special methotls doaigned. I n tbe m o u ~ t a i n o u scountry
of the Himilayas whew the projected series of grout Yunjtcb dame lies, the conventional
spirit levelling for height cont,rol is extremely extravagant of time and Inbour. A method
adopted on two projeot,~
of auhnidi~rytriangi11a.tion wing the Tavistock theodolite w a ~
and wlla prosecutad with s11c11 vigoor t h a t the out-turn of apot heights per observer p r
day approached that of a plane-hble and olinometor, but we* far more accorat,o.
Elsewhoro it1 prccipitor~snrid in forost country, nn nccurate metl~odof correcti~lg
heighta determined by parallax readings on air photo~rnphsfor the tilts of the latter ha^
been developed. This has given roaulta to the dosired accuracy of five feet in height.
even on bromide paper prints of country showing relief of 50% of the flying height.
The method ha8 been described in Teohnioal Instruction No. 3 i ~ s u e db Air Survey
ORlcer, Survey nF Tnrlia and in outline in n pamphlet t h a t it. is hoped wilybe p~~blished
shortly.
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that would occur in the winter of 1946-47 and were despatched
before t h a t field season to their various regional circles. Meantime,
the preliminary work of reconnaissance, estimating, etc., was carried
on. I n all cases, air survey methods were used to the utmost to
save time and field personnel, for many of our men were still
employed in the army.
7. Concurrently with this projects work, the air survey of a
part of the BBlipira Frontier Tract in Assam progressed slowly,
being carried out mainly by Italian Co-operator Prisoners of War;
its progress was slow because of other commitments and the difficulty of obtaining photographs of the high ground in it, see Assam 5 ;
topographical surveys for geological purposes were in hand during
1945-46 but in a small way, due to lack of personnel and to the
post-war topographical programme not yet being decided. See
Map Policy.
8. Throughout the war there had been some demand for
surveys to meet geological requirements but these had mainly been
of a geophysical nature. Towards its end, heavy demands for topographical surveys began to come in, for the development of coal
bearing and iron ore ar0a.s in various parts of India, notably the
Ce~it'ralIndia States and Punjab. These were asked for on the
&inch. sometimes the 4-inc11, scale while our normal t,opographical
scale was 1-inch ; it therefore seemecl necessary to re-consider our
..sta,nditr(ll' topographical scals, the Inore so that the army was beco~ningmore and more accustomed to working on the 1/26,000 scab
( about 29 inches to a mile ). It was hoped that we conld nrrango
for co-ordination not only of scales but of areas to be surveyed each
vear to meet the requirements of all ; it is of course well known
that ;is a country c~eve101)s,so t,he scde of its maps must become
Ittrger.
Mention is inatle under the heading Afghiini.~tdnof n survey for
tile tleveloyement of coal that was in progrues (luring the war.
PROJECTS OFFICER

'The necessity for thc. creation of thin spccial p o ~ on
t 1st April
1 !)44 is explained in the foregoing hearling, Projpcb,?. 80 Inany
demtlntls were coming in that one authority wnn required to filter

them, estimate, correspond with indentors and so on, who was q~lite
free of other taclks ; a t t,he same time, this oficer had to be an air
survey expert and also well versed in all survev method8 as well M
being familiar with types of country throughout India. This
implied a mnior o%cer and with the dissolutiotl of the military Air
Survey Directorate, Lt.-Colonel D. R. Clrone, O.B. E., R.E. became
available. He waH appointed to this post, with the status of
L)imtor, Survey of India while continuing to crirry out the functions of ,Air gurvey Officer that he had been performing while
in the Air S u ~ e yDirectorate, in addition. See Air 8urvey
O f i e r.
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2. At the outset, the Projects Officer had almost no office staff,
owing to shortage of personnel of all sorts ; he relied on help from
the Geodetic Branch for this purpose, and was provided with an
office by that already harassed Branch. Owing to technioal audit
difEculties, no staff could be posted t o his office as such, for the
Government sanction was for a Projects Officer only ; staff employed
by him had to be on the books either of the Geodetic Branch or the
Eastern Circle. This staff increased as the volume of projects
work increased. Eventually, the post of Projects Officer was
combined with that of Director, Eastern Circle and administrative
difficulties then disappeared.
3. The function of the Projects Officer was to tabulate, filter,
correspond and estimate ; a sufficient technical staff to assist in
estimating had soon to be provided ; then a staff to execute smaller
works and to assist in the preliminary planning of larger works and
their transfer to regional circles ; then a circle ( the Eastern Circle )
to perform these functions on a much larger scale ; finally, the
allotment of all works, large and small to tho regional ciroles es
these reverted to peace-time organization in 1946, and the abolition
of the Projects Officer as such.
A post of Air Survey Officer and Projects Staff Officer was then
created on the staff of the Surveyor General, to co-ordinate work
between circles and to deal with requests coming to headquarters,
on behalf of the S.G.
4. Some fairly large worlrs carried out under the direct control
of the Projects Officer are named in Projects 5.

PROMOTIONS

No change was made i11 the systein current in peace time in
respect of promotions in the civil Survey of India ; a great many
more officiating and telnpor~ry promotions of course occurred
because of expansion and absence on military duty of a large number
of officers and otlier ranks.
The military ranks to be granted to civil officers and other
ranks of the Survey of Tntliiz on heing t'mn~ferredto military duty
were laid down in t'lle Terms of Srrvicr ; they are discussed under
tohat heading and detailed in Table B. Civil proinotion carried
with it the correspohding military lwomotion in suoh cases, provided
there wag a military vacancy in the higher rank ; i t waa known well
in advance when tm individual was likely to come up for civil
promotion and, so far as possible, provision was made beforehand
to make the mi1itar.y promotior) follow autorneticdly.
In the roverse case, that of a vacancy occurring in military but
not in civil, acting proinotions had to be made under military rules ;
this sometimes caused difficulty by malung upsets in civil vis-h-vis
military seniorities but, particularly aa the number of military units
increased anrl the civil department also expanded, these were
usually able tto be smoothed out by ~uitabletransfers either in
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military or civil. It was regarded as very important from the
point of view of morale that civil seniority should be reflected in
military seniority.
2. There was considerable difficulty in the case of the military
cadre of the Survey of Inclia ; those employed on military duty
received temporary promotion according t o the post they held,
those employed in the civil Survey of India did not. Yet about
half our total military cadre had t o be employed in civil a t all times,
t o keep the civil Department functioning as the Base Organization
in support of the military survey service.
Exchanges became very difficult ; free exchange should have
been possible for most efficient working but to move an officer
from military t o the equivalent or even a higher post in civil entailed
the loss of his temporary rank which slowed him up for war substantive rank and, in turn, for further promotion and pensionary
advantage on going back to military duty. Naturally, there waa
reluctance to return t o civil duty even though the best interests
of the military service itself demanded such return. A further
point that may seem unimportant but was nevertheless very bad
for morale was the fact that whereas a Major who was Deputy
Director of Survey in the army held the rank of Colonel, one who
held the equivalent post of Director, Survey of India, continued to
hold only his substantive army rank ; similarly with other ranks.
All efforts to remove this anomaly failed and there was consequently some loss of efficiency both because of natural hesitation
to order an officer from a higher rank to a lower one and because
of some loss of morale among officers perforce in the civil Department while their juniors were holding higher military rank in the
military units.
3. The simple course, which was recommended by the Surveyor
General, was t o classify Survey of India posts and grant temporary
rank for holding them, together with the option of whichever
better of military or civil pay ; as in fact was done in the case of
those in military employ. All difficulty would have been removed
a t once, and exchange made easy. See also War Allowance.
PUBLICATION

The publication of maps is dealt with under Map Publication
a d connected headings ; of pamphlets, tide-tables, trig. d e b end
other letterpress work under Letter Preed Printing.
Certain reports had been published annually in peace time but
thew were dropped earlv in the war ; see Reports.
PUBLIC W O R K S DEPARTMENT

The Cent,ral Public Works Department WIM re8ponsible for the
upksep of Government owned offices occupied by the Survey of
India and elso carried out the constrilction of the new Itisiilpur and
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Murree offices completed early in the war, and the large HBthibarkala
project described under the heading Hiithibarkah. I n addition,
this department carried out in Dehra Diin a large amount of work
in connection with the expansion of the Geodetic Branch offices,
the building of the 13 new stores offices ( Stores ) and the building
of barracks for the B.O.R. Cadre ( Cadres ).
Busy as it was with airfield work and the construction of many'
Government offices and factories, etc., the C.P.W.D. spared no
pains to meet the requirements of the Survey of India and the
military survey service ( Central Map Depot ) not only in building
construction but also in the provision of built-in and other furniture
needed, provision for water supply, electricity, etc.
The ready co-operation of the Chief Engineers, Superintending
Engineers and Executive Engineers and all other ranks of this very
heavily worked department of the Government of India did much
to keep the Survey of India functioning efficiently during a period
of great expansion.

PULL
I n printing terins
Impression.

" once through

the machine ir .

See

PUNJAB IRRIGATION PARTY
See Qurgaon.

PYTHON
The term "Python" was a code word for the military repatriation scheme under which British Service Officers and Other Ranks
were repatriated to U.K. after a specified period spent in the
Emtern Theatres. It did not directly affect Survey of India
personnel ( except possibly British Officers of its regular military
cadre ) but i t did affect attached personnel in the B.O.'s and B.O.R.'s
attached cadres. See Cadres.
Those who desired to serve longer in the Eastern Theatres than
the period prescribed by Python, were permitted to take leave in
lieu and return to India or other eastern theatres after their leave.
This leave was called "Leave in lieu of Python". See LILOP.
RADAR
Rsdar methods of fixing the positioil of the air camera in spcloe,
or of controlling the aircraft carrying out survey photography
fights, were not used by the Sumey of India up to the end of the
war.
The introduction of direction finding .stations in India made for
Rome difficulty from the survey point of view in choosing map
projections for aeronautical charts. See Aeronautical Charkr.
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RANKS
Military ranks granted to civil officers on being mobilized are
indioated under Terms of Service and further discussed under

Promotioras.
RATIONS
Rationing that most affected the Survey of India was food,
petrol and paper. Rationing of cotton and woollen goods also made
for some hardship among members of the Department but this was
due to no little extent because purchasers were not ready to accept
anything as being better than nothing. To some extent, the same
remark applies t o food grains. Some car owners converted their
cars t o charcoal fuel and most commercial buses had to do so ; but
it was never satisfactory and no Survey of India vehicles or army
vehicles on loan to the Department were so converted.
2. It has been mentioned that different provinces had different
rationing schemes for food ; eventually a central scheme was evolved
that fit ed in generally with the provincial schemes and after its
incepti the Survey of India was better off, though the difference
was more imaginary than real for by that time the central government employees had had time to shake down into the provincial
systems and the necessity therefor and to reconcile themselves to
adulterated atta and to proportions of ricelattrc that they had previously been unaccustomed to eat. Some mention of this is made
under Bengal. Soe also Pay and Ablowa~zces.
That there was some malnutrition there is no doubt ; apart
from the increased costs of grain, even though subsidized on the
ration schemes, increased costs of other essentials reduced the
purchasing power of the lower paid personnel and the increasing
sickness towards the end of the war and the general lessening in
output per man reflected more than war weariness. Personally, my
wonder was why we did not have more sickness and how we were
able to carry out so much work against time in 1944-46.
3. It has also been mentioned that the shortage of petrol
mused us some difficulty, making touring with private vehicles nearly
impoasible ( see Tours ) and with Government owned ( civil )
vehioleg difficult. It was some time before it was appreciated that
the army vehicles were using far more petrol than they need do ;
before this was appreciated, we made good use of our loaned army
vehicles, after it, it was easier to use our own vehicles for the rations
beoeme freer.
Owing to shortage of Government owned pwenger vehicles
the lwk of petrol for privately owned cars put serious restrictions
on the essential movement of officers ; rather, on the time they
oould e p r e for tours.
4. Aa with all Government services, paper had to be o&mfullI'
conserved except printing paper which we must of course llse to
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provide maps for the armed forces. " Offcuts " ( in cutting maps t o
size ) formed a main souree of " waste " paper for notes and scribbling and for most of our technical computation, etc., forms. Many
tons were also handed over to the Stationery Department. The
reverse of supcrseded maps also formed a useful source of paper for
many purposes, provided the map was not classed as " Restricted "
or some higher security category.
RECESS

I n the Survey of India, this term means the non-field season ;
that is, the season in which fair drawing and other office work is
done, and during which personnel may take short leave. Leave is
not usually granted during the field season.
The Survey of India meaning is different from the official
meaning in the Governn~entrules.
2. A considerable portion of the Survey of India spent the war
"in recess", there being relatively very little field work.
RECONSTRUCTION

This rather vague term was used somewhat indiscriminately in
official documents. I n this book it is used t o mean the work taken
up during the later stages of the war and immediately after i t t o
develop Indian reconrces, particularly in respect of water power
and irrigation, and mineral resources. So far as the Survey of Indie
was concerned, there was little "reconstruction" in the strict sense.
2. Because the Survey of India was in a more or less permanent
state of transition from about 1943 till the end of 1946, this book
covers tho period 1939-1946. " Reconstruction" projects were
commenced as early as 1943 ; on the other hand, the Department
was still producing many ex-India maps for the army in 1946 and
rnmy of its trained personnel were still in military employ. The
"War" did not really end for the Survey of India till 1946.
Seo Projects and Training,Chuptcr X, 138-1 46 and Chapter X I .
RECORDS

Personal records are dealt with under Documents and Survey
Depot.
2. Certain technical documents are classified as "original
records" and are very carefully loolced after ; see Fair-Drawing,
Map Record arnd Issue Oflcc! and also Burma.
Seo also Rcyorls n,n.d R~,blcrn~
and Hi,?tory.
RED DEMANDS

These were special forms used by the Direotor of Survey
( India ) to demand publication frorr- +.heSurvey of India, which are
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explained under "Green Demands", the form used for drawing
demands.

RE-EMPLOYMENT

A number of officers who had retired before the war began
volunteered for re-employment in any suitable capacity and the
Survey of India was very glad t o take advantage of their public
spirited offer. This enabled younger ( serving ) officers to be made
available for military units.
Few officers actually retired during the war, being retained
after date of superannuation either on extension of service or on
immediate re-employment. See Table G.
REFER TO BOXES
There was always some difficulty in describing precisely the
map required t o ensure that identical maps were used by all concerned. To overcome this, a note which was enclosed in a heavily
lined "box" was conspicuously placed on all maps for military
use--"Refer t o this map as so and so". See Hind Maps.

REPORTS A N D RETURNS
The regular annual General and Geodetic Reports of the
Survey of Inclia were published in full for 1939 ; to save labour and
publication power, much abridged reports were published in 1940
and 1941 and suspended thereafter.
2. I n July 1941 the Government of India required the Surveyor
General to provide a brief report summarizing the war work of the
Department up to date ; this was issued up to and for July 1941
and continued thereafter for the year August-July inclusive.
Called the "War Activities Report", it was "Secret" ( "Confidential" after the change in classification of documents ) with very
limited clistribution to Government, Army and Survey of India
senior officials.
This report consisted of about 7 to 10 type-written pages p h s
four tables to indicate :A. Disposition of units and offices.
B. Personnel strength compared with 1939.
C. Map oiitput compared with 1939.
D. Map output of military units in India Command.
The list of military units and maps was included because the Government of India desired an overall view of the survey and map
publication with which it was concerned either directly or by
providing some of or all the man-power.
3. Compilation of the War Activities Report was done by the
Surveyor General personally, from information supplied monthly
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by directors of the work in progress in their circles. The latter
reports form a fairly complete detailed record of all work carried
out during the war.
This report seemed to be a serviceable form of report t o meet
the needs of the Government as well as military authorities in India
and neighbouring countries and a t the War Office.
No war diaries were kept in the Department and peace-time
routine progress reports were dropped.
4. From 1942, the Director of Survey ( India ) issued a monthly
report on the working of the military service in India Command.
This report and those of the Directors of Survey in neighbouring
theatres kept the Surveyor General au fait with what went on
and in e position to plan ahead because of this up-to-date informetion.
5. From time to time, the Government of India called for very
brief special reports to be laid before the National Defence Council
emphasing any new large projects, of any sort, undertaken sinoe
the last report.
Otherwise, reports were few and routine returns were simplified
and cut to a minimum though some, such as promotion and increment rolls, were very heavy because of the expanded size of the
Department and the difficulty of accumulating information. See
Administration and Military Circle. Also Documents.
The budget was naturally difficult owing to so many rapid and
unforseen changes ; much more than normal latitude was, however,
given to us by the Finance Department and we were never in any
serious budget difficulty.
6. The first Civil Activities Report, covering the period 1939-45
very briefly, was issued in 1945. Another was issued t o cover
1946-46 after which regular reports were re-started.
RESEARCH

See War Research Iwtitute.
RESERVATION OF POSTS

Some embarrassment was caused by Government orders about
reserving a percenta.ge of posts after the war for o5cers and men
who had been employed in the armed forces, without regard t o the
service in which they had been employed. The Survey of India
had by 1946 become very heavily involved in important and urgent
surveys for reconstruction projects and could not afford to lose
trained men, military or otherwise, nor could it afford tho time to
train men released from the army who had no previous survey
experience, if men elready trained were available.
This difficulty sprang from the failure of non-technical rtdminietrative officers to understand the requirements of technical services
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and the time takon to train technical personnel.
common t o all countries.
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It is no doubt

RESERVES ( MILITARY )

At one time, civilian Survey of India Officers were permitted
to join the Indian Army Reserve of Officers, or Volunteer Corps.
A number of officers who were reservists or volqnteers were called
lip in the 1914-18 war and served in various theatres with distinction. After this war, premission to join reserves or volunteer corps
was withdrawn because it was likely to result in survey officers being
demanded for non-technical duties just when they were most
wanted for survey duties ; training also was likely to occur during
the wint,er ( field ) season, when officers could least be spared. See
Military Organization.
There were no Survey of India officers in the military reserves
or volunteers, in 1939. A number of reserve officers, however,
joined the survey service from 1939 onwards, and received R.I.E.
commissions ( E.C. ).
2. Except for its cadre of regular military officers ( see Cadres )
the Survey of India therefore had no officers a t call for military
service in 1939 ; it depended entirely on volunteers. Before the
war, volunteer lists were well filled and they continued to be well
filled after the war started, but often ( in effect, if not in writing )
in the volunteer's own good time ; no compulsion as t o time could
be exercised and this made i t excessively diffioult to form units.
Briefly, there was too much " humming and hawing " among the
volunteers many of whom sat on the fence until they were mured
of adequate financial treatment, for which I am bound to say they
could not be blamed. See Terms of Service. Rank also was 8
more or less uncertain quantity, and officers were very diffident
about coming forward unless they were sure that their civil status
and seniority would be recognized ; in this too, I fully agree. I t has
already been stated ( Promotions ) that i t is essential to correlate
civil and military rank if morale in a technical service is to be
maintained.
The result was, after considerable effort, the formation of the
Survey Supplementary Reserve into which officers and other ranks
could be drafted, with legal liability to serve when required to do
so and with-which had been laoking in the volunteer systemremuneration for accepting this liability.
3. This Supplementary Reserve system ale0 applied to other
thbn ofloere, ~ss haa been stated above. Previouely, the only
pei%One a t call for military eervice were a few soldier surveyors On
the Indian Unattached List ( I.U.L. ) and the very recently fmmed
m r v e of S m y o r s . Before the formation of the latter, s d & ~
entering the Survey of India via the Roorkee survey aourae ( W
Sddiep. 8umyote ) had the option of mrnaiining in the I.U.L.end
taking I.U.L. pension r a h or bein8 discharged completely from
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the army, with no further military liability, and receiving c i d
pension rates. The majority took discharge ; to correct this situation for war, the Reserve of Surveyors was formed in 1940.

"RESTRICTED"
Towards the end of the war, documents that had hitherto been
classified as "For Official Use Only" or "Not To Be Published"
were reclassified as "Restricted ". See For Oflcial Use Only.

RETRENCHMENT
Many war expanded Government departments suffered heavy
retrenchment with the end of the war. Very heavy post-war
survey commit~nentsfortunately prevented.its occurrence in the
Survey of India and there was a place for all ex-soldiers who desired
to have one, provided they were considered to be up to the required
standard.

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Most of our photography for air surveys before the war had
been done by the R.A.F., confined as they mostly were to the
N.W. Frontier of India. A considerable amount, however, had
been done by Indian Air Survey and Transport Ltd. under which
heading their worlc is ontlined.
During the war, the R.A.F. was busy with operational work
and we relied on our charter with the above named private 6rm, who
were supplied with materials by the R.A.F. because of the difficulty
of obtaining them through'civil agencies.
2. The establishment of a photo library by the R.A.F. is also
mentioned under Libraries, and the difficulty of obtaining a large
a i r c r ~ ffor
t a special and important job, under Assam.
3. Before the war and for some time during its currency, maps
were demanded by and supplied to the R.A.F. direct, and aeronautical maps had been designed to meet their requirements.
After the formation of the Geographical Section, General Staff,
R.A.F. demands were met vib the Army.

ROYAL ARTILLERY
B

Exercises in co-operation with the R.A. had been caxried out
from time to time before the war, culminating in two exercises of
considerable proportion8 in 1938 and 1939. See Frontier Circle.
The Survey of India was well informed on artillery eurvey methads
but had little need to uss this information during the war except
indirectly. T h m of its officem who were in military units, however,
benefited by the training that hhed been oarried out before tb war
and it ia hoped that the benefit was mutual.
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ROYAL ENGINEERS
The Corps of R.E. had provided the majority of the Class I
service of the Survey of India ; also during the war a considerable
number of officers ( E.C. ) and B.O.R.'s were attached to the Department, see Cadres.
ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERS
With the formation of the Corps of Indian Engineers recruiting
policy for the military cadre of the Class I service of the Survey of
India was modified to cater for more Indian Army officers (Engineers)
and less Royal Engineers and Indian Army ( other than Engineers ).
At the outset of the war, there were two I.E. ( now R.I.E. )
officers in the Department and a third joined soon after ; only one,
Captain J. S. Paintal, R.I.E., remained in the Department after the
war.
2. Emergency commissions granted t o civil officers of the
Survey of India were granted in the R.I.E. and those granted
Viceroy's Commissions or enlisted in the army also became members
of that Corps. Soldier Surveyors trained by us and accepted for
the military survey service were transferred to the R.I.E. if not
already in the Corps.
3. There were four Indian Army officers ( non-engineer ) in
the Department in 1939, see Indian Army.
RUN
I n printing parlance, this tern1 is used to mean the number of
sheets of paper running through a printing machine before the
inked-up printing medium ( zinc plate, stono or type, etc. ) is changed. For example,
in peace
time " runs " of 500 or so were the rule.
I n the war, runs up to 10,000 were common. On completion
of a run for any map, the machine has to be washed and cleaned
and fresh printing plates introduced. See Pull and Impression.
SAC SEA
Supreme ALLied Cammander, South-East Asia Command.
SCALES OF MAPS
See Map Scales, Map Policy.
SCIENTIFIC WORK
This term hae been used to cover the special geodetic, geophyei-1, tidal, computational and similar work normally undertaken by
the Geodetic Branch of the Survey of India, later pmsed to the
W m h m c h Institute when it wae formed in 1943-44 so t~ to
enable the Qeodetio Branch to concentrate on its much expended
map publication and other work.
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2. Some gravity work and some precise levelling was in progress
when the war commenced but this was gradually dropped and by
the end of 1941 none but work essential to war requirements, such
as tide prediction, was continued.
As the war moved eastwards, however, scientific requirements
greatly increased-special tide predictions, a great quantity of
computational worlc connected with triangulation adjustment and
the preparation of trig. data for the invasion forces, research in
special astronomical methods, etc., and gravity and ot.her measurements in connection with develop~nentof mineral resources.
The arrival in India of Dr. J. de Graaff Hunter, c.I.E., F.R.s.,
who had before his retirement been Director of the Geodetio Branch
enabled us t o create a new scientific branch, the War Survey
Research Institute, without weakening our directing staff on other
lines.
3. From 1944 onwards, the Institute was increasingly busy
first on war work, then on assisting in the development of methode
to be used during reconstruction work.
Details are contained in the relevant headings such as War
Survey Research Institute, AID Survey Framework, Gravity, Triangulation a,nd Chapters X, X I paras 155-161.

SECRET DOCUMENTS

Maps published by the Survey of India were not classified
"Secret " or ( undor the later classification of documents ) " Confidential ".
Other secret documents were handled under normal military
rules. See Documents.
SECURITY

The question of security in relation to maps is a very difficult
one, much more difficult than in relation to most other documents.
To leave an area blank on a map is merely to draw attention to i t besides irritating the bona fide map user ; to put in fictitious "information", not only is very troublesome, but will inevitably bring the
map making organization into disrepute. The only course really
open is to restrict, to greater or less degree, the issues of maps t h a t
contain military information.
Certain of our maps were therefore classified "For Official
Use Only" ( F.O.U.O. ) before the war, later altered to "Restricted";
and in the early stages of the war, an extra category was added,
"F.O.U.0.-B" which, while restricted was not so tightly so as
F.O.U.O. See For OJicial Use Only.
2. I n the case of maps being published for operational use a
coding system prevents unauthorized knowledge of where maps are
going, but thore is always danger from within the publication office
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itaelf. I am proud to record that, to the best of my knowledge,
there was no leakage whatever from the Survey of India.
The Survey of India offices were classified, like military offices,
as "Prot.ected Places" and a pass system somewhat like that in
use in G.H.Q. ( India ) was in force in many of them, with the
object of excluding unauthorized persons ; we also maintained e
aecurity force, includmg in certain cases plain-clothes detectives
of the C.I.D.
3. Secret documents were dealt with as in military offices and,
so far as possible, all secret information kept off paper and communicated by word of mouth. The usual posters etc., exhorting
silence on militaq subjects were displayed, as in all other offices.
The principle was followed, as with maps, of drawing the leaat
poeeible attention to anything that might be regarded as information
useful to the enemy.
4. There was mme pressure for military officers t o wear uniform on security grounds. I was unable t o see its value, in fact it
appeared t o me that the reverse would be the case for uniforms were
sometirnea taken too much for granted, in various offices.
See also Uniform,Docuw&, Map Issues.
SERIES OF MAPS

fh
Map Series and Map Policy.
SETTLEMENT SURVEYS

"Settlement" aurveys are those made from time t o time by
the provincial Governments for the reassessment of land values for
taxation, etc., purposes. I n some provinces, notably the Punjab
and the N.W. Frontier Provinces, the Survey of India was frequently
asked to provide the basic framework to control such surveys so
that they shall be well co-ordinated. The detail survey work was
done by the Settlement authorities, sometimes with assistance in
training from the Survey of India.
I n specially difficult casea, such as the settlement of hill and
mountain areas, the Survey of India was asked to break down the
major control still further. It was in such areas that the Department carried out a considerable amount of settlement survey work
during the war, utilizing the surveys w advanced training in theodobte work.
See Haaira, Kulu, Triangulation.
SLOTTED TEMPLET ( TEMPLATE )

This L a mechanical device for adjusting minor control plots

in the radial line method of air survey, see Air Burvey, 3.
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SIAM

Siam possessed a sound survey department md there wem
some reasonably good maps which the Survey of India had occtlsioh
to duplicate during the war, mainly on the *-inch scale. Triangulation had also to be adjusted to fit with neighbouring Burma and
Malaya triangulation, see War Research Institute.
I n duplicating the Siam map series, we had some difliculty
with the script, there being few Siamese scholars in India and there
being also several methods of transliterating the Siamese characters.
A scholar was, however, found who did most of the transliteration
work for us, which was based on the "Bangkok Times" system.
2. A few Survey of India officers and men were employed in
Siam towards the end of the war but little survey work was done
there by our personnel.
3. See also Spheroids.
SOLDIER SURVEYORS

It had been the practice before the war to take into the Survey
of India each Fear about four soldiers who had completed and
passed high in the survey training course held annually in the
training establishment of the R.G.O. Sappers and Miners a t Roorkee.
These men, of various ranks from sepoy to havildar, then underwent
five years' training in the Survey of India of which the first two
were "first period", the men remaining on the books of their
regiments, the "second period" being on the books of the Survey
of India, on civil rates of pay.
At the end of the second period of training, men had the option
of remaining on the Indian Unattached List ( I.U.L. ) or taking
their discharge from the army ; in the former case, they had a
commitment to serve in the army when required to do so by the
Commander-in-Chief in India and eventually received I.U.L. pension ; in the latter case, they had no military commitment and
received civil pension. Which a man took depended on his own
assessment of his personal ability, civil pension being higher if a
mat1 got on quickly, lower if he did not.
2. Shortly before the war, the I.U.L. was being allowed to go
out of existence. A t the same time it wm deoided that, to ensure
a reasonable number of surveyors having a definite military commitment, all soldier snrveyors coming to the Survey of India must
be included for some years in the Military Reserve of Surveyors.
This was the position when the war started but the reserve had been
in operation for such a short time that we had relatively few men
with a d e f i ~ t emilitary commitment ; tho majority of ex-soldiers
volunteered for military service. See Reserves.
3. The bulk of the recruitment of surveyore to bhe Survey of
India, however, was from civil sources and meay of the oirilim
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surveyors also volunteered. As the war progressed and the army
was tapping the same recruiting resources as the Survey of India,
the supply of civilian recruits dwindled ; furthermore, the Survey
of India had no resources for the education of recruits in the quantities that they were needed whereas the army had its normal educational system in full swing.
It was therefore decided that resources would be pooled and
that for the period of the war the Survey of India would rely almost
wholly on recruitment of surveyors via the army. Because of the
bulk supply required and the pre-occupation of the Sappers and
Miners with other matters, the Survey of India took over all
surveyors' training from the start, the equivalent of the Roorkeecourse being incorporated in our shortened first period of training ;
the Survey of India advanced training being given in our second
period.
Army Orders to this effect were published, and a first batch
of 100 would-be surveyors called for. About 70 were actually
received in the training party. See Training and Training Parties.
4. At the outset there were some vicissitudes. We had retained
the pre-war scheme of first period in regimental books, second
period transferred temporarily to Survey of India, permanently at
end of second period with commitment to military service. First
period had been shortened to one year ( on average, flexible )
second to not more than two years but a man could be considered
to be a full-fledged surveyor as soon as his instructors thought he
was up to the requisite standard. Men who were not up to
standard were either relegated to other survey duties ( drawing,
map store-keeping, etc. ) or returned to their regiments.
This scheme did not meet with the approval of the men themselves who saw in i t loss of prestige, loss of chances of promotion
if returned to their regiments as unlikely to be a surveyor; the
Surveyor General had several conferences with the men and while
there was undoubtedly some idea of "having it both ways", nevertheless the grievances were sound enough. The system was then
changed so that men did not join the Survey of India a t all but
continued to remain on regimental books until, if accepted for
military survey duty, they were transferred to the Corps of Royal
Indian Engineers.
Even this scheme did not attract good men until trade pay
waa introduced for surveyors ( see Trade Pay ) after which there
wee little difficulty.
6. Though these surveyors were paid a t military rates entirely,
it was necessary to aBsess their worth annually on the civil pay
system to provide for their possible entry into the Department
after the war ( the Department did practically no civil recruiting
and was relying on these men to provide its surveyor-power after
demobilization ) and also to carry out normal promotions on the
civil ayetem of unclassified, second, first and selected grade surveyor
to ~ W Stheir military rank and hence pay in the army. Army
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rank varied from havildar t o subedar-major according t o their
classification and service. See Terms of Service.
6. Up to 1946, few of these men had decided to join the Survey
of India, regarding the pay scales as too low. There was, I am
afraid, a feeling that once the war was over war pensions orland
grants of land would provide for the remainder of their lives. I
had talked personally to many of these men and tried t o disabuse
them of this somewhat fantastic idea, but to no avail.
Those who did join the Department required refresher training
in the field and advanced training to meet post-war civil needs.
7. Because the system outlined above replaced our normal
recruitment system, these Soldier Surveyors have been shown in
Table C as if membera of the Survey of India.
SOUTH-EAST ASIA COMMAND ( S.E.A.C.)

When the South-East Asia Command, and later the Allied
Land Forces, South-East Asia ( ALF SEA ) headquarters formed,
the Survey of India ceased to have any direct connection with the
war in the Far East Theatre, all dealings being through the Director
of Survey ( India Command ) ; i t did, however, produce many
hundreds of thousands of maps for this Command and provided
and/or trained much of its survey personnel, besides carrying out
considerable research work on its behalf.
It also provided the Stores Organization for that Command and
acted as its survey Base Organization, which headings give some
details about the work carried out, as well as Map Publication.
2. The present Surveyor General, Brigadier G. F. Heaney,
was appointed Director of Survey in this Command but
actually functioned with ALF SEA ( at tho outsot, 11 Army Group ).
A staff directorate was also formed a t the headquarters of the
Supreme Co~nmander( SAC SEA ) whose business was to interpret
military information from a survey and mapping point of view and
lreep D. Svy. ALF SEA informed. This headquarters alvo undertook any drawing and publication work requirod by SAC SEA
itself.
Many Survey of India officers and men served in tlli.; Command
as also personnel who had been trainod by the Survey of India.
See Table E .
Survey of India officers and men in this Comnland were as far
afield as Indo-Cluna and Netherlands East Indies and the Dapartment published many inillions of maps for it up to and including
Tokyo. See also Chapter I X , 124-127 and X, 135.
c.B.E.,

SOUTHERN ARMY

The Southern Army replaced Southern Command ( India ) in
1942 when Japanese invasion of Tndia appeared imminent and in
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1943 a Survoy Directorate, with several military survoy units under
its control, was formed. Theso units woro very busy on surveys
and mapping connected with the dofence of the east coast until the
Japanese threat was removed after which they carried out intensivo
training bsfore becoming part of South-East Asia Command ( ALF
SE h ) in 1944.
Map publication was carried out very largely by the Madras
Survoy Department during this period, see Mudrc-cs, and assistance
as required was supplied by tho small South India Dotachmont,
see Smth India Party.

SOUTH INDIA PARTY
There had been a full circle of the Survey of India in south
India with headquarters a t Bangalore up t o 1932, after which a
strong "Independent" Party had been functioning there under the
direct control of the Surveyor General.
Until the spring of 1941, this party continued to function
as suoh being one of tho few units to continuo a routine fiold programme, necessitated by the inadequacy of tho maps of the area
south-oast of Bombay. In April 1!)41, howovor, the party was
reduced t o detachment status, most of its personnel joining the
Emtern C i r c l ~in Dehra Dfin, for drawing duties. The South India
Detachment in Bangalore looked after what little work there wa.~
in southern India until the Southern Army Survey Directorate took
over in 1943, when there was a groat deal of work in connection
with the defences of the east coast and military training and map
publicqtion, see South~rnArmy and Mndrrrs.
The 8.1. Detachment assisted tho D.D. Svy. Southern Army as
required.
2. Reconstruction projects of some size toolr shape in southern
India in the later stages of the war and immediatley after it, and
heavy demands for maps and new surveys had been made by the
provincial and state Governments concerned.
The Southern Circle was therefore re-established with headquarters a t Bangalore in 1946. See Tungabhadra and Projects.
3. The hired offlces of the South India Party were retained
in Bangalore throughout the war, a large part of them, however,
being used for military purposes.

SOUTH-WEST PACIFIC COMMAND
This command, formed shortly after Japan invaded Malaya,
was dissolved after the fall of Singapore and Jep invasion of
Jeva. A Survey of India officer, Colonel U. Bomford, was appointed Deputy Director of Survey in chargo of the Command Survey
Direotorata He remained but a short time in J a v a but succeeded
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in bringing back to India some very valuable cartographic records
of tho N.E.I.
SPHEROIDS

All maps of India and Burma were based on spheroid data
deduced by Sir George Everest, Surveyor General of India from
1830 to 1843 and Superintendent of its Great Trigonometrical
Survey from 1823 to 1843. These data differed from those accepted
for 'IrBq to the west and Siam to the east, as well as those acceptred
for Malaya and N.E.I. and Indo-China.
and maps based on one set data joined
Where triang~lat~ion
another, there was therefore some difficulty. While each set of
maps and trig. values were coherent in themselves, each introducing
minimum error within their own spheres, the "marginal adjustment" where spheres adjoined presented a considerable problem to
our scientific staff and resulted in a great deal of work in the War
Research Institute.
The discrepancy as between India and Iran based on 'Ir&qwas
not troublesome, not because i t did not exist but because i t was
gratifyingly small and there was no war interest a t the junction
( see Baluchistiin ). I n the case of Siain and other coulitries to the
east, however, separate sets of tables had to be prepared and
separate sets of triangulation data based on the two adjoining
spheroidal data, with conversion tables to put triangulation in one
set of terms into the terms of the other.
2. This book is not the place for a dissertation on geodesy
but it mny be explained for the benefit of the non-survey reader
that while the earth is approximately :a spheroid, it is not exactly
so ; to enable cnlcull~tionsto be made for the solution of triangulation ant1 similar problems, ,zssumptions have to be made for the size
and shape of the true spheroid that most nearly fits the earth, and
a t what places tliis true spheroid will touch t'he earth's surface.
It is in these assnmptions that the discrepancies between t.he various
spheroids of calcnlation lie. Coupled with differences in projections, discrepancies may be considerable. So also Projections,
Grids.

STATIONERY
Ordinary office stationery wens obtained from the Central
Stationery Department of the Government of India, and this
department also supplied a considerable anlount of teoh~ioalatrlt i o n ~ r yin the earlier stages of the war.
The Survey of India end the military survey aervice, however,
required an increasilig amount of stationery articles of specie1 type
and quality not ordinarily atooked by the Central S t ~ t i o n e r yOffice,
auch a8 high quality drawing pencila, inks, colours, papers, eto., and
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it was eventually arranged with the War Office and agreed by the
Stationery Department that such supplies should be made direct
from Britain or U.S.A. t o our Stores Organization. As far as
available, however, supplies normally held in India were used and
wherever possible, Indian made articles.
Printing and drawing papers have been dealt with in more
detail under the head Paper. See also Chapter VIII, 117.

STORE-KEEPERS
There was no Survey of India Stores Organization before the war
and besides a few map store-keepers in the Map Record and Issue
Office no one was specially trained in storebeeping duties ; it was
usual in the parties and field circles to employ elderly surveyors,
draftsmen, computers, etc., on these duties or t o combine them with
clerical duties.
The develop~nentof the Survey of India Stores Organization
during the war and the great increase in map output as well as
the formation of military Map Supply Sections made i t necessary
to recruit store-keepers specially for their work, and train them in
their duties, besides introducing special pay scales to attract suitable men.
See Stores Organization, Map Issues.

STORES ORGANIZATION
Before the war map publication machinery, chemicals, inks,
drawing and printing papers and certain other special stationery
articles were demanded from the India Stores Department, London,
by the Director, Map Publication who congolidated the indents of
the various circles and units in respect of these stores. Indents
were submitted a year or more ahead ancl the articles, as they
became available, were shipped piecemeal direct to the various
indenting units in various parts of India.
There was no central storage for such articles, though the
Map Publication Office did keep a small reserve stock in case of
unforeseen demands before the next indent, or emergencies. There
waa no Stores Organization as such.
2. Certain technical stores ( other than printing stores ) and
instruments, etc., were similarly obtained on indent from the India
$tore8 Department, London, partly through the ~ a t h e m a t i c s l
Inetrument Office, partly direot by units on indents through the
Surveyor General's Ofice.
Other instmments and etorea were obtained on indent from
the M.I.O. who held e small stook of some articles, manufaotured
or purchased others to meet the various indents.
Still othere were purchmed direct by the unite requiring them,
or indented for direct on the Indian 8torea Department in Indie.
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The latter organization also kept no stock but caused the manufacture of the required articles and their despatch direct to the
indenting unit.
3. As the Survey of India took over the r6le of Base Organization, requirements increased, sources of supply disappeared or were
overwhelmed with orders and transport and shipping tightened up,
it became necessary t o establish "stock-piles" and to have one
central authority in the Survey of India who could deal with-and
to some extent foresee-the requirements of the various units.
A modest start was made in August 1940 when the Director,
Map Publication found that too much of the time of his printing
and connected staff was being spent in dealing with stores ; his
Deputy, Lt.-Colonel G. W. Gemmell, I.A., was allotted the task in
addition to his other duties of forming a small organization t h a t
would control the stores situation as i t applied to the Publication
Circle.
I n April 1941 the organization, by now expanded somewhat,
moved to Delhi and was taken over whole-time by a retired officer
of the Royal Engineers, a t one time in the Survey of India ( Colonel
0.H. B. Trenchard, R.E. ). While organization could be done in
Delhi, there was little room for creating and storing stocks nor was
Delhi a very suitable place for them, the technical activities of the
Department being elsewhere. The organization was therefore
moved to Dehra Diin where buildings were hired to accommodate
its office and its increasing stocks of all sorts of survey equipment
Instrument Office having been
and stores. The Mathemati~a~l
transferred t,o the Supply Department in May 1941, we could no
longer rely on that office for instrument storage and stock-piles
and hence had to expand still further to ensure that we had suffietc., under our own control.
cient in~t~ruments,
time
the Stores Office had to function in quite
4. For some
inadequate hired bungalows of t'he residentia.1 type. This was
difficult for the organization and also was detrimental to the increasingly tight accommodation situation in Dehra Diin. There
was considerable pressure on us to vacate thege hnngalows, from
local Government sources.
Steps were therefore taken to build proper stores accommodation and offices in the Geodetic Branch compound and with the
formation of the South-East Asia Command comprehensive accommodation became essential because the Survey of India Stores
Organization was to be in a position to supply that Command.
This accommodation consisted of large stores and an office
building. In addition to articles stored in the buildings, a considerable amount of heavy plant had to be stored outside when the
whole weight of the mar turned to the east.
6 . The growth of the organization is indicated by the fact that
whereas in 1941 about 240 separate items were under supply, in
1946 about 3,500 major items were handled and nearly 10,000 when
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tall items are included ; tonnage handled increased from about
35 tons in 1941 to 7,600 in 1945.
The range of stores was very wide, including some 17 differellt
types of nloclern lithographic printing machines with printing surfaces varying from 13" X 8" to 4Si" X 36&",ancillary equipment,
a large volume of spare parts, inks, chemicals, papers, photographic
plates, films and papers ; there was also much equipment to be
handled as well as surveying and mathematical instruments.
Of the stores used in 1945 about 25% were Indian made,
including over 2,500 tons of printing paper.
6. Not all items actually went t o Dehra Diin. Items of major
plant being sent from U.K. to units in the South-East Asia Command, though dealt with on the books of the Stores Officer, were
shipped direct from Calcutta or Bombay, in which places small
Stores forwarding offices had been established under the control
of Deputy Stores Officers.
These officers were also charged with the duty of locating
survey stores ( which were specially marked ) a t the docks and
clearing them expeditiously to destination.
7. Procurement was in part direct from the Survey Stores
Organization ( War Office ) in U.K., in part from the Mathematical
Instrument Office in Calcutta, in part from the Indian Stores
Department in India and ( to a small extent ) by direct purchase
in India.
Indents were submitted on the various ofices by lrnown
requirements wit,h which the Stores Officer was kept in touoh by
the one hundred and twenty or so units, militsry and civil, that
he was supplying, through their rospective directors, military or
civil ; and by basing demands on averages for each type of unit.
Demands on the War Office were niade by the Ge0~raphica.1Section,
General Staff, on Tllclian suppliers by the Stores Officer himself.
The Office functioned under the control of tho Director Military
Circle/Director of Survey ( India ). See Military Circle.
8. At the outset, it was possiblo for any survey-trained officer
to fill the post of Stores Officer. As time went on, however, and
more and more printing and similar machinery with spares, special
inks, etc., came into the theatre, it became difficult to find an officer
with adequate knowledge ; one who knew ahout instruments was
unlikely to know sufficient about printing machinery and vice versa.
As printing machinery and stores formed the moat difficult
and important part of the work, an officer was usually selected from
the Officers' Cadre of Briti3h technicistls, see Cadres ; he was given
an a~sistant,with knowledge of surveying a,ncl mathemat,icnl instruments hut relied for inspection for standards in these articles
on the Mathematical Instrument Office in Calcutta ; it had been
agreed with the Supply Department that Mr. Maloolm ( Mr. Lacamp
after Mr. Malaolm's death ) who wm fully familiar with Survey of
Indie requirements should do all inspeotions and that the Stares
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Officer should correspond with him direct on these matters. See
jKathematica1 Instrument Ofice.
Deputies and Assistants were also obtained &om among
civilians in India who had had stores or similar experience in the
Railways, Public Works Departments, etc.
9. I n 1945, the Stores Organization was as follows :Stores Officer ( Military Cadre, R.E. )
.. 1
Deputy Stores Officers ( Class I, General Central
Service )
..
..
.. 2
Assistant Stores Officers (Class 11, General
Central Service )
..
2
Officers ( of U.S.S. status j
.
.. 2
Store-keepers ( 2nd Divn. Technical )
.. 6
Assistant Store-keepers & Clerks
..
. . 55
Class N personnel, including Carpenters, Packers
and Store-khaksis
.
. 140
10. When Japan collapsed, a vast quantity of stores had been
accumulated against invasion of that country. I n addition, more
and more stores were coming in that had been on sea when V J
occurred or that were returned as units employed in the S.E.A.
Command were demobilized or reduced in strength. It was therefore necessary to keep the full strength of the stores staff going for a
long time to deal with this influx, sort, list and prepare for disposal
through the Disposals Directorate of the Department of Supply.
Concurrently, the Survey of India, starved for instruments
in its earlier reconstruction projects work, had to be made up to
strength in surveying and mathematical instruments-the Department by then being roughly twice its pre-war size and very fully
occupied. See Projects.
The problem of what to do with the large quantity of printing
plant installed in the Survey of India is discussed under the heading
Information and Broadcasting.

..

.

.

.

SUNDARBANS
This wild coast ares between the Hooghly and Brahmaputra
rivers, consisting of forest, mangrove swanlps and tidal creeks, was
inadequately surveyed to meet ~nilitaryrequire~ncntsin the event
of an attempted Japanese landing south-east of Calcutta.
During 1942-43 it was photographed from the air by Messrs.
Indian Air Survey and Transport Ltd., under their charter with the
Government of Indie but improvement in the military situation
made it unnecessnry to compile new maps from these photographs
during the war.
See Indian Air Survey and Transport.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
This is a somewhat vague term used to distinguish Surveyora,
etc., from KbalLsis ( I.~tferiorServants ). See also Clase I, 11,ZII.
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SURVEY DEPOT
The responsibility accepted by the Survey of India for the
formation of a military Survey Depot in case of war has been mentioned in ~llilitaryOrganization and Frontier Circle.
The Depot was formed by the Frontier Circle, soon after war
broke out, a t RisBlpur in the N.W.F.P. which was then the mobilization station for military units formed from the Survey of India. It
was commanded by a military officer of the Survey of India who
was assisted by a non-survey officer supplied by the army as adjutant
and quartermaster and by a few army reservist V.C.O.'s and Other
Ranks. The clerical staff and lower rank 1 . 0 . R . ' ~were found by
the Su~rveyof India ; a unit accountant from the army was added
soon after.
The Depot remained in Risiilpur until the end of 1942 when it
moved to Dehra Dfin as being more central and convenient and
more suitable climatically, Risiilpur being excessively hot in summer.
2. The method of mobilizing personnel from the various civil
units of the Department into the Survey Depot was troublesome,
lacking an essential intermediate stage. A "Survey Training
Centre " under the orders of a " Survey Training Officer" was therefore formed in the civil Department and was located with the
military Survey Depot a t Risiilpur ( later Dehra Diin ) and was
commanded by the O.C. Depot who was authorized to perform
this dual rnilitary/civil function. This particular name was selected
to avoid confusion with the military Survey Depot, though the
Survey Training Centre was in fact a civil wing of the Survey Depot,
the Depot proper being the military wing.
Mobilization ( and demobilization ) problems immediately
eased considerably, officers and men being first posted to the Survey
Training Centre whence they stepped from one room to another and
became soldiers, or vice versa on demobilization.
The Survey Depot and the Training Centre wers under the
same control, that of the Director Frontier Circle a t the outset,
from 1942 onwards that of the Director Military Circle on the civil
side, the Director of Survey ( India ) who was also Director Military
Circle, on the military side. See Military Organization, Mililary
Circle.
Chical staff was variously military or civil as necessary and
tsvailable ; military staff had to be kept within war establishments,
civil staff was a t the discretion of the Surveyor General and was
augmented by him as necessary in tho Survey Training Centre.
Both military and civil personal records were maintained in
the combined office.

3. It had originally been intended to allot most of the training
tasks to the Survey Training Centre. This, however, became
impossible owing to the size of the task, see Training. The Training &ntre/Survey Depot did, however, deal with all training of
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1.0.R.'~of the rank of Naik and below in their survey duties such
as helio aligning, chaining, etc. See Inferior Servants. Training
of surveyors, draftsmen, etc., was carried out in the Training parties.
The authorized strength of the Survey Depot/Survey Training
Centre in 1945 was as follows :O.C. Depot/Survey Training Officer
.. 1
2nd-in-Command Depot and Asst. S.T.O.
.. 1
B.O.R.
..
..
..
.. 2
I.O.R.
..
..
..
. . 83
4. Officers and men on the Depot reinforcelnent strength were
nornlally employed in neighbouring Survey of India offices while
awaiting posting, demobilization, etc., and, particularly in the case
of B.O.R. technicians, made a welcome addition to Survey of India
map production potential in the busy times of 1 9 4 6 4 5 .
SURVEYOR GENERAL'S OFFICE
Until 1940 this office, responsible for the headquarter administration work of the Survey of India, had been in Calcutta ; i t had
long been felt that i t must be noarer the Government of India and
it was moved to Delhi in 1940 where i t occupied a portion of the
old Temporary Secretariat on Alipur Road in old Delhi. The
Surveyor General, with n tour ofice, had iiioved to Delhi in 1939.
The Assistant Surveyor General had always been a military
officer of the Class I Service of the I)cpartment, usually a senior
officer, but otherwise this office had no technical staff, the Surveyor
General relying on his directors for technical advice. I n effect, i t
was purely an adini~listrativcoffice. I n the 1914-18 war i t had
held the person~ldocuments of those on active service but did not
do so in the 1039-45 war, see Survey Depot and Military Circle.
As accommodation i11 Dellii tightened up, the S.G.O. had to
vacate its offices in the Secretariat proper but continued to occupy
hutments close by, preferring this temporary type but fairly roomy
accommodation to the certainty of being squashed up in the main
Secretariat in New Delhi, or relegated to huts there-in any event,
likely to mean constant movement and disorganization. See
Accommodation.
2. Throughout the war, this was a very busy and harassed
office. Apert from routine administration and technical and semitechnical, military and semi-military problems, i t was the buffer
between Government and its employees, between military end
civil requirements end procedure. I n his capacity as survey
adviser to the Governmetit of India, of which the Commander-inChief in India was e member, i t was incumbent on the Surveyor
General to keep an open mind on civil versus military demands.
. 3. A military officer performed the duties of Assistant Surveyor
General up to 1942, rtssisted from 1941 by an additional Assistant
Surveyor General, a civilian officer who had been promoted from
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the olerical staff and who had had a very wide and varied experience
of clerical and administrative work in the Department as well aa
in the 1914-18 war, Rai Sahib Diwan Chand Verma ( later Rai
Bahadur Verma, M.B.E. ).
Shortage of military officers precluded having one as A.S.G.
from 1942 onwards, and the office was somewhat reorganized to
have two Assistant Surveyors General, both civilians, one on the
organizational side ( R.B. Verma ) and one on the administrative
side ( Mr. 0.N. Pushong, re-employed from retirement ). These
two officers formed the mainstay of the Surveyor General's staff
throughout the remainder of the war. Until its very late stages
when reconstruction work was coming to the fore, the S.G. had to
do without a military officer, relying on the Director Military Circle
and his Assistant Director ( Brigadier E. A. Glennie and Colonel
R. H. Phillimore respectively, see Milihry Circle ), who were also
close by in Delhi for military advice and his other directors for
technical survey and publication advice.
Towards the end of the war, the S.G. was fortunate in having
military officers, Colonels G. F. Heaney and J. B. P. Angwin, as
his deputies who were able to relieve him of a considerable amount
of organizatiorial work particularly on the military side.
4. I n common with the rest of the Department, the S.G.O.
WCLB much expanded and suffered several reorganizations to cope
with the vast increase of work and, by up-grading some of its posts
to oficer status ( civil ), was able to decentralize work to a considerable extent. At the outset, it suffered from over-centralization,
being designed to deal with a comparatively small department
working to a routine as compared, in the war, with a much larger
department involved in heavy military as well as civil commitments.
Rai Bahadur Verma was instrumental in working out these
reorganizations and getting them through the Finance Department,
along with the many reorganizations necessary for the Department
as a whole. The organizational work falling on his shoulders was
very heavy, not only during the war but in the transition period
from 1944 onwards. The administrative work too was very greatly
increased, see Administration.
SURVEYORS

The term "surveyor" was specifically applied in the Survey
of India to those Lower Subordinate Service officers who were
q e c i a l i ~ t sin plane-tabling work. Those who were specialists in
air survey work ( usually also expert plane-tablers ) were cdled "air
eumeyors" and the various other trades that were included under
the general term surveyor were described by their namee such
leveller, traverser, draftsman, etc.
This caused confusion a t timee and it warn propased befor8 the
and af the war to call plane-tablere by that name, rmrving the term
m e p far its more genere1 and propar meaning of tGny Fn
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who specialized in surveying in any of its branches, whether "officer "
or "other rank ". See also Soldier Surveyors.
SURVEYORS' TRAINING PARTY

A special training party ( No. 2 Party ) was formed primarily
to teach plane-tabling and the preliminary drawing necessary for
every plane-tabler to master. S i r survey training was, however,
carried out in No. 18 Party.
See Training Parties and Air Survey Party.
SURVEY POLICY

Survey policy is intimately connected with Map Policy, both
being outlined under that heading.
SURVEYS

Surveys carried out by Survey of India personnel are mentioned under the appropriate headings such as Hazcira, 'Irciq, Programmes,etc.
SURVEY SERVICE POCKET BOOK

A Field Service Manual had been published in 1916 detailing the
survey organization for the 191P18 war. Though war establishment had been prepared before the 1939-46 war, as well as war
equipment tables and terms of service for civil officers and other
ranks on becoming soldiers, there was no book of reference to enable
civil officers to discover readily what they were supposed to do in
war, nor any compendium of survey information that they could
carry in their haversacks, like the military Field Service Pocket
Book.
2. A loose-leaf type pocket book was therefore put in hand
early in 1941, outlining military duties required of survey units,
war establishments, approved military methods of making appreciations, writing orders, etc., and incorporating brief information
about tho various survey tasks that might confront survey offioers
and others in war, with formuls, methods, etc., colnlnonly met and
used briefly stated or outlined.
Various officers best qualified to write the several parts were
selected and instructed to complete their part ready for the press by
31st March 1941. This was done, and the firet edition was published ( in Geodetic Branch, Dshra Diin ) during 1941. The book was
reprinted with amendments in 1942 and again in 1943, to meet
heavy demands caused not only by our own expansion but also
from outside survey and artillery survey sources.
Hastily written though i t wm, the book is a very valuable
one and hm been much ueed by survey and other connected interests.
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3. The book is published in self-contained parts whioh can be
bound in a folder of pocket size like that used in the Field Service
Pocket Book.
The headings of the various parts are as follows :PART
I. Introductory.
,,
11. Organization in war.
111. Mobilization.
,,
IV. Appreciations, orders, messages and miscellaneous military notes.
IV(a).
Instructions
for survey signal messages.
,,
V. Spare.
VI.
Spheroids, projections, and grids.
$9
VII. Scales and lay-out of maps.
9,
VIII.
Notes on instruments their uses and adjust,,
ments.
IX. Notes on observational procedure and methods.
,J
X. Map reproduction.
XI. Organization for technical work.
f9
,,
XII. Air survey.
,,
XIII. Formulae and approximations.
,,
XIV Map compilation.
J
XV Novel methods.
9p

19

J

SURVEY TRAINING CENTRE
This civil unit was in reality the civil wing of the ( military )
Survey Depot under which heacling it is described.
SYLLABUSES
Training syllabuses had to be altered frequently to keep up
with changing requirements in the military survey service and at the
end of the war to meet the needs of post-war reconstruction surveys.
See Reconatr.uction, Projects and Training.
TAVISTOCK

See T7reodolih.
TECHNICAL STATIONERY
Technical stationery included special pencils, inks, water
coloura, etc., aa well as paper, both for drawing and printing purposes,
end a number of similar iteme.
Obtained before the war by direot indent on the Indis Stom
Department, London, it waa supplied during the early pert of the
war through the Stationery Department of the aovernment of
India. This w m en embarrassment to that department most of
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whose consumers required only ordinary office stationery ; arrangements were therefore made with the War Office t o supply us direct
in respect of items not usually stocked by the Stationery Department from whom, however, we obtained as much as possible.
See Paper and Stationery.

TEMPORARY COMPUTERS
See Computers and Topographical Assistants.

TERMS OF SERVICE
I n 1934, terms of service were drawn up by the Director Frontier
Circle of the Survey of India in consultation with Army Headquarters
and approved by the Government of India, detailing the ranks,
pay, leave, incidence of cost, etc., of Survey of India personnel that
would be militarized and mobilized in case of war. These were
published in Government of India ( Army Department ) letter No.
A-41739/Pt. VII/3 ( A.G. 4 ) dated 5-11-1934, and were the terms
on which we had called for volunteers for military service before
and during the early stages of the war.
I n the 1914-18 war the Survey of India formed what were in
effect civil units, personnel receiving "relative rank " and being
permitted to wear uniform of the military type, but without Corps
insignia. The 1034 terms of service allowed for the formation of
combatant military survey units, with transfers of personnel to
the army in the Corps of Indian Engineers, later R.I.E.
2. The terms of service referred to in the foregoing paragraph
were for "general mobilization". It was argued that in 1939-40
mobilization was not general and hence the terms were inapplicable ;
this caused a great deal of difficulty for us for no one knew where
he was and hence hesitated to volu~iteer. The upshot was that
fresh terms were hastily prepared, resulting in considerable ambiguity and the necessity for many amendments later on. The terms
on which we worked during the war, subject to frequent amendments, were those promulgated in Defence Department ( Army
Branch ) letter No. R-55824/1/A.O. 1 ( b ) dated 26-7-40.
3. I n the case of military offlcers of the Class I Service, treatment was similar to that of regular army officer8 in other branches
of the service ; substantive rank was retained and promotion to
acting or temporary rank granted according to the military post
held if the grade of thc post was higher than the substantive
rank.
Civilian gazetted officcrs were commissioned in the military
rank laid down by the Tcrms of Service ; non-gazetted officers
received Viceroy's Commissions in the prescribed rank and other
non-gazetted personnel received Viceroy's Commissions or were
enlisted in the rank prescribed, the lowest rank for superior service
personnel ( Lower Subortlinate Officers ) being havilbr. Inferior
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Service personnel ( Khalisis ) received the rank of naik, lancenaik or sepoy.
A table of ranks as finally evolved during the 1939--45war is
a t Table B. As in the case of regular military officers, acting or
temporary promotion was given according t o the military post held,
see Promotions.
The purpose of laying down initial ranks for the various classes of
personnel of the Survey of India was of course t o enable all ranks to
know exactly what their status would be on militarization, before
they volunteered ; and also to ensure that civil seniority wee
preserved as far as possible, an important point for morale.
4. Pay was governed on the principle that each individual
should receive whichever was the better, either the military pay of the
post held or his substantive civil pay plus certain war additions in
the shape of technical pay or special military allowances, laid down
in the Terms of Service. The prescribed allowance rates are shown
in Table B.
This was obviously a fair system ; i t did, however, make for
heavy administrative work for changes in civil status and pay and
changes in military rank caused civil pay plus allowances to be the
better one moment and military pay of rank better the next; it
also made it essential to keep up our regular annual increment rolls,
see Military Circle and Administration.
6. At the outset of the war, no trade pay was granted to survey
personnel and when granted later on, was a purely military matter
and therefore (lid not enter into the Terms of Service as such. See
Trade Pay ant1 Table B.
6. The Terms of Service also covered the question of travelling
allowance to and from the mobilization station, despatch of families
to mrl from their homes, leave during and after militarization,
disability pensions and family pensions in case of death, eto. These
poinh were d s o of the greatest importance to individuals volunteering and the u p ~ e tof the 1934 terms, referred to in para 2 above,
wm responsible for much delay in obtaining volunteers on this
as well as the rank nnd pay account.
Some difficulties about travelling allowance and leave have
been mentioned under those headings.

7. The incidence of cost as between civil and military budgets
waa also laid down in the Terms.
8. Apart from the heavy administration involved, the Terms
of Service worked well on the whole. They succeeded very fairly
well in maintaining civil vie-&-via military seniority and status,
without which we would have had many less volunteers and morale
must have suffered badly.

The 1940 terms closely followed the 1934 in principle. See
a h Reeervea.
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THAILAND

The country of Siam was for a time called Thailand. It hae
been referred to as "Siam " throughout this book.
THEODOLITES

For routine work, the Survey of India mainly used simple
vernier transit instruments, easily learned by traversers, etc., of
relatively low educational qualifications. Micrometer instruments
were used for higher precision work and glass arc instruments for
highest precision and military work, in the former case for their
accuracy, in the latter for their convenience and less bulk and weight,
as well as ( weight for weight ) precision.
At the outset of the war, the Department had a somewhat
heterogeneous collection of these instruments, Wild, Zeiss, Watts
and Tavistock-the latter the latest development of the type, made
by Cooke, Troughton and Siinms to ( more or less ) British military
specifications.
Most of our military volunteer officers, both gazetted and nongazetted, had been trained in tlie use of the Wild theodolite ( 3inch ), few in the use of the corresponding Tavistock. War Equipment Tables called for some theodolites of each sort, glass arc,
micrometer and vernier ; the latter included mainly because glass
arc were hard ( and expensive ) to get.
2. As tlie war progressed and more and more survey units
were called for, we were hard put to i t to find enough theodolites ;
training had to be carried out and sufficient theodolites for this
purpose retained in India ; the Americans were absorbing a considerable number of Tavistocks and also the British units in the
Mid-east and European theatres. It was not till quite late in the
war that h e were free of anxiety in respect of these instruments.
After the war, we had to call in all available instruments as
quickly as we could to get ahead with post-war projects ; apart
from the Survey of India, there was a very heavy demand from the
Public Works and Railway Departments who, however, were given
the vernier type. Glass arc instruments were reserved for the
Survey of India to whom indeed most of them in the eastern theatre
belonged.
3. Training in theodolite work is discussecl under Training
and Triangulation, and also ( astronomical work ) under Astro-fizea.
TIDES

Tides had been predicted as a routine measure by the Survey
of India, and tide-tables published, for ~omethingover 40 different
ports in the Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean and Bey of Bengal. This
was done in the Geodetic Branch a t Dehra Diin using a tide predicting machine similar to that used by the Tidal Institute, Liverpool,
England.
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This work was continued during the war and, for fear of damage
to the machine through enemy action or sabotage, predictions were
kept two or three years ahead. There was no other machine in
Allied hands nearer than Britain.
2. Besides the regular ports required for navigation purposes,
tide predictions were required a t certain special beaches, etc., selected
for invasion of countries in possession of the Japs. The naval
authorities also required charts to indicate the predicted height of
water a t any time a t a number of extra ports and places, for which
Dr. de Graaff Hunter devised a special fitting to the tide predicting
machine.
During 1945, tide-tables for 1946 were published for 67 ports
in the Indian Ocean and connected waterways ( 39 being predicted
on the Survey of India machine ), charts to indicate the water
height a t any time during 1945 were prepared for 62 places, prediction of tides for 1947 and special charts for 57 places in 1946 were in
hand.
3. The tide predicting machine, noisy but invaluable, was one
of the few pieces of machinery protected by blast walls, eto., from the
outset in the Survey of India organization in Dehra Dtin. It was
indispensable and virtually irreplaceable.

Like the Kosi project, the Tista project seeks to control and
utilize the waters of this great river that breaks out of the Himiilayas from some of the highest mountains of the range. The
problems are similar ( see Kosi ) and the project is bigger than the
Kosi though of somewhat less urgency.
The Tist.a River comes down from the snowfields of Kinchenjunga and neighbouring very high Himalayan peaks and is joined,
near Darjeeling, by the Rangit River from the west. I n flood, it
devastates the collntry in northern Bengal before joining the
Brahmaputra and assisting that river to create still further devastetion in its lower reaches before emptying into the Bay of Bengal.
2. The project envisages the construction of several dams and
barrages and the command of some 10,000 square miles of country
in irrigation ; preliminary work was done on it, and estimates
framed and plans made, during 1944-45 concurrently with a very
heavy rush of war work. Work was started on the survey side of
the project in earnest by the Eastern Circle in the field ,season of
1946-47. Preliminary surveys had been made earlier by met4hds
described under Projecta.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ASSISTANTS

The gene~isof this service of the Survey of India i~ outlined
under the heading Computatim and Computere from which it
developed. It is perhaps incorrect to ,speak of it as a service though
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it did, virtually, become one, temporary though i t was. When the
war ended in 1945, there were 97 Topographical Assistants ( "T.
A.'s" ) on the books of the Department, of whom 25 were a t that
time, or had been a t one time or another, on military service in
various capacities.
2. Without going into the details outlined under Comnputations
the necessity for this service arose out of the fact that the Upper
Subordinate Service of the Department, consisting in recent years
of university graduates, was underpaid for its quality while a t the
same time the Lower Subordinate Service was of inadequate education to undertake any survey duties that required mathematical
ability and the ability to understand fully the use of the t,lleodolite
and similar instruments and the computations connected therewith.
Recruitment to the U.S.S. was therefore stopped and temporary
employees, who could be recruited under the Surveyor General's
own financial powers, were substituted to meet war needs ; these
were mostly university graduates with either mathematics or
geography as one of their university courses, or both.
I n the later years of the war, candidates were required to
volunteer for military service before being accepted. Their training course was very similar to, though shorter than, that given to
Class I1 probationer officers ; in fact, a number of T.A.'s later
became Class I1 officers, and a number received commissions in
the army.
3. There wau no fixed pay for Topographical Assistants. The
f i s t batch was recruited a t Rs. 601- per month, but as the cost of living
increased, the starting pay had to be correspondingly raised, and
suitable increments given to previous incumbents ; no rate of increment was fixed, being granted according to merit though a regular
annual incremental system waa followed basically on the grounds
that a man with two years' experience was likely to be better than
a man with one and so on. Some men were taken in a t considerably higher pay than the minimum on account of age and previous
surveying experience ; after the first batch, graduates were started
a t h:gher pay than non-graduntcs.
The "service" being purely a temporary one, there ww 110
pension commitment and 110 commitment to retain them in the
Department after the war. Actually, a large number were absorbed
beoause of our expansion, and our extreme need of experienced
personnel to get started quickly and efficiently on reconstruction
projects work.
4. The formation of this "service" introduced in the Survey
of India a new system, one that had been the subject of controversy
for some time, namely the utilization of a less number of better
educated men a t higher pay rather than a greater number of less
educated men a t lower pay. It is perhaps early to say for sure
whether the system is advantageous, but without it, we would not
have been able to maintain the a~rmylinits or to have got started
w we did on post-war work.
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The normal recruitment system for Class I1 and Upper Subordinate officers was too cumbersome and slow to meet war requirements ; this is understandable because recruitment to these regular
services definitely committed the Government t o permanent service
a,nd pensionary prospects ; great care had therefore to be taken in
selection. The recruitment of Topographical Assistants committed
them to nothing.
5. I think that on average, a few Topographical Assistants were
better than normal Class I1 standard, a very fair number were up to
it and perhaps half those recruited were not up to i t though up to
Upper Subordinate standard. Only a few were below U.S.S.
standard.
TOPOGRAPHICAL HANDBOOK ( T.H.B. )

The Topographical Handbook of the Survey of India is the
Department's technical book of reference and instruction, as the
General Handbook is its administrative counterpart.
The book consists of twelve chapters each published separately
in paper binding and covering all aspects of topographical survey,
mapping and map publication as practised in the Survey of India.
2. A number of copies of this handbook were carried by each
military unit and every officer is supplied with one on recruitment ;
all junior officers are examined annually in their knowledge of it.
The book was too bulky to carry about in the field, though a
few chapters should be and were carried by individuals, such as
those covering Triangulation, Plane-tabling, Surveys in War and
Air Survey.
The Survey Service Pocket Rook was designed inter alia to
provide a,n abbreviated book of reference and instruction, though
not held to be authoritative. The T.H.B. is authoritative, containing the orders of the Surveyor General on all the technical
subjects covered.
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS

The &inch way the smallest scale topographical series produced
by the Survey of India, 1/25,000 being the largest scale except for
a few town guide maps on scales up to 6 inches to a mile.
The Cantonment maps, usually on scale 16 inches to a mile,
were partly topographical in that they ~howedhill features within
their boundaries but were more in the nature of cadastral maps.
See Map Policy, lMap Seriea, Map Scales.
TOPOGRAPHICAL PROGRAMMES

General policy is outlined under the heading Map Policy,
p c e - t i m e survey programmes following the policy laid down by
the 1906 8urvey Committee.
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Programmes went by the board during the war and up to 1946
had not been formally re-started partly because urgent reconstruction work had to take first place in priorities, partly because post-wmr
policy as to map series and scales had not yet been decided.

TOURS
As explained under Conferences, tours of inspection were much
curtailed during the war owing to lack of time and the necessity for
conferring rather than inspecting ; in effect, technical responsibility
was much decentralized. On the other hand, there was muoh more
movement in the Department than was normal before the war to
enable personal discussions rather than correspondence to be carried
out and as a result to get quicker action.
The Surveyor General made a point of visiting Dehra Diin
once a month mainly to confer and deal with problems on the spot ;
he "inspected " little.
He also made a point of visiting the training area a t AbbottLbLd
two or three times a year the main object ( apart from dealing with
problems on the spot ) being to have a first hand idea of standards
of personnel and whether training methods were suited to army
needs.
The annual round-the-Department-tour
of the Surveyor General
was completely dropped ; Calcutta was not visited by him after the
Map Publication Circle moved to Dehra Dfin and South India not
at all after 1940.
2. Movement was mainly by rail ; air travel was used a little
particularly on the military side, road travel very little after petrol
rationing came in. With some difficulty, the Surveyor General
obtained authority to make his monthly visits to Dehra Diin by
car ; an easy four hours by road, an uncomfortable twelve or more
hours journey by train.
A-curious kink in the petrol rationing system was that a certain
make of car was "required" to do 20 miles per gallon ; it could not
do so, however well "tuned". There was therefore no alternative
but to ( perhaps one might say ) " distort " the mileage it was
expected to travel during a journey to Dehra Diin and back, to
obtain sufficient supplementary coupons.
TRADE PAY
Trade pa,y as such

wrts

not granted in the Survey of India

( except a small allowance t o air surveyors ) nor in the military
survey service at the outset. I t was commonly granted in the army

for other skilled trades but for surveyors only in the Gappera end
Minem and one or two other services.
These servioes were having much difficulty in obtaining suitable
men, rn began to be the cam with the Survey of India; survey
training takes a long time and men were likely to get cldvanoemmt
more quickly elsewhere.
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2. In 1942, the Surveyor General was invited t o attend a conference in the Defence Department with a view to co-ordinating
trade pay for surveyors in all services and t o fixing rates that would
attract sufEcient recruits of the right type.
There was some difficulty in arriving a t a solution because of
the great difference in the variocs services in the qualifications
required and in the duties of a "surveyor". I n the end, a sufficiently
elastio basic scale was fixed and from its introduction our recruitment and volunteering situation greatly improved; before its
introduction, personnel in the military survey units, if on military
rates of pay, received pay of rank only and i t was seldom therefore
that military rates were more advantageous t o tradesmen than
civil rates plus allowances ( Table B ) ; after its introduction, military rates were frequently considerably the better.
3. I n fitting the rates t o survey service personnel, the only
possible method was t o allot the approved grade rates to Survey
of India ranks coupled with length of service in a rank because
there was no possibility of carrying out trade tests, as such, for
men already in military employ nor is i t easy t o do so a t any time
for topographical surveyors-their "trade test" is in fact the actual
map they make over say a five months field season. As, however,
Survey of India personnel were promoted in civil rank according to
the actual results they produced, the method eventually employed
seemed logical and seemed t o work fairly both within the survey
service itself and as between the survey and other services using
surveyors.
The Rates are given in Table B. See also Terms of Service.

TRAINING
Before the war, the total strength of the Survey of India in
officers and other ranks, excluding inferior ( now class IV ) service
personnel was roughly 1,400 ; in 1945 the strength was roughly
2,850 so that about 1,450 officers and men had been trained or
were under training when the war ended, plus a considerable
number recniited to fill vacancies caused by superannuations.
These officers and men all had to be trained from "scratch" ;
that is, in the fundamentals of survey, drawing or map publication
work as the case might be and practically all had also to be trained
. in the requirements of military survey ; though only about 720
were in military employ when the war ended, many more had been
in the army and returned to civil for various reasons-sickness,
for use as instructors or to augment ~hortagesin the Department
( eee Base Organization ) and so on.
Besides this fundamental training, refresher and other courses
had to be undertaken for both Survey of India and non-Survey of
India personnel and very full training was given to 4 officers from
the Malayan Survey Department, a number of Afghgn officers and
eome Chinese officers. See Malaya, Afghznialiin, Chinu.
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After map publication, training was the heaviest task of the
Department throughout the war.
2. Except in air survey and military survey, training before
the war had been practically completely decentralized to units ;
there were no training parties except No. 18 ( the Air Survey Party )
and no schools except a small officers' school a t Dehra Diin formed
from time to time t o teach fundamentals to a very small number of
recruits to the Class I1 and Upper Subordinate Services. Military
survey training was also decentralized between "A" and "En
Companies and No. 18 Party except for the bigger training exercises
when representatives from all three units and also other volunteers
for active service wore collected together ; for the 1938 and 1939
comprehensive exercises they were assembled a t Risiilpur. See
Frontier Circle and Chapters I , 15, and V, 57.
This system was continued during the early part of the war
except that comprehensive and intensified war triangulation training was carried out in the early months of 1940 in the N.W. Frontier
Province ( see Triangulation ) and that the curriculum for the school
a t Dehra Diin was expanded to cater for Class I Officers and the
school itself expanded in size. See Chapter VIII, 105-107.

3. Original military commitments were to supply and maintain
two Field Survey Headquarters and two Companies, besides a
Survey Depot.
By 1941, three headquarters and three companies had been
raised and the equivalent of five or six more promised ; by this
time also, field work had practically ceased in the topographical
circles and with i t facilities for training personnel. It therefore
became necessary to establish special training units for field survey ;
this was done by the formation of the Surveyors' Training Party
( No. 2 Party ) with headquarters a t Abbottiibiid and the expansion
of the small Dehra Diin school into an Officers' Training Party
( No. 4 Party ) which worked for some time about Dehra Diin and
ChakrLta and then followed No. 2 to the AbbottLbBd area.
More detail is given under the heading Training Parties.
4. No. 2 Party catered entirely for Lower Subordinate field
staff ( plane-tahlers, levellers, traversers, etc. ), No. 4 Party entirely
for Class I , Class 11, Upper Subordinate Officers and Topographical
Assistants-those who were required to have a sufficient knowledge
of plane-tabling but who also had to learn all branches of theodolite
work, including astronomical observations, and computations. In
both units, tests for stereoscopic vision were made and those possessing i t passed on to No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party for training in that
branch, after completing their field courses, or in interruption of
them, depending on the head of work in No. 18 Party.
Because the Roorkee course had been stopped ( see Soldier
Surveyma ) No. 2 Party had also to devote some of its syllabue to
military route sketching, map reading, etc.
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Only auoh hawing training as was necessary to emble personnel to plane-table legibly was given in these units. They concentrated on field work and, in the case of No. 4 Party, field computations.
5. At the outset, about 18 months training was given to p h bablers and this produced some very well trained men; in. peace
h e , three t o five years was necessary t o produce a good planetabler, but this was because the field seasons of about five months
eluration were alternated with the recess ( drawing ) and lebve
season ; the continuous field season during war training resulted in
much quicker training but did of course leave much t o be desixed
in fair-drawing standards. The standard of fair-drawing lowered
very considerably among surveyors trained during the war. It
will still take about five years to produce one who is both a. g o d
plane-tabler and good draftsman.
6. Later on, as more units were formed and maintenance
became heavier, the plane-tabling course had t o be reduced to eight
months, followed by the air course and leave, the whole t a k q
about a year. When time permitted, further field training was
given after the year ; men were, however, considered to be dciently trained to join military units a t the end of one year, if
necessary. The standard was, of course, correspondingly
lowered.
Officers were started off, like plane-tablers, with drawing insQraction and practice which in their case included construction of
eccsles, etc., followed by large scale plane-tabling ( 100 feet to an inch ),
which took about a month. Another month on plane-tabling on
smcsller scales like 1/26,000 and l-inch was about all that could be
afforded, the remainder of their time-varying according to in&vidual ability and the reinforcement situation-being
devoted' to
theodolita csnd computational work, base memrementr ( Hunbe?
Short Baee ) and military survey exercises and schemes such
the rapid extension of a triangulation system from a short b m ,
the provision of trig. points to control an air map, etc.
7. In air survey, our aim was to teach the fundamentals of the
radial line method. Once these were mastered, ca trainee possessing
the necessary ability could fairly easily progress farthex into more
diflicult subjects such as the plumb point method, the w e of oblitpa,
the atereocomparator and so on.
In carrying out actual practical work, s t m s wcts giwn
methods currently in use in the military survey unite.
0fIice.m and surveyors were kept under air training as long
tbqy could he spared and there was room to accommodate them in
NO.18 Party. The "course" ran from six weeka or so, to aa much
aa three or four months : naturally, those who stayed longest became
b$e beat air s
w . It WB% impmsible to adhere to r#d Iagth
becmnee of the fluctuating requirements of the mimaa9
survey eervice, depending an the operational ~ n s t i c m .
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I n the case of non-Survey of India courses, however, like the
intelligence courses, rigid syllabuses were adhered to. See Air
Survey Party.
8. Officers and men learnt a bit more about drawing while
doing their air courses. Some who showed no ability in field work
were tried on drawing in the Frontier Circle or elsewhere, a number
of such men being utilized as draftsmen in military formations for
which they were satisfactory even though not up to the standard
required for fair drawing in the survey services.
Draftsmen as such were recruited mainly in the Eastern Circle
a t Dehra Dan, the "drawing circle" of the Department for most of
the war. All offices, however, recruited and trained any suitable
men that could be picked up locally.
After about a month, i t was fairly evident whether a recruit
would ever become a passable draftsman ; if so, he was put on
simple drawing work, if not, he was discharged. By the end of
about six months training, the average recruit got quite fairly good
a t simple work, by the end of a year he was ready to undertake more
complicated work such as drawing symbols, etc.
As far as possible, draftsmen and negative retouchers ( photowriters ) were interchanged a t Dehra Diin ; the two trades require
much the same technique and having men interchangeable did
much to relieve negative retouching ( duffing ) bottlenecks and vice
versa, see Map Policy.
An experiment not very successful, was in training draftsmen
in air survey work : results bore out our pre-war view that to be a
good air surveyor one must first learn to be a reasonably proficient
plane-tabler.
9. Map pliblication personnel were also recruited locally by
the various offices as well as, to some extent, centrally for training
in Calcutta before the move of the main publication office to HBthibarkala and in HBthibarlrala after it.
Training in the higher branches of the photo-lithographic art,
however, takes a very long time ; for instance, a machine-minder
is normally apprenticed for seven years. The necessity for attaching
British technicians to the Survey of India followed and is discussed
in more detail under Cadres and Map Publication. These officers
and B.O.R.'s besides performing the more highly skilled operations
in our publication plants also trained our Indian machine, photographic, etc., crews to take over from thon. Our own officers too
carried out a great deal of training but in the case of the more senior,
were heavily engaged on organizational and administrative work.
The Survey of India possessed no personnel fully a u fait with
modren automatic machinery, for we had no such machinery
before the war.
10. Tho training of clerical staff was a problem. Like all
government department,^, the Sarveg of India was short of trained
stl~fftJhroughoat,; so too was the military survey service. It is not
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m y to organize a "Clerk's Training School" and its efficacy would
be doubtful ; we had to make the best of the peace-time system of
giving recruits odd jobs, gradually building up their responsibilities as they showed their capability of handling them. There
was no serious breakdown either in the civil or military services
for which a very large share of the credit is due to Rai Bahadur
Diwan Chand Verma, M.B.E. See Surveyor General's Ofice.
11. Advanced training in theodolite work and to some extent
in plane-tabling was carried out in the Haziira and later Kulu Settlement Detachments, which gave fine scope for this work, see Haziira,
Kulu. Though field computations were taught in No. 4 Party,
some computers were trained from the outset in the War Research
Institute and all who were to do advanced work were given additional training there. Computing machines were carried by the
military fielcl units and preliminary training in their use given in
No. 4 Party ; considerable practice is, however, necessary for real
facility in using these machines and this was usually acquired at
Dehra Dan, or on actual productive work.
12. Inferior servants ( khalzsis ) were trained in their chaining,
heliotroping and similar duties in the unit in which they were
recruited, MI in the past; in the case of direct recruited I.O.R.'s,
the Survey Depot performed this function.

13. A general idea of the number of Survey of India trainees
paasing through the various establishments during the war is given
in paragraph 1 above.
14. After V J Day, Nos. 2 and 4 Parties switched from military
survey training to training in the special duties required for the
reconstruction projects of highest priority and to research in the
methods most suitable to carry out these projects most expeditiously
and with minimum expense. Officers and men who had received
only brief war training were required to attend refresher training
in these units and to learn the special methods suitable for reconstruction.
No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party similarly switched from methods
suited to war needs to those more suited to reconstruction needs,
while nt the samo time taking on more procluctive work than
had been possible during the heavy training activities of
the war.

TRAINING PARTIES

The work of No. 18 ( Air Survey Party ) has been outlined
under that heading. Training in general has been ontlined under
Training.
2. It hes been explained under Training that plane-hblem
were normally trained in the various field units of the Department,
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in peace. The cessation of field work in 1941 removed this facility ; a t the same time it was evident that large numbers of planetablers would have to be recruited and trained quickly if we were
to fulfil our new commitments of eight or more field survey headquarters and seven companies plus various smaller units, and
maintain them in the field.
Civilian recruits had become increasingly hard to get, the
army tapping the same recruiting sources as ourselves ; furthermore,
they took much longer to train than soldiers because the latter were
normally fitter physically and had received education in the army
which most of our civilian recruits lacked. It was therefore arranged
with the army to pool resources and to call for a batch of 100
volunteers for survey work, to be trained in a specially formed
unit of the Survey of India and at the same time it was decided to
discontinue the Roorkee surveyors course, relying on the Survey of
India for all topographical, sketching and map reading training.
See Soldier Surveyors.
3. While the call for volunteers was going the round of India
the Survey of India set about forming this training party, No.
2 Party, a t AbbottLbLd ; this place was selected because of its allyear training climate ( either in its immediate vicinity or 2,000 feet
lower down in the vicinity of HaveliLn or Haripur ), its proximity
to Murree where air survey training would continue to be carried
out and the fact that i t was a considerable military station where
the 100 soldiers, coming from nearly as many different battalions,
etc., could be accommodated and administered.
Because speed was essential, the proportion of instructors and
supervising staff t o trainees was made very high. Only 4 or 5
trainees were allotted to one surveyor-instructor, about 4 instructors
to one Upper Subordinate Officer and only 2 or 3 Upper Subordinates to one Class I1 Officer ; the unit was formed by and placed
under the command of Mr. Mahadevan Mudaliar ( later M.B.E. )
an officer of very wide survey experience who had just rotired from
the Department and volunteered to be re-employed.
By the time soldiers came to report a t Abbottiibiid the unit
was ready to receive them and was established in very satisfactory
hired offices there. I n the event, only about 70 soldiers turned
up, so that the proportion of instructors to trainees was even higher
than a t first envisaged. This paid handsome dividends for within
a yeer we had over GO good plnne-tablers and a t the end of 18 months
when most of them left the party, some were really excellent.
4. As the war progrcsaed, the proportion of instructors to
trainees had to be reduced due to so many of our best men being
in nlilitary employ and the oldcr men, who started the party,
becoming too old for active field work. Coupled with the reduction
in the length of the courRe to 8 month^, the standaad naturally
dropped considerably ; not so mlich as might have been expected,
however, for by this time a routine had been developed and the
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instructors and officers of the party had become much more skilful
a t teaching.
Towards the end of the war, we had to call upon tho army to
let us have back three good instructors, having ourselves run dry.
5. About one quarter of each batch of trainees was kept in
headquarters a t a time, doing drawing work ; the remainder lived
in camp learning plane-tabling, during the summer between Abbottiibiid and MBnsehra and vicinity, during the winter in the hilly
ground west of Haripur.
6. Administration of men from so many different military units
caused some difficulty, but we were greatly helped by the local
military authorities who did all possible to simplify ration, etc.,
procedure and to deal with disciplinary matters in which our own
officers, being civilians, had no powers.
For the latter part of the war, however, a small administration
section ( military ) was attached to the party ; this was commanded
by a Survey of India officer in military employ who besides running
the military administration also took charge of one of the training
camps.

7. No. 4 ( Officers' Training ) Party had originally been the
Dehra Diin Training School and followed No. 2 Party t o the Abbottiibld area in 1942 ; the reasons for sending it t o Abbottiibiid were
the same as those affecting No. 2 Party. See Chapter VII, 97.
This unit, however, remained in camp throughout the year,
near Mlnsehra during the summer, near Haveliiin during the
winter. A stores-cum-office hut was built a t each camp in 1944,
all work up to then being done under canvas. Living under canvas
was of considerable value to many of our young recruit officers
who had previously never lived in a tent and had no idea of camp
life a t all ; this was regarded as part of their training. A mess
similar to army officers' messes was formed with army help and
this too proved very valuable from the training point of view.
Cricket, hockey and football were encouraged and the party
played a number of games each year against local military and
other sides. No. 2 Party had less opportunity, for these games,
for its personnel spent a considerable proportion of their time in
relatively isolated srnall camps ; it too participated in some of the
games, however.
8. The composition of the trainees in No.4 Party was mainly Class
I1 probationer oficers and Topographicd Assistants. There were
always a numbor of military ofEcers under training as well, however,
and for a part of the time up to 14 officers of the Afghan army and
one or two officers of the Chinese army. All mixed in together and
got along very well together. Social amenities were provided by
dances and other entertainments a t the Abbottiibiid Club and
elsewhere in AbbotGbiid. Motor transport was sufficient to permit
movement to end from Abbottlbiid.
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Ration arrangements presented some difficulties with so mixed
a collection of trainees, but with the help of the army authorities
and later No. 2 Party's military administrative section, these were
successfully overcome, as also the tentage problem ; Survey of India
tents were mainly fairly old and new ones were not easy to get, but
army assistance in this matter too solved our problems, as with
motor transport.
9. With the cessation of hostilities, both 2 and 4 Parties
switched over to training for reconstruction projects and research
in methods suited to them, the latter party moving from its camp
a t Mlnsehra to buildings in Klkul in the neighbourhood of which
most of this training was carried out.
As has been mentioned under Projects, parties for reconstruction
work were formed here and then transferred to their respective
areas in southern and eastern India.
10. As in the case of No. 2 Party, the proportion of instructors
to trainees was kept high so that considerable individual attention
could be given to each trainee.
The average strength of the parties was :-

Staff and instructors
Trainees :
Surveyors and other L.S.S.
Military Officers
Class 11Officers
Topographical Assistants

No. 2
Party

No. 4
Party

..

12

12

..

100
15

60
20

..
..

..

..

..

15

30

11. KhalLsis for the training parties were found partly from
experienced Survey of India personnel and partly by recruitment
of local HazLra District men. A considerable proportion of the
former came from BihLr and were not entirely happy in north-west
India but our usual sources of supply in the Punjab and GarhwBl
had been heavily tapped for the army and few men from those
parts were forthcoming.
12. The Haziira Detachment also had its headquarters in
AbbottLbBd which was convenient in carrying out advanced triangulation training, see HaGra.
TRAINING SCHOOL

The mall 06cers' training school a t Dehra Dfin was taken
over by a military officer and considerably expanded in 1941 end
continued to train officers in that neighbourhood and about ChalwBta
till moved, as No. 4 Party, to Abbottiibkd in 1942. See Training
Parties.
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TRAINING SYLLABUSES
Training in general is outlined under head Training, the work
of various parties under Training Parties and Air Survey Party.
Syllabuses varied with the situation a t the time, having to be
shortened towards the end of the war as maintenance of personnel
became heavy. Those for training survey personnel were considerably different from those required by intelligence and similar
oourses.
Syllabuses crystallized towards the end of the war but also became very detailed and a complete record of them would be of
little value.

TRANSPORT
At the outset of the war, motor transport in the Survey of
India consisted of two old 30-cwt. lorries and a tractor-trailer to
carry one rotary offset printing machine. The Department relied
in the field on hired cart, pack or coolie transport except in BaluchistBn and Sind where the two lorries had been in use for ferrying
over long road clistances, camels being used for camp transport.
War establishment tables allowed for motor transport for field
eurvey headquarters and companies, but none was held on charge.
The idea of using cycle squads for quick correction surveys had
been mooted but not developed.
We possessed three reasonably well qualified M.T.drivers, two
of whom had been khalssis.
2. A number of vehicles were purchased during the war,
including two station wagons ; some 60 more, weapon carriers and
jeeps, were on order a t the end of the war for reconstruction works.
Except for the few purchased we relied very largely on the
army for M.T. during the war ; vehicles of various types were loaned
both by the army in India and by the War Office, the latter being
vehicles originally intended for military survey units for oarrying
printing machinery but which had been superseded by later types.
They were invaluable for moving heavy machinery in the new
Hithibarhala offices. See HtZthibarkala, Btores.
Drivers were found from various source9, some army, some
civilians.
3. Petrol rationing caused us some difficulty; it was not
always eaay to convince the authorities that the Survey of Indie
waa employed on essential military work and for this reason it was
sometimes very convenient to have the military vehioles svailrtble.
Similar considerations affected servicing the vehicles.
Travelling by private car became very difficult indeed and
thie handicapped us to Rome extent, for we had insufficient Government owned pamenger vehicles for touring purposes ; to utilize
heavy lorries for this purpom was not only uncomfortable end elow
but very wasteful. See Rations.
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4. Maps were usually sent from Dehra Dnn to the Central Map
Depot in Delhi by lorry or truck ; otherwise, tramport was mainly
by rail except in the training areas about AbbottLbBd.
Air transport was little used by the Survey of India except in
our attempt to stock Burma up with maps before the Japaneae
invasion.

TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE

Rules for travelling and daily allowances differed in the army
and in the Department ; this caused some embarrassment in dealing
with mobilization and demobilization, mentioned under Demobilization and also in granting daily allowance t o military officers
attached to the Survey of India. This, however, was eased by the
Surveyor General being authorized to certify military daily allowance on much the same basis as the civil allowances. This was
very necessary in the training parties.
TRAVERSE

Theodolite traversing was much used in the Survey of India
in flat areas and all officers and a considerable number of lower
subordinates were familiar with it, at least with a vernier theodolite
and chain measurement of distance. Subtense methods were also
used for measuring distance, but tacheometer ( stadia ) methods
were seldom used.
During the war traversing was taught all trainees in No. 4
Party see Training Parties and some practical experience was also
gained in the HazZra and Kulu Detachments by most of these
trainees. Much traversing was carried out by the Cantonment
Party in Assam and elsewhere ( see Assam and Cantonment Party ),
a~ well as by military units.
2. For accurate long distance traverses, the Hunter Short Bme
either in full, or in short sections, was used as the "subtense bar" ;
this gave approximately a 90 yards "bar" fitted with suitable
observing targets a t each end and a very high standard of traverse
accuracy of the order of secondary triangulation. This method
wm used for crossing a portion of the Lfit Desert, in the triangulation
connection between 'IrLq and India., see BaluchistZn.
It was also proposed to use this method, with a base high
enough to over-top high crops, in some of the reconstruction surveys.
3. Plane-tabling traverse methods were known to all Survey of
India plane-tablers and were taught a11 officers and men in the
training parties, including the method of adjustment normally used.
Skill in plane-table traversing is nev~rt~heless
aoquired only with
a lot of experience and for those who had to plane-table in very
enclosed country, further training in its tricks waa neceseary. In
very heavy jungle, "sound-traversing" sometimes hasl to be used
and this too required (I lot of training. Such specialized training
waA not given in the training parties.
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4. Details about traversing will be found in the Survey of
India Topographical Handbook Chapters IV, V and VIII and in
brief in Part X I of the Survey Service Pocket Book.

TRIANGULATION

India had been covered with a network of very high precision
triangulation, on which topographical triangulation was based ; no
high precision triangulation was in progress when war broke out
though a high precision traverse across southern Bengal to join two
triangulation series had been mooted. Topographical triangulation
was continued as long as field work was continued, but no higher
class work was undertaken in India during the war. See Baluchiskin, Afghznistiin.
Burma had also been covered by the Indian high precision
triangulation as well as topographical for the control of its maps ;
the records of the former were a t Dehra DGn, the latter unfortunately in Burma and were captured or destroyed ; they could not
be found after the war ( see Burma ) and the country will mostly
have to be re-triangulated.
India and Burma triangulation were based on the same ( the
Everest ) spheroids, that to the east in Siam, t o the south in Malaya
and to the west in 'IrLq and western IrLn on different spheroids.
There was consequently difficulty a t the junctions of these various
triangulations. See Spheroids and Baluchistiin.
2. Excopt in the Haziira and Kulu Detachments and to a
smaller extent in a few other irrigation and similar surveys, little
triangulation other than for training purposes was done in India
after regular field work ceased. It has been explained under
HaaZra that this detachment, and later the Kulu Detachment, w a
used for advanced training in this subject and that a special Lambert
grid had been calculated for HazLra District t o enable this training
to be carried out in the same terms and by the same methods as
would be used in military surveys.
A considerable amount of triangulation work was done in
'IrLq/IrLn by military survey units formed by the Survey of India,
see 'Irliq.
3. One of the biggest problems envisaged in our pre-war
military training was the provision of trig. control of su5cient
quality and quantity, and in sufficient time, to enable an accurate
map of enemy country to be made from air photographs. Much of
our training had been directed towards this end and many exercises
in full or in skeleton carried out in north-west India, several in
co-operation with the R.A. Survey Section. Major exercises in
1938 and 1939 developed this theme, and in 1940 classes for training
in rapid triangulation were held in the N.W. Frontier Province
initiated by Major G . Bornford, R.E. ; a considerable number of
officers attended these claases, including our Mathematical Adviser,
Mr. B. L. Gulatee, M.A. ( CANTAB.).
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Methods developed are described in Part X I of the Survey
Service Pocket Book ; normal topographical triangulation procedure
is described in Chapter 111 of the Topographical Handbook, earlier
war methods in Chapter VIII of that handbook.
4. Thereafter, triangulation training ( following the methods
developed in 1938-40 ) was carried out in the Training School a t
Dehra Diin, later No. 4 Party a t AbbottBbiid, see Training, and
Training Parties.
A cardinal principle followed in this training and in the initiation
of all small triangulations like those required for reconstruction
surveys was to obtain geographical position from a well fixed
primary triangulation point ( or other "best available " ), scale from
a Hunter Short Base extension and direction from an astronomical
azimuth, retaining scale and direction by check bases and astronomical azimuths a t intervals with an overall check by closing on
another primary or "best available" point. Chains of triangulation
were preferred to complicated figures such as had sometimes been
the practice in our peace-time topographical triangulation. This
paid off in saving of time both in reconnaissance and observation.
The principle was used in both HazBra and Kulu surveys, chiindm
( mark-stones ) being intersected from the appropriate chain ;
where observed from more than one chain they formed points of
check and adjustment as between chains.
5. Peace-time triangulation was normally computed in spherical terms, resulting co-ordinates being recorded by latitude and
longitude. Cadastral surveys were normally executed in rectangular terms, usually on the Cassini projection ; the Lambert oonioal
orthomorphic projection was, however, used for the HazLra and
Kulu settlement surveys so as t o provide practice in war survey
methods. All war surveys were executed in terms of the latter
projection, for which complete sets of computation forms had been
designed for use either with logarithms or computing machine and
slide-rule.
Where points in spherical terms were required in Lambert Grid
terms, conversion had to be carried out ; this i~ a somewhat tedious
process but for a considerable part of India "Grid Pamphlets"
existed, having been computed and published before the w a r ;
during the war, many thousands of points ex-India were converted
by the Computing Office a t Dehra Diin.
The values of points obtained from surveys executed in reotangular terms on the Lambert projection of course required no
conversion, being already in "grid terms ". This is the advantage
of executing surveys in grid terms, but there are offsetting disadvantages, see Gridv, Projectiom.
6. Plane-tabling is, of course, a form of graphic triangulation
using wholly graphic methods for resection and intersection whereinstrumental triangulation may use wholly computatioml methode,
or partly computational, partly graphio ; the "s e m i - p p h i o ''
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resection computation was largely used in our rapid triangulations
in cases where resections ( to be avoided ) had to be used.
Surveyors were not trained to triangulate on the plane-table,
except as part of the plane-tabling routine, but many good surveyors
have developed the art highly and it was used to supplement instrumental triangulation in hasty surveys. It can be very accurate
with a skilled operator.
TRIG. DATA AND PAMPHLETS

See Triangulation, Computations, Grids, War Research Institute.
TUNGABHADRA

The Tungabhadra River is a major tributary of the Kistna
and is the boundary between Hyder5bBd State and Madras Presidency for a good deal of its length, about latitude 15" N.
Like the Kosi and Tista projects, this Tungabhadra project is
designed to combine flood control, irrigation and hydro-electric
power requirements ; a considerable amount of preliminary and
planning work was done during 1946-46 and the project was a
considerable factor in causing the old Southern Circle of the Survey
of India to be re-formed. See Orga,wization,.
TYPE

It was Survey of India practice to type names on its maps,
using the "Southampton Pattern" hand-typing machine. Though
e good typer could deal with a considerable number of names per
hour, this method wm of course not nearly so quick as hand lettering
provided good men could be found for the latter purpose. During
the war therefore we gave a lot of attention to training draftsmen
in hand lettering, so m to speed up the application of names to maps
in a form a t least good enough to be readily legible.
When there waa time, the type machine was used; some
British made type remained from pre-war days, but much of the
type used during the war wm cast in our own casting machine, see
Monotype Machine and Letter Precrs Printing.
UNIFORM

The question whether or not military officers in civil ( Survey
of Indis) employ should or should not wear military uniform
wae a somewhat hotly debated one from time to time. See
Sekurity and Chapter VI, 83.
,

UPPER SUBORDINATE SERVICE
'She U.s.9. WM a non-gazetted service that waa mainly sup'though its personnel were frequently required to perform
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individual tasks beyond the normal capability of lower subordinates ; many of its younger members were university graduates and
some might equally well have been in the Class I1 Service but for
the fact that recruitment to Class I1 and U.S.S. occurred in alternate
years and a graduate who would be over age for the next Claw I1
recruitment had to accept U.S.S. if he wished to get into the Department. Some of the best of these officers were promoted to Clms I1
during the war.
Many of the more senior members of this service were not
graduates or had been promoted from the Lower Subordinate
Service.
2. The pay of the U.S.S. was low relative to the qualifications
of many of the men in i t and' it was very difficult during the war t o
obtain anyone on such pay ; recruitment was therefore stopped and
men taken in on a temporary basis as Temporary Computers or
Topographical Assistants ;this enabled their pay rates to be controlled
by the Surveyor General as necessary.
Men of this type were essential both t o war work and reconstruction work ; to use Class I1 officers on individual works was
extravagant but on the other hand lower subordinates were not
educationally up to triangulation, astronomical, computational and
similar tasks.
3. The corresponding map publication and drawing services
were known as " Division I1".
VARIATION ( MAGNETIC )

This term was used on later maps t o mean "declination".
The reason is explained under the heading Magnetic Work.
VERIFICATION SURVEY

This term has boen used in variolis placos particularly in connection with Burma and the north-west of India.
It was Survey of India practice to obtain information for the
improvement and bringing up to date of its maps from the various
Provincial and other T,ocal Governments, the Public Works Departments, both Central and Provincial, the Railways, the Geological
Survey of India, etc. I n most cases, the information supplied was
of t,oo goncra.1 a naturo to permit, its inclusion in a new edition of the
map concerned without first being checked and precisely located
on the ground by a skilled surveyor. The process of doing this
check and accnrato location was callod " verification survey "; the
surveyor ;LIRO
of course picked up any information that came t o
his attention during tho courm of this work but he did not make
any attempt a t general revision of the area under verificationmerely the specific items that wore brought to his attention by his
verification survey orders. Revision survcy is quite different and
implies checking every item that appears on any given map ; i t i8
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consequently very much slower than verification survey and, in 8,
sense, involves much waste effort for more often than not the great
majority of items are correct a t the outset.
VICEROY'S COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ( V.C.O.5 )
O5cers of the Upper Subordinate Service of the Survey of
India were granted Viceroy's commissions on being mobilized and
also the more senior of the Lower Subordinate Service, as well as
Temporary Computers and Topographical Assistants.
More junior members of the Lower Subordinate Service were
havildars ; the military ranks of naik and below were reserved for
the Inferior Service of the Survey of India.
2. A V.C.O. Cadre was also formed in the Survey of India to
enable to a limited number who were in the army to be utilized
temporarily in the civil Department when necessary. See Cadres.
3. A Table of military ranks authorized for Survey of India
personnel on mobilization is given in Table B.
VISITORS FROM OVERSEAS
Visitors t o the Survey of India during the course of the war
included Brigadier M. Hotine, c.B.E., Director of Military Survey,
War Office, Brigadier R . L. Brown, c.B.E., Director of Survey,
Mid-east, Mr. W. F. N. Bridges, Surveyor General of Malaya, Colonel
J. S. E. Bradford, o.B.E., D.D. Svy., ALF SEA ( from Southern
Rhodesia ), Lt.-Colonel F. 0. Metford, M.n.E., from Mid-east, Major
Esebach, c.E., Comdg. 653 Topo. Battalion, U.S. Army, Lt.-Colonel
G. S. Andrews, M.B.E.,Royal Canadian Engineers.
VOLUNTEERS FOR MILITARY SERVICE
Except for its cadre of military officers and some of its soldier
surveyors, no personnel of the Survey of India could be ordered on
military service, the Department relying wholly on the volunteering
system. I n the later stages of the war, however, the majority of
new recruited temporary personnel were required to volunteer for
the Supplementary Survey Reserve before being accepted, because
it would have been rt waste of precious training time to train up
temporary men unwilling to volunteer for military service. Once
terms of service were made adequate there was no lack of volunteers
from the Department.
See Raerves.
2. At the outset, both officers and men were a little reluctant
to volunteer because terms of service were not clear, see Terms of
Service. As uoon as terms were clarified and particularly after
trade pay was introduced, there was no lack of suitable volunteers
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[ War Equipment Tables

WAR ACTIVITIES REPORT
This report was designed to give the Government of India a
very brief annual picture of the work of the Survey of India ; its
distribution except to the Government of India was almost entirely
military.
See Reports.

WAR ALLOWANCE
During the latter part of the war, a "war allowance" was
granted to all personnel in civil employ on pay below a certain
amount. Directors of the Survey of India were not eligible for
this allowance which resulted in some cases of deputy directors,
who were granted an allowance for their extra responsibility as
such, receiving higher total emoluments than the minimum pay of
a director. It would have been preferable, in the case of military
officers, to allocate temporary military ranks t o civil posts which
would have avoided this and similar anomalies, see Promotions 2, 3.
WAR DIARIES
War diaries were not maintained by the Survey of India. The
monthly reports from directors to the Surveyor General, from which
the War Activities report was compiled, served a similar purpose.
See Reports.
WAR EQUIPMENT TABLES
These tables, which serve the same purpose as the British
"G. 1098", were being recast when the war started in the light of
the 1938 and 1939 military survey exercises ; they were completed
in typescript and duplicated in time to function for the formation
of the first units for overseas. See War Establishments.
An outline of major items of equipment as then decided was
included in Part I1 of the Survey Service Pocket Book, 1941. See
Table M.
2. Instruments and equipment of Survey of India supply for
two companies and headquarters had been collected a t RisBlpur,
based on old tables, by the e ~ r l ystages of the war. This had to be
modified and amplified in the light of the recast tables and equipment of Ordnance supply collected when units began to be formed.
3. With the formakion of the Survey of India Stores Organization, stocks of instruments and equipment of non-Ordnances upply
were collected and stored for issue to units on formation and for
their maintenance. The Tables were modified from time t o time
according to changing requirements and according to availability
of instruments, paper, chemicals, inks, etc.
After the formation of the Geographical Section, General Staff,
the Sul-vey of India was not concerned with the Tables, except to
supply their requirements through its Stores Organization.
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4. Articles of Ordnance supply were dealt with under normal
military procedure.

WAR ESTABLISHMENTS

Like the War Equipment Tables these were in the melting pot
a t the end of 1939 as the result of the comprehensive 1938 and 1939
military survey exercises. Outline establishments as decided in
1940 were published in Part I1 of the Survey Service Pocket Book,
see Table M. I n common with most military establishments, these
were changed from time to time and new units added to meet
changing circumstaces.
They were originally designed on the basis of semi-independent
sub-units rather than units in order to retain as much as possible
of the flexibility of the Survey of India non-rigid party system.
This was done with the concurrence of the General Staff and
Q.M.G.'s and Ordnance Branches.
See Military Survey Units and Military Organization.
2. Special establishments to suit Burma conditions were drawn
up and approved by Army Headquarters, Burma in 1941 and No. 6
Company and Headquarters mobilized on these, see Burma and
Burma Survey Party.
Indian establishments had been drawn up on the basis of war
on the N.W. Frontier and were not very suitable for Burma or
perhaps for other battle areas.
3. The Survey of India ceased to be concerned with war
establishments4xcept t o supply the men-after the formation of
the Geographical Bection, Qeneral Stufl.
4. I n the original arrangement of war establishments, much
thought had been given to how to fill vacancies, in allotting ranks
to the various posts ; they had almost to be fitted to individuals
on the volunteer list. The war system of acting and temporary
ranks very largely removed this difficulty though creating othere,
see Promotions.
WAR HISTORY
See Hiatcry.

WAR LEAVE

This ha9 been dealt with under Leave. It produced some
administrative problems, along with Lilop.
WAR RESEARCH PAMPHLETS

The War S ~ r v e yResearch Imtitute, described in the heading
thet follows, bmides taking over the scientific work normally
carried out by the Geodetic Branch did ta conaidereble amo~intof
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research work on methods for astronomical observations, base
measurement, etc. The results of this research and also of certain
special tasks carried out by the Institute were published in a series
of pamphlets called War Research Pamphlets.
These were printed in the letterpress section of the Geodetic
Branch a t Dehra Dan, and are as follows :-

War Research Series Panzphlets.
Pamphlet No. 1. Part I. Star Almanac, Ephemeral Tables
1946.
Supplement to No. 1, Part I. Star Almanac,
Ephemeral Tables : Planets 1946.
Part 11. Star Almanac, Permanent Tables,
Second Edition, 1945.
,,
No. 2. Part I. Circum-Meridian observations for
Longitude ( time ) and azimuth, also for
Latitude.
Part 11. Rapid Astrofix from CircumMeridian observations by J. de Graaff
Hunter, ~I.I.E.,s c . ~ . F.R.s.,
,
1944.
,,
No. 3. Astro-Clinometer, by Major E. H. Thompson, R.E., 1944.
Notes
on the use of the Bubble Sextant
,, No. 4.
Mk. IX for Ground observations, by Col.
D. R. Crone, o.B.E., 1944.
,,
No. 6. Daylight Astro-Fixes, by Col. D. R. Crone,
O.B.E., 1944.
,, No. 6. Magnetic Anomalies ( India and Burma ),
1944.
Astrofix
By Two Ex-Meridian Stars. Third
>,
No. 7.
Edition 1945, by J. de Graaff Hunter,
C.I.E., SC.D., F.R.S.
,, No. 8. Half-hour Astrofix By Two Circum-Meridian
Stars. Second Edition, 1945, by J. de
Graaff Hunter, c.I.E., s c . ~ . ,F.R.s., and
TJieutt.D. M. H. Dewar, R.E.
Trans-l'er~ia Triangulation 1941-44
The
,,
No. 9.
( linbing 'IrLq and India ) by J. de Graaff
Hunter, c.I.E., s c . ~ . , F.R.s., and B. L.
Gulnteo, M.A. ( Cantab. ), with an Appendjx "The Persia-India Connection" by
Major P. A. Thomas, I.E.
99

2,

WAR SURVEY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

It hm been explained under the heading Qeadelic Branch that
that Branoh had in reoent years become a topographical and map
publioation oircle in addition t o ite scientific duties. Scientifio
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work mas little in the early stages of the war while on the other
hand map publication work and certain survey work increased
hugely ; about 1943, however, demands for trig. data, tide-tables,
new grid tables, conversions of trig. points from one grid to another,
etc., began also t o increase very greatly while publication demands
continued to increase and with them and the creation of a stores
organization, administrative work. See Chapter I X , 134.
The need for research in scientific methods that would be
applicable t o invasion forces and later t o reconstruction also began
to be felt.
2. At this time Dr. J. de Graaff Hunter, c.I.E., sc. D., F.R.s., a
one time Director of the Geodetic Branch, had returned t o India after
18 months internment in Germany following the torpedoing of his
ship while en route India, and was employed as Assistant Surveyor
General ( Technical ) in Delhi. It was decided, in view of the
factors mentioned in para 1, t o dispense with the post of A.S.G.
( Technical ) and instearl create a War Survey Research Institute,
with Dr. Hunter as i t president, which was done towards the end of
1943. Staff was insufficient to provide a full administrative office
for the Institute much of whose office work had to continue to be
done by the Geodetic Branch in whose compound i t was found office
accommodation.
3. The War Research Institute ( W.R.I. ), so abbreviated for
convenience, carried out all the routine scientsc work of the
Department from the end of 1943 onwards taking over tide
prediction and preparation of tide-tables, gravity and connected
work, magnetic work, tape standardization, computational work
which included the adjustment and conversion t o grid terms of
many thousands of points, besides preparation of a number of
grid tables, in areas stretching from 'IrLq on the west to the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Malaya, Siam, Borneo, Indo-China,
Sumatra and China, on the east.
A large amount of research work was also carried out in connection with astro-fixes, improvements to the Hunter Short Base
Equipment, modifying the tide machine to provide certain special
information required by the navy and various special tasks such as
the preparation and publication of moonlight diagrams a special
star almanac giving the positions of 391 stars-partly to offset the
non-receipt in time of the Nautical Almanac and other similar
publications.
Some of these activities have been outlined under headings
like llfagnetic Work ; some have been described in full in the various
War Reaea.rch Pamphlets detailed in the preceding heading. See
also Computations, etc., and Chapters I X , 134, X, 166-169, XI,
160, 161.

4. Beaides the existing ateff, including the Computakion Oftice,
the War Research Institute wm augmented by a coneiderable
number of computers and Topographical Assistant8 who had a bent
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for mathematics and scientific work ; i t trained a number of cornputers required t o have higher than field computation qualifications
as well as certain officers in astro-fix and similar work. I n the main,
however, the Institute was very busy with its own research and
routine problems and was not burdened with training to a greater
extent that essential.
A small instrument repair shop was set up both to avoid the
necessity of sending instruments to Ca,lcutta and also to enable
"mock-ups" and pilot models to be constructed. As in peace
time, the Geodetic Branch workshop also carried out a considerable
amount of such work.
5. Towards the end of the war, attention was being directed
towards the improvement of the situation in India in respect of
high precision triangulation and levelling data, not infrequently
very distant from the place i t was wanted for irrigation and similar
schemes. The proposal was to establish a t reasonably close intervals a network of monuments recording certain data upon them,
and Dr. Hunter was trying to devise means of doing so reasonably
cheaply.
This is outlined in more detail under the heading AID Survey
Framework.
6. During the course of activities outlined above, the need
was increasingly felt for specially recruited officers t o take charge
of various branches of the work. I n the past, "all-round" officers
had been used on these works and during the war i t was extremely
hard to spare them for it. It was therefore decided to change
policy in this respect and try to recruit scientific officers of special
qualifications and some research experience in each particular
branch, as for length standardization, magnetic work and so on.
This scheme was getting under way by 1946 and concurrently
a National Physical Laboratory was being created in India, the
pay and status of our new oficers being kept in line with those of
officers proposed for that institution.
The Survey of India also agreed to act for the N.P.L. in respect
of time and length standards, and to collaborate in respect of weight
standards.
7. The Institute continued to function after the war, but as
the "Survey Research Institute", under the Presidency of Mr.
B. L. Gulatee, M.A. ( Cantab. ).
WILD ( SWITZERLAND )

Wild theodolites were the first glass arc instruments used
extellsively in the Survey of India and military survey units were
all equipped-at least in part with these theodolites, of the 3-inch
field type.
6-inch precision theodolites were also used in the Geodetic
Branch ( War Research Institute ) for high precision triangulation.
See Thedolitee.
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2. The Department also possessed one Wild photo-theodolite
which had been used for mountain surveys but was not require?
during the war.
3. A Wild A 5 autograph was acquired on loan from the Government of AfghiinistBn, see Afghenistin.

ZEISS
A small Zeiss instrument was the first glass arc theodolite to
be tried out in India, but Wild instruments were finally adopted
for general use, until the arrival of the Tavistoclr. See Theodolitee.
Zeiss ( split-bubble type) levels were in extensive use both in the
civil Department and in the military surve.y units.

TABLES
TABLE A.-Cadres and Services
N o T E . - T ~ ~various functions ere outlined in the Annotated Index.

Survey of India-Cltiss

I.

Gazetted, strength fixed by Government. Pre-war
32 military posts ( on average ) plus 6 regerved for promotion from Class 11.
1 Surveyor General, 4 Directors, 24 Superintendents,
8 ( on average ) Assistant Superintendents leave and
training reserve. P a y on fixod time scale for each oategory.
Numerous temporary posts ( civil ) during mar.

General Central ServiceClass I.

Gazetted, strength fixed by Government. Pre-war
2 posts, Mathematical Adviser and Superintendent Mathematical Instrument Office. Pay according to responsibility of posts, on time scale.
Additional posts during war, for Stores Organization,
clerical and map publication expansion.

Survey of India--Class 11.

Gazetted, strength fixed by Government. Pre-war 67
posts plus fluctuating strength of probationers. Offioers
de3ignated Extra-Assistant Superintendents. P a y on
fixed time acale.
Much increased intake in war.

General Central ServiceClaas 11.

Some gazetted, some non-gazettod
fixed by Government. Pre-war 11 posts
publication ofices.
Additional posts in war for map
clerical expansion and soiontific work.
according to post.

posh, strength
mainly for map
publication and
Time scale pay

Upper Subordinate Service.

Non.gazetted supervisory service, strength fixed by
Government. Pre-war 86 posts on fixed time scale pay.
Officers designated Sub-As~iutantSuperintendents.
No increase during war, see Topographical Assislnnb.

Fixed Clerical Posts.

1st and 2nd Division, 57 posts. increaaed during the
war.

Division IT.

Non-gazetted service, strength fixed by Government.
Pre-war I 1 draftsmen, 17 mhp publication and 7 engravers
posts. Pay on fixed time scale.
Considorably increased during War.

Imwer Subordinate Service.

Non-gazetted orv vice. ~ t r e n g t hst discretion of Surveyor
Goneral subject t o work requirements and budget. Contn.ined plane-tablors ( " surveyore" ), air surveyors, comp u t e r ~and other tmchnicsl field and drawing staff, aa well
na party and unit clorks. Service divided into grades
acrording to kill and experience and into two claeees
according to energy nnd ability.
Pay limits fixed by Government, a t discretion of
Survejor General within these limits ; pay on time scale
with fluctuating increments depending on quality of work
R R C ~year.
Majority on quaai-permanent haaia, promotion
to permanent establishment partially controlled by
Government rules.
Muoh expanded during war.
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Division 111.

Non-gazetted service, in case of map reproduction
personnel similar to Lower Subordinate Service ; contained
printers, photographers, etc.
In the case of clerical establishment, a yervice whose
strength and pay ( fixed time scale ) was decided by
Government. Was used only for clerks in the Surveyor
General's and the Director, Map Pnblication's offices.
Obsoleucenl.
Map publication service much increased during war :
clerical service decreased being replaced by Lower Subordinate clerks.

Miscellaneous Superior Service Posh.

There were a nurnber of posts to meet special needs in'
the headq qua^-ter" offices, each sanctioned individually
by the Qovernment of India, on pay scales fixed by them.
In the main, they do not enter the war picture.

Inferior Service.
( now Class IV Service )

This service was effectually in three branches, field
survey staff ( chainmen, ctc. ), ofice staff ( peons, chuprasis,
etc. ) and map publication etait' ( technical labourers ).
The field and map publication strength was a t the
discretion of the Surveyor General ; the office staff in the
"headquarter" offices waa fixed, with its pay, by the
Government of India to conform more or less to Secretariat methode and pay.

SPECIALWAR ~ E R V I C E S
Attache11 Military Caxlres.

Bee Cadres in Annotated Index.

Officers, B.O.R.'s and

v.C.0.'~
and Havildnrs were attached fbr duty in these
cadres. Pap a t military rates, promotion under military
rules, and paid by Military Accounts authorities.

Topographical Aa6istanta
and Temporery Computers.

No fixed strength or pay. Recruitecl temporarily
under the Surveyor General's own powera, virtually in
lieu of Upper Snbordinate Officers. Non-gazetted service
though some held comnlissions in army and some were
absorbed in Class I1 service.

TABLE B.-Rank and pay of 8urveg 01IPadh personnel
m military aervice
NOTE.-Military trade pay admissible only when drawing
military rates of pay. Acting, temporary and war
substantive rank admissible in accordance with military
rules. Either military rates of pay or ( Part I1 ) civil
pay with special allowances admissible, whi~hevermore
favourable. 6ee Annotated Index, T e r m of Service,
Trade Pay.

I . Substantive Military Rank and Military Trade Pay

.-

Cli~ssI ( Military ) O5cer
Clnss I ( Civil ) Officer
Class 11 O5cer

..

Class I1 Probationer

..
..
..
..

-- - .- -

Trede

Gubstentive
militmy
rank

Civil qualifications
.

-

..
..
..

..

..

..

I

- -- --

..
..

..
.. I

Own s n k

/

Lieubenb

p y
p.m.

1

NU

(

Nil

I

Nil

.. fkd LieuUmnb/

Nil

.. 1

Cap*

Sub-Asst. Superintendent ( Upper Subordinato Service ) in the
soloctcd grade on Rs. 350.
Subodar Major
Socond Division Map Publication Establishment Officer on pay
over Rs. 300 oxcept, those in n special post.
Suh-Asst. Superintendents ( Upper Subordinate Service oxcluding probeticmcrs ) not in the selected grade, and Topogrnphical
Assistants ant1 Temporary Computers of over 3 pears' service
who were considcred to be up to tho stnndnrd of Sub-Asst.
Supdts. and woro rocommended by the Surveyor General.

B.W.O.
Clnss I1
or Subedar

,, 106

,, 106

2nd Division Map Publication Establishment Officer on pay
not over RE. 300.
1,owcr Rubordinato Oflicer in tho selected grnde, or, in the case
of ncw ontrants as dcfined in tho Srlrvoy of India Circular
Order No. 422 corroctcd up to 1st January 1941, on passing
the efficioncy bar.
First Division Asaistarita in tho Hondquartors O5cos ( excopt
Hend A~sistnnts) and Upper Division, for new entrants
after 1931.
Probationcrs in tho Upper Snhorclinnto Service, Topogrnphicnl
A ~ f l i ~ t a nnnd
t s Temporary Compntrrs of less than 3 yenre'
~ervicein tho Survey of India.
Cower Subordinate Servioe Officers of 1st Class or Class A
Lower Subordinate Service O5ccrs of Inter Class or Class B

.. I

..

3rd Division Map Publication Establishment - Officere of
Class 1 or 2 ( Cless A or B for ontrants nfter 1931 ).

Jemadar

,,

,,

60

1 ,,

90
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TABLE B.-Rank

and pay of Survey of India personnel
on military service-( contd. )
Sl~bstantive
mili tory
rank

Civil qualifications

2nd Division and 3rd Division ( over 10 years' sorvice ) Clerks
in the Headquartera OiEicee ( Lower Division over 10 years'
service for new entrants after 1931 ).
Lower Subordinate Service Officem of 2nd Clam or Oms 'C*

.. 1

Lower Subordinate Service O5cers not included in the above

..

Havildar

3rd Division ( under 10 years' service ) Clerk in the Headquarters
Offices ( Lowor Division under 10 years' service for new
entrants after 1031 ).
KhalLi Jamader, Daffadar, Duft.ry and inferior Map Puhlication Establishment of similar status and Geodetic Branch
Workshop artificers.

..

..

.. I

I ,,

I.

I

3rd Division Map Publication Establishment Officers not included in any of the above.

KhalLi, Tindal and Khaliai Mate

Trade
Pay
p.m.

lance ~ a i k

I

60
45

60

TABLE B.-( concld. )
I I . Allowances admissible when civil pay w a s drawn
I

In India when not in a
field service area

i

Out of India or in a. field service area in India

Civil Qumlifications
Compensatory Allowance

Compensatory Allowance
--

Clam I ( Military ) Micers
Claw I ( Civil ) m c e r s

/
'

Claw I1 Officers

I

U.S. Oi3ice.m. Divn. 11
Lower Subordinate,etc.,
etc.. non-gazetted per- !
eonnel.
i

-1

1

Inferior Service

1

Special (:ompensstory
ALlou ance

Tecl~nicalFay

i

Nil
Nil
Nil
RA.187181-for o5cers on pay II
exceeding Rs. 999 ; Rs.
1:{5/8/for oficer3 on pay of
,
Rq. 999 and below.
Nil
Re. 185/8/-for officera on pay
Do.
Do.
from Rs. 750 to Rs. 999 :
Rs. 112/8/-for officers on
pay from Re. 350 to Re.
749 ; Rs. 90 for officers
on pay less than Re. 350.
!
.
Rs. 90 for offioers on pay
Nil
16f:/, of ciril pay subject to ! 339% of civil pay subject to
above Rs. 299 ; Rs. 67181a minimum of Rs. 50 for i
a minimnm of Rs, 100 for
for officers on pav from Rs.
officers on pay above Re. 1 officers on pay above RE.
200 t o Rq. 299 ; R9.
200 per month ; 25% of ;
200 per month ; 50% of
5(i/P/- for officers on pry
civil pay for ofticera on pay I civil pay for officers on pay
!
from Rs. 100 to Ra. 199;
of Pa. 200 and below per 1 of Rs. 200 and below per
;
Rs. 4.5 for o5cers on pay
month.
month.
I from Rs. 50 t o Its. 99 ;
!
I Rs. Z2/8!- for officers on
I
I
I
pay lesg than Rs. 6v.
Nil
Nil
25% of civil pay
50°/, of civil pay
Nil
of civil pap or Rs. 10
per diem, wbichever is less

Eiil
2596 of civil pay or Rs. 10
per diem, whichever is less
subject to a minimum of
Rs. 100 per month.

lay6

I

i

N
(I)

W

TABU9 O.-J?mCmd 3n €%itd 4lilibrrg entpboy kw9-45
No~~.--Refer
)Q %bb A for explanation of Serriees.
I

I

b~

Saavrcn
on CADBE

i

Angut 1941

August 1V43

August 1845
RE-s

1

Clees I ( Military )
Claw I( Civil )
Clam Il

Upper Subordinates
Divmion 11
Topo. aaeiwtentj
Surveyors

Dlaftsm~o
Computere
Clerks and Store-keepers
Nap and Record Keepem
Divison 11 ( Map )
Other L.S.S., etc.

9

..I

6;:

.. '
.. j

71

..;

.
..

1

i

285
,

I

I

..
..

1,

.. /

1

11

12

13

I

17
1

..

89

/
'

I
I

72
31

..

37.6

32

4

'

6
208

36
37
432

70
221

/
7.0.
16.

.

TOTAL

..

1

55
30
287

Total Survey o/ I d i a
..
Ollicers attached for duty . . j
B.O.R.'s attached for duty . 1

G-D

30

13
20
55

18
55
1

10

69
86
7

96

64

100
493
79

48
478
234

------1640
622
2262
2118
12
..
12
11
..

64

107

'

27

296

11

97
537)
1

SS
26
91
74
48
3

479
90
497
122
526
237

711

2839

..
..

11
107

Includes plane-tabler~and
air surveyors. See Soldier Surveyom.

Map Publication personnel.

TABLE D.-The Survey Organization in 1939 and in 1945
Base military headquarters and unita ( m*rked* ) are sh4wq in the Disposition List.
Others based on the Sumeg of India are grouped 9%t4e sqd. See Bme Organization, Military Organization.

I

I-

I

Location

I

..

-a

BMgdore

..

I

1

I

Nil

i

..

.

I!

cmlcutta

..

..

II

.

.

1

. . 8auth India Detaobs.nt

i

Nil
Surveyor General's Office
..
Map Publication H.Q.
..
KO. 1 hawing Office
..
Photo-Litho Ofice . .
..
Engraving O&ce
..
..
Ma &cwd
d Lyue Oflice
~&cal%strumeot
m
c
e

NO.2 M.R.1.O.

&BFb &in

i1

xi1

>
.. New
.. .. New
Replaced Officers' training achool
. . Repla,ccd Haaira Detuchmcnt
..

1

9.
Btorea OWce
Map Bub De ot*
In8iu Air &meg

g*:

Training.

Emtern Circle, i3mU India Par&

1 S h e a Organization

..

..

..
..
..
..
..

To Delhi
H.Q. to Dehra Diin

..

..
..

.;b TransporL

1

Mals O$ce in Qehra, Dim
Main O5ce in Dehra Diin
Transferred to Dept. of Bupply

I

Calcutta ( DUm Dnm )

m.Stores Oftice

Remarks m d referenca to b o o t a t e d Index

I

Dy. Nap Publication H.Q.
No. 1 Drawing Office
No. Photo-Litho Office
X q e u i n g Office
..

..

I

..

NQ.2 P a r b

\ 4Qqjnistrative
No. 4 Party
Sectiyu*
..
! Kulu Detachment . .

. . south hdio party

Bombay

Augpet 1Q4.6

September 1939

Map Publieation

J

1Bhw Orgnnitotion

Charter I d i n n Air Survey c~ndTranqport

. . Geodetic Branch H.Q.
..
..
( mfd.

H

TABLE D.-The Survey Organization i n 1939 and i n 1945.-( oontd. )
Base military headquarters and units (marked* ) are shown in the Disposition List.
Others baaed on the Survey of India are grouped at the end. See Base Organization, Military Organization.
htion

I

September 1939

Computing Ofice
..
Scientilic Parties and Offices
Workahope
OR~cera*reining scl;Ool

Punjab Irrigation Party
Burma Party ( Nucleus )
War Research Inst. H.Q.
Computing Office
Scientific Parties and btlicw
Workshops and Imt. Repairs

..
..
..
..

I

August 1945

Emtarn Circle H.Q.. .
No. 5 Drawing Office
No. 4 Party
..
No. 5/12 Party
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

Remarka vld references to hnooUte3 Index
Czlrgaon
Burma &crvey Party
Geodetic Branch and War Rtxearch Institute

J

Shared by G.B. end W.R.I.
TO .4bbottibid. Training Partiea
From Shillong.
Eastern Circle. P r o j e a O f ~ e r
Air Survey OJicer

Military

Survey Depot*
Survey Training Centre

..

New, under

Director of Survey India
Director Military Circle

C

0
4

New, Under Military Circle. Store8 Organization

Stores Oflice

3
'$

Survey
Depot

'3

H
7

CD

P
I&

Director of Planning, Maps
Map Publication H.Q.
No. 6 Drawing Office
.
NO. 1 Photo-Litho Office
No. 1 Map Record ant1 Issue Ofice

Nil

Delhi

..

Nil

(

Surveyor General's Office
Military Circle H.Q. . .
Geographical Section General
Centra! Map Depot*

Q,

New
Xew
~ a l c u t ~1a Bma &ganiyrlian
Military Organization
Military Circle

TABLE D.-The Survey Organization in 1939 and in 1945-( contd. )
Base military headquarters and units ( marked* ) are shown in the Disposition List.
Others based on the Survey of India are grouped at the end. See Base Organization, Military Organization
hation
Durn Durn . .
Hiithiberknh
Karichi

..

Lehore

..

I__..

I
.. I

..

!

September 1939

"E" Company
Lahore Detachment

I

..
..

Rurma Survey Party

..

Nil

F~ternCircle H.Q...

No.
No.
No.
No.

5 Drawing Office

4 Party
5 Party
12 Party

..
..
..

Frontier Circle H.Q.
No. 6 1)rawing 05ce
k m y Section, G D.O.
Nil
I

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

I

R e m a r h and reference t o Annotated Index

I See Calcutta, above
Nil
Nil

No. 18 (Air Survey) Party
" A " Company.

No. 18 ( Air Survay ) Party

August 1945

I
I

Nil

See Cehra Diin, above
To M w e e , combined with "A".
Work complete, disbanded.

"I" Company

Emtern Circle

c3
b

.Burme. Burma Survey Party

..
Frontier Circle H.Q.
No. 18 ( Air Survey ) Party
A/E Party
Map Publication Group
..
Nil

W

r'
M
m

Air Swrvey Part?/

No. 6 ( Burma ) Company reformed. B u m Sumey
Party
Winter only. Frontier Circle

Reproduction Group*

1

To Dehrn Dtn. Enstesn Circle

To Murrse
To Dehra DGn
Name changed to S i m l ~1)rawing
Section*. G.S.G.S.

..

I

A. Under control of S u r v e ? p General
Officer Cadre
I
I
VCO/Havilda.r Cadre

Frontier ~ ; r e l e
Army Section
Cadree.
Militaru" Survru

Units.

N
--

00
4

( wntd- )

TABLE D.-The

Survey Orgaaizstiofi in 1939 and in 1945-(concld. )
Auguat 1945

H. Under Contrd of the Dire&
o j Survey. India
Geographical Section, General
Staff, G.H.Q., India
Survey Depot with which is
incorporated
the Survey
Training Centre ( Civil ).
3 Command Survey Directontea
1 Base Map Reproduction
Section
1 Map Supply Bectlon
1 Baw Hap Depot
1 Draftamen Unit 1.G.S.G
C. Under Corfrol of the Director of
Survey, S L P S E A
ALFSEA Survey Directorate
HQ SAC SEA Survey Directorate
Survey Production Centre
2 Army Survey Directorates
3 Corpq Survey Directorates
1 Survey Directoratc ( Type C )
6 Field Survey Companiea
2 Air Survey Companies
'I Mobile Reprodn~%ion Groups
1 Base Map Reproduction
Section
6 M ~ SDu ~ v l vSeotiona
8 lu&y
Bectionr
4 h Survey Liaison Sections
1 Air Sui%y k c t i o n
1 Hap Reproduction Company
1 Map Bdpply Compmy

Remarkn and reference to Annotated Index

-I

Substantive I

:zf f

Reguh PI&bry Qfficers

'rernporary :
Rank

Military
Service

Angwin,J.B.P .,M.B.E.,JL.E ...
Biddle, C. A., pa.
Bomford, G.,O.B.E.,

B.E.

Clementi, D. M., B.E.

Over=

,Theatres

Cdolzel

PersialLIriq.

..

Lt.-Co.lope1

Persia, South-Eget A@
Command.

..

Colonel

Porsia/'Iriq, S.W. Pacific,
Burma, ,S.E.A&.

..

N~JW

..
..

Crone, D. R., qr,@..,o.B.E., B.,E.

Cdwl

Edge, R. C. A., W . P . ~ . @a.
,
..

Lt. -Colopel

South-&at As,igC-pd.

..
Gardiner, R.A,, M.p.e., H.6. . .
Glennie, E. A., c.I.E., pap. . .

Majw

Persia/'Iriq.

Lt.-Cqbqel

Porsia/'Iq&, wql,--t.

Heaney, G. F.,,~@..E.

Brig+er

Gambhir Singh, 1.4.

Jenney, R. C. N.,
Kalha, R. S.,

..
..

B.E.

..

I.A.

Paintal, J. S., I.E.

..
..

Rogen, R. T. I,.,

..

Osmctston, G. H.,y&.

R.E.

Snme, R. H., R.R.

Verma, A. D.

..

..

Wilson, I. H. R.,

R.E.

Wright, H. W.,

o.B..E.,

.A.

..

Ahell,

Lt.-Colopel

R.E..

.

I Captain
I

I

Lt.-Colonel

..

..

P e r ~ i a / ' l p i e ,il~$b-&ut
Asia Command.

Burma, South-Enst Asia
Command.

1

1

South-East
mand.

U g

,-.-

Porsia/'Iriq. Middle East,
South-Ewt & ,CQW
mmd.

1 Barma, Thailand.

I

Persia/'Iriq.

Major

Peraia/'IrOq, South-Enet
Asia Commend.

Colongl

Porsia/'Irtiq, surma.

..

Burma/S.E&.C.

5,~.. .

Burma.

..

Pereie/%Bq. Burme.

..

Ageemale, Q. C.
Anand, 0. P.

..

Major

'liW

C~ptain

..

Wilson, C. A. J$..,Q.B.E.,

Captain

Major

d., R.E.

I

..

Major

..

ThaokweU, D. E.

Williams, L. H., R.E.

B.+er

Burma.
CqM@

( S.E.A.C.
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TABLE E.-Survey

of India personnel on military service-( contd. )
Substantive

Emergency Commissioned
Officers

Military
Service

Temporary
Rank

Oversea8 Theatre8

Begnd. L. J.
Berry, J. C.
Bower. Q. E.
Critchell, H. M.
Dalal, J. A. F.
Dhawan, K. L.
Dhawan, N. N.
Duggel, K. N.

..
..

..

Lieut.

Captain

Mid.-Eest.

..

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'Iriiq.

..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

Lieut.

Major

Burma.

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

..

Lieut.

Mejor

Persia, 'Iriiq.

..
..
..
..

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'IrBq.

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

Lieut.

Captain

'Iriiq.

..

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'Iriiq.

..
..

Lieut.

Captain

Burme.

..
..

Lieut.

Csptain

Burma.

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

. . Lieut.

Captain

Burma.

Qanapathy, Y. A.
Has88r1,Y.S.

..

Eeshmie. Y. N. A.
Hawley, F. M.

..

Hayman, C. V. M.

.

Eurley, C. T.

.

Jein, P. K.

..
..

Khan, M.A.

Lieut.

..

..

'Iriiq.

Kohli, J. N.

. . Lieut.

Knttappe, B. B. . .

..

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

Merngein, U. D.,

O.H.

Lieut.

Captain

Bwme.

Msdiok, A. C.

..
..

Lieut.

Captain

'Iriq.

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'Iriq.

Yndalier, 9. I(. 9.

..
..
..
..

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.

Mnthanne, K. B.

. . Lieut.

Captain

'Iriq.

Phillip, H. H. . .

..
..

Lieut.

Captain

Persie, 'Iriq.

Lieut.

Captain

Burma.

Micheel, 9.

Ponneppe, I. K.
Q m h i , A. R.

..

Remanathen, A. N.

Reuurby, H.8. . .
Rim, J. C.

..

. . Lient.

..
..
..

Lieut.
Limt.

Lieut.

'IrQq.

.

Burma.

Ceptsin

..
Captain

Pmia, 'Ir&q. B.E.A.0.
B.E.A.C.
Persia, 'Iriq.
( mtd.)
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of India personnel on military aervice-(concld.)
Substantive

Emergelley Commissioned
Officers

Milit"ry
Semce

Temporary
Rank

Overseaa Thcatrea

Sen, N. C.
Sheikh,K.A.
Shinghal, P. S.
Teja Singh
Thomas, P. A .
Wilson, E. R.
Zaki, A. N. K.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

.

..

Lieut.

Captain

Persia. 'Iriq.

..

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'Iriq.

..
..
..

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'Iriq.

Lieut.

Captain

Persia, 'Iriq.

Lieut.

Major

Persia, 'IrPq.

..

Lieut.

Major

S.E.A.C.

..

Lieut.

Captain

S.E.A.C.
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OIvn
Knighthoarl
Wz6, &i$&tiit C.G., C.B.E.
Wheeler, Brigadier E. 0..M.O.
C.I.E.
Crone; W:-Qok~nel D: R.; O:B.B;
Glennie, Brigadier E. A,, D .s.o.
Phillimorej Obloml R.H.
Sleter, Colonel O., M.O.
O.B.E.
Crone, Lt.-Colonel D. R.
Wright. ~t.-colonel 8.W
Y.B.E.
Colquhoun. S.
Drake, A. 6: A., B.b.#.
Mudaliar, M. IM.
Peychers. H. J:
Vermn, Rai Bahadrrr D. (:.
Wass, Mdor
H.
Rui B n h ~ r
Verma, Rni Sahib D. C'
Khan Bnhadur
hluhnmmatl Hasan, Khn 1 Sahib.
Hai Sahib
Banerji, D. N.
Banerji, H. C.
Verma, D. C.
Khun Sahib
Chiragh Shnh.
Muhammad Aslam. Chowdhury.

fqbdcl Muhammad, Sub.
%&, H:K.
f i h k , Sub. ManawiL
#ti&n, Sub. Sarwar.
Kukretl, Jem. R. P.
Mamgnin, U. 0.
Qureshi, Sub. Mohd. Z. A.
Commendation Certificute
Adahahmathan, Sub. S.
Ahmad Hossain.
A.ltni$d Said.
Alam, Sub. Mohd.
Biat14be'm. Bhagat Singh.
Chrttterjee, Sub. T. K.
Qapalaawamy, Jem. C.
Ismnil, Sub. Mohd.
Jel Ptaknsh, Sub.
Joshl, Sub. C.

w:

Xhnh, Sub. HossPiii.

Khan, Sub. Manawar.
La1 Mir, Jem.
J a g m a t h , Naib-Jem.
Modhi, Hnli Ram.
Mukherji, S. P.
Nabi, Shaikh Gholam.
Panwar, Jom. M. S.
Pema Jagannath.
Rny, N. K.
Sen Gupta, P. C.
Sharmn, Snb. B. R.
Singh. Jem. Gajai.
Singh, Jem. Gurdit.
Singh, 811b. Nasib.
Singh, Shnmsher.
Singh, Jem. Teja.
Wnhah, Sob. Abdul.

'

Certijicak of Honour
Ahmad Said.
Arokiwvami, Capt. D.
Faznl Ellehi, Sub.
Govindarnj, Sub. C.

MILITARY

_
C.B.E.

Heaney, Brigadier Cf. F.

O.B.E.

Bomfortl, Colonel a.
Wilson, Colonel C. A. K.

M.B.E.

Edge, Major R. C. A.
Gardiner, Major R. A.
Wilnon, Colonel C. A. K .
Mention i n den patch^^
Aggamale, Capt. Cf. C.
Angwin, Lt.-Colonel J. B. P.
A~ghar.Jern. Ali.
B h t , Jnrn. Bhagat Singh.
D h e w ~ n Major
,
K. L.
Edge, Major R. C. A.
Ellahi, 811b. Fazal.
Heahim, Jrrn. 8. M.
Horley, Major C. T.
Jenney, Major R. C. N.
Knlha, Colonel R. 8.
Khan, Major M. A.

I

_-

_-

Khan, Huh. Sarwar.
Marlhwn Nnnd, Jem.
Mamgain, Capt. U. D.
Mnghli Ram, Sub.
Muthannn, Lt. K. B.
Naik Mastamir.
Qurnishi, Major A. R.
Qnreshi, Suh. Mohd. Z. A.
Ross, Capt. d. C.
Sen Gnpta IIav. St~rojmoy.
Shakir, Sub. A. T.
Singh, Jem. Rachan.
Srngh, Jem. Fateh.
Singh, Jem. Gajni.
Singh, Sub. Uurdit.
Singh, Sub. Naaib.
Singh, Jem. Teja.
Sinhn. Major .I. N.
Thomaa, Major P. A.
Tomnr, dern. B.S.
Vnikunthnn~tthan,Sub. 8.
Wil~on,Lt.-Colonel C. A. K.
Wilson, Lt.-Colonel I. H. R.

TABLES
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TABLE G.-Caeualties and re-employments
Missing believed
killed

I

Jardine, Lt. Wilson

I

..

1

..

Killed in action

L/Naik Bans Ram

!

Naik Chander Singh

..

i

I

Deaths
Barua. B. N.
Bulrhari, S. M.
Nayadu, R. S.
Sen, Hav. G. C.
Seven-(

1

t

Died of
disease

Hurt

I
( Lower Subordinate
Service ).

One
Class IV

I
II
I
1

J

..

Prisoners of War

Hunter, Dr. J. de
Graaff while travelling in S.S. Zam Zam.
Jardine, Lt. Wilson.

Came

Train accident near Monywa,
while on evacuation. Burma
on 1 9 4 4 2 .

I

I

Class IV service )

(

I

I1

Abdul Rahman, Jemadar . .
Aurora, Jemadar Gian Chand

..
Ghulam Nabi, Ht~v.
..
Gujral, Hav. Om Prakash . .
Khushi Ram, Jomadar
..
Ghosh, Jemadar S. K.

( Lower
Su bordibnste
Servioe )

.Died of diseaae.

Maacharak, Jemadsr, K. P.
Roy, Hav., A. K.

..

Died of accident, in Ceylon.
I

1
1

Singh, Jemadar Chet
( Lowcr Subordh~ateSorvice )
Sharpe, Pte. H. ( B.O.R. Cedro)

..
Died of clisoaae.

,

..

..

1

DEATHS
Abdul Malik ( Division I1 ).

I

--- Robertson. Q. A. ( Clms I1 ).

Banerji, A. C. ( Division 11 ).

I

Siddique. A. N. ( Clesa I1 ).

-

-

Chander, N. N. ( 1st Division As~istant).

Lower Subordinate Servioe

Chaudhuri, M.N. ( Q.C.S. Class I1 ).

Division I11

Kurup, R. R. K. ( U.S.S. ).

1
I

Inferior Service

..
..

..
..

47

..

6

32

I

Norman, A/Col., W. J. ( Class I ).

( wntd. )
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TABLE G.-4mualtiea

and re-employments-(

concld. )

I11 NORMAL
CASUALTIES
SUTER~NUATLONS
.-

-

-

-

-

---

-

-

-

Abdul Hamid ( Diviaion I1 ).

1

Daa. S. K. ( Division 11 ).

Abdul Rehmen ( Diviaion I1 ).

j

Dhara, G. M. ( U.C.S. Class I1 ).

Ahmed, 8. I. ( U.S.S.).

I

Drake, A. J. M.,

D.O.M. (

Clasa I ).

Begchi, U. S. ( U.S.S. ).
Begdwal, D. 5. ( Head Assistant ).

1 Grant, F. H. ( Class I ).

Banerji, D. N. ( Class I ).

Grice, F. J. ( Class I ).

Baneji, H. C. ( Class II ).

Hmtir, R. N. ( Class I1 ).

Banerji. K. C. ( Divieion 11 ).

1

Iyer. N. S. H. ( Claea I ).

Basn, J. N. D. ( Division I1 ).

I

Jackson, 0.D. ( Class I1 ).

Bhattacharji, J. K. ( Division I1 ).

/I

Jackson, Col. L. H. ( Class I ).

Biggie, W. H. ( Clese I ).

1

Kapur, C. L. ( Claaa I1 ).

Biawee, B. D. ( Head Assistant ).

Khusal Khan ( U.S.S. ).

Boae, P. N. ( Division I1 ).

King, Col. F. J. M. ( Class I ).

Cheterji, G. I(.( let Division Assistant ). ' Lal, J. B. ( Class I1 ).
Lewie, Brig. Sir Clinton ( Class I ), ( S.U. ).

Chaterji. M. N. ( U.S.S. ).
Chetej i , 9. N. ( Division I1 ).
Chukerbutty. N. N. ( Claas I ).
Colquhoun, S. C. ( Q.C.S. Clws I ).

I

'

Mantlanna, K. G. ( U.S.S.)-Invalided.

'

Mariadu, R. ( Division I1 ).

/

Matlub Ahmed, D. A. S. ( U.S.S. ).

TABLE H.-Expamion

in Map Publaeation Plant & Machinery

NOTE:-The

Army Section No. 6 D.O. is not included.
See Annotated Index. Phnt and Machinew.

!

Demription of Plan* end ;Machinery

1939

Map Publication Circle
Geodetic
Branch
Calcutta

1

Flat-bedof varioua eizea H/F

..

..

Hand-feed Rotery Offaet D-Demy H/F

10

Auto-feed Rotary Offset :-

..

Q d Demy Single Colour

..
..
..
..

..

..

Baby Mann Single Colour

..

..
..
.

..

Demy 2-0010~s

..

Double Demy Single Colour

,, 2-colonr

,, Harris

,,

..

..

..

..

I

..

1

TOTAL

I

I

I

I

I

I

l 7

4

..

.

..

..

TOTAL

* Includea F.C.O.

.

Frontier
Circle*

3

1

..

I

I

Hithibarkala

Printing Machines

I

I

1

1

I

1
1

I

15

( Murrw and R G l p n r ) and Riatilpnr 72 Rep.

2

..
..
11

I

2

I

1

I

1

I

1

..

I

12

I

14

..

..

I

I

1

( d . 1

Kl
w

ol

TABLE H.-Expmim

in Map Publication P

M

&

Mach-(

oontd. )

N o ~ n:-The Army Swtion No. 6 D.O. is not included.
See Armotetod Index. Plant and Machinery
AuaueT 1945
-

Wacription of Plant and Machinery

1

-

I

Map Publication Circle

1939

Geodetio
Branch

I

I

I

1
I

1

I

1

2

Calontte

Hithibarkale

3

Presses

Duplioating Preesee

I

4

..

TnrneferPresseeallsizes(HendDireot)
Mobile Hand Raseae ( Mule !l?ranaport Portable )
TOTAL

3

:I/
..II
..

fl
I

--

27

6

6

i
I 4

10

..

12

7

7

..

..

..

15

17

Paper conditioning machinee
Perforsting machine ( Hand )

..

..

..
TOTAL

..(
.. I

..I

3
11

..

-..

..
.. 2

Ineludee F.C.O. (Murrw and Risdpur ) and Risapur 72 Repa.

I

..

1

I

1

2

1

..
2

6

3

10

I
I

m

z

d

cC

I

..

..

I

..

l

3

2

1
I

3
3

'4

17

O
3

-I

1 5 0

I
1

E

FI
CI

w

f

cn

1

1

0

I

I

I

I

..

i

, TOTAL

4

I

I

..
..

Guillotining machinee

3

1

I

Warehause Machines
Varnishing machine

I

1
1

I

..

Frontier
Circle*

1

--

1

Pro-

--

-

4

1

19
(m t d -

TABLE H.-Expansion
i n Map
ooncld. )
- Publication Plant & Machinery-(
NOTE:-The Army Section No. 6 D.O. is not included.
See Annotated Index, Plant and Machinery.

1
Description of Plant and Machinerg

1939

I

I
1

..
..

..
..

..

..I

2

Plate graining machines. .

..

..

8

Ink grinding mill

..

..

..

2

CamerebRoom

..

..

..I

2

Arc hrnp
..

..

..

.

Rotary convertera

..

..

Letterpress

..

..

Fmmea

Whirlem

..

Map F'ublication Cirele

Geodetic
Rranch

_._____--

Calcutta

I

Hithibarkala

1

14

I

I

I
1

I

Frontier
Circle*

I

I

MiscdlaUe~us
PM-

Anons~1946
-

-

6

,

I

14

* Includea F.C.O.( Murree and Risiilpur ) end RisPpur 72 Reps.

14

I

7

I

i

I

40

6

I

EJ

%
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1. In addition to m a p published by the Survey of India, the Atmy Section ( No. 6 Drawing Office ) end, from 1943on, militaq
units m India end SEAC baaed on the Survey of India published a steadily increasingnumber of maps reaohing a peak of about 24,000,000
in 1944-45. The combined total published by the Survey of Indie end the military units in the Eastern Theatre waa a little under
100,000,000 maps. Up to 1942 the Army Section published maps.

2. The increase in length of ran ( Column 4 ) reflects not only the building up of military forcc~in the Emteru Theatre but also
the increase in scale of h e to the troops aa the war progressed.

3. The large inorewe in 1M2-43 reflects the build up of maps for the Japanese war, while the lull ( and shorter runa ) in 1943-44
reflects the uncertainty at that time of where the final offemive would take place.
4. Column 7-Column 3 represents the drop in stocka on Survey of India shelves, amounting to 307,000 maps ;this is aoonsidernble number of m a p under peace conditions, being ovcr half n full year's pre-war publication.

5. The inmeme in civil iasuee early in the war reflects demands in connection with factories, airfields, etc. That late in the war
mtlects demande for grow-more-foodprojects, geological activities, etc.
Sea the Annotated Index, Map Publiurlion. Jlap

Ianuea, Projcda.
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TABLE K.-Leuerpress Printing ( See Annotated Index )

I

Item

Pages printed

General Reports. 1939. 1940, 1941
Geodetic Reports, 1939, 1940,1941
War Researob pamphlets
Levelling pamphlet.

..

..
..

Trigonometrical Data supplied to army
Grid pamphlets

..

..

Tide-tables

..

Grid tables

..
..

..

Mathematical tables

..

..

Survey Service Pocket Book, eta.

..

.. /

Footnotes for maps
Letters for "paste-on" names and numbers )

.. 1

Other technical publication8

Type cset for hand typing

..

..

..

i

16,700 Impressions

1

I

I

5.418 tons

TABLES
TABLE L.-Survey of India ofice~sholding posts oa Directors, Deputy
and Assistant Divectors and those commanding Suroey
Companies and the Rurvey Depot
.

- .

--

-

1940-1 946

-

. --

-. ----

- ~ - -

-

- -.

.-

DELHI
I
D. Survey I. Commend . . Col. E. 0. Wheeler, M.C.
..
Brig. E. I . Glentlie, c.I.E., o.s.0.
Brig. G. Bomford
..

I1

..

II
I
.. 1

A.D.Survey

'IRXQ

D.D.
mSurrey Rritiqh
Troops 'Iriiq and 10th
Army
..

Brig. G. H. Osmaston,

Lt.-Col. D. E. 0. Thackwell
Lt.-Col. R. A. Cardiner, O.B.E.

..

Lt.-Col. C. A. I<. Wilson,

..

J. B. P. Angwin,

A.D. Survey 1 H.Q.

..

..

A.D. Survey 2 H.Q.

i
1
I

..

Col. 6. F. Heatley
R.E.

M.B.E.,

..

G. H. Osmaston, M.o.,

..
..
..

..
..

R.E.

I

Lt.-Col. J. B. P. Atlg\r.irl, M.B.E.,
R.E.

..
..

A.D. Survey 4 H.Q.
A.D. Survey I.E.F.

Lt.-C'ol. G. Bomford, R.E.
Lt.-Col. C'. A. K. \Yilson,

Feb. 41-Apr.
Apr. 41-Mar.
Sept. 42-Nov.
Mar. 46-Feb.

,

;

A.D. Survey H.Q.( Paiforce )

..

..
..

M.C.

-

-- .

1

41
46
42
48

Nov. 43-May 46
45-Apr. 47

Nov. 41-Apr. 43
Dec. 42-Apr. 43
Apr. 41-May 42
Apr. 41-Apr. 42
May 4 N d y 42
July 41-Doc. 41

R.E.

I

8.W.P.
D.D. Survey South-West
.
.
Pacific

.

.

BURMA FRONTIER

..

..

I

.
..

.
Cnl. G. Rorufortl . .
~:ol.J. H. P. Angwin, M.B.E.
Col. G . Hornforti . .
..

..

D.D. Survey E. Army

D.D.Survey

Col. G. Bomfortl

.. 1

Col. G . Homfnrd . .

14th Army

D.D. h r v e y 121 la. Dte.

GII. J. 1%.1.. A n g r i ~ t n.s.s.
,

1

..

/

Jan. 42-Apr.

42

Apr. 42-Sept. 42
Sept. 42-Nov. 42
Nov. 42-Oct. 43
Oct. 4bM1y 46
May 45-Nov. 46

I

C'ol. C. -A. K.Wilsol~.M.B.E.,R.E.

D.D. Survey I2t.h Army
A. D. Survey,
R I I P V C ~ ~. .

Brlrma

..

A.D. Survvy (i H.Q.

Lt.-('01. H. \V. IVr~ght,R.E.
I

. . I TAt..~'ol.H.W.\\'ripl,t.
Lt-C'r~l.H. \V. \\'right,

A.T). S~trvry9 H.Q.

A.1). SltrveY O H.Q.

i

..

Lt..('ol.

A.D. S ~ t r v r v4 ('orpa ( Inter
,.
101 1)te. )
snrvoy
+ 2 t

I

I5 C o r p ~,
.

..

/

1

O.R.E.,

..

..

('. A.

R.E.

A.1).
(I

R.E.

I

K.\\'ilsnn.
..

~ t . . ( . ~ ~1.l .H.R . \\.lln,n,

..
..

M.B.E.,

R.E.

May 45-Nov. 46
Deo. 41-May 42
May 42-Mar. 43

1
I
I

1

1: I

I

1

Mar. 4LT1t1le 43
June 43-Ort. 4G
Mar. 4 s s e p t . 44

H. (,. ,I.
Edge, R.E. . .
Jm.
Apr.
Lt.-('(11.C'. A. Diddle, R.E.
L ~ , . I R . ~ ~ . A . E ~ ~ , R . EAug.
.
Oct.
..
Lt.-('01. C . A. Bidrllr. R.E.
I,~.-c~II.

::

44-Apr.
&May
46-Oat.
46-Feb.

41
44
46
IS
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TABLE L.-S,urvey of India oficers holding posts as Directors, Deput*
a d Aaaistant Directors and t h e commanding Sz~rvey
Companies and the Survey Depot-( ooncld. )
-

-

-

--

A.D. Survey 33 Corps
.
( later 103 I>&. )

.

0.h. 6 Company

1040-1946

--

-

-

--

Lt.-Col. I. H. R. Wilson,

..

R.E.

Major I. H. R. Wilson, R.E.
Major H. M. Critchell, R.I.E.
filajor R. Y. Kalha, I.A.
Major M. A. Khan, R.I.E.

SOUTHERX C O N M A N D
D.D. Survey 11 H.Q.
..
( later S. Army )
A.D. Survey S. Army . .
D.D.Survey 12I.F.S.H.Q.
( lator Air Svy. Dte. ).

.

Col. D. K.Crone, O.B.E.
Col I. H. R. \Vilson
Survey )
COI. I. H. R. iiilson
Survey)
..
Lt.-Col. L. H. Williams
Survey)
.
Lt.-Col. R. 1'.L. Rogers
Survny )
..

.

S.E.A.C.
D. Survey 11 Army Group

..

..
..
..
..

June 42-Feb.
Peb. 43-&lay
Nay 43-Aug.
Sept. 45-Mar.

Oct. 4 4 J a n . 45

..
..
( AD.
..

I

Major C. A. Bitl~lle,R.E.
Major D. .\I. Clrmenti. R . E .
Mejor J. C:. Ron*, R.I.E.
Major C. A . K. Wilson, R.B.
Major L. H. Willinms, R.E.
Major Uamhhir Singh, I . A .
Major J. S. PnintaI, R.I.E.
Major R. S. KRIII:~.[.A.
~WajorE. K. CVilsun, R.I.B.
Major K. L. Dhnwan. R.I.R.

1

Jan. 45-Mar. 45

( A.D.

Major R. H. Sam4, R.E.
Major G~rnbhirSingh, I.A.
Majar H. h1. Critrhcll, R.I.E.
Major Et. C. A. Edge, R.E.
Major A. R. Quxrwhi, R.I.E.

I

Mar. 43-Apr. 44

( D.D.

Major R. ('. N.Jelmey, R.B.
Major R. T. L. Rogers, R.E.
Major P. A. Thornas, R.I.E.
Major J . 9.P ~ i l ~ t nH.I.E.
l,

..

Bug. 4 2 J a n . 43

D.D.

Lt.-Col. R. '1.L. Rogers
Lt.-Col. ('. 4. Riddle

0.b. I Company

43
43
46
46

Jan. 43-May 46

..

(

Brig. G. F. Hesney, C.B.E.
Bris. U. Bomfortl, O.B.E.

A. D. Survey 11 Army
Group ( 1ater.ALF SEA )

O.Cs. 7 Cmnpmnj

Sept. 44-Oct. 44

.
..

..

R.E.

O.C's. 5 Company

..

Col. J. B. P. h g w i n , M.B.E. .
Lt.-Col. J. B. P. Sngwin, x.B.E.,

AIR

( Inter ALFSEA )

- .---.

- --

Malor L. H. Willinme, R.E.
M a E, . i
n R.I..

May 4 P J u n e 44
July 44-Mar. 46

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Feh. 44-Oct. 46
Oct. 4.5-Apr. 48

Apr.
Oct.
Feb.
Aug.

41-0ct. 42
42-Feb. 44
44-Aug. 45
45 -

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Apr.
July
Dec.
May
Bug.

4 l 4 1 1 l y 42
42-1)ec. 43
43-Jlny 44
4PAug. 44
44-Jan. 47

..

Nov. 42-Oct. 43
Oct. 43-Snv. 44
Apr. 46-Hept. 46

..
..
..
..

July
Nov.
1)ec.
Apr.

..

Oct. 42-Map 43
k l ~ y4:l-Dee. 43
L k . 43--Sov. 45

rlpr. 43-Ijec, 46
Mar. 46

..

..
..
..
..

I

41-0ct.
42-L)rc.
43-Apr.
4;-July

42
43
45
46

L)ec. 43-l\1any 44
. J I I I I44
~
-

TABLE M.- War Establishment and War Equipment Tables.
Indian Field Survey Sub-Units ( showing typical units ).
i

Directorate ( A.D.
D.D. Svys. )
General Section

TWPALTYPICAL
FD. SVY.H.Q.

ARMY SUPPLY ( including attached ) (h)

!-____'___'___l____:____l-_

1

or
.. 1
1

..

i

SURVEY
O F INDIA
SUPPLY

i

I

1

'

1

;. . . ( b) ;
B(b) !
1
1
--1

Fj

. . iI

1

1

..

Drawing Section

. . I

~ a supply
p
section

..

i

Survey Park Section

1
.. I

Company H.Q.

..

i

6
:

!

5

1

4

!

2

..

:,

2

1

i

4

;

-

,

I

..

..

..

General Section
Air survey section

"i
..

Groundsurrey nectiou ( d )
'I'otaI typical Cl,p. ( d )
lea8 Rep. Gp.
..

j

.!

..

..

..

19

..

I

..

..

..

!
1

1

2

1

..

I

..

..

.

1

..

'

..

.

!

;

..

..

..

j

1

41(a)'

..

i)

I1

...

,

..

i

G
14(~)

l

l

,

I

j

..
"

..

..

:1

1

(

9

i
1

.

4
1
I

..
..

0

I

2

4

i
,

,

.-

i

6

1

25

1
1

)

16

'

4
32(a)

I

!

..

,

..

..

..

..

..

I

I

'.
..

..

--I

120

1

..
7

,

i
3

!

1

I

!

_____-_I___

j
54

i

I
I

14

/

27

-I

..

8

!pp,pp~:-

/ --1--- --ti
4
- --

'

2

I

4

!

..

I

I

6
4

I

1

i

I

~ ( a' )

:

( u ) Includae

offieen'
orderlies.
( b ) An
ofEcer
mag
replace
a subedar

in the
General
Sectionof ilH.Q.
in which
case
. . i1 15
t h e r e w i l l b e one
extra I.O.R,. as
I 1 2 6 1
officers' orderly.
i1
I
17
( c ) The proportion of
v.C.0.'~
and
Havildars may be
varied with circumstances.
27
( d ) 2 ground survey
.. 1
10 (
sections per typical
!
company.
4 , 54
(6) 2 printing w~ctiolls
1
per typical Rep.
I
GP.
5
/ 253 1

!

%W

1

;

CI;

0
0
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TABLE M.-( contd. )
Some Importunt itema of War Equipment and 8tor.a
I Typical 1 Typical i

Item

II
1

H.Q.

ORDNANOE
STORES
Binoculars

..

Compwses, prismatic, liquid
Heliographs, 6-inoh.

..
..

.

Lamps, signalling, day-light

..

14

I
I

Spectacles, tinted, No. 3 pairs
Telascopea, signalling
Watches. stop, 1/10 second
Chaguls, universal

..
..

.. ,

L a m p , incandescent, small

..
..
..
..
..

Cloth, tracing, 36'wide, yards

..

Pails, 31) gallon

Tanke, canvm, 60-gallon
Tanks, canvw, 500-gallon
Tenks, mule

..

..

1

24

..
..
44

,

-

I

4

..
.

1 1 0
I

1

2

'i

39

,

8

l

'

i

..
..

1

::
.

1
I

,

1

20

I

12

I

..

I
I

11

,

1
I

I

1

.

1

I

~

l3
382

..
..

REMABK~

..
..

1

2

I

' 11

1

48

40

6

..

I

1

..

Range-finders, artillery pettern

Park
Section

i

6

..

..

II

I

Coy.

,

36

..
..

192

192

l4 I

i
I

I

60

'
I

Colo~ue,water :
Cobalt, crimson, viridian, light
red, burnt sienna, burnt umber,
vermilion, aweolin ( or ochre ),
yellow, each cakes
..

7

..

I2

Ink,Indian ( Chineee ) sticks

1
6

1I

0

1

1 7 6

I

6

I

0

80

I

Ink, waterproof:
Black bottlea
White bottlee

..
..

Bornt eienna bottlea
K o d a t m , extre heavy,
U)'X 22 yds. R o b

..

4

'

3

0

::

,

..

1

..

4

l

..

2

'

I

i

I

1

2

I

I

.

28

1

~

}
1

4

1

4

1
I

Leseer quantities of other
colours.
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TABLE M.-( ~ n t d) .
Some Important items of War Equipment and Stores
I

I Typical

Item

H.Q.

/

,

Typical
Coy.

Perk
Section

I

1
1

;

REMARKS

I

STATIONERY
DEPARTMENT
STORES( wmld. )
Paper, drawing :
130 lb. sheets
210 lb. sheets

..
..

Paper, printing :
AhmadBbLdi, 74 lb. reams

I

I

..

24

I

220

400

..,

24

I

220

400

..

1

250

300

72

96

..

I

1

1

Bank post, heavy and light
each reams

..

Hollingworth, 80 lb. reams
Rag litho, 67 lb. reams
Tracing, 40"x 30" Qrs.
Pencil8 :
"Mongol" Nos.

I

..
..
..
..

Brown Noe.

..

Purple Nos.

..

..
..
..

Blue ( sky ) Noa.

Pink, light green, dark blue
red each Nos.

..

. a

Pencils H and 2, 3, 4, 6 H each
Doz. .

..

..

Tape, durex, $"x 10 yda. Rolls..

Height indicators ( scales as
required )
.

.

Tables :
Chambere, mathematical
Shortreden, logs

1

..
I

..

.

I

..
..

..

Seclion I V

Barornetern, pocket. .

..

Bars, miorometer, parallax

..
..

Bere eubtenee ( of sizes )

I

A

36

48
!
48

36
28

1

40

7

3

6

i

/

3

/

2

2

I

I

8

2

1
I

0

i

.

.

2

4

j

Lesser quantities of white.
black
and
other coloura.
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TABLE M.-(

1939-46

cod.)

Some Important iterne of War Equipment and Stora
Item

Typicel

Typical
Coy.

Perk
Section

i
Sedion I V-con td.

Bases. Hunter short
Beacons, triangulation
Boxes. mule. Poire
Chains, crinoline :

..
..
..

100 yds.

..

..

Chains. 66 ft.

..

.

Compeeses :
Beam, of aorta

..
..
..

..

Bow. pump

Bpring. pen

Rectengular magnetic
Proportional :
Lerge

..

Ordinary

..

Dividers :
Spring. srnoll

..

Hair spring, 6' or 6'

Inatr~~menta,
drawing :
No. 1 set

..

No. 2 mt

Do.

..
..

..

..

..

..

..
..

Twin

Pens. drawing

..
..

..
..
..

Levelm, Zeim, small
Mechinea :
Calonbting

..
..
..

I

4

I

I

1 3 0

2

0

1
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TABLE M-( cond. )
Some Important items of War Equipment and Stores
I

Item

~

Section I V-oonold.

Rules, sight :

I

..

..

.

Scdea, cardboard

..

..I

24'

Staves, levelling

..

1

26

I

..!

2

I

Stareoscopea, topo :
M.I.O. pattern

..

Wooden, head pattern
Tapes, meaauring :
50 ft. ( metallic )
100 ft. ( steel )

..

i
.. I
6

1

.. I
I
. . 'I
..i

3
1

I

Theodolitm :
Qlass aro

..

..I

Vernier ( 4' t o 0' )
Miorometer, 6'

...

..

Type, Gill-ems, sets

..
..I

I
I

,

I
I

1

*.
1

,1

Wetohee, chronometer, mean- I
time

..

..

Section

..

Cameras, proceas, portable, 26'
lens . .
..
..
Room. lensai for

..
''

Film, Kodaline :
Rapid, 80 cm. x 10 m. Rolls
Slow Rolls

I

V

..

..
..

j

i
I

i

Framea, printing, pneumatio,
D.E. size
.
..(

.

alesaw, sheet, negntive :
2 4 ' ~22'

..

..

..

I
t

..
..
..
..
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TABLE M-( mdd.)
Some Important items of War Equipment and Stores
1 Typical
H..

Item

section

,

SURVEY
or INDIA

(

Park

Typical

I

i
I

STOBES-X~~~.
Seelion V-contd.

i

II
I

Lamp :
Electric arc single point, pairs

1

Bulbs "photo flood" 110V. and 1
220 V. each
.
..I

.

I

Machines :
Rotary offset D.D. size

..

Paper cutting ( Guillotine )

. . I,

Paper cutting hand shear

W hirler

..

I

.. I
..

Paper :
Photo, bromide 2 5 ' ~10' R o b

,

i

I

.

.

..

Kodaline elow
80cm. x 10 m. R o b
Plan boards :
Pneumatic
Non-pneumatia

Plebm, zinc :
D.E.eize

D.D.size
23.x 21'

..
..
..
..
..

Praulea. hand D.E.eize :
Trenefer proving
Roving m v h g
U ' X22'

I
I

..
..
..
..
..

. I

1

I

.

.

I
I

..

I

..

1

I

..

32

1

j

I

,I

,I
I,

2

;

.

I

..

1

I

..

!

I

I
I
0

;

I

.

1

I

i

i

'

I

/
I
I

I

II

.

I

,

.

,

I

1
.

I

I

..

1

..

..

60

..

..

200

..

170

..

..

1

..

..

1

..

2

,

1

I

I

3

1

'.

I

.

3

I

.

I

!

4

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

.
..
.

I

I
I

..

Trou h, pining :
( power)

~.k.

..

1

I

I

Kodaline rapid
80 em. x 10 m. Rolla

I

I
I

I

Olassee, eheet. negative :

..

I

REMABEE

I

..

<

I
I

I
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TABLE M-( c o d . )
Some Important i t e m of War Equipment and Stora
I

/

Item

I
I

/

Typical
H.Q.

I

I

Typical
Coy.

REMABKS

Park
Section

I

1

I

I

I

I

Section V-conolcl.

I

I

I

I

Sets, petrol ( or diesel ), electric,
small
.
..

.

I

I

I

..

..

3

,

I

May be one large
set in lieu.

Sections V I and V I I stores are omitted
List of Profeeawlral F o r m

Indent for forms

..I

..

1

1

1

1

10

I

10

1

16

,

Cover L r 11 Lamb. angle book..

1

2

Form No. 3(a) Topo. Wild angle
book ( peaoe )
.
.

.

2

40

Form No. 13 Topo. C.M.Z.D. Let.

3

16

16

Form No. 14 Topo. polaris Lat.

3

16

16

3

16

.

15

1
4

0
I

..
Form No. 17 Topo. Clino Hts. . .

I

Form No. 16 Topo. Time

6

4

0

40
l5

I

6

/

26

26

. .

7

3

0

1 3 0

.

..

1

10

10

..

..

1 1 0

6

1 3 0

I8 Topo. Baro. and H y p . Hts.

1,
I

I

22 Topo. Village liat

13A Trian.

..

16 Trian. Ht., and Refn. Q.T.

18 Trian. Two aides and incl.
angle
..
.
1 Lamb. Dedn. spher-grid
2 Lamb. Dedn. grid. apher.

..
..

.

lo

;0

1

3

.
..

20

.

4a Lamb. Triang. and oo-ords.
Comb.
..

60

1

600

20

1

140

3 Lamh. Diat. and benr. from
co-orde.
..
.

..

6 Lamh. &-or&. and hts.

I

i

I

0

6

4 Lnrnb. Log aidea. Triang.

1

I

i

1

160

I

0

3

1

~
0

1

1M

1

I40

j

..

6 Lamb. Cutting pta. nnd hts.

I

7 Lsmh. Qrid Bearing, Sun

H. and V.

..

..

I

i
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TABLE M . - ( 4 . )
Importad Ssms of War E q u i p & and Stores

8-

1

Item

I~
1

List 01Projeauiod F w o n t d .
8 Lamb. Grid Beering, Polaris
T. m d L.

..

..

86 Lamb. Grid Beering, Polaris

..

H. end V.

..

9 Lamb. Liet oo-or&. end hte.
10 Lamb. Deeoriptions
11 Lamb. Angle book

II
I

16

,

i

100

i1
1

60

!

360

I

40

I

..

3 Mmh. Diet. end bearing

..

/

6

..
..

!

6

1

10

.

,

30

6 Xmb.Smaipephio resection

'

66

360

i

35

!

1

9

3

i

20
60

1 I:
~

i

9

30

,

26
66

M

,1

I
6

0

1

i

I

36

1
1

10

5 Sboh. Co-~rds.~d hsighte

j

6

6

26

I

10

3

2S(o) Trsv. 1-in. squares

2 Mmh. Grid to B p b d d

3

I

d ~. k oover
.

1 Sea. 1-10 in. equarea

!

j

..
21 Lamb. Rev. Set-up
..I
22 Lamb. Trav. Comp. Logs . . )
23 h b . Trev. Comp. Teblea . . I
24 Lamb. Trav. Synopsis
. . lI
~ ( 0~) n a v ~
.

100

I

..

24 Lamb. Trav. Fd. Bk. of 20

PBae

/

..
..

13 Lamb. Bearing, Sun, Time I

and Lat. known

I

I

!

10

-

l

3

1

I

0

1

a0

I

w

I

20

I

180

180

140

140

'

6

REIUAEKS

Tkkmm
~ A B L M,--(&ld.
I~

343
)

S m &I & p r ~ B
i t e m of War Equipment and Stores
T

ical
PC
J.

1,tern

Typidal
Coy.

sectim

Park

REM~KS

Machine Fbrma--concld.
8 Mach. Polaris, bearing ( H.
and V. and Time )
..

15

100

100

13 Mach. Sun bearing ( Time )

..

10

60

60

14 M&h: Sbherlcal Grid

.

#,

90

200

1 5 M e c h . H r m t e l r ~ l ~ ~ ( r t & . :.

f)

8

4

16 Mach. Height and refraction

5

40

40

..

10

60

60

18 Mdch. 2 Illde and incl. angle. .

a

15

15

Pads of&>.

17 Mkoh. Gfiln: of co-ords. nnd

..

heigbh

?1 M d c h ~Tthverse . .

.

.

.9

85

35

27 Mach. Map dutting point8

..

10

60

W

?n Mach. ~ o l n r i latitude
s

..

3

15

15

..

3

15

1b

30 Mdchr Ex-mbridional latitnde

8

15

15

..

B

80

30

..

16

90

00

..

1Q

70

70

34 Mkolr. M&chlne 111BwBBdbiod..

18

80

60

35 klbrh, Inhorpol~rtiohdfer)~ufHs,

I6

100

100

3

25

25

,,
..

6

10

40

6

50

60

..

10

100

100

..

10

100

100

32(b) Air Horizon c o r r e c t i o ~ ~. .

6

60

60

..

I

60

60

20

MacbcRt

dircum-~&erldland

1atit.nde

31 Mdch; Time

..

..

32 M&ch; udhversion of t i ~ n

33 Mhch. hterbdetioh on Bruno.

vig~bTwin

..

Hmk, eumputing, mecllinc fnrrna
At? Suboey Forma
14(s) Air girort mlibmBion

31 Air True botizon
32 Air ~ e i g h t e

..

32((r) Air Heighta ( rspid )

32le) Air Correltion to depths

w
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TABLE N.-Civil

Projects completed or

( From 1 April 1945 t o
Provinoe or State

1

A.

Name of Project

Scale of Map

2

3

IRRIOATXON
AND POWERPROJECTS

1. Punjab
2. Pnnjab

..

3. Punjab

. . Thal

..

Bhlkra Dam
B h i i h Rectangulation

..

..

Rectangulation-Miiinwili
Hydel and P ~ ~ m p i nScheme
g
.

.

4. Punjab/Ka.shmir State
. . Dhiiingarh Dam
..
5. Punjab/SirmCr State
. . Chandni Dam
..
6. Punjab/KaahmIr State
. . Chenib Reservoir
..
..
7. Punjab/Chamba State
. . Marhu Tunnel
8. United Rovinoes
. . Rirnganga Dam
.
9. United Provinces
. . Rimganga Reservoir
..
10. United Province8
. . NayBr Dam
..
11. United Provinoeg
. . Nayiir Reservoir ( Extension ) . .
12. United
Provincea/Sirmiir
State
. . Keshau Dam ( c )
..
13. United
Provincee/Sirmfir
State
. . Tons Reservoir ( c )
..
14. United Provinclee
. . Kllai Keshau Road map ( c )
..
16. United
Provincee/Sirmiir
State
. . Kilai Dam ( c )
..
16. United Provinces/C.I. States Rihand Resemoir
..
17. Nepll
. . Kosi Dam
18. Nepll
. Kosi Reservoir
19. Bihirflepil
. Kosi Irrigation (Commanded Area)
20. Benqal
. . Tlsta Dam
21. Bengal/Sikkim State
. . TIsta Reservoir
..
22. Bengal
. . Tlsta Irrigation (Commanded Area)
..
23. Bengal
. . Lower Tista
..
24. Bengnl/Assam
. . Karnaphuli Reservoir
26. Ori~aa
. . MahBnadi P r o j e c t N a r a j Dam . .
26. Oriane
. . Mahinndi ProjecLTiknrpCra Dam
27. O r i s s ~
. . Mahinatli ProjecLHirlkud Dam
28. Orkea
. . Mahlnadi Project - Hirlkud Reeervoir
.
29. O h
. . Mahinadi Projeot-Imgation ( Commanded Ares )
..
30. Kotah and Udaipur States Chnmbal Reservoir
31. Jodhpur State
. . I Jawai River-Erinpura Reeewoire

.

..
..
..

.
.

.
..

32. Jodhpur Btste

sa.

~nnjab

34. United Provinca

..

Jawai River-Rectengulation

..

Kuln re-settlement

..

32" = 1 m.
4"= l m .

TABLES
in h a d during 1945-46
31 March 1946 )
Scale of
, Mosaic

!&Area for
,A Survey
I(sq. mile )

Gompleted
or
in hand

Completed
In hand
In hand
Completed
In hand
I n hand
In hand
In hand
I n hand
In hand
In hand
Completed

I

R~uaKs

-

( a ) I n this season.
tmgulation.

25-acre reo-

( b ) I n this season.
tangulation.

20-acre rec-

Contoured mosaic only.
Contoured mosaio and map.
( c ) Prepared for Punjab Government.

In hand
Completed
Completed
Completed
I n hand
I n hand
I n hand
I n hand
In hand
I n hand
In hand
I n hand
In hand
I n hand
In hand

Prepared for U.P. Government.

Uncontoured photo mosaio only.

In hand
In hand
Completed
Completed
In hand

In hand
Completed

Contoured mosaio only.
Line map of main rrservoir of area
2R sq. miles and contoured mosaios
of the whole area oompleted.
Unoontoured mosclio ( 180 sq. miles )
oompleted. Ground work for maps
in h a d .

Points fixed and plotted on field
sheeta (mwavia ) on a node of
67' = 1 mile.
Experimental survey only.
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TABLE N.-Ckil J'qsj& *&&$
( from 1 &ril
N a m of Project

P r o v i w ~Q-I &bate

_--

-

--

-

scsde 6if Yap
.

- -..--

_

3

1

..

36. Punjab

Kariala

L,9411$ $9

-

8

..

mervation

Kh&nwG.erosion ,!&rvey . .
.. I ,Quj~f
i
Reclamat~qn
..
.. T a r ~Land

36.

37. United Provincee
38. Rimpur State

..

..

RBmpur Land Reclamgtion

I

D. SURVEYS BOR ~

W

A

LP B O J E C ~ J

39. Bihir
. . B o E r o C&-&+lb
40. Bihir
. . Giridih Cvel-&ld
Karpptee (CR&l-bid
41. Central Provinces and Berir
42. Central In&@
. . .Spn Valley

.

I

%@ria and & a c ~ rCod-field
dohula River Coal-field
h j b d i l g Icqn ,C@ Pr9ect
Ranptra

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

43. Central Xndie Stgtee
.L4. Contra1 India States

::

48. Punjeb

..

47. United Provincee
48. BiGr

. . Gangee &mmJ$ibhur (to Cawnpore
. . .Qan(ee &uqr Ccoesing nt #m$na

U.H y d e r m B W

,

and M o b w e b

49. Bihir
60. Bengal
61. Asaam
52. Aseam
&. .Jodhpur State
-54. HpCkwlW 8-

-33. &mbey/Deocen 4hW
57. Aa013rn

68.h

m

. . Sindai Faoto,ry
. . Hoo hly Ship c ~ a l
.

.

~oi&ira

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

. . Bekl-Men* w i n
. . Jodhpur Pailwgy Croeuinge
. . &iqhani B i h u r Rly. Alignmpt.

.

1

. habayC
Stake
. . BLlipira F.notier Tract

..

Walpng(91D8H)

.

,la = 1 q.

TABLES
in hand during 194546-(

concld. )

3 1 March 1946 )
REMARKS

Scbale of'

1.5.4" = I m.

9

4" = 1 m.

1,800
305

.),, = 1 m.
..

Completed
Completed
I n hand
Completed

6

'

I

..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..

1

I n hand
I n hand
I n hand
h hand

3!)6

4 84
2 l ,W,
l9
238
!)OO

480
870
22

1

Urico~itouredmosaic o~ily.
Uncontoured mosaic only.
Uncontoured photo mosaic only.
Original unpublished grol~nd w r v e y
~ e c t i o neupplicd.

Only photography completed.

I n hand
I n hand
I n hand
(:ompletcd

Grou~id control for :1,0(W uq. miles
completed.
Only photography completed.
Only photography completed.
Only photography required.
Air photography onlv.

(:ompleted

Ulirontonred photo mouaic only.

(:ompleted
I n hand
In hand
Completed
Completed
C~mpleted
Completed

U n c o n t o u ~ dphoto mopc~iconly.

I n hand
In he.nd
Completed

Uncontoured photo momic only.
U~icontouredphoto mosaic only.
Uncontoored phot,o mosaic only.
Uncontoured photo m o ~ a i conly.
Air phot.ogmphg only.

1

,

I

